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FOREWORD 

IT is a pleasure to know that Vacaspati’s Bhamatl 

on the first four Sutras will now be available to 

students of Indian Philosophy in an edition brought 

out in the orthodox style, with a critical introduction, 

Sanskrit text, English translation and notes. All 

those interested in Indian Philosophy will be deeply 

grateful to Mr. S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri and 

Dr. 0. Kunhan Raja of the Philosophy and the Sanskrit 

Departments of the Madras University for bringing 

out this very useful work. While S'ahkara’s Bhasya 

is fairly well known among students of Indian Thought, 

the later thinkers are practically neglected. Vftcaspati 

presents one great section of Advaita Vedanta and 

his Bhamatl is second in importance only to S'ahkara’s 

Bhn$ya. 

The Introduction, besides dealing with the date 

of the work and its place in the Advaita tradition, 

gives a clear and careful account of the central ideas 

of the Bhamatl: the authoritativeness of scripture and 
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its compatibility with reason, the nature of Avidya and 

its seat, release-—ultimate and relative—and Brahman 

and Is'vara, among others. There are side reflections 

on similar views in Western Thought which are always 

interesting. The work will not only add to the 

reputation of its authors but also help to popularise 

Vacaspati’s views on Advaita Vedanta. 

Andhra University, Waltair S. R. 

5th May, 1933 
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INTRODUCTION 

I. Date and Domicile of VAcaspati 

On the strength of a reference in the Nyayasuelnibandha, 
it is now generally admitted that Acarya VAcaspati 

Mis'ra belongs to the period round about A.D. 841-842 

(898 Vikrama Era).1 The last verse of the Bhftmatl 

refers to a king Nrga.2 While it is held by some that 

this king has not yet been identified, others * believe 

him to have been a king of Mithila, a predecessor of 

N&nyadeva, who reigned about 1019 Vikrama Era, i.e„ 
A.D. 962 ; it is said that this predecessor is named in 

some inscriptions as Kir&t&dhipati, and Kir&tas are well 

known to be those who had human vehicles. It is in 

any case certain that there should have been a good 

interval between him and Udayana (A.D. 984) who 

wrote the Nyfiyavilrtikat&tparyatlkftpariguddhi, as a sub¬ 

commentary on VAcaspati’s Nydyavcirtikatatparyatika. 

1 See Das Gupta, History of Indian Philosophy, II, 107. 
3 N ares'var§, yaccarita-’nukAram icchanti kartum na ca pfirayanti 

tasrain mahipe mahaniya-kirtau s'rlmannrge ’kSri mays nibandhah. 
See also p. 481, under II, i, 33. 

See Mm. Dr. Ganganath Jha, Sanskrit Introduction to his 
edition of the Snnkhyatattvakaumud\. “ Ntga ” means " one who 
has a human vehicle/’ and kiratas are well known to be such. The 
same writer gives many reasons, some fanciful, for holding that 
Vacaspati was a native of Mithila. 
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That our author belonged to somewhere in Behar 

or Bengal would appear to be evident from the repeated 

reference to mustard oil. It has also been said that in 

what corresponds to ancient Mithila there is a city 

called Bh&m& (Bh&matl) and a tank of the same name. 

It may be interesting to note a story current in 

pan(}it-tradition about the name “ Bh&matl In those 

days (as even today in parts of Upper India), it would 

appear to have been customary to hold learned 

discussions on such occasions as marriages. Vacaspati, 

who listened to such a discussion on the occasion of 

his own marriage, was so struck by the vagaries of 

dialecticians that he resolved straightaway to devote 

himself to the task of setting forth authoritative 

expositions of all the dars'anas. So great was his zeal, 

so mighty the task and such the patient and tireless 

devotion of his wife that the couple had grown old 

. before Vacaspati could write finis to his labours. Then 

alone did Vacaspati realise the magnitude both of his 

neglect of his wife and of his wife’s self-sacrifice ; and 

as a tardy measure of reparation, he gave her name to 

the last and greatest of his works, so that she could 

live on perpetually in the Bhlmati, though not in the 

bodies of children born of her. The story is so pic¬ 

turesque, so typical of the scholar’s neglect and the true 

scholarly recompense, that it deserves to be true. 

II. WORKS 

The works of Vacaspati are enumerated in the 

concluding verses of the Bh&matl, They are as follows: 
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the Nyayakawkd (a commentary on Mapdana’s Vidhi- 

viveka), the Brahmatattvasamlksd, (a commentary on 

Mariana’s Brahmasiddhi), the Tattvabindu (a discussion 

of language in its relation to meaning), the Nydya- 

vartikatatparyaflkd (a commentary on Udyotakara’s 

NydyavMika), the Nyctyasuclnibandha (perhaps written 

as a supplement to the Ttitparyatlkft), the S&nkhyatatt- 

vakaumudi (a commentary on Itfvara Kr§jja’s Sfthkhya- 

karikoi), the Tattvavaisaradl (a commentary on Vy&sa’s 

YogabMsya) and the BMmatl (a commentary on 

S'arikara’s S'arlrakamlm&rps&bhasya),1 

The BMmatl has itself been commented on by 

several other works. The most notable of these is the 

Vedclntakalpataru by Amal&nanda (13th Century A.D.), 

This work in turn formed the subject of two commen¬ 

taries, the Parimala of Appayya Dlk§ita (16th Century 
M 

A.D.) and Abhoga of Lak^mlnrsiipha (17th Century A.D.). 

The Abhoga is written in the light of the Parimala 

and sometimes criticises it. Other commentaries on the 

BMmatl are (1) the Bhctmatlvydkhya or the Rjupra- 

kasfikd by S'rlraiiganatha otherwise known as Akhaiitl" 

ananda2 3; (2) the BMmatltilaka3; (3) and the 

Bhftmativildsa.4 

1 All the works have been published with the exception of the 
Brahmatattvasamlk$3, not even a manuscript of which has been 
found so far. 

3 This has been published in part at Calcutta by Mahamaho- 
padbyaya N. S. Anantakrspa S'astrl. 

3 Manuscripts of this work are found in the Government 
Oriental Library, Madras. 

\ 

4 Mentioned by Das Gupta, History of Indian Philosophy. 
II, 108. 



HI. relations to other Writers 

The name of the Bhamatl is identified with one 

of two main streams of S'&nkara interpretation. 

V&caspati owes the major part of what is distinctive 

in his teaching to Mandana’s Brahmasiddhi. But as 

the views starting with Padmap&da are known as the 

tenets of the Vivarana-prasth^na, the views that 

started with Mandana passed current as the tenets of 

the Bh&matT-prasth&na. V&caspati draws largely on 

the Brahmasiddhi, and sometimes on the Paficap&dika, 

wherever necessary or possible. Striking verbal 

resemblances to the former work are indicated in the 

notes; a few of the resemblances to the Pancapcidika are 

noted here: bhasyam prasannagambhlram; (ahank&ra as) 

idam-anidam-rupam; mithya-s'abdo ’pahnava-vacanali; 

s'arlram eva s'arirakam s'arirake bhavab s'arlrako 

jlvab; bhik^u-bhayan na sthalya anadhis'rayanam; so 

’yam s&nti-karmani vetalo ’dayab ; anvaya possible 

even without reference to asti-kriya as in r&jfio’yam 

puru^ab.1 

1 The references are to pages 1,18, 4, 40, 63, 91, and 97 of the 
Paftcaptidikft (Vizianagaram Sanskrit Series). The statements on 
pp. 63 and 91 of the PancapUdika are well-known proverbial 
expressions; what is striking is the use of them by both writers 
in the same context. The interested student will easily find the 
corresponding pages of the Bh&matl. Some of the criticism in the 
Bhnmatt would seem to be expressly directed against the 
doctrines of the Pahcapndikn \ see the Kalpataru on I, iii, 17 
(p. 298) and on I, ii, 26 (p. 264). We owe this reference to 
Mr. T. R. Chintamani (Journal of Oriental Research, Madras, 
Vol. Ill, p. 45). 



IV. S'RUTI AS PRAMA^A 

For Vacaspati, as for all adherents of any orthodox 

school of Indian Philosophy, Revealed Scripture (S'ruti) 

is the final authority in matters of the Spirit. The 

Spirit (or Intelligence, Consciousness, the Universal 

Self, Brahman) is that whereby knowledge is possible ; 

it is itself knowledge. It cannot, without losing its 

self-hood, become an object of knowledge. It is manifest, 

since but for its manifestation the whole world would 

be blind. But it is not manifested by another, since 

that would lead only to an infinite series of the blind 

leading the blind. It is self-luminous and self-manifest. 

Perception, which would have no value but for the mani¬ 

festation of the self-luminous intelligence in and through 

it, could not have that intelligence itself for its object. 

Much less can inference make that its sphere, since it is 

dependent on concomitances between the perceived. 

Brahman can be known only through intuition and 

that only by gifted and disciplined souls, whose minds 

have been purified by Scripture-ordained duties and 

concentrated on the Scripture-taught reality. Such 

minds will by first hearing of the only real, one 

without a second, reflecting on it and refuting all 

objections to the doctrine, contemplating the real 

uninterruptedly for a long time and with faith, realise 

Brahman. The supreme pram&na is Scripture, though 

it mav and indapR Hs to be helped by reasoning, as 

an auxiliary, in order to remove the doubts that 

assail the mind. Such reasoning, however, is strictly 
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subordinated to the explication and substantiation of 

Scriptural truth and can in no sense be independent. 

Several questions naturally arise out of this: 

(1) Is such an advocacy of Scripture and sub¬ 

ordination of reason consistent with a truly philosophi¬ 

cal attitude? (2) How can Scripture maintain non¬ 

difference to be the truth where it conflicts with 

perception which cognises a world of plurality and 

difference? When there is a conflict between the two, 

should not perception prevail over the other ? (3) In 

any case, is not Scripture cutting at its own basis in 

denying authoritativeness to perception, since there 

would be no Scriptural knowledge, if words and their 

senses were not first perceived ? (4) What is the nature 

of perception, if it does not cognise a world of diversity ? 

1. Authority is claimed by Vacaspati not for all 

Scripture as such, but only for purportful Scripture.1 

For, in Scripture itself there are many restatements 

and explanatory and eulogistic passages, which cannot 

claim to be authoritative, except perhaps in dependence 

on other passages which lay down something new and 

purportful. The marks determinative of purport are 

well known; they are: the harmony of the initial 

and concluding passages, repetition, novelty (i.e,, not 
< 

being otherwise made out), fruitfulness, glorification by 

eulogistic passages or condemnation by deprecatory 

passages and intelligibility in the light of reasoning. 

It is clear from an application of these tests that the 

1 tStparyavati hi s'rutih pratyaksid balavat!, na 8'’ruti-m5tram; 
ananya-labyafr s'abdSrthab. 
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entire Scripture has non-duality for purport. The 

ChUndogya teaching, for instance, begins with pre¬ 

mising the secondless unity of reality and goes on to 

identify this reality with the self of the pupil instructed, 

in the words “ That Thou art ” ; the same teaching is 

repeated nine-fold to show that it is important and 

that it is the primary purport; nor is this identity 

something established in ordinary experience, like the 

heat of fire, in which case the Scriptural declaration 

would be a mere re-statement; it is a statement of the 

novel and hence is purportful; it is fruitful, since the 

knowledge of it helps one to pass beyond transmigration; 

the knowledge of it is praised suitably and its opposite 

is condemned; and the identity of the self with the 

absolute reality is also found to stand to reason.1 

Though the application of reason figures but as one of 

the marks of purport, it will be seen on closer examina¬ 

tion that reason really plays a much more important 

part. There are disputes even as to which is the 

introductory passage and which the conclusion. In the 

vast body of knowledge called Scripture it is possible 

to choose a beginning anywhere and call that the 

introductory passage; such a choice may be found to 

favour a dualist rather than a non-dualist interpretation. 

As against this the non-dualist has to make out that 

all such beginnings are intermediate or secondary 

(av&ntara), that the real beginning (paramo-’pakrama) 

‘ On advaita as the purport of all Scripture, see the BhUmatl 
on I. iii, 33 (especially, p. 343, Anantak^sna S'Sstri’s edition); 
mention of creation etc. is not part of the primary intention : see 
II, i. 34 (p. 482). 
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is elsewhere, and that this favours non-dualism. 

Similarly of the conclusion. The interpretation of 

these in harmony, again, calls for the exercise of reason. 

And the need of reason will be similarly found in 

determining what is purportful repetition and what is 

not, in distinguishing and assigning the fruit, in the 

ascertainment of the really novel, and in finding out 

what is glorified and by which passage. So that the 

authoritarianism of the advaitin is unphilosophical only 

on the face of it, involving as it does the abundant 

exercise of reason. True, he says reason finds a place 

only in so far as it does not conflict with Scripture; 

but in the end, reason itself has to judge when it 

conflicts with Scripture and when it does not. 

2. But how can Scripture over-ride perception 

which cognises difference as real? The assumption 

here is that perception is our first and basic instrument 
* 

of knowledge; and what is basic may not be rejected. 

The advaitin replies that no doubt it is first, but it is 

not basic and unsublatable. Indeed, where there is 

sublation, it is the earlier that is sublated. The initial 

statement or cognition has no doubt greater value, 

because of its position. But there are exceptions to 

this rule. Where a subsequent cognition arises validly, 

and it cannot arise except as sublating what goes 

before, the earlier cognition should necessarily be taken 

to be sublated; for example, the cognition of nacre 

could not arise, if the original cognition as silver 

persisted; hence, the nacre-cognition is admitted to 

sublate the earlier silver-cognition. Thus, the priority 
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of perception would of itself be an argument for its 

sublation by the subsequently resulting Scriptural 

knowledge, especially when the latter arises without 

depending on the validity of the former. In any 

case, as we shall see presently, it is not true that 

difference is perceived. 

3. But surely Scripture is dependent on perception 

for its very existence! Scriptural knowledge would 

not be possible except for the prior perception of words 

and their senses. The reply to this is that all that is 

required is the existence, the empirical reality, of words 

and their senses, not their absolute reality. Even in 

ordinary experience we derive what we treat as valid 

knowledge from what is not real but is superimposed. 

N&ga means an elephant, while naga means a tree; 

the difference in the length of the vowel 4 a ’ is a 

property not of * a * itself, but of the audible sound 

(dhvani) which manifests it; and yet the knowledge 

which results from this superimposed difference is not 

delusive. Sounds and their senses are but manifesters 

of knowledge which is eternal. The former need not 

and indeed cannot be co-eternal with the latter; so 

long as they exist and manifest knowledge, their func¬ 

tion is fulfilled ; an insistence on their absolute reality 

is vain and unreasonable. 

4. Does not perception cognise difference? The 

answer is in the negative. What we know as 

determinate perception does appear no doubt to cognise 

difference. But this is preceded by indeterminate 
p* 

perception. All distinctions are introduced later into 
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the single positive undifferentiated continuum presented 

by indeterminate perception. Such perception is compar¬ 

able to the state of feeling mentioned by Bradley, 

wherein there is a harmony of the that and the what> 

existence and content; it is broken up because of the 

very finitude of feeling.1 

For the dialectic on difference, V&caspati is 

indebted to Mandana, most of whose arguments are 

found briefly summarised in the Bhtimatl.2 The 

principal argument, which will bear repetition here, 

is that difference cannot be real, since it can be 

neither of the nature of things nor an attribute of them. 

If difference were of the very nature of things, there 

would be no things to be different; for, whatever you 

may say is one thing will immediately break up, 

because difference is of its nature; similarly of each of 

its parts; you cannot rest even in the primal atom; 

there is nothing which can be treated as a unit and in 

1 It is also comparable to what is described in the following 
lines of Tennyson: 

The baby new to earth and sky 
What time his tender palm is prest 
Against the circle of the breast 

Has never thought that “ This is I ”, 
But as he grows he gathers much 

And learns the use of “ I ” and “ me ” 
And finds *' I am not what I see 

And other than the things I touch 
So rounds he to a separate mind 

From whence clear memory may begin 
As through the frame that binds him in 

His isolation grows defined. 

* On I, i. 4 (pp. 174-179). The notes in that connection may also 
be consulted. 
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the absence of any unit there can be no difference 

either. If, then, difference be said to be an attribute, 

is this attribute different from its substrate ? If not, it is 

of its very nature, and we have really the former 

alternative alone. If the attribute is different, then 

we have three units on our hands, the substrate, the 

difference which is its attribute and the difference of 

the attribute from the substrate. And the moment we 

start inquiring into the relation of this difference to the 

substrate on the one hand and the attribute on the 

other, we are launched on an infinite regress. The 

notion of difference then is unintelligible, and since it 

pre-supposes the identity at least of a unit that is 

different, it is reasonable to hold that difference is 

superimposed on a basis of identity. 

May not both identity and difference be real ? Do 

we not indeed find this synthesis abundantly in experi¬ 

ence? We do no doubt find their apparent synthesis in 

experience, but that is no justification for the uncritical 

acceptance of both. To say that both identity and 

difference are manifest cannot compel us to say that 

they are both real, unless all attempt at systematic 

thinking is to be abandoned. A crown and a bracelet, 

it is said, are different and yet non-different, different 

as products, but non-different in respect of their cause, 

gold. But if they are really non-different, he who 

wants a crown must be satisfied with the bracelet; if 

you say that there is difference too between crown and 

bracelet, then there must be difference between bracelet 

and gold also, since crown and gold are non-different. 



And if, because of the difference between the crown and 

bracelet, he who wants the first does not want the 

second, why should it not be that he wants it too, 

because of their non-difference ? Such in bare outline 

is the criticism of the view of difference cum non¬ 

difference (bheda-’bheda).1 Identity may be found 

only with difference, but philosophy cannot stop with 

juxtaposing them; either should be taken to be more 

fundamental than the other, and the advaitin has 

shown sufficient cause for not treating difference as 

fundamental 

What, then, is the goal of knowledge ? Is it the 

pre-rational stage of cognition, analogous to feeling in 

Bradley’s system ? Obviously, it cannot be, for, on the 

pre-rational supervenes the rational, introducing its 

distinctions and doubts. The goal of knowledge cannot 

be any such unstable harmony. For him who has 

attained that, there is perfect peace, no more return 

to the relational world of diversity and distraction. 

The final cognition, though characterised as perceptual 

and indeterminate, cannot then be of the same nature 

as the indeterminate cognition of the child and the 

deaf-mute. Between the two, there are only two 

characteristics in common, the immediacy of cognition 

and its non-attributive nature. All determinate cog¬ 

nition is attributive; the subject is known to possess 

a name, a class or a quality. In the indeterminate 

1 The critioism of bheda-’bheda occurs under I, i, 4 (pp. 175-178). 
Amal&nanda takes it to apply to Bh&skara. The arguments are 
in substance identical with Mandana’s in the Brahmaaiddhi 
pp. 63-70; and Magana is criticising KumSrila. 
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cognition of the child, there is no distinction of subject 

and predicate at all. In the final perception, we pass 

beyond the distinction of subject and predicate, to 

understand the identity underlying both, not the mere 

attribution of one with respect to the other. A typical 

cognition of this character is the recognition “ This is 

that Devadatta What is asserted is not the posses¬ 

sion of an attribute by a subject, but the identity of 

Devadatta seen at a different time and place with the 

Devadatta seen here and now. The judgment is 

essentially an identity judgment not an attributive one. 

And yet it is not bare identity that is affirmed, but 

identity as qualified by the differences of time and 

place. If the differences were really attributes of 

Devadatta, forming part of his essential nature, the 

identity would be impossible. It is therefore said that 

the differences of time and place are upalaksanas, 

qualifications per accidens, and the identity asserted 

is so qualified. The difference between this and the 

bare identity of the pre-rational cognition consists in 

the stability, certitude and freedom from doubt of the 

former. For it has been mediated; it has passed 

through doubt and difference and is rich with their 

significance, though they themselves persist no longer, 

not being ultimately real. The attributive judgments 

of determinate cognition have fulfilled their purpose 

by extending, harmonising and consolidating the 

original datum of knowledge. What happens at the 

final stage is the realisation of the unity and identity 

of the empery of knowledge, a unity no longer liable 
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to disruption from within or without, as at the pre- 

rational level. This is the realisation of akhand&rtha, 

the impartite sense, which is non-relational in nature 

(saipsarga-’navag&hi-jflftnam), not because it is infra- 

relational, but because it has taken up and transcended 

relations. Nor need one feel that difference and 

relations have not come in for fair play since they are 

treated merely as qualifications per accidens ; for, what 

matters, the signification, is conserved even in the case 

of an upalak^ana. The crow on the top of Devadatta’s 

house serves to identify the house for him who seeks 

it; the identification is the significance; that is never 

lost, though the crow may fly away and the attribution 

of the crow sitting there is only a qualification per 

accidensIt is easy to fall into the error of holding 

1 There is little discussion of the doctrine of akhaijdartha in 
the BhUmatl itself. But it is adverted to in the Kalpataru, even 
in the course of the first four sOtras; and the doctrine is of such 
vital importance to advaita that at least this passing mention has 
to be made. The view that the final cognition is characterised by 
freedom from doubt and delusion and that it is qualified per accidens 
by the differences is elaborated at great length in the Advaitasiddhi, 
V&caspati’s failure to discuss akhaijd&rtha is susceptible of one of 
the following explanations. For him, as for Mapdana, verbal 
testimony is not of itself the cause of immediate knowledge. The 
cognition resulting from such testimony has to be contemplated 
with faith, unintermittently and for a long time before the final 
intuition results. From the sentence there results but a mediate 
cognition which starts the indispensable process of prasankhyana; 
it would therefore seem unnecessary to insist on the sentence too 
conveying a sense that is impartite. Another possible reason is 
that, unlike Mapd&na, Vacaspati does not hold to the sphota-v&da, 
the doctrine that meaning is one and integral and that it is but 
revealed gradually in the spoken letters and words. He would seem 
to have more sympathy with the Associationist and the Behaviourist 
explanations of the acquirement of meaning than with an explana¬ 
tion like that of the Gestalt psychologist. The juxtaposition of 
such a doctrine alongside that of akhand&rtha would have appeared, 
to say the least, incongruous. It is worth noting that the doctrine 
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that the indeterminate cognition is the pre-rational 

and the pre-relational, that it is but knowledge of the 

bare subject without its attributes, the bare stem 

without its modifications. The relations and the 

attributes and the modification all count in the final 

cognition, though they cannot count as such, as 

independently and absolutely real. 

The logical theory of Bradley and Bosanquet 

is generally identified with the predicative view 

of judgment. Judgment, according to the former, 

relates an ideal content to a subject in reality. 

The aspects of the that and the what, existence 

and content, exist harmoniously in feeling, but 

the harmony is imperfect because of the finitude of 

feeling. Each aspect tends to outrun or exceed the 

other. Thought tries to cure the defect by a 

homeopathic method. It accentuates the separation 

between the that and the what, sunders them in order 

to bring them together more effectively. The that thus 

sundered becomes the logical subject, while the what is 

the logical predicate. But, elsewhere, he holds that 

reality itself is the logical subject of every judgment. 

Now, obviously, reality as a whole is not a mere that; 

it is the perfect harmony of the that and the what. Nor 

of akhayglSrtha is primarily intended to show that statements made 
in Scripture, despite their propositional form involving subjects, 
predicates and relations, make known the one and the supra- 
relational, not the many in relation. A question of some importance 
is how words in a proposition can have an identical import and yet 
be non-synonymous; it is discussed at some length by most 
advaita writers and is briefly referred to by Mandana; the 
argument is not set out here for fear of prolixity. 
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is the predicate, logically considered, a mere what, a 

bare content. All this mention of sundering and 

homeopathic treatment seems then wide of the mark, a 

defect which Bradley himself recognised in the Essays 

on Truth and Reality} What is characteristic of 

judgment is the presence of an ideal element. If reality 

alone were present in the judgment, there could be no 

judgment, since the latter is relational while the former 

is supra-relational. Such relations as are affirmed must 

be within reality. But no judgment establishing such 

relations alone can claim to absolute truth, since the 

predication in every case would be not of reality, but 

of what is in reality. In order to approximate to 

finality, then, the judgment should seek to identify the 

ideal with the real; the identity appears, as it were, in 

a relational form, that of predication. The predicate of 

the judgment is neither something other than the real, 

nor a single aspect of the real taken in abstraction from 

existence ; it is something less than the real, in that it 

comprises inadequately harmonised aspects of existence 

and content. That judgment is most true which 

1 Reference may be made in particular to pp. 316 and 333 of the 
Essays on Truth and Reality. It is not claimed that the view here 
explained is expressly adopted by Bradley; but it would appear to 
be in consonance with his metaphysical principles, and favoured by 
a great part of what he says in his later writings. Of particular 
interest in this connection are his rejection of the doctrine of 
“ floating ideas ” and of the view that the subject is a " mere that ”. 
For the Bradleian view of error explained in the next paragraph, see 
Appearance and Reality, 2nd edition, pp. 193,194, particularly the 
following: “ We have crossed the threads of the connection between 
our * whats ’ and our ' thats,’ and have thus caused a collision, a 
collision which disappears when things are taken as a whole." 
Bradleys anyathSkhyati, like that provisionally accepted by the 
advaitin, is of a variety consistent with absolutism, not pluralism. 
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identifies with reality, as the logical subject, a predicate 

which requires the least amount of readjustment or 

supplementation. In essence, the function of the judg¬ 

ment is true identification, not the predication of an 

attribute. Such a view seems more in accord with the 

fundamental position of Bradley as well as his own 

expressed dissatisfaction with the theory of judgment 

formulated by him earlier. And the approximation it 

makes to the doctrine of akhandartha is not without 
• • 

interest. 

One may note in passing the Bradleian theory of 

error as a crossed reference and its similarity to the view 

of error as anyathakhyati (apprehension as otherwise). 

It may be remembered that one of the examples 

Bradley gives of error is the judgment “Roses are 

green ”. The error is possible because of a confusion 

between the flower and the leaf; the leaves are green, 

while the flowers are red; but the greenness of the 

former is erroneously referred to the flowers; when 

our knowledge extends so as to cover both leaf and 

flower and becomes more precise, so that each colour is 

referred to its appropriate substrate, the error vanishes. 

The anyathakhyati view, though attributed to the 

Logicians, has some popularity with Advaitins too in 

the explanation of sopadhika-bhrama, delusion caused 

by the presence of an external adjunct. For example, 

the white crystal seen as red is so seen because the 

redness of the flower in proximity to it is erroneously 

referred to it. And the white shell is seen to be yellow, 

because in the jaundiced person, bile goes forth with 
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the rays of light from the eyes; and the yellowness of 

the bile is erroneously referred to the object apprehend¬ 

ed by those rays of light. This view is so much to the 

fore in Vacaspati’s account of super-imposition that he 

seems to be a supporter of anyathakhyati. And 

Amalananda has to rescue* him from this charge by 

pointing to the explanation of the mirage, where at least 

we have not a crossed reference, but a pure creation 

which is not determinable as either real or unreal.1 

V. Primal Nescience 

The stream of indeterminable superimpositions is be¬ 

ginningless, so that it is reasonable to look for the cause 

of each superimposition in an earlier superimposition.2 

But there must be a fundamental vice, an original sin, 

which is responsible for the superimpositions of the 

diverse and the relational on the one and the supra¬ 

national. Granted relationing, we can understand the 

dependence of one relation on another; granted parti¬ 

culars, we can understand their causal dependence. 

Back of the relations there is a relationing; back of the 

particulars there is a particularising. This original sin 

is primal nescience, the ignorance that is the cause 

(mQla-’vidya or k&rapa-’vidyft). Dependent on this 

1 svarQpena marieyambho mrs5, vScaspater matam 
anyathakhyStir istS ’ sye ’ ty anyathft jagrhur jan5h. 

—Kalpataru, p. 24. 
* In this Vacaspati differs from PadmapSda, who would go 

straightaway to primal nescience as the cause of all superim- 
positions, 
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are derivative ignorances (ttila-’vidy5s or k&rya- 

’vidyas); and individual delusions are products of 

these. These delusions are sublatable by other 

appearances of the same grade of reality as themselves; 

the cognition of a stick may take the place of the 

cognition of a snake, where in truth there is neither 

stick nor snake. Derivative ignorances are sublatable 

by cognition of the objects to which they relate; 

ignorance about nacre is removable by knowledge of 

nacre; primal nescience is removable by knowledge of 

the supreme reality alone; hence it persists up to the 

realisation of Brahman. Particularising ceases only 

with true knowledge, the knowledge of the universal, 

which is, not outside of, but above particulars. 

Two difficulties at least may be raised to the con¬ 

ception of mula-’vidya. The brilliant dialectic of 

advaitins like Gaudap&da and S'ankara has shown the 

unintelligibility of the causal concept. It is not 

ultimately real. It obtains, if at all, only in the world 

of appearance. In the phenomenal world of particulars, 

then, one may be excused for looking to one particular 

as the cause or effect of another. But what is the sense 

of asking for a cause of the phenomenal world and 

postulating primal nescience as that cause? Are we 

not committing the same fallacy as Kant, who, after 

confining the applicability of the causal concept to 

phenomena, proceeded solemnly to affirm things-in- 

themselves as the causes of phenomena ? The difficulty 

so presented appears serious enough. But this at least 

should make us pause before we condemn the doctrine; 
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the cause suggested is not trans-phenomenal, but is 

itself phenomenal. It is not suggested that nescience 

is noumenal, while its consequences and products are 

phenomenal, though degrees of unreality are recognised 

between the cause and the products, these degrees being 

distinguished, as stated earlier, according to the nature 

of the means required for sublation. In setting up the 

alleged causal relation, then, we are dealing with terms, 

both of which are phenomenal and therefore susceptible 

of the said relation. Further, the causal relationship as 

between ttil&-’vidy& and its products is not of the same 

kind as that suggested between mtila-’vidya. and the 

tQla-’vidyas. It is not suggested that mQla-’vidya is a 

cause in time, so much as the logical ground of the tula- 

’vidyas, for the latter too are said to be beginningless 
* 

(anadi). Such a relationship is not inconsistent even 

with the possession of a higher grade of reality by 

primal nescience; for, is not Brahman the substrate 

of the entire world-appearance? and is not Brahman 

the absolute real? The relational world is the world 
t 

of appearance. It has as its ground the non-relational; 

but it may also be said to have relating as its more 

proximate ground. The advaitin believes and rightly 

believes in progressive development of knowledge. He 

would concede the doctrine that the effect is pre¬ 

existent in the cause, in order to lead the pupil on to 

deny the separate existence of the effect from the cause. 

He would concede the doctrine of the concrete universal 

transforming itself into the particulars, in order to lead 

the pupil to conceive this transformation as nothing but 
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an illusory manifestation.1 He would concede the 

causing of delusions by a primal nescience in order to 

lead the pupil to reject finally the concept of cause. 

The distinction between causal and effected nescience 

is but relative and there are not sufficient reasons to 

disagree with it or reject it. 

Another and a more serious objection is based on 

the popular conception of ignorance as mere absence of 

knowledge. For the traditional advaitin,' nescience 

or ignorance is a positive entity, not a mere negation. 

And this would well accord with the positive nature of 

error, which consists not in the mere absence of know¬ 

ledge, but in the positive assertion of something else as 

knowledge. It may be thought that it should be a non¬ 

dualist’s business to reduce the number of entities to 

one; but this is a misconception. Reality for him is 

one; but its unity does not conflict with the plurality 

of phenomenal existents; and it has never been con¬ 

tended that nescience, though primal, is anything but 

phenomenal. Nor may it be said that in any case there 

is no justification for ascribing a positive character to 

what is primarily, if not wholly, negative. For, if 

ignorance were wholly negative, it could not even be 

known to exist. Perception would not apply thereto, 

since what is perceived should be in sense-contact, and 

a mere negation cannot be in contact with the senses 

or with anything else. Nor can absence of knowledge 

* vivarta-vSdasya hi pttrva-bhQmir 
ved&nta-v&de parip&ma-viidah. (Sank^epasWraka, II, 61.) 

3 Pace Y. Subba Rao: Mulu-'vidytt-nirUsa. 
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be perceived as an attribute of the self* since an attri- 

bute can be perceived only in the case of a substrate 

that is in the sphere of perception ; but the self is not 

in the sphere of perception. Inference, even if it could 

apply, would give only mediate knowledge, whereas 

our experience of ignorance is immediate, in the form 

“ I did not know nacre; but now I know ” and so on ; 

there is the further difficulty that, being based on 

perceived concomitance, inference is not possible, where 

perception is wholly ruled out. Nor is recourse possible 

to the pram&na called non-cognition (anupalabdhi); for, 

non-cognition again can give only mediate knowledge ; 

further, the self being incapable of perception, its 

attribute too cannot be perceived, while non-cognition 

applies only to that of which perception (or some other 

means of cognition) is possible ; truly, there is no cogni¬ 

tion of non-existence, except where the substrate of 

non-existence is capable of being perceived. But we do 

have experience both of ignorance and of its removal 

by knowledge. Hence, ignorance (or nescience) is both 

positive,1 and indeterminable, even like nacre-silver. 

VI. Plurality and Location of Nescience 

A distinctive feature of Vacaspati’s advaita is 

the recognition of a plurality of nesciences. If the 
* 

1 Vacaspati’s recognition of the two avidySs is apparent from 
the very first line of his invocatory verse. There is no specific 
defence of the conception of mtll&-’vidy5. Some of the arguments 
here mentioned are based on the fytasiddhi, copies of the proofs of 
which were very kindly supplied by the editor, Mr. M. Hiriyanna 
(see particularly pp. 65,66). 
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world be admitted to be a product of nescience, when 

nescience is destroyed on the release of a single jlva 

the world should be destroyed for all other jlvas as 

well; and there should be no distinction between the 

bound and the released. One way out of the difficulty 

would be to affirm the existence of one jlva alone, all 

other jlvas, the differences of teacher and taught, 

bound and released, being all alike comparable to the 

dreams of the single jlva; this jlva has not yet been 

released ; when he is released, the world too would of 

course cease to exist. But such radical solipsism is 

unacceptable to the majority of advaitins, who hold 

that the distinction between the bound and the 

released may not be ignored, since Scripture declares 

that certain souls have been released and disbelief in 

Scripture in such a vital matter as release would 

necessarily lead to the discrediting of Scripture as 

such. A plurality of jlvas must be conceded. Our 

experience even of our finite self-hood is through 

contact and conflict with other selves. These are no 

doubt looked upon by the sophisticated mind as mere 

not-self or inert matter; but primarily the conflict 

and the contrast is with other selves. That is why 

the Bhagavatpada, in speaking of the reciprocal 

superimposition of the self and the not-self, refers to 

the latter as the concept “ Thou,” though one would 

have expected the author, to refer to it as “ It ” or 

“ That ”. VAcaspati’s own non-dualism will be found 

to approximate very closely to Berkeleyan idealism, 

though, perhaps, not to solipsism; and the parallel 
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will be found to be all the closer in that both the 

writers insist on the existence of God and of a plurality 

of spirits, however much that may seem to be in 

conflict with the idealism they profess. And in so 

far as he insists on the reality of other spirits, and of 

our duties and obligations in relation to them up to 

the stage of final realisation, V&caspati’s doctrine (as 

also that of Mandana from whom it is derived) should 

be characterised as realistic rather than idealistic.1 

The stream that culminates in the solipsism of 

Prak&s'&nanda2 does not have its source in Mandana 

or V&caspafci; its more likely source is the view that 

Brahman is both the locus and the content of nescience, 

which is but single, and that it is Brahman who 

through its own nescience seems bound as it were and 

through its own knowledge seems to be released as it 

were/ 

1 In a sense, all advaita is idealistic, in that the material world 
cannot have absolute and independent reality, on any variety of 
advaita. If such a world existed, its very existence could not be 
known. In the last resort, knowledge is possible only because 
the self is self-luminous and the self is knowledge. If things are 
known, it must be because they are not really other than the self, 
being super-imposed thereon; see the samvid-bhtimati, pp. 34-38; 
also the Brahmasiddhi, p. 7; ekatva ev5’y&m drastr-dfs'ya-bhiivo 
’vakalpate, drastur eva cid§,tmana\i tathS tatha viparin§,m§,d 
vivartanad va; nanStve tu vivikta-svabhavayor asamsrsta-paras- 
para-svarUpayor asambaddhayoh kidrs'o drastf-d^s'ya-bhSvah ? 

s The author of the VedUntasiddhUntamuktUvall, the out¬ 
standing representative of Ved&nta Solipsism or Drstisrsti-vSda, 
the view that perception of things is either the creation of them 
or is simultaneous with their creatjion; the latter view seems to 
have been favoured by Prak&s'ananda. 

3 Such a view is more in accord with the teaching of Sures'vara, 
wrongly identified with Mandana. Sures'vara was an immediate 
disciple of S'aiikara. 
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Of the nesciences that constitute the world there 

should then be as many as there are jivas. When a 

particular jlva attains knowledge, his nescience is 

destroyed and for him the world ceases to be. Other 

nesciences, however, continue to exist and to bind the 

souls yet unreleased. It may be possible to explain 

the distinction on the basis of different capacities 

(s'aktis) possessed by a single nescience. Nescience 

binds every jlva because in respect of each jlva it has 

a different capacity to bind; and when a particular 

jlva is released, that particular capacity is lost, though 

nescience itself persists for other jivas. Though such 

an explanation is plausible, the unity of avidy& is a 

needless complication. It is said for instance that, 

though the pain in the foot is not a pain in the hand, 

the hand reaches forth to pluck the thorn from the 

foot, because both hand and foot are members of a 

single organism and thus there is community of feeling. 

There is no such community of feeling between different 

individuals since there is no common organism of which 

they are members. That is why Caitra does not feel 

Maitra’s pain as his own. If the different experiences of 

Caitra and Maitra were, however, products of a single 

avidya, this may discharge the functions of a common 

organism; and it would be difficult to explain why Caitra 

does not recall Maitra’s pain as if it were his own.J 

’ This is a development of the advaitin’s explanation of non¬ 
recollection (ananusandh&na). It must be confessed that that 
explanation does not appear to be thorough-going, as it apparently 
ignores the fact of individuals being members of social and other 
organisms and thereby sharing e'vch other’s joys and sorrows. 
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The ignorances thus assumed must be located 

in the jivas. Brahman who is pure and perfect cannot 

obviously be the locus of defect; and avidya, the 

material cause of all defects, is itself the greatest defect. 

Apart from this, it is the jlva that is instructed, that 

strives and acquires the knowledge which destroys 

nescience. But there can be no relation of destroyer 

and destroyed except as between what occupy the same 

locus. The poison drunk by Caitra will not remove 

the life of Maitra. Hence, nescience must have the 

same locus as the knowledge which destroys it, i.e.> 

the jlva. But it may be objected that the finitude, 

transmigration and suffering of the jiva, all that 

constitute his jlva-hood in short, are the products of 

nescience; there would be no jiva except as the product 

of nescience; how then can nescience itself reside in 

the jiva ? The attempted charge of reciprocal depend¬ 

ence will not stand, for the interaction of ignorance and 

jlva-hood is beginningless. We do not say at any time 
t 

that ignorance was and the jiva was not, or that the 

jlva was and ignorance was not. If it be still urged 

that such dependence is in the last resort unintelligible, 

we counter it with the question, “ why expect in¬ 

telligibility in the case of nescience ? ” It is of the very 

essence of nescience to be unintelligible in the last 

resort: tad eva ’ vidyanam avidy&tvam. 

VII. IS'VARA AND THE CREATION OF THE WORLD 

There being a plurality of nesciences, granted 

that nescience is the material cause of the world, there 
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are bound to be a plurality of worlds. In conserving 

the authoritativeness of Scripture, we seem to have 

sacrificed the claims of empirical usage, which demands 

a single world common to all souls. The latter demand 

is, however, not imperative, since all that is needed is 
* 

no more than the measure of agreement that exists 

among the different spectators of an illusion. When 

the rope is seen to be a snake, as it were, by a number 

of people, the agreement among them does not prove 

the existence of a single objective snake. What does 

exist without happens to be interpreted by all of them 

in the same manner ; if the snake existed objectively it 

should not be possible for some people to mistake it for 

a garland. The objectivity of the world, then, is no 

more than the consilience of illusions. 

What happens, then, to the view accepted by the 

Vedanta that God is the Creator of the Universe? 

Each jlva would appear to be the creator of his world, 

through and out of the nescience abiding in him ; the 

world is sustained by his nescience, and is destroyed 

with its destruction. The true creator, sustainer and 

destroyer would thus appear to be the jlva himself. 

If the world be considered to be created by a God, 

that could be no more than an illusion, on a par with 

the world-illusion itself. The Creator and His 

Creatorship would both be figments of the creature’s 

imagination. The jlva is enthroned on high and God 

apparently reduced to nothing. But such a conclusion 

can hardly be consistent with the true trend of advaita. 

It is true that for this system even Is'vara is not 
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ultimate; endow Him as we may with the utmost 

knowledge and power, He still falls short of perfection, 

since the Perfect is beyond all attributes; greatness is 

significant only in relation to smallness, while the 

Absolute is neither great nor small and is above 

relative predications. All this, however, is very 

different from the position that Is'vara is a figment of 

the jlva’s nescience. On the face of it, Vacaspati 

would seem to be more idealistic than Berkeley, who 

conserved the independent reality of God along with 

that of other souls. And this is all the more difficult 

to comprehend in the case of Vacaspati, who begins 

his work with due invocation to Bhava, Kartikeya and 

Ganapati, and throughout his work betrays little trace 

of the atheism that is his apparent conclusion. There 

is no doubt, however, that the possibility of an atheistic 

conclusion must have struck many of his critics, as 

the author of the Kalpataru is anxious to make out 

repeatedly that Vacaspati does recognise Is'vara and 

that they are fools who say there is no place for 

Is'vara in his system. The truth of the matter seems 

to bo this. Ignorance is bi-polar. It is located 

somewhere, i.e., it belongs to some one; and it has a 

content. Though the jiva is the locus, the content is 

Is'vara. When ordinarily we use the possessive 

pronoun ‘ mine ’ or ‘ his,’ we imply in the person 

capacity to control what is referred to. Not so in the 

case of ignorance; I mean by “ my ignorance ” the 

ignorance that is in me, not the ignorance that I can 

control. The control of avidya belongs not to me with 
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my limited powers of knowing and acting, but to the 

omniscient and omnipotent Being. Is'vara too may be 

said to be the as'raya of ignorance, if by as'raya 

is meant the content, but not its locus (adh&ra). When, 

therefore, it is said that my ignorance creates the 

universe, it does not follow that I create the universe ; 

rather does it mean that Itfvara, the content of my 

ignorance, uses the ignorance that is in me and out 

of that as material cause, evolves the world; the 

ignorance in me, the m&y&, the prakrti is the primal 

material cause; he who wields it for fashioning 

the world, the m&yin, the arch-juggler, is Is'vara.1 

At no time then do we have Is'vara without the 

jlvas or the jlvas without Is'vara.' Ignorance is the 

condition of the existence of both. And when there is 

ignorance, it must exist somewhere and it must have 

a content. When this polarity of ignorance is resolved, 

ignorance itself is transcended and Brahmanhood fully 

realised. But when ignorance exists, Is'vara is the 

image which is reflected, as it were, in the various 

nesciences. The reflections are the jlvas. V&caspati 

does not hold that the jlvas are literally reflections, 

1 We are indebted to MahSmahdpadhy&ya Prof. S. Kuppuswami 
S'ilstriar, M.A., I.E.S., for considerable help in understanding this 
part of the doctrine. See further on the same topic, MahUmahd- 
padhyaya N. S. Anantakfgna Sastri’s commentary on the VedUnta- 
paribhW, first edition, Calcutta, pp. 2-3. Reference may be made 
to the Kalpataru, particularly p. 404. 

'Cp. “The personal God of India, Is'vara, issues from the 
Brahman simultaneously with the &tman, the soul, and both appear 
together as simultaneous and mutually determined occurrences. It 
is the same in Eckhart’s teaching. Only with and for the soul, 
with and for the creature, is God, God as person, as subject, and as 
conscious of objects.”—R. OTTO, Mysticism East and West, p. 14. 
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since there can be reflection only of what is visible 

and in what is visible; and neither Brahman nor 

avidya can be said to possess visible form. But he has 

no objection to using the analogy of reflection exten¬ 

sively. The diversities of jlvas are compared to the 

diversities of the reflections of one face in different 

media, such as a gem, a sword, a mirror. Vacaspati’s 

own conception of the relation of the jlva to Brahman 

is that of finitisation of the infinite. Ether is infinite 

and all-pervasive; but it seems to be confined in a pot 

as it were; and when the pot is moved, though the 

pot alone is moved, there seems to be a motion of the 

ether in it as well. In the same way Universal Spirit 

defined by the internal organ etc., is the jlva; when 

the defining adjuncts are got rid of, there is no longer 

any difference between the jlva and Brahman. The 

finitising is bi-polar ; at one pole stands Is'vara and at 

the other the jiva. It is not that Brahman is first 

reflected as Isvara and that the jlvas are reflections 

of this reflection, or that Is'vara is a reflection in 

one medium and the jlvas reflections in another 

medium.1 

1 Vitcaspati’s position in this question of whether the jiva is 
an avaccheda or a pratibimba is discussed fully by Appayya 
Piksita in the Parimala, at the close of I, i, 4, where he shows 
that Vi-easpati favours the avaccheda-vada. Some advaitins hold 
that m&yi!i is different from avidySs, that the former is collective 
and single while the latter are diverse, or that in the former the 
sattva constituent is pure, while in the latter it is impure; and 
they say that Is'vara is the reflection of Brahman in m5y5, while 
the jivas are the reflections of Brahman in avidyl Such a view 
makes Is'vara very remote and leaves Him little in common with 
the jlvas. For the various views, see the Siddhtintales asavgraha, 
1st pariccheda, pp. 66-104 (Kumbakonam edition). 
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VIII. Ritual and release 

Transmigration and its woes being due to nescience, 

the one way to get rid of them is knowledge, which 

destroys nescience. But knowledge does not come to 

all. The ground must be prepared, the mind cleared 

and the heart made pure for the reception of the truth. 

Herein lies the use of ritual, the due performance of 

which purities the intellect and brings about the desire 

to know. The fruit of action is non-eternal; hence 

release can never be attained through ritual. But the 

desire to know can be brought about through engaging 

in ritual and this in due course fulfils itself through 

knowledge and release. It is then as little true that 

karma has nothing to do with release as that it can 

of itself bring about release. It is a remote auxiliary 

(aradupakaraka) and as such requires to be duly 

observed in season.1 

IX. The Final Intuition 

When the desire to know has been awakened, one 

hears the highest truths from the Vedanta, reflects on 

them, reasons about them, refutes all objections to them, 

and, being finally satisfied about them, begins to 

contemplate the supreme Brahman that they teach. 

By uninterrupted meditation practised with devotion 

for a long time, the seeker of Brahman attains Brahman; 

1 The Vivara$ak3ra holds that rituals are contributory to 
knowledge itself and not merely to the desire to know. See the 
SiddhUntales'asahgraha, 3rd pariccheda, pp. 350-356. 
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he obtains, that is to say, an intuition of the one 

Supreme Intelligence, that is beyond all duality and 

misery. With that intuition are destroyed nescience 

and its products; and spirit stands forth having attained 

the release that was its own essential nature and only 

seemed to be non-existent, as it were, like the chain 

round one’s own neck, which one forgets and keeps 

looking for. The intuition is an act of immediate 

cognition; for, ignorance that is experienced as 

immediate can be removed only by knowledge which 

is also immediate; otherwise, it would be like the 

case of the fever patient who continues to find sugar 

bitter, though told it is not so and though himself 

knowing it is not so. Immediate cognition requires 

the functioning of a sense-organ, here the mind, the 

organ of internal sense. And this mental perception 

is made possible only by long-continued contemplation 

(prasankhyana) as in the lover’s perception of the long- 

lost damsel, whom he constantly comtemplates. The 

latter is, of course, a delusion; but the intuition of 

Brahman cannot be delusive, for Brahman is taught 

by Scripture, which is free from defect and cannot 

mislead ; further, Brahman is ex hypothesi all that is; 

it cannot but exist; and it is identical with the jlva 

whose existence cannot be doubted ; whence then the 

possibility of delusion ?1 

1 It iB held by some that immediate cognition may result 
even from verbal testimony without the functioning of a sense- 
organ, internal or external, and that the mind in any case is not 
a sense-organ. This view is mentioned in the notes, together 
with AmalSnanda’s criticism thereof. The view that verbal 
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The final intuition is of the conditioned Brahman, 

not of the Absolute; for there is still the distinction 

of subject and object. It is analogous to the absolute 

truth of Bradley, which, he says, is absolute, only 

because it is intellectually incorrigible. Of the final 

intuition too it is true that nothing further is needed to 

correct it. It destroys the entire world of duality 

and destroys itself with it. When the powder of the 

clearing nut is mixed with muddy water to precipitate 

the mud, that powder itself does not require another 

precipitant. 

X. JIVANMUKTI 

When nescience is destroyed by knowledge, it stands 

to reason that release is attained straightaway. And 

this would seem to have the approval of Scripture, 

which says that, for him who has seen, all karmas 

(in the plural, not in the dual) cease; pr&rabdha karma, 

that which has begun to fructify already, does not 

seem to be exempted from destruction. When a person 

attains knowledge, he should become disembodied too. 

But the position is by no means so simple as that. 

For one thing, there are Scriptural texts which 

definitely prescribe physical death as the limit after 

testimony is not of itself the cause of immediate cognition is part 
of VScaspati’s heritage from Map^ana. For the other view, see 
the fyasiddhi, p. 122, the VedUntaparibhU$Q, pp. 39-41, and the 
Siddhftntales'asangraha, 3rd pariccheda, pp. 396-398; the conse¬ 
quential discussion as to how verbal testimony can cause immediate 
cognition goes on from p. 399 to p. 414. 
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which alone there is release,1 or speak of the final 

release on death of those who have already been 

released in effect.2 Embodiment may, then, continue 

even after the onset of knowledge. Pr&rabdha karma 

is like a missile that has begun to take flight; it will 

drop only when its force is fully spent; when that 

happens, the body, which is constituted for the enjoy¬ 

ment of that karma, perishes as well, and there is final 

release. But there is no diminution in the knowledge 

that has been realised. And there is this advantage 

in such persons continuing to be embodied, in that they 

serve as preceptors. None who is yet short of perfect 

knowledge can be a preceptor of non-dualism ; and if 

he who has attained such knowledge should be dis¬ 

embodied at the same time, there would be no preceptors 

at all. The texts which Bpeak of release immediately 

on the onset of knowledge signify but the close 

proximity of final release, if by such release we mean 

release from prarabdha karma and its product, the 

present body. But it is possible to be released even 

while in the state of embodiment, in the sense that 

for such a person there is no more knowledge to be 

acquired ; much less is there anything to be done by 

him. Such a knower may indeed say on the strength 

of his experience that he is released, though he 

continues to appear in the body. As Sankara says: 

1 tasya tSvad ova ciram y3.van na vimoksye atha sampatsye. 

- vimuktas' ca vimucyate. 
tasy£ ’ bhidhySnSd yojan3,t tattva-bh5v5t bhuyas' ca ’nte 

via'v a-m&y 5-niv 
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“ It should not be disputed whether the Brahman- 

knower is embodied for a time or is not embodied. 

How can ones own intimate experience of Brahman- 

knowledge existing together with embodiment be 

denied by another ? 1 

The position is attractive but hardly clear 

from the logical point of view. If really there 

is the persistence of a part or trace of avidya, 

(and that is what the continuance of pr&rabdha 

karma means), what is the justification for speaking 

of that state as one of release? Where nescience 

continues, how can there be perfect knowledge? 

To appeal to “ one’s own intimate experience ” is 

only to abandon the test of reason, so vigorously 

insisted on so long, side by side with the appeal to 

Scripture. The doctrine of Jlvan-mukti does not there¬ 

fore commend itself to a logical mind like that of 

Mandana.' But his own position is not very clear. On 

1 BhSsya on IV, i, 15. 
■ See the Brahmasiddhi, pp. 129-133. It is possible to make out 

that Mapdana holds to one consistent view on this question, that 
there is final release only on the dissolution of the body, that though 
knowledge is attained and avidyS destroyed at an earlier stage we 
have still an adept alone, not a perfected being, that, in short, there 
is no Jlvan-mukti. Such an attempt has the merit of simplifying 
Mandana’s position, while being on the whole faithful to it; but it 
does not free him from the inconsistency of holding that though 
avidya is destroyed its samsk&ra persists. Mandana argues that 
because of the use of the plural “ karmSni ” (in “ ksiyante cS, ’sya 
karmlini ”) even prarabdha karma should be taken to be destroyed 
with the onset of knowledge. If that too is destroyed, how can the 
body persist ? If it be said to persist because of samskSra, while 
samskkra is admitted to be akincitkara and to have no power to 
bind, why then should it be said that the sthita-prajfta is only a 
sUdhaka, not a siddha? Either avidya persists, in which case the 
so-called Jivan-mukta is only a siidhaka, or it does not persist, in 
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the one hand, he would make out that release comes 

only with physical death, and that the descriptions in 

Scripture and traditional lore of those who have passed 

beyond the gunas or are well established in wisdom 

refer to the seeker not the sage, the devotee not the 

perfected one. On the other hand, however, he seems 

to admit the possibility of the body continuing for a 

time even after release, not because of a part of avidyS, 

but because of the impression (samsk&ra) of avidy&, t.&, 

what is left over of its original momentum. Avidya, 

he says, has the power to bind, not so its bare impres¬ 

sion. He, who knows that the image in the mirror is 

a bare reflection characterised by the defects of the 

mirror, no longer worries about the defects in the 

reflection, though by the strength of impression he 

continues to see the face in that way. To the question 

whether the released one continues to be embodied, 

Mandana would thus seem to give two inconsistent 

answers—one negativing embodiment and another 

permitting it, but as caused by the impression of nesci¬ 

ence, not by nescience itself. And to either position 

grave objections may be raised. 

The description of him who is well established in 

knowledge (sthitaprajfia)1 cannot apply to a mere 

adept; for, the latter is still proceeding from stage to 

which case he is a siddha. Mandana seeks to avoid both positions, 
and the result seems to be neither happy nor consistent; but Prof. 
S. Kuppuswami Sastriar, the learned editor of the Brahmasiddhi, 
seems to be of a different opinion. 

1 The reference is to the description in the Bhagavad-GHta, 
II, 55*6], 



stage of contemplation gaining increased firmness at 

every stage ; he whose knowledge can thus be surpassed 

by himself cannot be said to be well established. And 

no one in such a state of growth can be a preceptor 

of non-dualism. If, on the other hand, it be said that 

the preceptor is the man of perfect knowledge, who yet 

continues to be embodied, the difference between us 

extends only to the cause of such embodiment and your 

explanation is no better than mine. What is samsk&ra 

itself but a trace of avidyfi ? There is no impression 

except as produced by some cause; and when the whole 

notion of cause and effect has been realised to be 

illusory, how can there be the persistence of an effect ? 

If you say the impression is such that it cannot bind, 

we say the same of the trace of nescience whose per¬ 

sistence we recognise. We say that when there is 

perfect knowledge, prarabdha karma can only work 

itself out and not avail to create any fresh karma or 

other bondage. 

One would seem compelled, therefore, to rest with 

this unsolved contradiction of the co-existence of 

bondage and release in the Jivan-mukta. And this is 

the position of most advaitins. It is permissible, 

however, to speculate on a possible solution of the 

contradiction. The preceptor is he whom the pupil 

may legitimately regard as qualified to be such, not 

necessarily he who proclaims himself to be such. When 

such a person attains perfect knowledge, it may be that 

he, as an individual, is at that very time released. For 

him there is neither a trace of ignorance nor the 
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impression of ignorance. The psycho-physical configu¬ 

ration, however, which was spoken of as his body, may 

continue to exist and function for a while, shorter or 

longer, according to the extent of the momentum still 

left in it. The saipskara of avidya does exist, but for 

the body, not for the released spirit. It is this configu¬ 

ration which is spoken of as alive ; it is that which is 

looked up to as the preceptor; it is on the dissolution 

of that that one speaks of the final release of that 

jlva. It may, however, be asked legitimately how 

the inert psycho-physical organism can function 

in the absence of intelligent guidance. If there is such 

guidance, is it not provided by the soul whose release 

is under discussion ? If it does provide such guid¬ 

ance, how can we claim to be out of our original 

difficulty as to the co-existence of bondage and release ? 

The answer we suggest is that there may be intelligent 

guidance; but the guidance is not by the particular 

soul, as particular; it is by Is'vara with whom the 

released soul has become one. Is'vara can and does 

express Himself through all manner of media for show¬ 

ing His Grace to suffering humanity. What more 

natural than that He should employ this psycho¬ 

physical organism which by due discipline and austeri¬ 

ties has been perfected as far as it may be ? 
But with this we pass on to the further question as 

to the nature of release. If the jlva is a finitisation of 

Brahman, with the cessation of the adjuncts and of the 

process of finitisation, one should expect the jiva to 

become identical with Brahman. And this indeed 
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seems to be what the Scriptures teach when they say 

that he who knows Brahman becomes Brahman itself. 

But if it is true that the finitisation is bi-polar, that 

Is'vara at one pole is related to the jlvas at the other, 

as if they were reflections of Himself, that the reflection 

is in the different nesciences each of which is located 

in a different jlva, it seems difficult for the jiva to 

become identical with Brahman, when a particular 

adjunct is removed. When a face is reflected in a 

number of mirrors, on the removal of a particular 

mirror, the reflection therein becomes identical with the 

face-as-reflected not with the face-in-itself. The latter 

identity can come about only when all mirrors are 

removed, when there is no further possibility of reflec¬ 

tion. Similarly the attainment of Brahmanhood may 

result only when all nesciences are removed, that is to 

say, when all jlvas are released. Up to that time, 

release can consist only in identification with Is'vara.1 

Hence it is not impossible that on the release of any 

particular jiva, Is'vara with whom that jiva has become 

identical may actuate for a time the psycho-physical 

organism which persists for a while because of the 

1 The notion of release as attainment of identity with Is'vara is 
dealt with at great length by Appayya Diksita in the concluding 
pages of the Siddhd,ntales'asahgraha, as well as in the S ivadvaita- 
nirnaya, sections, 3*2351 to 3*2355. . The attainment of identity with 
pure Lehman can be only on the final release of all. The notion 
of sarvamukti (release of all) is not elaborated anywhere by 
VScaspati, but he does refer to it in the commentary, on II, iii, 40 
(p. 617). It is legitimate to infer that the whole superstructure 
raised by Appayya is not untrue to the foundations in V&caspati’s 
own teaching. That Sankara himself countenanced such a view is 
very plausibly made out by Appayya. 
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strength of its initial momentum. But if avidy& has 

ceased to exist for the released soul, how can it exist for 

Is'vara ? The reply is that our conception of Is'vara is 

of a pure being standing over against nescience, not 

bound by it, but certainly limited by it, while yet 

controlling it. This nescience is in truth neither real 

nor unreal, being indeterminable. But as we conceive 

the Lord, He is certainly limited by nescience, though 

when we become the Lord, on release, it will not be 

experienced as a limitation. The advaitin’s ideal thus 

conceived cannot breed self-sufficiency ; for, salvation 

is possible for all, and till that consummation is attained, 

the world-process consisting in the elaboration and 

manifestation of nescience will not cease; till the 

final release of all, therefore, release can at best 

be identity with God, who, for all his omnisci¬ 

ence and omnipotence, is yet limited. Nor is the 

identification with Is'vara the same as the attainment 

of lordly powers said to be possible by the contempla¬ 

tion of Brahman in one or other of the saguna forms. 

The latter leads not to absolute lordship but only to the 

ability to create what is required for one’s own 

enjoyment in heaven. There is no destruction of 

nescience, and consequently the lordly powers so 

acquired may be exhausted by exercise, so that a return 

to the original unlordly condition becomes possible. 

He who has realised non-duality, however, becomes 

fully and wholly identical with Is'vara. He has not 

only the power to create but also the responsibility to 

rule and the duty to destroy. For him there is no 



more Nescience; hence the declaration of non-return 

to saips&ra. 

The thoughtful student of V&caspati may, perhaps, 

find little that is original in him. For the distinctive 

aspects of his teaching, he owes much, as has been 

said, to Maptjana. Where he differs from Mandana, 

he elects to follow S'ankara, not, perhaps always 

wisely.1 But there have been very few to excel 

or rival V&caspati in the versatility and the extent 

of his scholarship, his vigour of style and clarity of 

presentation. The thoughts that so far we have been 

able to trace to Mandana would have remained 

little known and barren but for Vftcaspati’s linking 

them up with S'ankara’s teaching. About Maptjana’s 

own advaita doctrines, there has been as much un¬ 

certainty and speculation as about his personality, 

in spite of scraps of information vouchsafed here and 

there in the course of commentaries on other works. 

If the publication of the Brahmasiddhi makes us 

realise V&caspati’s indebtedness to Mandana, it makes 

no less clear our own indebtedness to V&caspati for 

popularising and keeping alive such a unique line 

of non-dualist doctrine. 

1 For example, in the criticism of sphota-vada. On this subject 
see article on f‘Vacaspati’s criticism of the sphota-vRda,” Journal 
of Oriental Research, Madras, VI, px 311. 
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For the study of the Bh&mati in the first instance 

one of the editors—Mr. S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri-— 

had the able guidance of Vedanta Vis^rada Papdit 

K. A. Lakshmana Sastri of the Sanskrit College, 

Mylapore ; the same scholar was of considerable help 

in going through the Kalpataru and the Rjuprakatfikd; 

and the editors’ grateful thanks are due to him in 

full measure. For the book as a whole both the editors 

are responsible; but the translation of the Bhdsya 

was done in the first instance by Dr. Kunhan Raja, 

while the rest was primarily the work of the other 

editor.1 Both in manuscript and in proof the book 

has had the advantage of suggestions and criticisms 

from several scholars, particularly, Mah&mahop&dhy&ya 

Vidy&v&caspati Dars'anakalanidhi Kulapati S. Kup- 

puswami Sastri of the Presidency College; to him 

we owe a great debt for the kind permission to use 

the Brahmasiddhi in proof and for the trouble he 

took to free the translation from inaccuracies as far 

as possible; our thanks are also due to Professor 

K. A. Nilakanta Sastri of the University of Madras, 

and Professors P. Narasimham and P. P. S. Sastri of 

the Presidency College, Madras. To these as well as 

to Sir S. Radhakrishnan, who has been so good as 

to contribute a Foreword, we take this opportunity 

of expressing our deep sense of gratitude. The 

BMmatl is admittedly a difficult work ; and a transla¬ 

tion for the first time is almost necessarily tentative 

1 For the text, the Vani Vilas edition of the CatussOtri Bhamati 
has been followed for the most part. 
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and imperfect; despite reasonable care in the first 

instance, we have had to introduce several alterations 

and additional explanatory notes. The readers’ atten¬ 

tion is requested to these in making use of the text and 

translation. We are thankful to the Theosophical 

Publishing House, Adyar, for undertaking the publica¬ 

tion, and to the Vasanta Press for finishing the work 

so well. 
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Superimposition of attributes exemplified (57); 

superimposition of substrate exemplified (58). 
IX. Removal of this beginningless cause of evil 

is the purport of the entire Vedanta (59, 60). 

Etymology of sarlraka-mlmaipsa (61); summary of 

prima facie view (61, 62); summary of final view (62). 

B. Desire to Know 

I. First aphorism stated (63); “at/ki” means 

“anantarya" not “adhikara”• (64), nor “auspicious¬ 

ness ” (65); what is it that goes before? (65). 

Brahman-knowledge, free from doubt, is the one 

supreme benefit (63); seems to be unattained because of 

Nescience; illustration of necklace round one’s neck 

(63); doubt implied as cause of the inquiry (64); primacy 
of the aphorism justified (64); etymology of mlm&ijisa, 
s'astra and stitra (64); primacy of the “ desire to know ” 

(65, 66); “ jijfiasa ” distinguished from “ mlm&ips& ” 

(66); auspiciousness effected by “ atha ” only when 

used in another sense (68); “reference to what has 
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gone before ” does not differ in effect from “ immediate 

succession ” (68, 69): correct view ; there is dependence 

on what goes before, only where there is a statement 

of alternative views (69). 

II. Succession not to knowledge of ritual (70); 

no sequence intended nor a relationship of Sesa and 

Sesin or of Adhikrtcl ’dhikvira (71). 

Ritual not subsidiary to apprehension of the 

sense of the sentence (71); Brahman-intuition results 
from hearing, reflection and contemplation (72); 

sacrifices etc. are of service to that contemplation 

by destroying impurities opposed to beatitude or 

by purifying the person or because of the discharge 

of the three obligations (73); the rites may 

subserve contemplation too by samyoga-prthaktva 
(74); refutation of the above prima facie view: 

Brahman-intuition is not a product or a modification 

or an attainment (75, 76) or something purified 

(76, 77); Brahman-intuition is not itself Brahman, nor 

is free from adjuncts; itself the last adjunct on the 
brink of destruction (78); not invalid like an imagined 

idea, because of the immediate experience of the jlva 
from the first (79); intuition effected by the 

antahkarana aided by the impression consequent 

on the repetition of the Vedanta Texts; no co-presence 
between contemplation and ritual (79). 

Objection: in spite of knowledge, impressions of 

Nescience persist; example of the bilious person 

spitting out sugar; ritual needed to root out these 

impressions; they may succeed in. the task* though 
h 
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themselves part of Nescience; example of certain 

poisons, the clearing nut etc. (80). 

Reply: impressions of Nescience may continue, 

but the enlightened one has no faith in ritual; he who 

has no faith is not eligible to engage in ritual (81); 

ritual performed by ineligible persons has no fruit (81), 

and not required for contemplation (82). 

Objection: prohibitions too would not apply to 

the vidv&n, and there would be transgressions of the 

moral law (82). 

Reply: Even the jlvanmukta has slight traces of 

Nescience, though he has no faith in rituals; but 

faith is required only *for doing, not for refraining 

(82); there can be no transgression of prohibitions (83); 

ritual not required even in the origination of con* 

templation (83); rites are remote auxiliaries (83), as 

generating the desire to know (84). Tapas explained 

as eating in moderation (84); obligatory rites purify 

by destroying sin already incurred (84). Saipyoga- 

pythaktva unjustifiable, because of prolixity (85). 

Stages in the functioning of ritual towards the desire 

to know (85). Ritual unnecessary where non-attach¬ 

ment has already resulted (86). The Jubala text does 

not intend to declare the presence of a rule of succession 

(87). Both Scripture and codes intend but an emphasis 

on non-attachment (88). Nor is sequence established 

by p&tha, sth&na, mukhya or pravftti, because there 

is no relationship of subsidiary and principal (88); nor 

is there the eligibility of a person already eligible for 

something else (89). 
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in respect of content and fruit (90), in the dependence 

or non-dependence of the content on observances (90), in 

the existence or non-existence of their contents (91), in 

the related texts prompting to activity or merely 

instructing (91). 

Etymology of vi§aya (92); in spite of the 

apparent injunction “ atm& jft&tavyah,” there is no 

directing to activity in respect of Brahman, since 

it cannot be produced (93); nor in respect of contem¬ 

plation or knowledge from verbal testimony, since neither* 

is aprapta so as to call for a scriptural injunction (93). 

IV. The Preliminaries stated (94). 

Discrimination of things eternal and non-eternal, not 

of the nature of certitude (95), nor of the nature of doubt, 

but the apprehension of difference between substrates in 

general, as also between their attributes, as eternal and 

non-eternal (95); absolute denial of truth impossible 

(96); non-attachment and how it arises (96); s'ama, 

dama etc. explained (97). 

V. Explanation of M therefore ” ; perishability of 

aU enjoyment, even that acquired for the hereafter, 

while Brahman-knowledge bears permanent fruit (98). 

Possibility of non-attachment questioned; pain 

should be remedied, not pleasure avoided (99); scriptural 

declaration of the imperishability of heavenly pleasures 

sublates inference of perishability (99); reply: pain 

cannot be remedied because of the defects of depen¬ 

dence on external means and diminution persisting in all 

produced happiness (100); diminution etc. evidenced by 
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Scripture too in addition to inference; hence texts to 

the contrary have a secondary sense (100); Brahman- 
knowledge the supreme human goal (100), 

VI, “ Brahma-jijMsa ” explained as a sixth case- 

compound with the sense of object; Brahman does not 
mean caste etc, (101). 

Refutation of the fourth case compound (101,102); 

Brahman is that which will be defined later (102); 
refutation of “ the residuary sense ” of the sixth case 

(102,103), because knowledge requires an object and 
•Brahman is that object (103), 

VII. Further refutation of the residuary sense 
(104), 

The objection and the reply imply concealed 
views (104). 

VIII. Further defence of the residuary sense; 
refutation : acceptance of the principal involves the 

acceptance of everything dependent on it (105); 
Scriptural support for Brahman being the object (106); 

explanation of “ jijMsd ” (106); Brahman-knowledge 

exterminates Nescience and is hence the human goal (106). 
4 

Both objector and respondent come out with their 

real views (105); knowledge culminating in realisation 

is the object of desire (107); Brahman-realisation is 

the human goal, though it is incapable of generation, 
modification, purification, or attainment (107, 108); 

hence its knowledge is sought (108) and this is possible 

only with the help of the inquiry into Brahman (109). 

IX, Objection: impossibility of desire to know, 

whether Brahman be known or unknown (109). 
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Reply: Brahman does exist and is well known as the 

self (110). 
Existence of a general understanding of Brahman 

even prior to the enquiry (111); the attributes 

of Brahman (111, 112); etymology of Brahman (112); 

no one fails to cognise his own self (113); and the 

self is Brahman (113). 

X. Objection: being known, Brahman need not be 

inquired, into (114); reply: conflicting views about its 

distinctive nature; several such views stated (114, 115); 

necessity for inquiry into Vedanta aided by reasoning 

not inconsistent therewith (115). 

Conflicting views must have a common basis (115); 

such views about the denotation of the “thou” (116); 

similar views about the denotation of “ that ” indicated 

(116) and directly stated (117); the basis of such views 

(117) ; need for inquiry (118); place of reasoning (118). 

C. Definition 

I. Definition of Brahman stated (119); explana¬ 

tion and justification of “ janm&di” (120,121); explana¬ 

tion of “ this" in “/or this” (121,122); complement of 
the aphorism (122). 

Objection: No definition is possible since no pram&na 

applies' (119, 120); reply: tatastha-lak§ana stated as 

possible (120); justification for treating Brahman as 

the cause, not the pradhftna etc. (121,122); need for 

intelligence (122), and omniscience and omnipotence 
(123). 



II. Justification for considering only the three; 

viz., origination, sustentation and destruction (124). 

Other modifications of “ being ” mentioned (124), and 

shown to be included in the three (125); the mention 

of these three alone brings to mind the appropriate S'ruti 

about creation etc. (125); else would be brought to mind 

the Nirukta which does not teach the first cause (125). 

III. Pradhana, primal atoms, chance etc. ruled out 

(126) ; origination etc. used by some as grounds for 

inferring the Lord (126). 

IV. Present aphorism not intended to set forth an 

inference (127), the purpose of these aphorisms being 

to inquire into and string together Vedanta texts 

(127) , Brahman-realisation being possible by such 

inquiry alone (128), inference serving only to confirm 

the sense of the texts (128). 

Explanation of “ manana ” and “ yukti ” (128). 

V. Scripture not the sole authority, but experience 

etc. too, where applicable (129), since Brahman- 

knowledge culminates in experience (129), and relates 

to an existent (130); not a karya which allows of 

option (130), and in respect of which prescriptions 

and prohibitions are purportful (130); a “ thing ” admits 

of no options (131); hence knowledge of it depends not 

on the human intellect (131), but on the thing itself 

for validity (131). 

Reconciliation where there is conflict between 

prescriptions etc. (132); doubt and error do not 

introduce option into things, not being dependent on 

their nature (133). 



VI. The existent is open to other means of know- 

ledge besides the Ved&nta; contingent non-authorita- 

tiveness of the latter (134); reply: Brahman not a 

content of the senses (134); the aphorism of origina¬ 

tion etc. intended not to suggest an inference (135), 

but to exhibit Ved&nta texts (135); the definitive text 

among these (136). 

Objection: Ved&ntas would be restatements of 

inferential knowledge (134); the inner self not an object 

of the senses (135); s&m&nyato dr?ta inference not 

applicable (135); Brahman’s vivarto-’p&d&natva ex¬ 

plained (136). 

D. Scripture-Source 

I. Source of Scripture necessarily an omniscient 

being (137); author necessarily knows more than the content 

of the work, and Scripture itself is omniscient (138). 

How Rgveda etc., are S'&stras (138); how they 

are like the omniscient one (139); not all knowledge is 

expressible though possessed (140); “ effortlessness ” 

applied to creation signifies slightness, not absence, of 

effort (140); words and sentences non-eternal (140, 

141); hence creation of these by the Lord is possible 

though He has no absolute liberty (141,142); essential 

nature of the Vedas identical in every creation (142); 

single authorship not inconsistent with faith in the 

work (142). 

II. Alternative interpretation: Scripture is the 

pramnqa for Brahman (143). Possible doubt that 
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inference is suggested by the second aphorism is removed 

by the present aphorism (144). 

E. HARMONY 

I. Brahman not evidenced by Scripture whose 

purport is ritual (145); Brahman-texts futile or 

subsidiary to injunction of rituals or injunction of 

contemplation etc. (146,148); the existent is in the 

sphere of other pramclnas and hence Sruti in relation 

to it is non-authoritative (147); arthavada passages 

find purport in syntactical unity with injunctions 

(14?) ; statement of the final view (148). 

Contingent non-authoritativeness for the Ved&ntas, 

because of failure of non-dependence (145); they can 

be neither non-authoritative nor unfruitful (146); 

they teach the agent, deity etc. of ritual or prescribe 

contemplation etc. (146); no injunction possible, even 

of an originative nature, in the case of the existent 

(147); content of the injunction is a becoming (147); 

application, procedure, eligibility etc., are present 

even in the originative injunction, though un¬ 

intended (148). 

II. Explanation of “ but ” and “ harmony ” in the 

aphorism (149, 150); purport of the texts not to teach 

agent, deity, etc. (150); Brahman, though existent, is 

not the content of perception etc. (150); oneness of 

Brahman and the self to be known through Sdstra 

alone (154); Sdstra not futile because of the absence of 

what is to be rejected or accepted (154); even from the 
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realisation of Brahman results the attainment of the 

human goal (154); teaching of Brahman not subsidiary 

to contemplation (155); for then all duality is quashed 

(155); and there can be no resurrection thereof (155). 

Upakrama and upasaiph&ra as determinative of 

the sense of texts (150); illustration from the texts 

about the upains'u sacrifice (150); Brahman thus 

settled to be the purport of the Vedantas (150,151); 

non-authoritativeness cannot be as referring to existent 

things (152); or as dependent on the human intellect 

(152); objection: a human origin may be inferred for the 

Vedas, as referring to existents (152), not if they 

refer exclusively to what is to be done (152); reply: if 

by karya the implied apfirva is meant, apauruseyatva 

would result even for injunctions to worship a 

Buddhist Caitya (153); if for the latter human origin is 

seen, it may be inferred for the Vedantas (153); from 

Brahman-realisation there is direct attainment of the 

human goal (155); two varieties of the attained and 

the abandoned (155): the attained, as it were and the 

abandoned, as it were (156). 

III. Veda relating to the self is authoritative 

independently of injunctions, since self knowledge is of 

itself fruitful (158); authoritativeness not established 

through inference (159). 

Difference of Vedantas from arthavadas like “ he 
f 

howled” (158); authoritativeness of the Vedanta 

dependent on generating indubitable knowledge of 

what is not already known (159); it is intrinsic (159); 

hence no example is necessary (160). 
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IV. Objection: Brahman intimated only as the 

object of contemplation (160); analogy of the dhawnlya 

fire etc. (163); pravftti or nivftti the fruit of the 

Sdstra (163); authority to support this position (164); 

knowledge of Brahman enjoined for him who desires 

immortality (165). 

Brahman not the purport as the relation of words 

thereto is not known (160); it is neither to be rejected 

nor accepted and hence cannot be declared by a prudent 

man (160); words have for purport what is to be done 

(161) and not an existent (161); that a word has a 

certain sense has to be known by inferring the cognition 

of that sense in another who hears the word, through 

his pravrtti or nivftti as probans (161); pravrtti and 

nivftti characteristic of sacred teaching (161); transmi¬ 

gration does not cease with knowing the sense of 

“That thou art” (162); from hearing, one does not 

attain the human goal, as reflection and contemplation 

are also prescribed (162); of the self, as subsidiary to 

contemplation, there is certitude of existence (163); 

contemplation cannot be of the superimposed, as it 

would not be of the self (163); the person eligible for 

contemplation of Brahman is understood on the r&tri- 

satra-ny&ya (165). 

V. Objection (contd.): though the objects of the two 

enquiries are different, only as occasioned by an injunc¬ 

tion of contemplation is there the quest of Brahman (166); 

futility of texts not relating to an injunction (167); no 

resemblance to “ this is a ropey not a snake, ” as 

happiness, misery etc. continue even for him who has 
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heard (168); reflection and contemplation are also 

/ enjoined (168). 

The intuition (dars'ana) of the self cannot be the 

object of an injunction (166, 167); dra^avyab etc. 

are not real injunctions (167). 

VI. Reply: ritual and Brahman differ in respect 

of their knowledge and fruit (169, 170); gradations of 

happiness consequent on performance of ritual (170,171); 

gradations of misery (172); final release not the fruit of 

religious duty (173), being natural and eternal (173). 
Fruit of Religious Duty surpassable and destructi¬ 

ble (169); oneness of jlva and Brahman is eternal and 
unproduced (170); removal of Nescience occurs even 

with the rise of knowledge, which results natural¬ 

ly for the mind aided by the impressions of reflection 
and contemplation (170); no apOrva needed (170); 

analogy of apprehension of musical notes (171); no 

injunction needed for contemplation, as the latter is 
even otherwise known to result in intuition (171); nor a 

niyama-’purva, as in pounding the paddy (171); hence 
texts about contemplation etc. are only apparent 
injunctions (172). 

VII. Two kinds of eternality (174); non-embodi- 

ment is immutably eternal (174); if subsidiary to a 

kftrya, Brahman would be non-eternal, as also final 

release (175). 

Evolving eternality not absolute (174); view of 
whole and part as different yet non-different (175,176); 

non-difference in the causal aspect, difference in the 

effect-aspect (176); criticism (176, 177, 178); either 
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difference or non-difference should be assumptive (179); 
grounds for holding difference to be assumptive (179). 

VIII. S'ruti shows final release to follow imme¬ 

diately on Brahman-knowledge (180), and excludes any¬ 

thing else to he done in between (181); support from the 

Preceptor Aksapftda (182). 
Knowledge instrumental to release only as removing 

two-fold Nescience (180); definition of acarya (181); 

explanation of the Nyaya aphorism (182). 
IX, Knowledge of the unity of Brahman and the 

self not an imagined identification, nor a superimposition, 
nor what is due to association with a distinctive mode of 

activity (184); nor a purification (186); objections to its 

being sampat etc, (186); Brahman-knowledge dependent 

on the object, not on the activity of the man (187); no 
room for activity to enter, not even through Brahman 

being the object of the knowing or contemplating activity 

(187); Scripture cited (187, 188); purport of Sdstra to 

remove difference posited by Nescience (188), not to give 

demonstrative knowledge of Brahman (188); removal of 

differences of cogniser, cognised etc. (189); no fear of 

non-eternality of release (189). 

Sampat and adhyasa explained and distinguished 

(183, 184); association with a distinctive mode of acti¬ 

vity explained (184, 185); in all three, self is subsidiary 

and contemplation is the principal (185); purification 
explained (185); refutation of the above possibilities; 

texts about the self are anarabhya-’dhlta (186); no 

non-inconstant connection with rites, as for the ladle 

made of parpa wood (187); Brahman not the object of 
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the cognising activity (187); words cannot give demon¬ 

strative knowledge even of worldly things, much less of 
the transcendent (188). 

X. Non-eternality of release, if it be a product 

or a modification (190). 
XI. If of the nature of oneselfBrahman is 

already attained: even if not so, the all-pervasive 

Brahman cannot be attained', hence no room for 

activity (191). 

XII. Brahman being eternally perfect and pure, no 

excellence may be added to it or defect removed there¬ 

from; hence release is not the puritied and needs no 

activity (192). 

XIII. Release is not manifested through purifica¬ 

tory acts, as the self cannot be the locus of an act (193); 
otherwise its non-eternality would result (194). 

Nescience located in the jlva; hence Brahman is 

certainly eternally pure (194); assuming impurity, it 

cannot be purified by an act inherent in another, while 
no act can inhere in it (194). 

XIV. Objection: acts inhering in the body purify 

the self (195); reply: what is purified is the self as 

associated with the body (195,196, 197); purification is 

of that alone which is made the content of empirically 

valid pramdna (196). 

XV. No other channel for activity (198); knowledge 

the one means (198). 

XVI. Objection: knowledge is an act of the mind 

(198); reply: no; nature of act explained (198, 199); 

and distinguished from that of knowledge (200, 201). 
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Acts like contemplation not estabJished prior to an 

injunction (200); but knowledge of Brahman results 

from texts for those who can understand them (200); 

injunction not purportful, as it cannot be effected or not 

effected or effected in a different way (200, 201); 

contemplation and culmination in experience not 

enjoined as they are well known even in the absence of 

the injunction (201). 

XVII. Imperatives found in Scripture about the 

self have not the enjoined for content (202); but they turn 

one away from the objects of natural activity (202, 203). 

XVIII. With Brahman-realisation, there is destruc¬ 

tion of all obligations (205); Brahman not subsidiary to 

an injunction of contemplation (205). 

XIX. The self is understood from the Upanisads 

alone, does not transmigrate, is of the nature of Brahman 

and occurs in a topic of his own; this self is neither 

non-existent nor unknown ((206). 

Purportfulness and s'&stratva established for the 

Vedanta, even as teaching the existent (206); words 

are apprehended in experience in relation to existents 

(207); because usage with such purport is seen and it is 

possible to infer cognition of the existent in him who 

understands the word (207); description of Sumeru (207); 

an onlooker ignorant of the language, but knowing 

the cause of the father’s happiness infers in the father 

the cognition of his son’s birth as produced by the 

messenger’s words (208); usage of words in relation to 

the existent is intelligible because of fruitfulness (208); 
* 

inference as to the Vedantas having the existent for 



content (209); etymology of Upanipad (209); grounds for 

the self not being subsidiary to what is to be done (209, 

210); how Brahman can be signified by the Vedanta, 

through elimination of defining conditions (210); im¬ 

possibility of removing that which gets so defined (211). 
XX. The self is the witness of the denotation of 

“7” (211): not known through the vidhi-kHrid,a or 

through reasoning (211); impossibility of refuting or of 

subordinating it to an injunction (212): imperishability, 
eternal purity, intelligence and freedom of the self (212): 

it is what is principally revealed in the Upani§ads 

(212). 
All others except the self, being indeterminable and 

unstable perish; but not the self, the material cause of 

all these (214); it is immutably eternal (215). 
XXI. Purport is declared to be ritual only in the 

case of prescriptions and prohibitions (215); the existent 

taught by Scripture cannot be other than existent (215); 

even what is for the sake of an act is not itself an act% 

but a thing (216); the self may be taught in the same way 

(216); such teaching purposeful as leading to cessation 

of transmigration (216). 

Purport of words is not only k&rya or what 
subserves k&rya (217); nor is it the sense of each word 

independently (217); teaching of word-sense an in¬ 
evitable intermediary to sentence-sense, which is the 

purport (218); conjunction with other word-senses 

needed, not with what is to be done (218); even state¬ 

ments related to the activity of being signify not that 
activity but only a relation (219), 
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XXII. Prohibitions relate to desisting from an act 

and that is not an act (224); the negation does not signify 

anything other than indifference consisting in desisting 

from what is established by one's own nature (224); in¬ 

difference is caused by non-existence made known by the 

negative particle, and it subsides of its own accord, like 

fire without fuel (225). 
Prohibitions do not have for purport what is to be 

done (220); for karya depends on the existence of voli¬ 

tion, and volition on its determinant, and the determi¬ 

nant must be a doing (220); substance and quality are 
related to karya only through the doing (221); 

when substance and quality fall within the injunc¬ 

tion, they do so as complements to the doing (221); 

connection of material and deity is not the content 
of prescription in “ there is that Hgneya etc.,” (222); 

even in “make a pot,” the substantive is only 

what is desired, not what is enjoined (222); if prohibi¬ 
tions had karya for purport, exclusion would have to be 

understood in all cases, as in the Prajapati-vrata, and 
the other function of negation would have to be aban¬ 

doned (223); cessation is not itself what is to done (224); 

nor is voluntary effort to desist prescribed (226); what is 

prohibited is cognised as instrumental to evil, and this 
is the cognition of its non-existence (226); this cognition 

is the cause of the perpetuation of indifference (227); 

the imperative suffix restates what is established even 

otherwise by passion and shows its instrumentality to 
evil (228); and this cognition dies out of itself like fire 

whose fuel has been consumed (229); the Mlm&ipsaka 
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declaration of futility applies only to such narratives 

etc., as do not subserve the human goal (230). 

XXIII. Statements about the existent are profi¬ 

table (230); transmigratoriness does not exist as before 

for him who has realised Brahman (230, 231); illustra¬ 
tion from the wealthy man and the man with ear-rings 

(231, 232); embodiment is due to illusory knowledge, 

while non-embodiment is eternal (233); embodiment not 

caused by merit and demerit, because of reciprocal 

dependence (233); because the self is not an agent, not 

even indirectly like kings etc. (234). 

Brahman-intuition compared to the intuition of 

musical notes by the mind purified through the hearing 
and practice of music (232); it removes the presentation 

of the entire universe and itself therewith (232). 
XXIV. Conceit of self in the body is illusory, not 

secondary (235); for secondary usage depends on the 

prior apprehension of difference (236); the concept “ /” 

is applied to the body etc. non-figuratively, through 
non-discrimination, even by learned men (237); hence 

illusory (237); consequently when this illusion is removed 

by true knowledge there is jlvanmukti (238); support 
from Sruti and Smrti (238); no transmigratoriness as 

before for him who has realised (238). 

Some unseen cause needed to explain superimposl- 
tion since valid perception or doubt would be appropriate 
otherwise (237). 

XXV. Brahman is not subsidiary to injunctions 

of reflection and contemplation, since these too are for 
the sake of realisation (239); Scripture is the pramfiita 
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for Brahman, because of harmony of the texts, not because 

of Brahman being the content of an injunction (240); 
hence the commencement of a new Sdstra is justified (240); 
but not if its purport were an injunction to contemplate 
(241); all means of valid knowledge terminate in “ I am 

Brahman ” (242); they are contentless and non-authori- 

tative on the realisation of the non-dual Brahman (242); 
support from the verses of a Brahman-knower (242). 

No prescription of manana and nididhy&sana, since 
their culmination in intuition is established by co¬ 
presence and co-absence in experience (239); they are 

not principal rites (239); nor are they subsidiary rites, 

like purification, since the self is neither used nor to be 

used anywhere (240), and, as propounded in the Upa- 
niyads, is opposed to the observance of rites (240); one¬ 

ness of the self and Brahman not merely different from 

but opposed to Religious Duty (241); non-authoritative- 
ness follows at that stage for all pramanas (242); expla¬ 

nation of the verses of the Brahman-knower (242); 

explanation of the secondary and illusory selves (243); 

dependence of loka-y&tra and even enlightenment on 
these conceits (243); knowership etc., possible only prior 

to self-realisation (243); the self to be realised is not 
other than the knower (244); the non-valid yet gives 

rise to absolutely real experience, up to the ascertain¬ 
ment of the self (244); the intuition which is absolutely 

real is unproduced (244); short of that there is Nescience 
and in its producing or destroying other Nescience there 

is no unintelligibility (245); Is'avasya Upani§ad cited 
in support (245). 
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BRAHMASUTRABHASYA 

OF S'A^K ABAC ARY A 

OF the spheres of the two concepts of “ Thou ” and “ I,” 

the object and the subject, with their natures opposed 

to each other like darkness and light, when it is 

established that one cannot intelligibly be of the nature 

of the other, the more is it unintelligible for their 

attributes too to be one (in the substrate of) the other ; 

on this account, the superimposition of the object, the 

sphere of the concept of “ Thou,” and of its attributes, 

on the subject, the intelligent self, the sphere of the 

concept of “ I,” and (conversely) through an error in 

respect of that, the superimposition of the subject and 

its attributes on the object, can properly be only an 

illusion. Yet, after superimposing on each the nature 

and the attributes of the other through non-discrimina¬ 

tion of each from the other in the case of attributes 

absolutely distinct (among themselves) as also of 

substrates (similarly distinct), there is this natural 

empirical usage like, “ I am this,” and “ this is mine,” 

coupling the true with the untrue, with its cause in 

illusory cognition. 



THE BHAMATI 

1. We render obeisance to that immortal Brahman, 

the immeasurable bliss and knowledge, from whom as Lord 

with the two kinds1 of indeterminable Nescience as 

ministers, there are the illusory manifestations of ether, 

air, fire, water and the earth—and from whom came forth 

this universe, movable and immovable, high and low. 

2. The Vedas are His breath, His glance the five 

elements, the (universe) movable and immovable is His 

smile,9 His sleep is the final deluge. 

3. To the Vedas and to Bhava, which are eternal 

and associated with six angas as also with manifold im¬ 

perishable properties (or indeclinables) we render obeisance;' 

4. We render obeisance to Martapda, to Tilaka- 

svamin,4 and to Mahagapapati, who are worthy of universal 

adoration and are the dispensers of all fulfilment. 

5. Obeisance to Vyasa, the secondary Creator,5 the 

author of the Brahma-sGtras, the incarnation of the 

cognitive energy of the Lord Hari. 

6. Having rendered obeisance to S'afikara, of wisdom 

pure, of grace the ocean, we (proceed to) analyse the clear 

(yet) deepfi commentary written by him. 

7. As the waters of a highway are purified by falling 

into the current of the Ganges, even so are the lowly words 

of those like us, by*their conjunction with the work of the 

Master. 
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8UPEBIM POSITION 3 

Now, that of which there is no doubt or that 

which is profitless cannot be the sphere of a desire to know 

on the part of a prudent inquirer, as, for instance, a pot 

present in bright light and coming into contact with the 

sense (of sight) along with the mind; or the teeth of a 

orow. So too, is this Brahman; hence the knowledge of 

what is opposed to (the presence of) the pervader7 (of the 

inquiry, i.e., doubt and profit). It is thus : the self alone is 

called Brahman, because it is great or it causes to grow. 

This (self) is known through indubitable, non-erroneous and 

immediate experience of the nature of “ I,” as distinct 

from the body, the organs, the mind, the intellect, their 

objects, (in short) from whatever may be designated by 

the term “ this ”; (this experience exists) in all living 

beings from the worm and the moth to gods and sages; 

hence the self cannot be the object of a desire to know. 

No one indeed doubts “is this I or not-I?” or makes 

the mistake “this is not I at all”. Nor is it admissible 

to say that, since judgements like “ I am lean, stout,” 

“ I go,” etc., are seen to be used in apposition with 

qualities of the body, the bodyN is the substrate of the 

word “i”. If that were the substrate, the recognition 

“ I, who while young enjoyed (the company of) my parents, 

now, when I am old, enjoy (the company of) my grand¬ 

children ” would not come into being. There is not, 

verily, as between the bodies of youth and old age the 

slightest trace of recognition) whereby identity could be 

determined* Hence, that which is constant in whatever 

variable, that is different from the latter, as a string 
x 

om the flowers (strung thereon). So too, the factor which 

s designated by the word “ I ” and is constant even in the 

variations of the bodies of youth, etc., is different from 



these. Further, the very person, who in dreams possessed 

of a divine body enjoys pleasures suitable thereto, seeing 

himself when awake to be endowed with a human body 

and saying “ I am not divine, but human,” experiences the 

substrate of I-ness, which is distinct from the body and 

unsublated, though sublated in respect of the divine body. 

Further, he, who becomes a tiger by his yoga, experiences 

the self as non-different in spite of differences of the body ; 

hence, the body is not the substrate of I-ness. Hence too, 

even the organs are not its substrate, since even where 

the senses are different there is the recognition of the 

substrate of I-ness, in “ I myself that saw now touch it ”. 

The distinction of that (self) from objects is but too patent. 

The intellect and the mind, being but instruments, cannot 

properly be substrates of a cognition of “ I,” which reflects 

the agent (not the instrument). Statements like “ I am 

lean, I am blind,” etc., which are made even though there 

is no non-difference (between the body and the self), are, 

as we see fit to hold, suitably understood as in some way 

figurative, like the statement “ the galleries shout (meaning 

that the people in the galleries shout) ”, Therefore, it is 

established that the self, which is understood from the 

exceedingly patent experience of the “I,” distinct from 

the body, the organs, the mind, the intellect,9 the objects, 

(in short) from whatever is designated by the term “ this,” 

is, because of the absence of doubt, not the object of a 

desire to know. 

(This is so) also because there is no profit (from the 

inquiry). It is thus: salvation which consists in the 

cessation of transmigration is the profit here desired to be 

set forth. Transmigration has for its cause the non¬ 

experience of the true nature of the self, and is to be got 
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rid of by knowledge of the true nature of the self. If that 

(transmigration) which is beginningless persists alongside 

the beginningless knowledge of the true nature of the self, 

how can there be the riddance of the former, there being 

no opposition (between the two) ? And how can there be 

non-experience of the true nature of the self ? Other than 

the experience of “ I,” there is indeed no knowledge of 

the true nature of the self. Nor can this self, which is other 

than the body, the organ etc., and which is established by 

the very patent experience of “ I ” common to all men, be 

negatived even by a thousand Upanigads, that being 

opposed to experience. A thousand Scriptures, verily, 

cannot convert a pot into a cloth. Therefore, because of 

opposition to experience, we see fit to hold that the Upani- 

sads have but a figurative sense. Raising a doubt, with 

these ideas in mind, (the commentator) answers it (thus): 

" Of the spheres of the two concepts,” etc. 

Here, (the text) from “Of the spheres” etc., up to “can 

properly be only illusion ” is the statement of the doubt. 

(The text beginning) from “Yet” is the statement of the 

answer. As against the expression “Yet” (of the next 

sentence), the word “ though ” has to be supplied in the 

statement of the doubt. Where the words “ of the spheres 

of the two concepts ‘ this ’ and I ’ ” should have been used, 

the word “ thou ” is used (in the place of “ this ”) to indicate 

the absolute difference (between the contrasted aspects of 

experience). The counter-correlate of the word “ I ” is not 

the word “ this,'’ so much as the word “ thou,” since there is 

seen extensive' usage of expressions like “ We are this, we 
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are that The self of the nature of intelligence is the sub¬ 

ject (visayin), the non-intelligent intellect, organs, body and 

objects, are the objects of cognition (vi?ayas). For, these 

bind the intelligent self, that is to say, make it determinable 

through their own form." As an example of absolute differ¬ 

ence, which is the ground of the impossibility of reciprocal 

super-imposition, (there is mentioned) “like darkness and 

light” Never indeed, can one understand such utterly 

different things as light and darkness each to be of the nature 

of the other. This is stated thus: u when it is established that 

one cannot intelligibly be of the nature of the other.” The one 

being the other means the one having the nature of the 

other, that is to say, the identity of the one with the other 5 

this is unintelligible.1 

Be this so. Let there be no reciprocal identity between 

different substrates ii.e., the self and the not-self); there may 

occur yet the reciprocal super-imposition of their attributes, 

such as inertness and intelligence, eternality and non-eterna- 

lity etc. Even where substrates are distinguished, there is 

indeed seen to occur super-imposition of their attributes, e.g., 

in thecrystai though apprehended as different from the flower, 

yet because of its absolute transparency, there arises the illu¬ 

sion of redness, in the experience “ red crystal ”, generated by 

the reflection of the hibiscus flower. To this it is said : “ for 

their attributes too.” The existence of the attributes of 

one substrate in the other, i.e., their mutual transfer; this is 

unintelligible. This is the idea: it is indeed a substance with 

oolour, which, on account of its absolute transparency takes 

on the reflection of another substance with colour, though 
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apprehended as different from itself; the intelligent self, how¬ 

ever, is the oolourless subject and cannot take on the reflec¬ 

tion of the object. As they (the Bhattas) say: " Of sound, 

smell, taste etc., in what way can there be reflection?-’ “ 

Hence it follows by elimination that mutual transfer of the 

constantly associated attributes of the object and the 

subject is possible only on the basis of the reciprocal connec¬ 

tion of these two. If these two substrates being apprehend¬ 

ed as absolutely distinct are unrelated, their attributes are 

even more clearly unrelated, they being further removed 

from each other by the interposition of their respective sub¬ 

strates. This is stated thus : ,l the more,” etc. ** Through an 

error in respect of that ” means through an error in respect of 

the object. The word “ illusion ” signifies concealment. 

This is what is said: super-imposition is pervaded by 

non-apprehension of difference ; the opposite thereof, i.e., 

the apprehension of difference, is present here, which, getting 

rid of that non-apprehension of difference, gets rid also of 

the super-imposition pervaded thereby. “ Though they 

can properly be only illusion, yet ”: this is the construction. 

This is the underlying idea.—(All) this might be so, if 

the true nature of the self were manifest in the experi¬ 

ence of the 141 ”. This, however, is not so. It is thus : the 

true nature of the self is declared in Scripture, traditional 

codes (smfti), epics (itihasas), and mythologies (pwrS^as) 

as undefined by any limiting conditions, as of the one 

consistency of endless bliss and intelligence, as indifferent, 

as one and without a second. Nor can those (statements) 

which have the purport of teaching the self as of this 

nature, through their introductory, intermediate and 
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concluding passages, and through purportful repetition, be 

made figurative even by Indra. For, from repetition results 

the eminence of the object, as in Lo, beautiful, lo, 

beautiful l ”, not its littleness; nor even figurativeness (that 

being) remote indeed. The experience of the “ I,” exhibit¬ 

ing as it does the self as finite and as confounded by a 

multitude of griefs and sorrows, how can it have the true 

nature of the self for its sphere ? Or how can it be 

undeluded (experience)? Nor can it be said that since 

Scripture is opposed to perception, which is the elder 

means of valid knowledge (pramnna),11 the former alone 

as dependent on the latter should be declared invalid or 

figurative; for, since that (Scripture) is not of human origin 

and is free from even the suspicion of any defect, and 

since its validity is self-revealed by the very fact of its 

conveying knowledge, it is independent (of any other means 

of knowledge) in respect of its effect, i.e., valid knowledge. 

If it be said that though independent in respect of the 

knowledge (it generates), yet since it is dependent on 

perception in respect of its origin, and since there is 

opposition to that (perception), there will be the non-validity 

of Scriptural teaching, consisting in its non-production,—no 

(we reply); for, there is no opposition to its origination 

(by perception). Scriptural knowledge does not indeed 

annul the empirical validity of perception, whereby it would 

itself cease to be, because of the non-existence of its 

cause; rather (does it annul) the absolute (validity of 

perception). Nor is its cause the absolutely true (percep¬ 

tion), since true knowledge is seen to arise from means of 

knowledge whioh are empirically though not absolutely 
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valid. Thus, the qualities of short and long, though foreign 

to letters (belonging as they do to sound: dhvani), being 

super-imposed thereon, are causes of true apprehension; 

those who in the world understand by naga and naga 

different objects such as elephant and tree are not, verily, 

deluded people. 

Nor may it be said of a word not having any other 

purport that it is used figuratively in respect of its own 

sense. It has indeed been said: “ The meaning of a word 

in an injunctive statement cannot be other (than its 

primary one).”l> The priority of what is not depended on 

is a ground for its being sublated, not for its sublating 

(another means of knowledge), for, it is seen that the 

earlier cognition of silver is sublated by the later cognition 

of nacre. If the former were not sublated, the origination 

of the latter (cognition) whose essence is the sublation (of 

the former) would not be intelligible. And it has been 

shown that the absolute validity (of perception) is not 

depended on. So too the aphorism of the great sage 

(Jaimini): “ Where there is the relationship of earlier and 

later, the earlier is weaker, as in the case of the 

archetypal rite (prakrti).” l" And to the same effect (is the 

verse): “ The superiority of the later over the earlier is 

cognised where their cognitions arise not as reciprocally 

dependent."u 

Further, those who acknowledge the self as the 

substrate of I-ness, even by them the truth of that 

(cognition) cannot be admitted, since in the judgement “ I am 

in this very abode, (but) cognising,” the omnipresent self 

is apprehended as finite, in the same way as to the man 
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on the ground, big trees on the top of a high peak appear as 

blades of grass. Nor is it admissible that the experienced 

finiteness is of the body, not of the self. For then the 

experience would not be of the form “ I (am),” etc.; nor 

would it be of the form “ cognising,” if (the word “l”be 

taken to be used) in a secondary sense (of the body). 

Further, when it is agreed as between the speaker and 

the understanding listener that a certain word has the 

connotation of another, then the use is secondary; it 

follows in the wake of awareness of difference. It is, 

indeed, thus: when the word agnihotra, which (ordinarily) 

denotes the obligatory rite of that name, is used in the 

statement he offers the mltsa-agnihotra oblation” in 

another context ascertained to be (of a) different (nature), 

in connection with an act related to the kundapayinam 

ayana, the use (of the word agnihotra) based on the 

similarity of what is to be accomplished (in both cases) 

is secondary;1' so too the use of the word “lion” in the 

case of a pupil who is known from experience to be 

different from a lion. (Here, however) the primary 

denotation of the word 441 ” is not indeed experienced as 

determinately and specifically other than the body etc*, 

in which case alone that word would have the secondary 

sense of body etc. Nor may it be understood that, where 

by long usage a term has a secondary sense, there is no 

recognition of the sense being secondary, as is the case 

with taila (lit. sesamum oil) as applied to mustard oil; 

for, here too, only where difference is established, in 

respect of viscidity, being extracted from sesamum etc., 

there is the conceit of mustard oil etc. being primarily 
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designated by the word taila. It is not however, determin¬ 

ed that there is identity between tail a and mustard oil. 

It follows then that secondary usage is pervaded by the 

cognition of the difference between the primary and the 

secondary by those who know both. Here, the pervader, 

viz., cognition of difference eliminating (itself) also elimi¬ 

nates the secondary usage. 

Nor may it be said that though the bodies of youth 

and old age are different, yet, from the recognition of an 

identical self in the judgement “ I am he ”, it follows that 

there is an experience of the self as different from the 

body etc. Such a judgement is, verily, that of the critic, 

not of the man in the street. Even critics do not surpass 

the generality of men in respect of practical life. Indeed, 

the revered commentator says this presently in the words: 
“And because there is no distinction from beasts etc.” 

Even outsiders say: “It is, verily, those who reflect on 

the teaching that make this distinction, not learners.” 

Hence by elimination we see fit to hold that finitude is 

understood of the self by the man in the street who says 

“ I am in this very abode etc. ” in the same way as ether 

is cognised as limited by pot, ewer, basin etc. 

Nor is it meet to say, in order to conserve the validity 

of (the use of) the word “ I,” u that the self too, like the 

body etc., is finite. In that case, its size should be that 

of an atom or that of the body. If that of an atom, 

there would not be the usage “ I am stout, or (I am) tall ”; 

if that of the body, then, as made up of parts, there would 

result non-eternality, as in the case of the body. Further, on 
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this view, it must be either the aggregate of parts 

that intelligises or each part by itself. On the view 

of each part intelligising by itself, in the absence of a 

consensus among the many independent intelligences, 

either the body would be distracted or non-action would 

result, as the consequence of simultaneous activity in 

opposed directions. If intelligence be associated with the 

aggregate, then when one part is injured, the intelligent 

self too being injured in part would not intelligise. Nor is 

there seen any fixed relationship of co-existence among 

the many parts. When any one part is damaged, the 

aggregate cannot intelligise in the absence of that 

part. 

Even if cognition (vijnUna) be the substrate, the 

illusoriness of the concept I ” continues the same, 

for, that (concept) manifests a permanent substance, while 

cognitions are fleeting. In this way, expressions like “ I am 

fat, I am blind, I go ” etc. are explained as due to super- 

imposition. 

The concept of “ I ” having been in this way shown to 

be (worthless as) a rotten gourd, the revered Scripture may 

proceed unhindered to remove from the self notions conse¬ 

quent on the experience of “ I,” such as agency, enjoyership 

happiness, misery, grief etc. Hence, in the words “after 

superimposing on each,” etc., there are elaborated the nature, 

cause and result of the concept “ I,” whose illusoriness is 

well-known from all trustworthy Scripture, traditional 

codes, epics and pur&nas. Superimposing the nature of one 

of two substrates—the body and the self—on the other, 
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e.g.} '* I am this body ” etc. The (identification with) 

“ this ” (is) a matter of fact, not a matter of knowledge. *° 

“ Empirical usage ilokavyavahfirali) ” means the usage of the 

world; that is designation of the form I am this ”. By the 

word iti (in aham idam iti) there are indicated the 

acceptance, rejection etc. of what are known by means 

of valid knowledge to be beneficial or injurious to the 

body etc. 

There is also the super-imposition of the attributes of 

one substrate on the other, e.g,, imposing the bodily attri¬ 

butes of birth, death, old age, disease etc., on the substrate, 

i.e.t the self on whom bodies etc., have been super-imposed, 

and similarly the attributes of the self such as intelligence 

eto., on the body etc., on which self-ness has been super¬ 

imposed ; there is consequently the empirical usage, i.eM 

the mode of speech Mine is this—old age, death, son, 

cow, ownership etc.” By iti (in mame'dam iti) is indicated 

activity etc. suitable to the above experience. The 

statement “after superimposing (there is) the empirical 

usage” is intelligible, since the agent that is inferred for 

the acts of super-imposition and empirical usage is but one 

and the same. By indicating priority ip. time for the 

superimposition, it is made clear that it is the cause of the 

empirical usage, in the word: “ empirical usage with its 

cause in the illusory cognition ” etc. “ Illusory cogni¬ 

tion ” is superimposition ;2i having that as the cause; 

that is, the existence or non-existence of empirical 

usage follows on the existence or non-existence of that 

(superimposition). 
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Having thus stated the nature of superimposifcion and 

its fruit, viz., empirical usage, he states its cause in the 

WOrds “through non-discrimination of each from the other/' 

i.e., through non-apprehension of (their) distinctness. Now, 

why should it not be that there is no difference at all ? 

And thus, (if there were none), there would be no super¬ 

imposition. To this he says: "of the attribute and the 

substrate which are absolutely distinct.” Distinctness 

from the absolute standpoint means non-identity in the 

case of substrates, and non-confusion in the case of 

attributes. 

Be this so. The delusion as to identity conditioned by 

non-apprehension of the difference between two real entities 

is intelligible, like the delusion of the identity with silver 

in the case of nacre, because of non-apprehension of their 

difference. Here, however, there is no real entity like 

the body, other than the intelligent seif, which is 

the absolute reality. Whence then the non-apprehension 

of the distinctness of the intelligent self? Whence the 

delusion of identity ? To this he replies : " by coupling the 

true with ihe untrue.” The construction is: after super¬ 

imposing because of non-apprehension of distinctness 

(through coupling the true etc.) The true is the intelligent 

self; the untrue are the intellect, the organs, the body 

etc.; coupling these two substrates; coupling means 

yoking. Because there cannot be any real coupling of 

the phenomenal with the absolutely real, there is used the 

cvi suffix (mithunl- instead of mithunam-), which signifies 

what is not that becoming that as it were. This is what is 

said: the imposition of what does not appear being 

impossible, what is required is the cognition of what is 

imposed, not its real existence. 
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Be this so. When there is cognition of what is 

superimposed, there is the superimposition of what was 

formerly seen, while that cognition itself is conditioned by 

superimposition; thus, (the defect of) reciprocal dependence 

seems difficult to avoid. To this he says: ‘‘natural". 

This empirical usage is natural, beginningless. Through 

the beginninglessness of the usage, there is declared the 

beginninglessness of its cause—superimposition.’3 Hence, 

of the intellect, organs, body etc., appearing in every prior 

illusory cognition, there is use in every subsequent instance 

of superimposition. This (process) being beginningless, 

like (the succession of) the seed and the sprout, there is 

no reciprocal dependence; this is the meaning. 

Be this so. Certainly, it is only the prior appearance 

that counts in imposition, not the absolute reality of 

what appears. But even appearance is unintelligible in 

the case of the body, the organs etc., which are wholly 

unreal, and are comparable to the lotus-pond in the sky. 

The reality even of the intelligent self is but manifestation, 

and nothing other than that, like the inherence of the 

class-Being {sattct-samunya-samau&ya) or practical efficiency 

iartha-kriya-kilritti), as (the admission of) these would 

lead to duality.'4 Further, with the postulation of another 

Being and another practical efficiency (to determine the 

reality) of this Being and this practically efficient, we 

shall have an infinite regress. Hence, manifestation 

alone has to be admitted as constituting reality. Thus, 

the body etc., sinoe they are manifest, are not unreal, 

being like the intelligent self; or else, if unreal, they 

cannot be manifest; how then can there be the coupling of 
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It may be asked: what is this thing called super¬ 

imposition ? The reply is: the appearance elsewhere, 

with a nature like to that of recollection, of what was 

seen before. Some speak of it as superimposition else¬ 

where of the attributes of another; but some others say 

that, when there is the superimposition of one on 

another, it is a delusion conditioned by the non¬ 

apprehension of their distinctness; others, however, say 

that, when there is the superimposition of one on 

another, there is an assumption in the latter of an 

opposite attribute. But in any case, it does not depart 

from the property of one appearing as having the 

attributes of another. And this is our experience in 

the world: nacre appears as if silver; the moon though 

one appears as if having a second. 

# 

the true with the untrue ? In the absence of this (coupling) 

whose difference is it that is not apprehended ? and from 

what ? That (non-apprehension of difference) failing, whence 

the superimposition ? With this in mind, the objector 

says: “ What is this thing called superimposition ? ” The 

(pronoun) “ what ” has the sense of an objection. The 

respondent meets the objection by simply giving the defini¬ 

tion of superimposition well-known to the world: “The 
reply is—the appearance elsewhere, with a nature like to that 

of recollection, of what was seen before.” AvabhUsa is that 

appearance which is terminated or depreciated. Termina¬ 

tion or depreciation is sublation by another cognition; 

by this, it (avabhU.su) is said to be an illusory cognition. 
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This is the farther commentary on that (definition): 

“ what was seen before ” etc. Purua-drstfi- vabhasafy means 

the appearance of what was seen before. The illusory 

appearance cannot come about without the coupling of the 

imposed element with that on which it is imposed ; hence 

what is untrue and superimposed is understood by the words 

*'what was seen before”. The word seen” is used to 

indicate that it (the superimposed element) counts only as 

phenomenal not as absolutely real. Even thus, what is now 

seen is not capable of being imposed ; hence the use of the 

word “before”. What was seen before, though real in its 

own nature, is yet, as superimposed, indeterminable and 

hence unreal. The locus of imposition, which is real, is 

stated in: “elsewhere.” Elsewhere, in nacre etc., which 

are absolutely real. Thus is declared the coupling of the 

true with the untrue. 

Be this so. “ The appearance elsewhere of what was 

seen oefore”—this is no definition, being too wide. There 

is, verily, in the cow, Kalaksl, “ the appearance of cowness ” 

seen before in the cow, Svastimatl. There is also the 

appearance elsewhere, at Mahismatl, of Devadatta formerly 

seen at Pataliputra. (Both these appearances are) valid. 

The word “ appearance (avabhUsa) ” is indeed well-known 

as applied to valid experience, as in the appearance of 

blue, the appearance of yellow ” etc. To this he says: of 

a nature like to that of recollection.” Its nature is like the 

nature of recollection. The non-presence of the object is of the 

essence of recollection ; while recognition, which is valid, is 

of a present object. Hence, (the definition is) not too wide, 
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Nor is it too narrow; for, even dream-cognition which 

is of the same nature as delusive recollection is of this 

nature (given in the definition). There too, verily, because 

of the non-presence of the recollected parents etc. not 

being reflected upon, on account of the defect of sleep, there 

is here and there the superimposition of the time and 

place when they were formerly present and seen. Thus, 

the same definition is to be applied also to (experiences 

like) “the shell is yellow,” “sugar is bitter”. It is thus: 

the yellow, which resides in the bile that is in contact with 
i) ' 

the exceedingly pure rays going forth from the eye/ is 

experienced in dissociation from the bile ; the shell too is 

experienced (but) with the whiteness concealed by a defect 

(in the sense-organ); the non-relation of the yellow colour 

to the shell is not experienced; because of similarity in 

respect of non-apprehension of non-relationship, the 

appositional relation previously seen in (experiences) like 

“ yellow mass of gold, yellow bilrci fruit ” is imposed on 

yellow-ness and shell-ness and one speaks of the yellow shell. 

In this way too may be explained the apprehension “ sugar 

is bitter”/' Similarly, rays of light from the organ of 

sight come in contact with the pure mirror or sheet of 

water facing the cogniser, but they are reflected therefrom 

by the stronger rays of the Sun’s light, and coming into 

contact with the face, apprehend the face; because of 

a defect, however, they do not apprehend the face as 

where it really is, i.e., not facing oneself, but impose on it 

the property of facing oneself that belongs to the formerly 

seen mirror or sheet of water/' Thus, the definition 
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applies to the delusion of reflection too. In the same 

way are to be explained suitably delusions like the 

perception of two moons, loss of the sense of direction, 

the fiery circle, the fata morgana (gandharva-nagara),28 the 

snake seen in the bamboo/' 

This is what is said : it is not that manifestation alone 

constitutes reality, in which case, bodies organs etc., by 

the very fact of manifestation, would be real. It is not 

as if ropes etc., do not appear as snakes etc., or crystals 

etc., as endowed with red colour and so on; nor, as thus 

appearing, do they really become those objects or endowed 

with those attributes. If that were so, one would conclude 

in the case of a mirage 0 that it is the Mandakinl which 

has come down close by, with her garlands of constantly 

agitated waves high and low, and proceeding (thereto) should 

be able to quench one’s thirst by drinking of that water. 

Hence, of what is superimposed, even though manifest, 

absolute reality cannot be admitted, even though this 

(conclusion) be not desired. 

Nor is it admissible to ask thus: “ in the mirage, the 

water is unreal, but in its own nature (as mirage) it is 

absolutely real; whereas, the body, organs etc., are unreal 

even in their own nature, and as such cannot be the 

sphere of any experience; how then can they be super¬ 

imposed ? ” For, if what is unreal cannot be the object of 

any experience, how then do the mirage etc., which are 

unreal, become the sphere of experience as water etc. ? 

Though real in their own nature, they (the mirage etc.) 

cannot become real as water etc., as well. 
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It may be said: there is nothing called non-existence 

(<abhtiva) as distinct from existence (bhUva). An existent 

considered as of the nature of another existent becomes 

non-existence; but in its own nature it is but existence. 

As is said: “ Non-existence is but another existent con¬ 

sidered in relation to something else.” 1 Hence, this, which 

may be explained as another mode of existence, may 

well be in the sphere of experience. The world, which is 

absolutely unreal, devoid of any capacity, devoid of any 

(true) essence, how can it be an object of experience ? 

How, again, can it be superimposed on the intelligent 

self? Nor is it admissible that, though the objects (of 

experience) are wholly devoid of any capacity (to appear), 

the respective cognitions, through the capacity residing 

in them as cognitions, of themselves give rise to the 

appearance of the unreal, as a product of a unique nature, 

and that this capacity (of the cognitions) to make the un¬ 

real appear is Nescience. What is this faculty of cognition 

whereby it makes the unreal appear? What is it that 

it is capable of ? If it is the unreal, is it effected or only 

made known by it? It cannot be effected, since that 

is unintelligible in the case of the unreal. Nor is it what 

is made known, since there is no other cognition known 

(other than that which makes manifest); further, (what 

is thus manifested being unreal and requiring its relation 

to the new cognition to be explained), infinite regress 

would result. If now, it be said that it is the very essence 

of cognition to manifest the unreal, what is this relation 

between the real and the unreal ? If it be said that the 
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relation of cognita;\ whioh is real, to that which is 

unreal is that the foivsr is made determinate under the 

control of what is unreal, lo 1 how very fortunate is this 

poor cognition that attains to determination even through 

the unreal. Nor does cognition do anything thereto, since 

being the support (of any such thing) is inappropriate in 

the case of what is unreal. If it be said that the cogni¬ 

tion is not controlled by the unreal, but that it is of the 

very nature of cognition not to appear apart from the 

unreal, lo! unfortunate indeed is this partiality for the 

unreal, whereby cognition is invariably linked to the unreal, 

though neither originating therefrom nor of the same nature 

as that.!i Hence, body, organs etc., which are wholly unreal 

and have no (true) essence, cannot become objects of 

experience. 

To this we reply: if what has no (true) essence be not 

within the sphere of experience, are these rays real as 

water, in such wise that they may come within the sphere 

of experience? (The pQrvapaksin says): They have no 

(true) essence (in the nature of water), since the rays are 

not of the nature of water. The essence of things is of 

two kinds, real or unreal, the former in respect of themselves, 

the latter in respect of things other than themselves. As 

is said: “ The essence of things is grasped by some at some 

time or other either as real or as unreal in respect 

of (those things) themselves or in respect of others.”3* 

(We reply): Is the cognition of water in the rays 

in the sphere of the true ? Then, being valid, it would not 
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be delusive; nor would it be sublated. (The pdrvapak§in 

rejoins); certainly, it would not be sublated, if it apprehended 

the rays, which truly are not of the nature of water, as 

not of the nature of water. When apprehended as of the 

nature of water, however, how can it be non-delusive or 

non-aublated ? Lo l then (we reply) of the rays whose 

nature is non-waterness, their nature as waterness is not 

real, since they, being non-different from non-waterness, 

cannot intelligibly be of the nature of waterness ; nor is it 

unreal; for, it is recognised by you, in the words “ Non¬ 

existence is existence in another form, not anything else, 

ainoe no (such thing) is proved,” '1 that the unreality of one 

thing is but another thing. Nor is the imposed form another 

thing ; if it were, it should be either the rays or the water 

in the Ganges. On the first alternative, the oognition 

would be of the form “ rays,” not of the form “ water ” ; 

on the latter (alternative), it would be of the form “ water 

in the Ganges,” not “ (water) here ”, (Further) if the parti¬ 

cular place be not recollected, it should be (of the form) 

“water” (merely), not here”. Nor is it admissible that 

this is something wholly unreal, a mere falsehood devoid 

of all existence, since that cannot intelligibly be within the 

sphere of experience ; this has been said earlier. Hence, the 

water superimposed on the rays has to be recognised to be 

indeterminable, being neither real nor unreal nor yet real and 

unreal, this (last) being self-contradictory. Thus, in this way, 

the superimposed water is like absolutely real water, and for 

that reason is like what was formerly seen; but really that is 
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not water, nor what was formerly seen; but it is untrue, 

indeterminable. In the same way, even the universe of 

bodies, organs etc. is indeterminable; though novel, yet they 

are superimposed on something other, i.e., the intelligent 

self, in the same way as what was presented in prior 

erroneous cognitions. This is intelligible, since the 

definition of superimposition applies. The sublation of 

the universe of bodies, organs etc. will be explained later. 

As for the intelligent self, it is in the sphere of Scripture, 

traditional codes, epics and purUyas; as ascertained 

by reasoning based on and not in conflict with these, 

it is of the nature of purity, intelligence and freedom, 

and is determinable as certainly real. Unsublated self¬ 

luminosity is its reality; that is of the very nature of 

the intelligent seif, not something other (than this), such 

as inherence of the class-Being, or practical efficiency. 

Thus, everything is clear. 

Superimposition, which is indeterminable and has 

been defined as above, is admitted by all inquirers, but 

there are considerable differences of detail. For this 

reason, in order to establish its indeterminability firmly, 

he says : *' Some speak of it ” etc. 

"Of the attribute of another,” i.e., of the attribute 

of the oognition, here, of silver; that is to say, of the form 

of the cognition. The superimposition is “ elsewhere,” i.e-, 

outside. According to the SautrEntika teaching, there 

is external reality ; the imposition thereon of what is of 

the form of cognition (is superimposition). Even according 



mimmmox *4 

to the Vijfilnavadins, though there is no external reality, 

yet there is an external falsehood created by the impressions 

of beginningless Nescience, and on this there is the 

imposition of what is of the form of cognition. And this 

is the justification: there is the general rule that whatever 

is experienced in a particular form should be accepted in 

that form, since its being other than that results (only) 

from a cognition of greater foroe which sublates it. When 

the aublating cognition “ this is not silver ” is intelligible 

even as sublating the this*lement alone, it is not meet 

to take it to extend to the se/tfer-element, For, if the 

substrate “silver” were sublated, then, both the silver 

and its attribute of “ this-ness ” would be sublated; it 

would be better to take it that the attribute “ this-ness ” 

alone is sublated, not the substrate “silver” as well. 

Hence it follows that silver whioh is sublated in respect of 

externality is by presumption confined to knowledge within 

us. Thus follows the imposition outside of what is of the 
form of cognition. 

But some others,” %,ethose who are not satisfied 

with the dootrine of imposition as of the form of cognition, 
14 say that when there is the superimposition of one on 

another, it is a delusion conditioned by tho non-apprehension 

of their distinctness”. They state the reason for their 

dissatisfaction* That silver eto. are of the form of 

cognition should be established either by experience 

(perception) or by inference. Inference in this regard 

will be refuted later. As for experience, it must be either 
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the oognition of silver or the cognition that sublates it. 

It is not the experience of silver (that intimates its 

nature to be the form of cognition); for, that makes 

known silver as having for its substrate, the this,” not 

what is within; for, in that case, because of the non¬ 

difference of the cogniser from the cognition, it (the cogni¬ 

tion) would be (of the form) “ I (am silver) (The atma- 

khyativadin may say): delusive cognition determines its 

own form to be external; and thus, its sphere is not the sub¬ 

strate of the word “ I ” ; its being of the form of cognition 

is to be known from the sublating cognition. If this be 

said, (we reply): lo ! let the long-lived one reflect on this 

sublating cognition. Does that distinguish from silver the 

object present before us, or also show of it that its nature 

is of the form of cognition ? The intelligence of that person 

beloved of the gods,’’ who says of the sublating cognition 

that it has the funotion of making known (the prior experi¬ 

ence to have) the form of cognition, is indeed to be praised 1 

If it be said that (its being) of the form of cognition 

follows by presumption from the negation of the presence 

(of silver) before us, no (we reply); for, from the denial 

of the non-apprehension of non-proximity, it would become 

non-proximate (to the cogniser); whence then the extreme 

proximity to the cogniser such that it is of his own nature ? 

And this (sublating cognition) denies neither the silver 

nor the this-ness, but the empirical usage of silver occa¬ 

sioned by the non-apprehension of distinctness. Nor by 

the cognition of silver is silver itself occasioned in 

nacre; for, the presentation of silver cannot have nacre 

as its basis, that being opposed to experience. Nor is it 
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the basis as existent alone (not as known), sinoe that would 

be too wide (a basis); for, existentiality being common to all 

things, it would follow that any of them oould be the basis. 

Nor (is nacre the basis) as the cause (of the cognition), 

for, the senses too are oauses. Hence, the meaning of 

the word “ basis ” is but manifestation. And since naore is 

not manifest in the cognition of silver, how can it be the 

basis ? Or if manifestation be admitted, how can there 

be no opposition to experience ? Further, since the senses 

etc., are seen to have the oapacity to generate valid know¬ 

ledge, how can illusory cognition result from them ? 

If it be said that in conjunction with defects they 

aoquire the capacity to (generate) illusory cognition, no (we 

reply), since defects can cause only the counter-action 

of the generative capacity (of a cause); else even from the 

parched ku\aja seed there would result the springing 

up of a banyan shoot. Further, if cognitions fail to be 

constant to their (proper) spheres, there would result loss of 

confidence in everything. It should, therefore, be reoognised 

that all cognition is valid. Thus, the cognitions—“silver** 

and “this”—are of two kinds, memory and experience; 

here, “ this ** is the apprehension of a mere object in front 

(of us); because of a defect, the class-nature of naoreity, 

which is there, is not apprehended; the bare “ that,” whioh 

has been apprehended, calls up, beoause of similarity, 

the memory of silver, through reviving the impressions 

(of the former experience of silver). That (memory) though, 

of the nature of an apprehension of what has been appre¬ 

hended, stands as bare apprehension, the element of (the 

content) having been apprehended being lost through a 
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defect. Thus, there is non-apprehension of the difference 

between the memory of the silver and the apprehension of the 

bare object before us, whether in their own nature (as cogni¬ 

tions) or in respect of their contents; hence, beoause 

of resemblance to the cognition of silver, where it 

is actually in (sense-) contact, the two cognitions— 

“this” and “silver”—though different (in nature) as 

perception and memory, bring about empirical usage as 

non-different and appositional designation. In some cases, 

again, there are but two perceptions whose reciprocal 

difference is not apprehended as in “ the shell is yellow 

In that case, as (for instance) in the case of a pure crystal, 

there is apprehended as present in the rays of light going 

forth from the eyes the yellowness of the bile, but the bile 

itself is not apprehended. The shell too, because of some 

defect, is apprehended as barely existent, but as devoid 

of the quality of whiteness. Because of similarity in 

respect of the non-apprehension of the non-relation 

between the 'quality and the qualified, there is empirical 

usage as non-different and appositional designation, in 

exactly the same way as in the cognition of the yellow mass 

of gold. (When there is sublation) what is sublated is 

the empirical usage as non-different occasioned by the 

non-apprehension of difference; hence is intelligible the 

sublating nature of the cognition of distinctness in the 

form “not this and this being intelligible, there is also 

established what is established in the world—the delusive¬ 

ness of the prior cognition. Therefore, all cognitions doubt¬ 

ful or delusive, about (the nature of) which there is dispute, 
36 

are true, because they are cognitions, like the cognition of 

a pot etc- This is the view explained in the words : " when 
there is the superimposition of one on another. " When on 
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nacre etc., there is what is well-known to the world as the 

superimposition of silver eto., that is not conditioned by the 

cognition as something else, but it is rather a delusion 

conditioned by the non-apprehension of the distinctness 

between (on the one hand) silver and the memory of it which 

by the loss of the element of (the oontent) having been 

apprehended stands as bare apprehension, and (on the 

other hand) the bare object which is present before us as 

“ this ” and the cognition thereof. And delusiveness 

consists in the appositional designation of memory and 

apprehension with reference to eaoh other, and in the 

empirical usage as silver etc. 

“ Others, however," who are not satisfied even with 

this, “ say that when there is superimposition of one on 

another, there is an assumption in the latter of an opposite 

attribute ”. This is the underlying idea: it is (knowledge) 

common to all that because of the cognition “ this is 

silver," there is for him who seeks silver activity and 

appositional designation in respect of the substance in front 

(of him). That cannot come about from the bare failure to 

apprehend the reciprocal difference between memory and 

apprehension or their respective spheres; for, how could 

the activity and speech of an intelligent being, which 

are conditioned by apprehension, result from bare non¬ 

apprehension ? Now, it has been said that it results not from 

bare non-apprehension, but from memory and apprehension, 

where their difference in respeot of their nature and 

contents is not apprehended; because of the similarity 

to the valid cognition of silver before U9, they give rise 

to empirioal usage as non'different and appositional 

designation. (To this, the supporter of anyath&khyRti 

replies:) Now, the similarity of this to the valid cognition 
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may be the cause of empirical usage either by being appre¬ 

hended, or by its bare existence, without being apprehended. 

Even if it be apprehended, the apprehension must be of 

the form “ Of the cognitions ‘ this ’ and ‘ silver ’ there 

is resemblance to valid cognition,” or of the form 

44 Between those very two no difference is apprehended in 

respect of their nature or contents Of these, the cognition 

“ this is like valid cognition ” cannot lead to empirical 

usage in the same way as valid cognition- The cognition 

“ Gavaya is like a cow ” does not, verily, induce activity 

in respect of a gavaya in him who seeks a cow. As for 

the cognition “ non-apprehension of the difference between 

those very two,” that is self-contradictory where there is 

non-apprehension of difference, it cannot be of the form 

“ between the two ”; nor, when there is the apprehension 

“ between the two,” can there be non-apprehension of 

difference. Hence, it must be said that the non-appre¬ 

hension of difference, not being itself apprehended, is 

the cause of empirical usage by the bare fact of its 

existence. Is it, then, the cause of empirical usage 

through creating an imposition or of itself without 

creating an imposition ? This is how we look at it: since 

the empirical usage of an intelligent being cannot 

intelligibly be consequent on ignorance, (it must be 

effective) only as creating an imposed cognition. Now 

(it may be objected) it is true that the activity of 

an intelligent being is consequent not on ignorance, but 

on apprehension and memory whose distinctness is not 

known. Not so (we reply); truly, it is not the memory 

of the bare root-meaning of the word “ silver ” that causes 

activity ; for, it is undisputed that the activity of one who 

seeks silver is direoted to the substrate of 44 this-ness ”. 
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How can one be active in respeot of the substrate of 

“ this-ness ” unless one desires it f It is self-contradictory 

to say that he desires one thing and works for 

something else. And, not knowing that it is silver which 

is the substrate of the “ this-ness,” how can one who 

seeks silver desire it ? If one says (that desire is) due to 

(the substrate of the “this-ness”) not being apprehended 

as not of the nature of that (silver), that (one) is to be 

answered thus: since it is not apprehended to be of the 

nature of that (silver), why is not one indifferent to it ? 

Thus, this intelligent being pulled in opposite directions by 

acceptance and indifference is unsettled, and is finally 

settled in the attitude of acceptance by the imposition 

of silver on the substrate of “ this-ness ”;J/ thus, the 

non-apprehension of difference is the cause of the activity 

of an intelligent being, through creating superimposi¬ 

tion. It is thus: beoause of the non-apprehension of 

difference the quality of silver is imposed on the substrate 

of “ this-ness ”; the fact that what belongs to that class 

(silver) is advantageous is next brought to mind; 

that (advantageousness) is next inferred in respect of the 

silver (imposed) on the substrate of “.this-ness,” as it 

belongs to that class *, then, he who seeks silver engages in 

activity in respect of that (imposed silver); thus is the 

sequence established. The memory of silver in general 

cannot help one to infer the advantageousness of the 

substrate of “ this-ness,” as the probans, silver-ness, would 

not be known to reside in the subject. Perception (of subjeot 

and probans) in the same place is, verily, the cause of 

inference, not perception in different places. As is said: 

“ (Inference follows) from perception (of probans and 

subjeot) in the same place by one who knows the relation 
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(vytipti).” This perception in the same place occurs in 

superimposition. Henoe is established (the following in¬ 

ference) : the subject of dispute, i.e., the cognition of silver 

etc., has the object before one for its content, since in 

him who seeks silver etc., it invariably induces activity 

in respect of that (object in front); that cognition which 

invariably induces activity in him who seeks a thing 

has that thing for its content, as in the valid cognition of 

silver admitted by both of us ; this (cognition) is also so; 

therefore, that is so (i.e., the cognition of silver has the 

substrate of “this-ness” for its content). As for what 

was said about nacre not being the basis, since it is not 

presented, you being questioned will have to explain this: 

of what is it that you say it is not the basis of the 

cognition “ this is silver ” ? Is it of the nacreity or merely of 

the white bright substance in front ? If not being the basis 

belongs to the nacreity, certainly, (we agree). As for the 

latter not being the basis, you alone who assert it contradict 

experience. It is thus: he, who has the experience " this 

ie silver,” does, while so experiencing, indicate the sub¬ 

stance in front with his finger etc. It is also seen that 

where causes are obstructed by a defect in the production of 

their normal effects they acquire the capacity to produce 

other effects; e.g., the seeds of the cane parched by the 

forest-fire produce plantain-stems; the digestive fire of him 

whose stomach is affected by bhasmaka can digest a large 

quantity of food. The inference of the truth of delusions 

whioh are deprived of their contents by sublating 

perceptions is fallacious, like the inference that fire is not 

hot. As for what was said about the loss of confidence in all 
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means of valid knowledge if illusory oognitions be said 

to be inconstant (to their contents), that is met in the 

NyHyakanika by us who declare that (for cognition) there 

is self-validity through (the very fact of) its conveying 

knowledge and not through its constancy (to its content); 

hence it is not dilated on here. " The criticism of the 

dootrine of the loss (of the memory-ness) of memory has 

been stated here only in brief; it is to be learnt in detail 

from the Brahmatattvasamlk$U. Hence it is said: “ others 

however say that when there is superimposition of one 

on another there is an assumption in the latter of an 

opposite attribute.” When on nacre etc., there is 

imposition of silver etc., there is the attribution of the 

properties of silver etc., which are opposed to that very 

nacre etc.: this is the construction. 

Now, let there be these differences among inquirers; 

what of that in the present context ? To this he 

says: “ But in any case,” etc. The assumption of the 

attributes of one thing in the case of another, that is 

untruth (awctatll)\ we have explained above that that is 

indeterminability. From that (it would follow that) in the 

systems of all inquirers this indeterminable assumption of 

the attributes of one thing in another has necessarily to 

find a place; hence this indeterminability is an accepted 

dootrine in all systems: this is the meaning. The idea 

is that this must be admitted, though unwillingly, by those 

who maintain the view of non-apprehension (of difference 

between memory and apprehension) inasmuch as they 

favour the invariability of appositional designation and 

activity. 
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Again, how can there be the superimposition of 

the object and its attributes on the inner self, 

which is a non-object? For, everyone superimposes 

an object on another object that is present before 

him; and you say that the inner self, which is 

outside the concept of “Thou,” is a non-object. The 

reply is: now, this is not invariably a non-object, 

because it is the object of the concept “I,” and 

because of the immediacy of the realisation of the 

inner self. And there is no rule that an object can 

be superimposed only on another object that is 

present before one. For, upon ether, though not 

perceptible, the unthinking superimpose surface, 

impurity etc. Similarly there is no contradiction in 

the superimposition of the non-self even on the inner 

self. 

This untruth is established in the case not only of 

inquirers, but also of the man in the street; hence he says: 

"And thus is our experience in the world—nacre appears 

as (if it were) silver.” “ This, again, is not silver ”; this 

is the complement (to the above sentence). 

Be this so. The delusion that one thing is of the nature 

of another is established in experience *, but there is not 

seen the delusion of difference in the case of what is one 

and non-different; whence the delusion of difference 

for the jlvas who are not different from the intelligent 
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self t To this he says: “ the moon, though one, appears as 

if having a second.” 

In the words “Again, how/’ etc., the superimposition 

on the intelligent self is again objected to. This is the 

meaning: is this intelligent self manifest or not ? If it be 

not manifest, how can there be the superimposition of 

objects and their attributes thereon ? There is not, verily, 

the superimposition of silver or its attributes on a non- 

manifest substance in front (of us). If this self is 

manifest, it does not stand to reason that it is inert, and 

manifested in dependence on another, like a pot etc.10 

(The self that is manifest should be either self-manifest or 

manifested by another; it is not the latter; nor can it 

be the former.) Verily, the same thing cannot be both 

agent and object, because of contradiction. The object is, 

indeed, that which oan bear the fruit of activity inherent in 

another; the knowing activity is not inherent in another 

(than the self); how, then, can that (self) be the object there¬ 

of ? Nor can the same be both self- and other- (dependent), 

because of contradiction. But if inherence (of the knowing 

activity) in another self be admitted, the known self would 

become a not-self (not being the subject of that activity). 

Further, for that (another knowing self would be required, 

and) for that (another), so that there is infinite regress. 

(He who holds that consciousness is self-manifest, 

but not the self, may say ;) be this so. The self, though 

inert, though manifest in the cognitions of all things, is 

agent alone, not objeot, being, like Caitra, not characterised 

by bearing the fruit of activity inherent in another. 

In Caitra’s reaching a oity through aotivity inherent in 
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himself, though the product inheres in both Caitra and the 

city, the object-ness belongs to the city alone, since to 

that belongs the property of bearing the fruit of activity 

inherent in another, and not to Caitra, though he too 

bears the fruit of activity, as the act of going is inherent 

in Caitra (alone). 

This is not (sound), because of opposition to Scripture. 

Scripture, indeed, says: “ Truth, knowledge, infinitude is 

Brahman.” 

This is intelligible too. It is thus: that fruit, which 

is the manifestation of the object, that in which the 

object and the self manifest themselves, is that inert 

or self-manifest ? If that were inert, both the object and 

the self would be inert; which, then, would be manifest 

in which, there being no distinction (among the three)? 

Thus would result non-manifestation for the whole universe. 

(Nor can the reciprocal dependence of these three be of 

any avail); and thus the proverb: “ As the blind holding 

on to the blind falls at every step.” Nor may it be said 

that cognition, being itself hidden, (yet) makes known 

both the object and the seif, like the sense of sight etc. 

(which, themselves unperceived, yet cause perception); 

for, to make known is to produce cognition, and the 

cognition that is produced, being inert, would not surmount 

the above-mentioned defect (of the blind leading the 

blind). Thus, the subsequent cognitions too being inert, 

there would be infinite regress. Therefore, consciousness 

should be acknowledged to be manifested without 

dependence on another. 

Even thus, what is gained (by you) for the object and 

the self, which (you hold) are both inert by nature? This is 

the gain, (you may say), that the consciousness of 
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them is not inert. (But it does not follow that the 

object and the self, the causes of consciousness, are 

not inert); in that case, because the son is a scholar, 

should the father be a scholar too ? It is of the very nature 

of the self-luminous consciousness to be related to the object 

and the self: if this be said, alas ! then, it is equally the 

nature of the scholarly son to be related to his father. 

(You may define the relation thus): the manifestation of 

consciousness is along with the manifestation of the object 

and the self, never without the manifestation of the 

object and the self; this is its nature. If this be said, is 

consciousness, then, different from the manifestation of 

consciousness (on the one hand), and the manifestation 

of the object and the self (on the other) ? If that were so, 

then, consciousness would no longer be self-manifest, nor 

would consciousness be the manifestation of the object 

and the self. Then, (you may say), the two manifestations, 

of consciousness and of the object and self, are not 

different from consciousness; these two are but oonscious- 

ness. If this be said, then, what is said in “consciousness 

(goes) along with the object and the self,’* that (alone) 

is what is said in (the manifestation of) consciousness 

(goes) along with the manifestation of the object and the 

self” (so that there is no advance in your position).41 

(Hence), what is desired to be stated by you (that the 

seif, itself inert, is the locus of the self-manifest conscious¬ 

ness) does not result. 

Nor is there ooncomitance with the object in 

the oase of that consciousness which has objects past 

and future for its sphere (though such concomitance 

has been assumed in the argument so far). Since 

there is generated the cognition of rejection, acceptance 
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or indifference relating to that as oontent, there is oon- 
at 

coroitanoe with the objeot: if this be said, no (we reply); 

because the cognition of rejection etc., like the consciousness 

of the object itself, cannot intelligibly have that (past or 

future object) as content. Because of giving rise to re¬ 

jection eto., the cognition of rejection etc. too have the 

object as oontent; and because of giving rise to the cogni¬ 

tion of rejection etc., which have the object as content, 

the consciousness of the object too has that (object) as 

content: if this be said, since the conjunction of the body 

with the self that puts forth effort is the cause of the set¬ 

ting up and cessation of bodily activity in respect of an 

object, is that (conjunction) too (we ask) a manifestation 

of the object ? Because of its inertness, (you may say), the 

conjunction of the body and the self is not a manifestation 

of the object. Now, though this (consciousness) is self¬ 

manifest (unlike the afore-said conjunction), its luminosity, 

like that of a glow-worm, is only in respect of itself; in 

respect of objects, however, it is inert; this has been ex¬ 

plained (by the analogy of the scholarly son’s father). 

Nor are objects of the very nature of light (a’.e., of con¬ 

sciousness, as the Vijnanavadins say); they are experienced 

as finite, as long or gross, while light manifests itself as 

internal, neither gross nor subtle, neither short nor long* 

Therefore, we see fit to hold that the object, which is 

other than the self-manifest, is certainly indeterminable, 

like the second moon experienced along with the moon. 

And no natural differentiation is experienced in this light as 

such (so that there is no obstaole to its identity with 

the self, whioh is one). Nor can differences among objects, 
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which are indeterminable, introduce differences into light, 

which is determinate, as that would prove too much. 

It will also be shown later that reciprocal difference does not 

come in the line of valid knowledge. Therefore, this 

very light, which is self-luminous, one, immutable, eter¬ 

nal, without parts, is the inner self, i.e., the self that 

knows the determinate seif to be other than the body, 

organs etc., which are indeterminable. 

That self, not being other-dependent for its manifesta¬ 

tion, and being without parts,*cannot be an object (of cog¬ 

nition). How, then, can there be the superimposition there¬ 

on of the attributes of objects, i.e., of bodies, organs etc.? 

The word “ how” (inthe commentary) is in the sense of an 

objection. This superimposition does not stand to reason; 

this is the objection. Why does it not stand to reason ? To 

this he says: “ For, every one superimposes an object upon 

another object that is present before one.” This is what 

is said: that, whose manifestation is other-dependent and 
i 

which has parts, appears other than what it is, being appre¬ 

hended in its general nature, but not apprehended in its speci¬ 

fic nature, because of defect in the organs (of cognition). The 

inner self, however, not being other-dependent for its mani¬ 

festation, does not require for the knowledge of itself any 

organs, by defects in which it would itself become defective. 

Nor has it any parts, in which case, it could be apprehended 

in some part, but not in others* It cannot, verily, happen 

that the same (thing) is at the same time and by itself 

both apprehended and not apprehended; hence on the view 

of the self-luminosity (of the self) there can be no super¬ 

imposition. (And) even if it be never manifest, there can 
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be no superimposition, sinoe it is not before us, t.e., 

is not immediately experienced. Silver is not, verily, 

superimposed in the form “this is silver ”, when nacre 

is not present before us. Hence it follows that there 

can be no superimposition both when there is complete 

apprehension and when there is total non-apprehension. 

Be this so. If the intelligent self were not an object, 

then indeed, there could be no superimposition thereon; 

but it is the object of the conoept “ I ”. Why then 

can there be no superimposition ? To this he says: 

“ which is ever outside the concept of * Thou V* For, if the 

intelligent self were the object, the subject iviqayin) would be 

other than that. And thus, he who is the subject is himself 

the intelligent self; the objeot, however, should be admitted 

to be other than that, and in the sphere of the concept 

of “ Thou Hence, “ being outside the concept of ‘ Thou ’ ” 

is (stated) for the purpose of remedying the possibility 

of non-selfhood (for the self) and of infinite regress ; hence 

it is that not being an object has to be predicated of 

the self; and thus, there is no superimposition: this is the 

meaning. 

He answers this: 4* The reply is—now, this is not 

invariably a non-object. ” Why (not) ? “ Because it is the 

object of the concept ‘I’,” This is the meaning: true, 

the inner self being self-manifest is not an object and 

is without parts; but yet, having attained to the state 

of the jlua, though not really defined by the particular 

defining conditions posited by indeterminable beginning¬ 

less Nescience, such as the intellect, the mind, bodies 

subtle and gross,, and the organs, he appears as if defined ; 

though not different, he appears aB if different; though 
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not an agent, he appears as agent; though not an 

enjoyer, he appears as enjoyer; and though not an ob- 

jeot, he appears as the object of the concept I , just 

as the ether because of differences defined by adjuncts 

such as pot, ewer, basin etc., appears as different and 

possessing diverse attributes. Of the self that is but of 

the one essenoe of intelligence, there is not, verily, 

anything unapprehended, when the element of intelligence 

is apprehended. Bliss, eternality, pervasiveness etc. are 

not, indeed, different from its nature as intelligence, 

such that they are not apprehended along with the 

apprehension of that element. While being certainly 

apprehended, yet, because of posited difference, they appear 

as if not discriminated, and henoe not apprehended. Nor is 

the difference of the self from the intellect etc. real, so that 

that (difference) too is apprehended, when the intelligent 

self is apprehended ; for, the intellect etc., being indeter¬ 

minable, their difference (from the self) too is indeter¬ 

minable (and unreal). Thus, it is for the intelligent self 

itself, which is self-manifest and undefined, that there is 

the condition of the jlua, through non-apprehension of 

the difference from the defined intellect eto., and the 

(consequent) superimposition of these. Of this, which 

partakes of the nature of the “not-this (non-object: 

the intelligent self) ” and the “ this (the inert object), ” 

being the object of the conoept “ I ” is intelligible. It is 

thus: the intelligent self appears, in the concept “ I, ” 

as agent and enjoyer. And for that (self) whioh is 

indifferent there cannot ocour the capacity either to act or 

to enjoy. And for that aggregate of the effect (the body) 

and the organs, i.e., the intellect etc., to which belong the 
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oapaoities to aot and enjoy, there is no intelligence. Hence, 

it is the intelligent self that, linked to the aggregate of the 

effect (the body) and the organs, gains the capacity to act 

and enjoy; though self-manifest, yet by intermixture with 

objects like the intellect etc., it somehow becomes the object 

of the concept "i,” the substrate of “i-ness,” and is 

(variously) designated jlva, creature (jantu), or knower 

of the field (ksetrajfla). The jlva indeed is not different 

from the intelligent self. For, thus runs Scripture: 

"in its own nature, as that jlva," etc. Thus, the 

jiva though self-manifest, because of being non-different 

from the intelligent self, is yet made by the concept “ I ” 

fit for empirical usage as agent and enjoyer; henoe 

it is said to be the basis of the concept " I ”. Nor is it 

admissible (to say) that there is reciprocal dependence 

in that (the jlva) becomes an object if there is super¬ 

imposition, and there is superimposition if (he) becomes an 

objeot; for, the (process) is beginningless, like the (depen¬ 

dence of) seed and sprout, and there is no inconsistency in 

every subsequent superimposition having for its object that 

which has been made the content of each earlier super¬ 

imposition and its impressions;" this has been said in the 

text of the commentary: "this natural empirical usage.” 

Hence it has been well-said: now, this is not invariably a 

non-objectThe jlva though not an object, as (non- 

different from) the intelligent self and as self-manifest, is 

yet an object in his conditioned form: this is the idea. 
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Be this so. We do not deny superimposition on the 

ground that the jiva is not an object, his manifestation 

not being other-dependent; we maintain rather that the 

inner self does not shine either of itself or with the help 

of another, and is hence not an object. Hence on the 

inner self, which is never manifest, how can there be 

superimposition ? To this he says: “ and because of the 

immediacy of the realisation of the inner self. ” Prathfl, is 

the realisation of the inner self, because of the immediaoy 

thereof. Though, in the inner self, realisation is not some¬ 

thing other than that, yet the difference (implied in the words 

“realisation of the self”) is figurative, as in “the in¬ 

telligence of the self”. This is what is said; the 

intelligent self should necessarily be admitted to be 

immediately peroeived, since from the non-manifestation 

thereof would follow the non-manifestation of everything 

and the blindness of the universe; this has been already said. 

And there is Scripture to this effect: “ That shining, all 

else shines after it; by its light all this shines.” “ 

Having given this real answer, he states as a prauftha- 

vQdin4fi another answer, assuming the mediacy of the 

intelligent self: “And there is no rule” etc. “Only on 

another object present before one,” i,e,, only on what is 

immediate (directly perceived). Why is there no such rule ? 

To this he says: “For, upon ether, though not perceptible” 

etc. The (particle) hi means for the reason that Ether, 

though a substance, is yet devoid of form and touch; 
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This aforementioned superimpoeition of this charac¬ 
ter, wise men hold to be Nescience, and as distinct 

from that, the determination of the nature of the thing, 

they call knowledge. Here, such being the case, when 

hence it cannot be cognised by an external sense. Nor 

can it be cognised by the mind, since the unaided mind 

does not act in respect of what is external; hence it is not 

perceived. Now, in respect of this, “ children,” j.e., those 

who possess no discriminative knowledge, those who see 

what is shown them by others, superimpose sometimes 

blueness, the colour of the earth, sometimes whiteness, 

the property of fire, and determine it to be blue like the 

petals of the nllotpala (blue lily) or white like a row of rUja- 

hamsas (swans). Here too, there is, in the form of recollec¬ 

tion, the appearance of the proporty of the formerly seen 

brightness or darkness. Thus, even thereon, they u super¬ 

impose surface,” likening it to a huge inverted bowl made of 

indranlla gems. He concludes thus: “Similarly,” i,e,} in the 

manner set forth above, through answering all objections, 
“ there is no contradiction in the superimposition of the not- 
self,” u.t of the intellect etc., “even on the inner self 

Now, there are thousands of superimpositions; why 

should this particular one be expounded through the 

statement of objection and answer ? Why not the general 

nature alone of superimposition (be expounded) ? To this he 
says: “This afore-mentioned superimposition of this 
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there is the superimposition of one on another, the 

latter is not affected, even to the extent of an atom, 

by the good or bad features produced by the former, 

It is in the wake of this aforementioned reciprocal 

euperimposition of the self and the not-self, which is 

designated Nescience, that there proceed all empirical 

usages of the world relating to valid knowledge and the 

means thereof, and all the sacred teachings relating 

to prescription, prohibition and release. 

character, wise men hold to be Nescience.” It is well-known 

from Scripture, traditional codes, epics, purciyas etc., that 

Nescience is the seed of all evil; it will be said later 

that the Vedanta sets out to remove that Nescience. The 

superimposition of the not-self on the inner self is alone 

the cause of all evil, not the delusion of silver etc.; hence 

that alone is Nesoience; since? in the absence of the 

knowledge of its nature, it cannot be removed, that alone is 

expounded, not superimposition in general. By the words 

“of this character” there is declared its being the cause of 

evil, because of its being of that form. It is the cause of 

evil, because it makes the non-suffering inner self suffer 

by imposing the adverse internal organ etc., associated 

with appetite etc., on the inner self free from appetite etc. 

Nor is superimposition considered to be such by others 

too, in which case, there would be no need for the 

exposition. Hence it is said: “ wise men hold ” etc. 
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Now, this Nesoienoe associated with impressions, 

which are beginningless, deep-rooted and dense, cannot be 

removed, there being no means therefor; to him who 

thinks so, the means for removing it is declared thus; 
“and, as distinct from that, the determination,” i.e., know¬ 

ledge not subject to doubt “of the nature of the thing, they,” 

i.e., wise men “ call knowledge It is verily in the inner 

self, which is wholly distinct from the intellect etc., that, 

because of the non-apprehension of the difference from 

the intellect etc., there is superimposition of the nature 

and attributes of the intellect, etc. The non-apprehension 

of difference being removed by the cognition of difference 

through hearing (i.e., study of the Vedanta), reflection etc., 

that which sublates Nescience, viz., the ascertainment 

of the nature of things,47 knowledge, which is of the 

nature of the intelligent self, stands forth in its own nature ; 

this is the meaning. 

Be this so. Nescience associated with deep-rooted 

and dense impressions, though sublated by knowledge, 

will come up again, because of its own impressions, and 

bring about results suitable to itself, such as (further) 

impressions etc. To this he says: “ Here, such being the 

case/’ i.e., there being this kind of ascertainment of the 

true nature of things, " when there is the superimposition of 
one on another, the latter is not, even to the extent of an 

atom, affected by the good or bad features produced by the 
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former'*; the intelligent self is not affected by the defeots 

of the internal organ etc., such as appetite etc., nor are 

the internal organ eto. affected by the good features of 

the intelligent self—intelligence, bliss etc. This is what 

is said: it is of the very nature of the repetition of the 

ascertainment of truth that it removes illusory cognition, 

though beginningless and having deep-rooted and dense 

impressions. It is, indeed, of the nature of the intellect 

to be partial to truth. As even outsiders say: “Ofthe 

essential nature of things unaffected by error, there is no 

sublation; for, the intellect, even though making no effort, 

has a partiality for it.” More particularly (there is the 

question): “ Whence can there be sublation of the wholly 

internal (intimate) knowledge of the truth, which is of 

the nature of the intelligent self, by Nescience, which 1b 

indeterminable ? ” 
In the statement “ coupling the true with the untrue, 

there ie» through non-discrimination of each from the other, 
the empirical usage *1 am this,' 'this is mine,’" empirical 

usage in the nature of verbal designation is expressly 

mentioned. Ordinary empirical usage, indicated by the 
Word iti is shown in the words: ** It is in the wake ef 
the afore-mentioned mutual superimpositton of the teif 
and the not-self, designated Nescience" etc.; this is self- 

explanatory. 
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How, again, is it that perception and other means 

of valid knowledge and sacred teachings have reference 

to one characterised by Nescience ? The reply is: when 

one devoid of the conceit of “ I ” and “ mine ” in one’s 

body, senses etc., cannot intelligibly be a knower, 

the functioning of the means of valid knowledge 

is unintelligible. Indeed, empirical usage relating to 

perception etc. is not possible without the employment 

of tho senses; and the functioning of the senses is 

not possible without control; nor by a body on which 

is not superimposed the nature of the self can anything 

be operated. And when none of these is present, the 

unattached self cannot intelligibly be a knower. And 

without a knower, there can be no functioning of the 

means of valid knowledge. Therefore, perception 

and other means of valid knowledge and the sacred 

teachings have reference to one characterised by 

Nescience. 

An objection is raised: '* How, again, is it that percep¬ 
tion and other means of valid knowledge have reference to 

one characterised by Nescience ? ” Valid knowledge or uidyd 

is, verily, determination of the truth; how can the means of 

valid knowledge which are instruments thereto have for 

their locus what is characterised by Nescience ? Means of 

valid knowledge cannot find a locus in what is characterised 
* 

by Nescience, since their effect, viz.t knowledge, is opposed 
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to Nesoience: this is tbs idee. Or let peroeptionetc.be 

as you say empirically (valid); but sacred teachings, whose 

purport is to teach what is beneficial to man, being opposed 

to Nescience, cannot have reference to what is characterised 
by Nescience; hence be says: 11 and sacred teachings. He 
answers: “ The reply is.” “ When one devoid of the conceit of 

• I' and * mine * in the body, senses etc.,” devoid of the super¬ 

imposition of the nature and attributes of the self, cannot 
intelligibly be a knower, the functioning of the means of valid 

knowledge is unintelligible.” This is the meaning: to be 

a knower is to be an agent in respect of knowledge; and 

that is independence (in respect of the cognitive act). 

Independence consists in inciting all causal conditions 

other than the knower, without being incited by them. 

By him, therefore, is to be incited the pramftya, the means 

of valid knowledge. Nor can an instrument be incited 

without acivity on one’s part. Nor can the immutable, 

eternal, intelligent self, which is incapable of transfor¬ 

mation, be active of itself. Hence, being active by the 

superimposition of the nature of the intellect etc., which 

are active, it can control the means of valid knowledge; 

therefore, the means of valid knowledge have reference to, 

ite.t are looated in the person characterised by Nescience. 

Now, let it be that the means of valid knowledge do 

not function *, what do we lose ? To this he says: “ Indeed, 
empirical usage relating to perception etc. is not possible, 

without the employment of the senses etc.” Vyavaharafy, 

empirical usage, means fruit, because there is usage on 
* 

account of that; the fruit of the means of valid knowledge, 
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like perception etc., is here meant. “ The senses ” should 

be taken to denote the senses, the probans (in inference) 

etc., like the word “daij^in (man with the staff),” (which) 

in “ there go men with staves ” (denotes those who possess 

no staves as well); thus is intelligible the expression (*' etc.,” 
in) perception etc.” The verb in “ empirical usage ” 

implies the agent; hence a common subject (for usage ” 

and “ without the employment ”). The construction is: 

the empirical usage (which results) without the employment. 

Why should the knower employ the means of valid 

knowledge? Why should they not function of them¬ 

selves?^ To this he says: “and the functioning of the 

senses,” i,e., of the means of valid knowledge “is not 

possible without control Never do instruments funotion 

in respect of their objects without being controlled by 

agents, lest cloth should originate from the shuttle etc., 

without (being controlled by) a weaver. Why, then, should 

not the body itself be the controller ? Superimposition of 

the self would, then, be superfluous. To this he says: “ nor _ 
by a body, on which is not superimposed the nature of the self, 

can anything he operated”; for, otherwise, functioning 

would result even in (dreamless) sleep; this is the 

idea. 

Be this so. Just as a weaver is an agent in the oase 
of the cloth, without superimposing his nature on the 

shuttle etc., but by operating them, even so without 

superimposing his nature on the body, organs etc., but 

by operating them, he who knows them (the body, organs 

etc.) may become a knower. To this he says : “ And, when 
none of these,” j.e,, reciprocal superimposition of nature and 

attributes “is present, the unattached self,”different, in all 
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ways and at all times, from all attributes and substrates, 

“cannot intelligibly be a knower”. It is the active weaver 

eto. that control the shuttle etc., and operate them, whereas 

for the self, whose self-hood has not been superimposed 

on the body etc., there can be no activity, beoause of its 

being unattached: this is the meaning. Necessarily, there¬ 

fore, the means of valid knowledge are located in superim¬ 

position. Thus he says: “ And without knowership, there 

can be no activity of the means of valid knowledge.” He, 

verily, becomes a knower, who is independent in respect 

of the fruit, valid knowledge. Valid knowledge is a 

variety of the modification of the internal organ, directed 

towards the object known, and is of the nature of the 

intelligence residing in the agent. And how could a 

modification of the inert internal organ be of the nature 

of intelligence, if the intelligent self were not superimposed 

thereon ? How, again, could this have the intelligent self 

as agent, if the functioning internal organ were not 

superimposed on the intelligent self? Hence, from reciprocal 

superimposition, there results the fruit called valid know¬ 

ledge, which resides in the intelligent self as agent; when 

that results, there results knowership. With this same 

valid knowledge as oontent, there ensues the activity of the 

means of valid knowledge. By the use of the word “ knower¬ 

ship,” valid knowledge is also implied.49 If the fruit, valid 

knowledge, were non-existent, the means of valid knowledge 

would not be active; and thus the means of valid knowledge 

would cease to be such: this is the meaning. He 
concludes: “ Therefore, perception and other means of valid 

knowledge have reference only to what is characterised by 
Nescience.” 
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And because there is no distinction from beasts 

etc. Indeed, as beasts etc., when their sense of hearing 

etc. are brought into relation with sound etc., if 

there is produced a cognition of sound etc., that is un¬ 

favourable, recede from them, and if it is favourable, 

approach them; and as they, seeing a man approach 

with a stick held aloft in his hand, begin to run away 

thinking, “ he desires to beat me ”, but seeing him with 

his hand filled with green grass, proceed towards him ; 

in the same way, men too, though of cultivated minds, 

seeing strong men of fierce mien shouting, sword held 

aloft in the hand, recede from them, but approach them 

of an opposite character; the empirical usage relating to 

means and objects of valid knowledge in the case of men 

is similar to that of beasts. And for beasts etc., it is well 

Be this so. Let this be the ease in respect of the 

ignorant ones. Even for those persons, however, who 

have understood the true nature of the inner self pro¬ 

pounded by Scripture and reasoning (thereon), there is 

seen the empirical usage relating to means of valid 

knowledge and objects known thereby; how, then, oan 

means of valid knowledge have reference only to one 

characterised by Nesoience ? To this he says: “ And 

because there is no distinction from beasts etc. ” It may 

be that, through Scripture and reasoning, they know 

the inner self as different from the body, organs eto.; 
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known that empirical usage relating to perception etc. 
always comes in the wake of non-discrimination. And 
since we see a similarity to them, it is concluded that 
even in the case of learned men, empirical usage relat¬ 
ing to the perception etc. is, for the time being, similar. 

in respect, however, of the empirical usage relating to 

means of valid knowledge and the objeots known, they do 

not rise above the characteristic of beings that merely bear 

life. The activity even of these learned ones is seen to be 

of the same nature as the activity of beasts and birds, 

whose stupidity is undisputed. Because of this similarity, 

characterisation by Nescience is inferred even for those 

(learned ones), at the time of empirical usage. The 

particle “and” has the sense of linking up (this with 

the reason already given). The meaning is: the afore¬ 

mentioned reasoning together with the above-stated answer 

to the objection establishes in the case of the means 

of valid knowledge that they have reference to persons 

characterised by Nescience. This itself is analysed: 
“ Indeed, as beasts ” etc. Here, by the words “ when their 

sense of hearing etc. are brought into relation with sound 

etc.,” there is shown perception as the means of valid 

knowledge. Its fruit is mentioned in the words: “ the 
cognition of sound etc.” “If it be unfavourable” states 

the fruit of inference It is thus: after cognising the 

nature of the sound, and remembering the unfavourable 

nature of that class of sound, unfavourableness is inferred 
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But in the case of empirical usage relating to the 
A 

sacred teaching, although no person with forethought, 
unless he knows the relation of the self to the other 
world, will consider himself eligible for it, still, the 
true self that can be known only from the Ved&ntas, 
as transcending hunger etc., divested of differentiations 
like brahmin, k§atriya etc., and non-transmigrating, is 
not required for eligibility; for, it (the true self) is of no 

of what is perceived to belong to that class. This is 

exemplified : “ and, as they, seeing a man with a stick held 

aloft ” etc. The sense of the rest is not obscure. 

Be this so. Let it be that perception eto. have 

reference to one characterised by Nescience. The 

sacred teaching, however, which teaches that one who 

desires Heaven should sacrifice with the jyotiftoma 

and so on, cannot induce activity through the super- 

imposition of the body on the self. Here, verily, the 

eligible person is known to be one who is fit to enjoy 

fruit in another world. Hence the aphorism of the great 

sage: 30 “ The fruit of (what is enjoined in) the sacred 

teaching is for the person directed, since it is of that 

nature (i.e,, since it is an injunction understood through 

verbal testimony, in the form ‘ He who desires Heaven is 

to sacrifice with the jyotis^oma ’); hence, one should one¬ 

self engage (in the act enjoined).” Bodies etc., which become 

ashes, are not fit for (enjoyment) of fruit in another world ; 

hence the sacred teaching postulates by implication some 

eligible person other than the body etc.; the understanding 

of it being knowledge ividyS), how can the sacred teaching 

have reference to one characterised by Nescience ? Rais¬ 

ing this objection, he says: “ But in the case of empirical 
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service and is opposed to eligibility. And any sacred 
teaching that functions before the realisation of the self 
as of such a nature does not go beyond the reference to 
one characterised by Nescience. It is thus: texts like, 
“A brahmin shall sacrifice” function, as based on the 
superimposition on the self of differentiations like caste, 
orders of life, age etc. 

usage relating to the sacred teaching” etc The parti¬ 

cle hut ” distinguishes from empirical usage like per¬ 

ception eto., that which relates to the sacred teaching. 

Indeed, since, in the absence of a relation to another 

world for the person who desires Heaven, the sacred 

teaching relating to eligibility cannot carry on, it has 

to postulate that much alone by implication, not his 

freedom from the migratory cycle too; for, this is of 

no service in respect of eligibility; the person propounded 

in the Upani?ads, being neither agent nor enjoyer, is, 

rather, opposed to eligibility. It is the person that engages 

in action and is, verily, the enjoyer of the enjoyments that 

are the fruit produced by the acts, that is the person 

eligible to perform the aot, the lord (thereof). How can 

a non-agent be one who engages in aotivity ? How can a 

non-enjoyer be the enjoyer of the enjoyments that are 

the fruit produced by the acts ? Hence, the sacred teaching 

relating to prescriptions and prohibitions sets out in 

respect of that human being, who has a conceit of 

agency, enjoyership, brahminhood eto., aoquired through 

beginningless Nescience. Thus, the Ved&ntas too have refe¬ 

rence only to the person characterised by Nescience; for, 

there is not the understanding of their sense, in the absence 

of the distinction of the knower eto. They, instructing the 
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person characterised by Nescience, establish him in 

the form taught by them, from which all Nescience 

has been wiped out; this is their distinction (from 

the teaching of injunctions, which brings about nc 

final establishment). Hence, it is established that the 

sacred teachings have reference only to persons characte¬ 

rised by Nescience. 

Be this so. Though, because of opposition and 

non-utility, the person propounded in the Upanisads is 

not needed in respect of eligibility, yet as learnt from 

the Upanisads (in the course of the normally prescribed 

study—adhyayana), that (person) is capable of standing 

in the way of eligibility. Thus, because of the sense of 

each (part) being destructive of that of the other, the 

whole of the Veda would lose its authority as a means 

of valid knowledge. To this he says: “ And any sacred 

teaching which functions before the realisation of the 

self as of such a nature ’ etc. True, the understanding 

of the person propounded in the Upanisads is opposed 

to eligibility; but prior to that, the prescriptions 

of acts bring about suitable empirical usage, and they 

cannot be counteracted by Brahman-knowledge, which 

has not yet been generated. Nor is there reciprocal 

annulment, since a differentiation (of their respective 

spheres) is intelligible, on the basis of the difference in 

the persons (to whom they relate) as characterised by 

knowledge or Nescienoe. For example: though, in respect 

of the element of what is to be accomplished, there is the 

prohibition “ Injure not any living being, the sacred 

teaching which sets forth He who would kill his enemy 

(by an evil spell) should sacrifice with the pyena ” is not 

contradicted by * Injure not ” etc.; wherefore is this ? 
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We have already said that what is called super- 

imposition is the cognition as something of what is 

not that. This is how when the son, wife etc. are 

unsound or sound, one superimposes on oneself the attri¬ 

butes of external things, as “I am myself sound or 
unsound ”; similarly the attributes of the body in “ I 

Beoause of the difference in the persons (addressed).61 The 

persons who have conquered the enemy—anger—are 

eligible in respect of the prohibition; those, however, 

who are under the power of the enemy—anger—(are 

eligible) in respect of the teaching about the s'yena etc. 

What was said (about the saored teaching that) it does 

not go beyond the reference to the person characterised 

by Nescience, that itself is made clear in: '‘It is, thus.” 

Superimposition of caste: “The king is to sacrifice 

with the rajasUya ” etc.; superimposition of orders of 

life: “ The house-holder should obtain a wife of equal 

status” etc*; superimposition of age: “He whose hair 

is black is to tend the fires ” etc.; superimposition of 

state: “ He whose malady is incurable is to give up his 

life by plunging into the water etc.” and so on* The 

expression “et cetera " serves to include sins, major and 

minor, oausing intermixture, unworthiness or defilement, 

and other such superimpositions. 

Having thus expounded through objection and 

answer the reciprocal superimposition of the self 

and the not-self, and strengthened it by the discourse 

on the means and objeots of valid knowledge, he 

reminds us of its already declared nature, in order 

to expound elaborately its being the cause of evil : 

“ We have already said that what it called superimposition 
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am fat/’ “ I am lean,” 44 I am fair,” 44 I stand,” “ I go ” 

411 jump ”; similarly the attributes of the senses in 441 

am dumb, one*eyed, impotent, deaf, blind ”; similarly 

the attributes of the internal organ, like desire, resolve, 

doubt, determination. In this way alter superimposing 

the denotation of the concept “ I ” on the inner self that 

is the witness of its entire activities, by the reverse of 

that, one superimposes that inner self, the witness of all, 

on the internal organ etc. 

is the cognition as something of what is not that. ” This is 

a summary way of stating what was said earlier, that it is 

“ the appearance elsewhere, with a nature like to that of 

recollection, of what was seen before ”. Here, “ I,” which 

is the superimposition of the nature of the substrate alone, 

cannot be the cause of evil without generating the “ mine,” 

the superimposition of attributes; hence the super¬ 

imposition of attributes, the notion of " mine, ” is alone 

the direct cause of the entire evil of the migratory 

cycle; this is elaborately explained in: “ It is thus: when 

the son, wife ” etc. Superimposing identity with the body 

on the self, and superimposing thereon the bodily attribute 

of the ownership of son, wife etc., in the same way as 

leanness etc., one says “ 1 am myself unsound or sound. ” 

The sense of ownership being complete, when there is a full¬ 

ness of wealth, the owner (in this case) becomes complete, 
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perfect; similarly, from the lack of wealth, ownership too 

becoming incomplete, the owner becomes incomplete, im¬ 

perfect, The external attributes, like unsoundness which 

attach to the body through the channel of ownership, 

these one superimposes on the self: this is the meaning. 

When this is the case in respect of bodily attributes, like 

ownership, dependent on external adjuncts, what need be 

said about bodily attributes, like leanness etc., which do 

not depend on external adjuncts ? In this view, he says: 
“ Similarly, the attributes of the body ” etc. He superimposes 

on the self the attributes of deafness etc., which are the 

attributes of the tenses, whioh are more intimate than 

the body, and on whioh the nature of the self has been 

superimposed; (he also superimposes on the self) desire, 

resolve etc., which are attributes of the internal organ, 

which is even more intimate, and on which the nature of 

the self has been superimposed: this is the construction. 

Having in this exposition stated the superimposition of 

attributes, he states its basis, the superimposition of the 
substrate: “ In this way, after superimposing the denotation 

of the concept * I ’ M etc. That in which the psychosis, the 

oonoept "I,” ooours, t.e„ the internal organ, that is the 

denotation of the oonoept “i” (ahampratyaytn); that is 

superimposed on the inner self, whioh, on aooount of its 

intelligence and indifference, is the witness of the 

processes of the internal organ. Thus are explained agency 

and enjoyeiehip. Intelligence is explained: “ by the reverse 
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Thus, this beginningless and endless natural super- 

imposition, of the nature of illusory cognition, which 

causes agency, enjoyership etc., is directly experi¬ 

enced by the entire world. It is for the removal of 
this cause of evil, for the attainment of the knowledge 

of that,’’ by the reverse of the internal organ etc.,—the 

internal organ etc. are inert, the reverse of that is 

intelligence; by that; the instrumental case is used 

to imply uin this wise”—' one superimposes that inner 

self, the witness of all, on the internal organ etc.’’ This 

is what is said hereby: the inner self defined by the 

internal organ etc., the intelligent being compounded of 

the " this ” and the " not-this,” is the jlva, the agent, the en- 

joyer, the support of the two kinds of Nescience—the result 

and the cause,—the substrate of “ I-ness,” the transmigrator, 

the vessel of the entire host of woes, the material cause 

of reciprocal superimposition; the material cause of 

that again is superimposition; henoe, this being beginning¬ 

less, like the seed and the sprout, there is not (the defeot 

of) reciprocal dependence. 

Superimposition, which has been confirmed by the 

discourse on the means and objects of valid knowledge, is 

yet further confirmed for the benefit of the pupil, through a 

declaration of its nature, this being perceived by the whole 

world: “ Thus, this beginningless, endless ” etc. (“ Endless " 

means) not being destructible in the absence of true know¬ 

ledge. The cause of the beginning] essness and endlessness 

is stated: “natural.” “Of the nature of illusory cognition”; 
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of the oneness of the self, that all the Ved&ntas 

are commenced. How this is the purport of the 

entire Vedanta, we shall show in this S'&rlraka- 

mimarpsa. 

the nature of illusory cognitions is indeterminability; 

that to which it belongs is stated here; that means it is 

indeterminable. 

He concludes the topic: “ It is for the removal of 

this cause of evil ” etc. Whence the removal of this, in 

the absence of an opposed concept ? To this he says: “for the 
attainment of the knowledge of the ocness of the self.” 

Pratipattih is attainment; for that purpose, not merely for 

purposes of incantation nor for engaging in rites. The 

oneness of the self is entire dissociation from the universe, 

while existing in the form of bliss. The Vedantas, which 

indubitably bring about that attainment, destroy super- 

imposition from its very root. This is wbat is said: 

if the concept “ I,” whose content is the self, were valid, 

there would be no desire to know Brahman, on the ground 

of its being known and (the inquiry) being unprofitable. 

In the absence of that (desire to know), the Vedanta 

would not be studied for the knowledge of Brahman, 

but would only serve the unintended purpose of incantation. 

Then, the Upani;adic concept of the self would not, 

indeed, enjoy validity. Nor would this invalid (concept), 

though oft repeated, avail to remove the real agency, 

enjoyership etc., of the seif. It is, indeed, an imposed 

form that is removed by tree knowledge, not the real 
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by untrue knowledge. The rope-nature of the rope oannot 

be negated even by a thousand continuous apprehensions 

of a snake. The form occasioned by illusory cognition, 

however, can be negated by true knowledge, and the 

impression of illusory cognition, though strong, by the 

impression produoed through the repetition of true know¬ 

ledge practised with close application, unintermittently 

and for a long time. 

Be this so. The meditations on the vital air (prfl?a) 

etc. are also largely seen (to be taught) in the Vedlnta. 

Then, how can all the VedBnta texts have the one object 

of teaching the oneness of the self ? To this he says: 

“ That this is the purport of the entire Vedanta ” etc. The 

body (s'arlra) is itself called variraka; what resides therein 

is the s'nrlraka, i.e., the jlva-self. That inquiry is mentioned 

here whose purpose is to show of that self denoted by the 

“ thou ” (in “ That thou art ”), that his nature is that of 

the supreme self denoted by the “ that ”. 

This is the summary of what is meant here: though 

(1) by the injunction to study one’s own section of the 

Veda, which makes it follow that the entire Veda denoted 

by the term “ one’s own section of the Veda ” is directed 

to the fruitful understanding of the sense, it is also made to 

follow that the Vedintas too, like the prescriptions and 

prohibitions of acts denoted by the term “ one’s own 

seotion of the Veda,” are direoted to the fruitful under¬ 

standing of the sense, (2) though, in accordance with the 

maxim“ But the sense of a text is not distinguished (from that 

of ordinary usage ’ V the significant nature of the Vcdlntas 
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is universal, as in the case of the hymns {maulvas)^ (3) 

though from the Ved&ntas there comes the understanding of 

the one inner self unconnected with the universe, who is a 

mass of intelligence and bliss, and is free from agency and 

enjoyership, yet these Ved&ntas, coming into conflict 

with the concept “ I,’’—which is free from doubt and 

sublation, and comprehends the self as characterised by 

agency, enjoyership, misery, grief and delusion,—and slipping 

away from their meaning, either have a figurative 

significance or serve only in incantations, and thus have 

a sense other than the one desired to be declared. Hence, 

the four-chaptered Sarlraka-mlmamli% directed to the 

inquiry into their sense, is not to be commenced. 

Nor is the seif, which is patent to all men in the 

experience of the “ I ” either doubtful or fruitful, in which 

oase, from the desire to know it, an inquiry would result. 

This is the prima facie view. 

The final view is this: this would be so, if the concept 

“ I” were valid. Since, in the manner stated above, it 

cannot sublate Scriptural texts etc., and since its validity is 

not accepted by Scripture etc. and by the systems of 

all the preceptors, it is but superimposed. Hence the 

Ved&ntas have a sense which is not other than the one 

desired to be declared or figurative, but is of the character 

mentioned. The inner self alone is their principal sense.'3 

Since in respect of that there is, in the manner to be stated, 

both doubt and profit, the desire to know is appropriate. 

In this view, the aphorist expresses the desire to know in 

aphoristic form: Then therefore the desire to knew Brahman. 
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In the sacred teaching of the Vedanta Enquiry, 

which is proposed to be explained, this is the first 

aphorism: 

THEN THEREFORE THE DESIRE 

TO KNOW BRAHMAN 

By the desire to know he indicates (the existence of) 

both doubt and profit. Here, Brahman-knowledge is the 

explicitly declared profit, sinoe it is directly pervaded by 

(i-e., is the object of) desire. Nor, as in the case of 

observances succeeding to the knowledge of ritual, is there 

anything succeeding to Brahman-knowledge, in view of 

whioh, that (knowledge) would be a secondary benefit. 

The supreme benefit, rather, is Brahman-knowledge alone, 

free from all doubt, this (knowledge), which is of the 

nature of the cessation of all misery and is of the one 

essence of bliss, being conveyed by the VedAntas, whose 

content is known through the mode of argumentation 

called Brahma-mlmHnnsU. It is in the endeavour towards 

that end that, verily, the skilled inquirers would more 

certainly set out. That (end), though already attained, 

yet becomes an objeot of desire, as if unattained, because 

of beginningless Nescience; just as one, who erroneously 

imagines the necklace round one’s own neck to be 

non-existent, being shown that by another, attains it, as 
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In this the word then (atha) is accepted as having 

the sense of “ immediate succession, ” not the sense of 

“what is begun” (adhikara); because the desire to 

know Brahman cannot be what is begun. And 

if it had not been attained (before). The desire to know, 

being the result of doubt, indicates doubt as its oause. The 

doubt makes the commencement of the inquiry worth 

while. Thus, as indicating the doubt and the benefit that 

are the causes of the skilled inquirer setting out on this 

sacred teaching, it is meet that the aphorism should be at the 

commencement of the saored teaching; hence, the revered 

commentator says: “ In the sacred teaching of the Vedanta 

inquiry, which i9 proposed to he explained ”, by us “ this is the 

first aphorism." The word mlmU^sU signifies an inquiry that 

commands respect. The inquiry commands respect, because 

it bears the fruit, viz.H the ascertainment of that extremely 

subtle sense, which is the cause of the supreme human 

goal. MlmamsU.-s'Ustra means the sacred teaching relating 

to that inquiry, and s’Ustra is so-called, because it (the in¬ 

quiry) is taught or truthfully explained by that to the pupils 

thereof. An aphorism is such, because it indicates muoh 

meaning. As is said: “ Concise, indicative of (the) senses, 

composed of few letters and words, replete with sense, suoh 

are what the wise ones call aphorisms." 

Having thus explained the purport of the aphorism, 

he explains the first word of it, “ then ”: “ In this, the word 

‘then’ is accepted as having the sense of 'immediate 

succession’. The word “then," occurring among the 

words of the aphorism, has the sense of immediate 

succession; this is the construction. 
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“ auspiciousnesfl ” has no syntactical relation with the 

meaning of the sentence. Indeed, the word *atha,* 

only when used in another sense, can bring about 
suspiciousness by the mere sound of it. And reference 

to what has gone before does not in effect differ from 

immediate succession. And when the meaning is 

“immediate succession,” just as the desire to know 

Religious Duty relates invariably to the study of the 

Vedas that has gone before, similarly, there must be 

stated something which has gone before, to which the 

desire to know Brahman too invariably relates. Im¬ 

mediate succession to the study of one’s own Veda is, 

however, common. 

Now, the word “then” is also seen in the sense of 

what is begun, as in “ Then (i.e., there is begun) this 

jyotiQtoma” in the Veda, and in “Then (»•$., there is begun) 

the treatise on afabda ” or “ Then (i.e., there is begun) the 

treatise on yoga” in worldly usage; why then is it not 

here understood in the sense of what is begun ? To this 

he says: “ not the sense of ‘ what is begun Why (not) ? 

“Because the desire to know Brahman cannot be what is 

begun.” In this aphorism, the “ desire to know” appears 

from the wording to be more important than “ Brahman ” or 

“knowledge thereof”. Nor may it be said that, just as 

the meaning of the word “ baton ” is what is intended, 

though subordinate in the words “ The bearer of the baton 

chants the permission and the reply, it may be so even 

here, in the oase of Brahman and the knowledge thereof; 

for, the “desire to know” is alone intended here, as 

indicating the doubt end the benefit, whioh are subsidiary 
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to engaging in the sacred teaching relating to the inquiry 

into Brahman. If that were not intended, those (sub¬ 

sidiaries) would not be indicated; hence, prudent inquirers 

would not set out on the inquiry into Brahman any more 

than on the examination of the teeth of a crow. Then, 

verily, Brahman and the knowledge thereof could not be 

the theme and the benefit; for, being opposed to the 

concept “ I,” which is not (known to be) superimposed, 

in respect of such an object, the validity of the VedBntas 

would be unintelligible; as for senses other than the one 

desired to be declared, such as figurative senses that may 

serve one’s engaging in rites, or serve in incantations in the 

same way as (the syllable) hum etc., these are possible 

of apprehension, even in dependence on the injunction to 

study one’s own seotion of the Veda. Hence, the primacy 

of the “ desire to know,” which indicates both doubt and 

benefit, is here intended both by the words and by the 

sentenoe (as a whole). Nor can that (word jijflasa) 

signify what is begun, so that the word “ then,” which is 

in proximity thereto, may also be taken to mark what is 

begun; for, it is not that which is treated (in every section). 

* Brahman-knowledge, which qualifies the desire to know, may 

however, be what is begun. And that too does not connect 

with the word “ then,” because there is no primacy for 

that (Brahman-knowledge). Nor is the desire to know 

(jijfinsn) the same as inquiry (mJmflmsa), so that, like 

the treatise on yoga, it may be what is begun; the word 

mlmnmsti,—being derived with the termination saw, but 

not in the sense of desire, according to the (aphorism)55 

mUn-badha eto„ either from the root to measure, with 

the addition of an n” or from the root mfln, to reverence, 

—signifies an inquiry that oommands respeot; while 
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the word “ jijfiasa ” signifies “ desire to know *\ “ Desire 

to know” is indeed what starts one on the ‘‘inquiry”. 

Not can that which starts be identical with that which 

is started, that relationship (of starter and started) being 

unintelligible where they are one. Nor is it proper to 

assume some other sense (for a word) when its own sense 

is intelligible, as that will be an undue extension. Henoe 
it is well said : “ because the desire to know ... cannot be 

what is begun.” 

Now, why may not the word atha have the sense of 

auspiciousness ? Thus, the aphorism comes to mean that 

the desire to know Brahman is to be undertaken every 

day as causing auspiciousness. To this he says: “and 
* auspiciousness ’ has no syntactical relation with the meaning 

of the sentence.” It is the meaning of a word that, verily, 

has syntactical relation with the meaning of the sentence; 

and that (former) is either expressed or implied. In this 

oase, auspiciousness is not the sense expressed or implied 

of the word atha, but something effected on the mere hearing 

of that word, as on hearing the sound of the drum (mrdahga) 

or the conoh. And in the use of words it is not seen that 

what is effected or recalled (by a word) has any syntactical 

relation with the meaning of the sentence: this is the mean¬ 

ing. (Objection): is not the word atha used here and there 

to signify auspiciousness ? And there would also be conflict 

with the text of the traditional Code, whioh says : “ The two 

words Om and atha burst out of yore from the throat 

of Brahman; hence both are auspicious." (Reply): to 
this he says: “ Indeed, the word * atha,’ only when used in 
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another sense, can bring about auspiciousness by the (mere) 

sound of it.*' The word atha, used in the sense of 

immediate succession etc., produces auspioiousness, like 

the sound of the flute, the lyre etc., by the sound, i.e., by 

the mere hearing of it, and thus helps to bring about auspi¬ 

ciousness, like the sight of the pitcher of water brought for 

a different purpose. Thus, there is no conflict with the text 

of the traditional Code. Therefore, the sense of immediate 

succession being there, the sense of auspiciousness too 

(is secured) by the mere hearing: this is the meaning. 

Be this so. The word atha may depend on an 

antecedent factor, even without having the sense of “ im¬ 

mediate succession”. This is how: a question may be 

raised with reference to this very word atha—“ Is this 

word atha (used in the sense of) * immediate succession ’ 

or (atha) ‘what is begun’?” Here, the word atha 

occurring in the interrogative states an alternative view 

after stating a preliminary view, with reference to the 

atha occurring earlier. Of that (second) word, “ imme¬ 

diate succession ” is not the sense, since it is separated 

from the earlier occurring word by the statement of the 

preliminary view. Nor is there non-dependence on the 

foregoing (word), for if there were no dependence on that, 

that (word) would not be the content of this (interrogative), 

and consequently the disjunction, not referring to the same 

content, would be unintelligible. Never does it happen (that 

one asks): “ Is the self eternal or is the intellect non¬ 

eternal ? ” Hence, even without the sense of “ immediate 

succession,” why should it not be that the word atha 
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depends on what goes before ? To this he says: “ and refe¬ 
rence to what has gone before does not, in effect, differ from 

immediate succession.” This is the meaning: we prefer 

the sense of “ immediate succession ” not because of eager¬ 

ness, but rather in order to secure some antecedent factor, 

which will serve as the cause of the desire to know 

Brahman. Since that (sense) results even on the view that 

the word atha is dependent on what goes before, any 

eagerness of ours to fix the sense of that word as 

“ immediate succession ” would be in vain. That is here 

expressed by the words: “ in effect.” But, in reality, it is 

in stating another view, that there is dependence on what 

goes before; and since, here, there is no statement 

of an alternative view, by elimination, “ immediate 

succession ” alone is left as the sense; this is the 

correct view. 

Let “immediate succession” be the sense; what 

of it? To this he says: “And when the meaning is 

‘immediate succession' ” etc. Immediate succession is to 

be declared here not to something or other, since 

that results even without any statement. A person does 

something, necessarily after doing something else* Nor 

do we see any benefit—seen or unseen—from im¬ 

mediate succession alone. Hence, there must be declared 

immediate succession to that, without which the desire 

to know Brahman would not be, and in the presence 

of which it would certainly be generated. That is here 

mentioned in the words: “something which has gone 
before to which the desire to know Brahman too invariably 

relates.” 
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Now, here, what is distinctive is immediate succes¬ 
sion to a knowledge of ritual. No; for, even prior to 
a desire to know Religious Duty, desire to know 

Be this so. Of the desire to know Brahman, as of the 

desire to know Religious Duty (dharma), there may be 

immediate succession to the study of one’s own section of 

the Veda because of compatibility, since Brahman, like 

Religious Duty, is known on the sole authority of 

Scripture. That not being known, there does not 

arise cognition of its own content (i.e., Religious Duty 

and Brahman); and the apprehension of it (Scripture) 

follows necessarily even from the rule as to study: “ one 

should study one’s own section of the Veda.” Hence, im¬ 

mediate succession to the study of the Veda alone is the 

meaning of the word atha, even in the case of the desire to 

know Brahman. To this he says: “ Immediate succession to 

the study of one’s own Veda is, however, common " to the 

desire to know Religious Duty as well as to the desire to know 

Brahman. And here, by the words “one’s own Veda” 

referring to the content, the content thereof, viz., study, is 

implied. And this (succession) being understood even from 

the aphorism “ Then, therefore, the desire to know Religious 

Duty,” >6 the present aphorism need not be begun at all; for, 

the word dharma (used in the above sdtra) implies the 

entire sense of the Vedas, and Brahman, like Religious 

Duty, being equally the sense of the Vedas, the teaching 

about immediate succession to the study of the Veda 

applies equally (to both): this is the meaning. 

Now, the objection is raised: “Now, hero, what is 

distinctive” of the desire to know Brahman in relation 
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Brahman iB intelligible in respect of one who has studied 

the Vedanta. And there is the rule of immediate suc¬ 

cession in respect of the cutting of the heart etc., 

because, there, the sequence is intended to be declared; 

but here no similar sequence is intended to be declared; 

for there is no authority for the relationship of sub¬ 

sidiary and principal or of eligibility of the person 

(already) eligible as between the desire to know Reli¬ 

gious Duty and Brahman. 

to the desire to know Religious Duty “is immediate 

succession to a knowledge of ritual This is its meaning: 

through the express statement of the instrumental case 

“ They desire to know by sacrifice ” etc., sacrifice etc. 

are applied to the knowledge of Brahman as its sub¬ 

sidiaries; for, knowledge alone is primary as the object 

of desire, and other things which are not primary have 

to be related to what is primary. Even here, sacrifice etc. 

are not subsidiary to the production of the knowledge of 

the meaning of the sentence, since the latter is produced 

by the sentence itself. Nor does it stand to reason that the 

sentence requires ritual as an auxiliary ; for, in him who 

knows the connection of words and their senses, com¬ 

prehends the true nature of the principles regulating the 

use of sounds, who keeps in mind the* relationships of 

subsidiary and principal, earlier and later, among things, 

and the requirements of expectancy, proximity and 

compatibility, there is seen the unhindered production of 

the knowledge of the meaning of the sentence, even though 

he has not performed any rites. Or, if it did not arise, there 

would be no knowledge of the meaning of prescriptive 
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and prohibitory texts, and there would result the failure of 

the observances and avoidances, which are the sense of 

those (texts). If from the knowledge of them arose their 

observance and avoidance, there would be reciprocal depen¬ 

dence, in that that (knowledge) being existent, there is 

observance and avoidance of their sense, while from them 

(the observance and avoidance) there is the knowledge 

thereof. Nor is it admissible that the Vedanta texts 

alone depend on ritual for the comprehension of their sense, 

and not other sentences; for, there is no special cause. 

Now, those whose intellects are impure to start with 

cannot from the first understand the validity of the identity 

asserted by the text “ That thou art ” between the 

jlva denoted by the “thou,” whose nature is that of 

agent and enjoyer, and the supreme self denoted by the 

“ that,” whose nature is eternally pure, intelligent and 

indifferent, because of the certainty that there is lack of 

compatibility (between the denotations of the two terms). 

But those of pure intellect, whose internal impurities have 

undergone attrition by means of sacrifices, gifts, austerities 

and fasting, and who are endowed with faith, having 

understood the compatibility (of ‘ that” and “thou”), 

will understand their identity. If this be urged, then, of the 

ascertainment of compatibility, which is the cause of the 

valid knowledge, do you resolve to say that it comes from 

ritual, which is itself not a means of valid knowledge 

(pram8#a), or that ritual too is a means of valid knowledge, 

in addition to perception etc. ? If the ascertainment of 

compatibility is effected by reasoning unopposed to the 

VedRnta and basod on it, there is no need for ritual. 

Hence, having apprehended the jlva's nature to be that of 

the supreme self, through knowledge of the nature of 
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hearing texts like “ That thou art/’ and confirmed it by 

reasoning based thereon, there results intuition of Brahman 

through the contemplation—otherwise known as bh&vanti— 

of that (truth), practised for long and unintermittently; 

sacrifice etc. serve in this (contemplation). As is said: 

“ But that (discipline of mental functioning) practised for 

long, unintermittently and with satkaras is the sure means 

(of realising the truth) ”57 Continence, austerity, faith, sacri¬ 

fice etc. are the satkaras. Hence it is the Scripture says: 

“Knowing that alone, the wise brahmin should perform 

contemplation (prajna).”48 Having known through testi¬ 

mony aided by argumentation, one is to betake oneself 

to contemplation. Here, some say that for sacrifice etc., 

there is utility through their destroying impurities that 

are the foes of beatitude. Others say it is through 

purifying the person (that they are useful). It is the 

person purified by sacrifice eto., who, verily, by the con¬ 

templation of Brahman practised with devotion and 

unintermittently for a long time, plucks out by the root all 

the impressions of beginningless Nesci8noe; thence, the 

inner self becomes clear, pure and bright. Hence it is that 

the traditional Code says: “One creates the capacity to 

attain Brahman through the mahayajnas (brahma^yajHa^ 

deua-yajfla, pitr-yajfia etc.) and through sacrifices,” and “ He, 

for whom there have been these forty and eight purificatory 

ceremoniesYet others say of ritual that its service to 

Brahman-knowledge is through the discharge of the three 

obligations. There is, indeed, the traditional Code to this 

effect: “ Having discharged the three obligations, one is to 

set one’s mind on release.”49 Others, however, say that 

the various rites, though enjoined with reference to their 

respective results, yet, beoause of texts like ** That the 
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brahmins seek to know through the study of the Vedas, 

through sacrifice etc.,” are subsidiary to the contemplation 

of Brahman, through the relation of samyoga-prthaktoa 

(two-in-oneness), just as the khRdira (ebony) wood, while 

serving the purpose of the sacrifice (in the capacity of 

sacrificial stake), serves also to bring about virility 

(to the sacrificer); for the principle is “when one 

subserves two ends, (the relation is) samyoga-pfthaktva ”.60 

Hence too the aphorism of the great sage (BadarSyana): 

“ Because of the Scriptural text about sacrifice etc., 

there is need of all (in the contemplation of Brahman), 

as in the case of a horse.”01 (The word) “ all ” 

means sacrifice, gifts, austerities etc.; there is need of 

these for the contemplation of Brahman; this is the 

meaning. Hence, whichever be the authority, Scripture 

etc., or the aphorism of the great sage, in any case, it is 

contemplation of Brahman as united to sacrifice etc., and 

possessed of the three properties (devotion, length of time 

and non-intermission), that is efficient to bring about 

intuition of Brahman, otherwise known as release, through 

the destruction of beginningless Nescience and its impres¬ 

sions; for this purpose, rites ought to be observed. Nor 

can these be observed, in the absence of the knowledge of 

the many different forms of rites in respect of their 

consequences seen and unseen, of things in relation to them 

as inherent or as remote causes, of the elements which 

are taught directly or obtained by transfer, of the host of 

subsidiaries ending with sequence ikrama), as also of the 

different persons eligible for the respective rites/* Nor 

does that knowledge result without a critioal study of the 

inquiry into Religious Duty. Hence it has been well said: 
* what ia distinctive is immediate succession to a knowledge 
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of ritual.” It is, verily, by the knowledge of ritual that 

there results for the contemplation of Brahman the 

co-operation of ritual. 

This he refutes: “ No.” Why (not) ? “ For, even 

prior” to the knowledge of ritual, “the desire to know 

Brahman is intelligible in respect of one who has studied the 

Vedanta 

This is the underlying idea: it is said that rites are 

needed for the purpose of Brahman-contemplation, other¬ 

wise known as bhavana, We ask here in what way are 

rites needed?” Is it for the (production of the) effect, 

just as for the Ugneya and other (rites) there is need of the 

samit (a subsidiary rite) in order to produce the final 

unseen result (paramfi- ’pfirra), which is favourable to 

long-delayed fruit ? Or, is it in respect of its own existence, 

like the requirement of the material—the purcxj.as'a cut 

into two, and the deity—Agnil Not for the effect, as 

that cannot stand examination. It is thus: it has to be 

admitted of the contemplation of Brahman that it effects 

intuition of the nature of Brahman. That may be a 

product, as the ball (of flour) is produced by mixing it into 

a paste; a modification, as rice from pounding; something 

purified, like the mortar etc. by sprinkling;04 something 

attained, as milk by milking. Firstly, it is not a product. 

The intuition of Brahman produced by Brahman-contem¬ 

plation does not, verily, result in the same way as perception 

of the pot etc., which are produced by the senses etc., differ¬ 

ent from the pot etc., inert by nature; for, Brahman, not be¬ 

ing illumined in dependence on another, the intuition thereof 

is of its own nature, eternal, and production is not intelligible 

in that case. Any intuition different therefrom, brought 
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about by contemplation, is infected with doubt, like an 

imagined idea, and hence cannot be valid; for, it is seen of 

that kind (of idea), even with that (contemplation) as acces¬ 

sory, that it is often inconstant. The (apparently) direct 

experience of a fire with huge flames, as the result of the 

contemplation of a (wrongly) inferred fire, by one whose 

body is extremely benumbed with intense cold, does not, 

verily, accord with other valid knowledge, this non-accord 

being seen extensively. Hence, since there is not the effect 

characteristic of valid intuition, ritual is not needed in the 

generation (of any result) by contemplation* And for 

Brahman, who is immutably eternal and all-pervasive, 

modification, purification or attainment cannot result 

through contemplation. 

Be this so. Let not the intuition of Brahman result, 

in the way of generation etc., from contemplation. 

Purification, however, may come about through the removal 

of the veil of the two-fold indeterminable Nescience, as the 

danseuse concealed by the curtain is manifested through 

the raising of the curtain by the stage-hand, Herein lies 

the use of ritual. But there is this much of difference: 

on the raising of the curtain, the danseuse becomes the 

object of immediate perception to the audience. Here, 

however, the bare removal of the veil of Nescience is 

what is generated, and nothing else, since intuition of 

Brahman cannot be generated, the nature of Brahman 

being eternal. Here, we ask: "What is this Brahman- 

contemplation ? ” Is it a succession of whatever is 

apprehended through verbal testimony ? or a succession of 

indubitable cognitions gained through (valid) verbal testi¬ 

mony t If it be a succession of whatever is cognised 
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through verbal testimony, then, even if practised repeatedly 

it cannot remove Nescience. It is the ascertainment of 

truth and the repetition thereof that root out error with 

its impressions, not the repetition of doubt, nor the 

repetition of the cognition of what is general. The 

cognition “ post or man ” or “ a tall big object, ” even if 

repeated a hundred times, cannot lead to the certitude that 

it is but a man, unless there is specific cognition. 

Now, it has been said that the jlva's true nature as 

the supreme self having been apprehended through 

cognition of the nature of hearing, it is confirmed by 

(cognition) of the nature of reasoning. Hence, con¬ 

templation of the nature of a succession of indubitable 

cognitions based on (valid) verbal testimony is, as assisted 

by ritual, the cause of the destruction of the two-fold 

Nescience. Nor can this achieve that destruction without 

bringing about experience of Brahman. Error, which is of the 

nature of immediate experience, can be removed only by true 

knowledge of the nature of immediate experience, not by a 

mediate presentation; for, it is seen that immediate presenta¬ 

tions like confusion of direction, the circle of fire, the moving 

trees (as seen when one is oneself moving), and the water 

in the mirage are removed only by immediate presentations 

in the nature of true cognitions of the directions etc. 

Confusion of direction etc. are not, verily, removed by the 

ascertainment of the directions etc. obtained through 

verbal testimony, inference etc. Hence, what is to be desired 

is the intuition of the denotation of the “ thou ” as of the 

nature of the denotation of the “ that ”. Only thus and not 
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otherwise can there be cessation of the intuition of the 

denotation of the “ thou ” as subject to suffering, grief etc. 

This intuition does not, verily, result from verbal testimony, 

even though accompanied by inquiry, but from perception, 

that (intuition) being the invariable result of that (perception) 

alone, as otherwise it would follow that a banyan shoot could 

grow even from a knfaja-seed.’” Hence, it stands to reason 

that the internal organ perfected by the contemplation of 

the meaning of sentences of indubitable import, manifests, 

of the immediately experienced denotation of the “ thou, ” 

its nature as the denotation of the “ that,” through negating 

the various conditioned forms of the former. Nor is this 

experience itself of the nature of Brahman, in which case it 

could not be generated; rather, it is a particular psychosis 

(vftti) of the internal organ itself, having Brahman for its 

content. Nor with this does Brahman become other-illu¬ 

mined. Because Brahman is illumined by verbal testimony, 

it does not, verily,, become non-self-illumined. Indeed, that 

which is free from all adjuncts is declared to be self-efful¬ 

gence, not that which is conditioned too.™ As the revere# 

commentator, verily,. says: "now, this is not invariably a 

wen-abject" Nor is there freedom from all adjuncts in 

the intuition of Brahman, though a psychosis of the 

internal organ, for, it (the intuition) is known to be an 

adounet opposed both to itself and to other adjuncts, 

being itself on the brink of destruction.. Otherwise (i.e., 

if it were not united to intelligence as an adjunct)^ of 

the psychosis of the internal organ, itself non-inteltigent, 

self-illumination would be unintelligible, in the absence of 
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the reflection of intelligence, and hence it could not intuite. 

Nor is this invalid as an imagined idea, like the intuition 

of the (erroneously) inferred and contemplated fire, for, there 

the nature of fire is mediate, whereas here, there is even 

from the first, immediate experience of the jlva, whose 

nature is that of Brahman made impure by adjuncts. The 

attributes of purity, intelligence etc. do not in truth go 

beyond that (t.e., are not different from that). It is the 

jlva himself that, when free from adjuncts, is said to be 

Brahman, whose nature is purity, intelligence etc. Nor is 

freedom from the respective adjuncts something other 

than that. Therefore, just as through the sense of hearing, 

aided by the impressions brought about by the repeti¬ 

tion of the knowledge gained from the science of music, 

one experiences directly the different notes, ?a^;a etc., in 

their different cadences, even so the jlva through the inter¬ 

nal organ, aided by the impressions brought about by the 

repetition of the meaning of the Vedanta texts, experiences 

its own nature as Brahman. 

If it be said that there is need of ritual for contempla¬ 

tion in respect of the generation of the psychosis of the 

internal organ, i.e.% intuition of Brahman, no (we reply), 

for, co-operation with ritual is unintelligible, since there 

is no co-presence of contemplation and the observance 

of ritual. Nor, verily, can he, who from texts like “ That 

thou art ’’ indubitably understands the one self, other 

than the body, whose nature is purity, intelligence and 

indifference, who is endowed with non-agency etc., who 

is devoid of caste*distinctions like brahmin etc., understand 
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eligibility (for himself) in respect of ritual. He who is 

not fit (to understand such a eligibility), how can he be 

an agent or (even) an eligible person ? 

It may be said that though the truth is ascertained, 

activity conditioned by error is seen to continue; for 

example, though it is known for certain that sugar is 

sweet, yet there is the continued experience of bitter 

taste for him whose sense is affected by bile, for he 

tastes sugar, spits it out and thus abandons it. Henoe, 

there is the observance of ritual because of the continuance 

of the impressions of Nescience; and its destruction 

by that to whioh knowledge is the auxiliary will therefore be 

intelligible. Nor may it be asked : “ How can ritual, itself 

of the nature of Nescience, destroy Nescience? And of its 
destroyer, ritual, whence the destruction ? ” For, instances 

are extensively seen of entities whioh destroy them¬ 

selves and others of the same class as themselves ; for 
example, (goat’s) milk digests itself and other milk, 

poison cures other poison as well as itself, the dust 

of the clearing-nut mixed with muddy water precipitates 

both itself and the mud and makes the water clear ; even 

so, ritual, though of the nature of Nescience, drives away 

other Nescienoe and itself departs. 

To this it is said : true; through frequently repeated 

texts beginning with u Existence alone, this was in 

the beginning, dear one” and ending with “That thou 

art,” as aided by Brahman-inquiry, there is the 

dawn of true indubitable knowledge of the inner 

seif, as different from the bodies etc., the material 
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cause of which is beginningless Nescience; in spite of this, 

there is the continuance of notions of transmigrations and 

consequent empirical usage, beoause of the continuance of the 

impressions of Nescience; yet, the wise one, who holds 

these empirical usages and notions to be fictitious, does not 

have faith in them, just as he whose sense is affected by 

bile does not have faith in the bitterness of sugar, though 

he spits it out and abandons it. And thus, one who has 

ascertained that the totality of act, agent, means, modus 

operandi and fruit is not real, how can he be eligible to 

act? He who knows them (to be real), he, verily, is 

the eligible one. Else, it would be difficult to avoid the 

eligibility even of beasts, s'Udras etc. In the section 

treating of ritual, he who knows the varieties of aot, 

agent etc- is considered to be the man who knows. Henoe 

it is that the revered commentator describes the sacred 

teaohing as having reference to one characterised by 

Nescience. Therefore, just as in respect of the rUjasUya 

to be performed by those who have the conceit of belong* 

ing to the caste of kings, there is no eligibility for those 

who have the conceit of belonging to the brahmin or 

vais'ya caste, even so in respect of ritual to be performed 

by those who have the conceit of distinctions like double 

birth, agent, act, means eto., there is no eligibility for those 

who have no such conceit. Nor is the Vaidic ritual, per¬ 

formed by one, ineligible though skilled, capable of bearing 

fruit, any more than the vaivyastoma performed by brahmins 

or k$atriyas. Therefore, in respect of rites which have a 

visible result, he who has capacity and engages therein 
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may obtain the fruit, that being seen. In respeot of rites 

with an invisible result, however, the fruit whioh is known 

only from the sacred teaching cannot go to him who is 

not eligible; hence, ritual is not required in the perfor¬ 

mance of contemplation. 

Be this so. Just as, in respect of prescribed acts 

the eligibility for which includes the conceit of being 

human, there is no eligibility for one devoid of 

that conceit, even so, in respect of prohibitions, on 

the ground that those who are eligible are (those that 

have the conceit of being) human, there would be no 

eligibility for those devoid of that conceit, as in the case 

of beasts etc. Hence, such a person observing what is prohi¬ 

bited would not incur sin, any more than the lower animals; 

thus would result the transgression of the law.6r (To this 

objection we reply) not so. This one (who attains 

realisation even in the present life) is not wholly devoid 

of the conceit that he is human; rather does that 

conceit continue in him in slight traces, through the con¬ 

tinuance of the impressions of Nescience.'1* It has been said 

that, considering what continues to be illusory, he has no 

faith in it (as real). What follows therefrom if this be so ? 

This follows therefrom. He who has faith in prescriptions 

is eligible, not he who has no faith. Hence, he who has no 

faith in the conceit of being human etc., is not eligible in 

respect of the sacred teaching of prescriptions. Hence too the 

traditional Code says “ The oblation or gift offered without 

faith ”19 etc. The sacred teaching of prohibitions, however, 

does not stand in need of faith; it functions, rather, only in 
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respeot of a human being who directs himself to a forbidden 

act. Henoe, even he, who has apprehended the truth about 

Brahman with faith, as much as he who is bound in the 

migratory cycle, incurs sin by acting in transgression of 

prohibitions; therefore, there is not the acceptance of 

a doctrine involving the transgression of the law. Hence, 

contemplation does not require ritual in respeot of its 

effect. 

Hence too (it is) not (required) even in respect of the 

origination of contemplation; (for), it has been said that 

there is no eligibility for ritual after the generation of 

indubitable knowledge through verbal testimony. Thus 

too Scripture says: “Not by ritual nor by off-spring nor 

by wealth, but by renunciation alone do they enjoy 

immortality 

Are these rites then entirely without any use here? 

Then would texts like “ They seek to know by sacrifice ” 

be contradicted. No (we reply), for, rites like saori- 

fioe are remote auxiliaries. It is thus: that self, 

by study of the Veda, i.e., by constant study of one’s 

own Veda, the brahmins seek to know, i.e,, they desire 

to know, not that they do know. Though in faot know¬ 

ledge is primary (as oompared with the desire therefor), 

yet, since in the word, it is the meaning of the stem (as* 
w 

oompared with the sufiix), it is subsidiary, while desire, 

being the meaning of the suffix, is primary; and activity 

relates to what is primary. When one says “ Bring the 

king’s man,” one does not, verily, bring the king, who, 
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though primary in faot, is yet subsidiary in the word, as 

the qualification of “man,” but that which is primary in 

the word, i.e., the man himself. Thus, of sacrifice, as of 

the study of the Veda, there is prescription as the means 

to desire. So too of the austerity, which consists in not 

eating. Not eating as and how one desires, that alone is 

austerity. He who eats what is good and pure in modera¬ 

tion, in him indeed, there is desire to know Brahman, 

not in one who never eats, as the latter will but die. Nor 

does austerity consist in the observance of fasts like the 

C&ndr&yapa since, for that kind of person, disturbance of 

the equilibrium of humours will result. 

The obligatory rites purify the person by destroying 

sins (already) incurred. Thus too Scripture says: “He, 

verily, is the Btmayajin (one who pleases the self) who 

knows ‘by this is purified this part (body) of mine, by 

this is my body made to grow.’ ”The words “ by this" 

refer to the sacrifice etc. of the context. The traditional 

Code too says: “ He for whom there have been these forty 

and eight purificatory ceremonies (sacrifice being included 

among them).1’ The following Atharvaga text too shows 

the rise of knowledge, only in that ignorant person of 

purified intellect in whom the desire to know has arisen 

, through the attrition of impurities by the observance of 

rites, obligatory and occasioned: “Being of purified 

intellect, he, then, sees the partless (Brahman) through con¬ 

templation.” n The traditional Code too says: “ Knowledge 

arises in persons from the consumption of sin through 
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rites ” eto. It is settled that obligatory rites destroy 

inourred sin and thereby purify the person; when the 

subsidiariness of obligatory rites to the generation of know* 

ledge is thus intelligible, it is not proper to make out 

direct subsidiariness by the principle of two-in-oneness, 

as that would lead to prolixity of assumptions. It is 

thus: from the observance of obligatory rites merit is 

generated; thence sin ceases ; it is that (sin) which makes 

impure the sattva, i>e., the intellect, through errors of the 

nature of the cognition of eternity, purity, pleasure eto., 

in the migratory cycle, which by nature is transient, impure 

and miserable; hence, on the cessation of sin, the door 

of perception and reasoning being opened, one knows 

unhindered the impermanence, impurity and misery of the 

migratory cycle, through perception and inference; thenoe 

arises renunciation consisting in non-attachment thereto; 

thenoe grows the desire to remove it; thenoe one seeks 

the means to remove it; hearing that knowledge of the 

true nature of the self is the means to be sought, one 

desires to know that; thence, in the order of hearing 

(study! eto., one knows it. Thus, it stands to reason 

that rites are remote auxiliaries in respect of the genera* 

tion of knowledge, through the purification of sattva, 

ue., the intelleot. This same sense is repeated in 

the BhagavadgltU. “ For the silent one who wants to 

achieve yoga, ritual is said to be the cause; for him 

who has achieved yoga, equanimity is said to be tha 

cause ”," 
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This being so, he, who, though not performing rites, 

is yet of purified intellect, because of rites performed in a 

prior existence, and has non-attachment generated in him 

through the realisation of the essential worthlessness of 

the migratory cycle, for him there is no need for the 

observance of ritual which serves to bring about non-attach¬ 

ment, that having resulted even through the observance of 

ritual in a prior existence. It is with reference to such 

foremost among men that Scripture sets out: “ Or, if other¬ 

wise, let him renounce even from the student’s order of 

life.”74 That is here said: “ even prior ” to the knowledge 

of ritual M desire to know Brahman is intelligible in 

respect of one who has studied the Vedanta/’ Hence it is, 

that for one in the student’s order of life, there are no 

obligations for the discharge of which rites would have 

to be performed. In conformity with this, the statement 

“ He who is born a brahmin is born with three obligations ” 

should be explained as relating to those who become 

house-holders. Otherwise the Scripture “ Or, if otherwise, 

from the student’s order of life ” would be contradicted. 

The discharge of obligations, even by the house-holder, 

is only for the purification of the intellect. The statements 

about what is prescribed when one dies of old age, 

about being reduced to ashes and about the final rite 

(antye$i)n relate to those ignorant ones who are inertly fixed 

in the observance of ritual, not to those learned ones who 

know the true self. Hence, the word atha connotes 

immediate succession to that, in the absenoe of which 
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there would be no detire to know Brahman, and in the 

presence of which that (desiro) certainly becomes existent. 

Nor is knowledge of ritual of this nature. It is, therefore, 

clear that the word atha does not here signify immediate 

succession to the knowledge of ritual. 

Be this so. Let it not be that any sequenoe is settled 

by the sense (artha), as in the performance of the agnihotra 

and the preparation of the barley-gruel (therefor); but 

there is a sequence settled by direct statement Wruti; here, 

the -ktva suffix); the following JabUla text “ having 

become a house-holder, one is to become a forest-dweller; 

having beoome a forest-dweller, one is to renounce,” 

verily, indicates the-observance of sacrifice etc., by the 

term “ house-holder ”. There is also the traditional Code 

(to this effect): “Having studied the Vedas according to 

rule, having procreated sons in the manner laid down by 

Religious Duty, having performed sacrifices to the best 

of one's ability, one is to set one’s mind on release.” 

There are also words of censure like: “ The twice-born 

one who, without having studied the Vedas, procreated 

progeny and offered up sacrifices, desires release goes down 

below.” (To this the commentator) says: “And there it 

the rule of immediate succession in respect of the cutting of 
the heart ” etc. Whence (is this rule) ? (The text reads): 

“ One should cut the heart first, then the tongue, then the 

sides.” Here, the sequence is intended to be deolared 

by the words first and then. No such sequenoe is intended 

to be deolared in the present case, for, the absence of a 

rule (of suooession) is shown later, even by the same 

Scriptural text: “ Or, if otherwise, one i9 to renounoe 

even from the student’s order of life or from the 

householder’s or from the forest-dweller’s.” By all this, 
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nonattachment is indicated (as essential). Hence it is that 

Scripture says : “ The day on which there is non-attachment, 

that very day one is to renounce.” The words of censure 

have in view the person of impure intellect. He of impure 

intellect desiring release but not setting about the means 

thereto, because of laziness, verily, fails to observe 

even the obligatory and occasioned rites characteristic 

of the house-holder’s life, and goes on the downward path 

with his (load of) sin increasing every instant ; this is the 

sense. 
Be this so. Let it be that there is no sequence either 

by direct statement or by sense; why should there not 

be a sequence authorised by the text (pilf/ia), the position 

(sthana) the principal (mukhya) or procedure (pravftti) 1 

To this he says: “for, there is no authority for the relation¬ 

ship of subsidiary and principal.” Between subsidiaries, 

like the samit sacrifice, and principal rites, like the 

agneya, which are known to contribute towards a single 

result,which are defined by a single result, which are 
7t> 

comprehended by a single procedural text,' which are to 

be performed by a single eligible person, and which are 

related to the same period—full or new moon, sequence 
i 

results of necessity, because of the impossibility of their 

simultaneous performance; and since it is necessary to 

determine the particular kind of sequence, text, (position) 

etc. are capable of fixing the variety thereof. Whore, 

however, there is no relationship of subsidiary and principal, 

nor even definition by a single eligible person, as in 

the case of the saurya, aryamaya, prajQpatya and other 

such rites, there is no need for any particular sequence; 

and, hence, text etc. are of no authority as fixing a 

particular sequence, though some (particular sequence) is 
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unavoidably understood (because of the impossibility of 

pronouncing all three at the same time). Nor is there any 

authority such as direct statement or the like for a 

relationship of subsidiary and principal, as between the 

desire to know Religious Duty and the desire to know 

Brahman. 

Now, there is seen a rule of sequence, even where there 

is no relationship of subsidiary and principal, as in the case 
79 

of the milk-pail [godohana), whioh secures a human goal, 

in relation to the subsidiaries of the dars'apUryam&sa 

sacrifice, or as in the case of the dars'apUrijamasa and 

the soma sacrifice mentioned in “ Having performed the 

darvapUrijamti-sa, one should perform the soma sacrifice,” 

which do not stand in the relationship of subsidiary and 

principal. To this he says: since there is no authority 

even for the relationship “of eligibility of the person 

(already) eligible”: this is the construction. It is for 

the person who, as desiring heaven, is eligible for the 

dars'apUrijamasa, that, as desiring cattle, there is eligibility 

for the milk-pail in connection with the water-sprink¬ 

ling, a subsidiary of the dars'apftryamftsa rite. The milk- 

pail is not, indeed, capable of producing cattle directly 

without operating, in some way. Nor is there Scriptural 

mention of its entering into any other operation, in which 

case it would fall outside the order of subsidiaries of that 

(dars'apQrniam&sa). It does, however, appear as dependent 

on the water-sprinkling rite, because of its contiguity 

thereto in “ With a cup one i9 to sprinkle water; with 

the milk-pail, one who desires oattle,” and because of the 

suitability of that for the sprinkling of water. Henoe, 

because of the dependence of the milk-pail on the water¬ 

sprinkling, whioh is a subsidiary to the sacrifice, it ig 
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There is also difference in the fruit and the object 

of the desire to know. Prosperity is the fruit of the 

knowledge of Religious Duty, and it depends on obser¬ 

vance ; but the knowledge of Brahman has beatitude 

as its fruit; and it does not depend on any other 

concluded that, though contributory (only) to a human goal, 

it belongs to a sequenoe, through the sequence of that 

(subsidiary). Such sequence as exists between the soma 

(sacrifice) and the itfi idars'apdrnamUsa) should be known 

to have been refuted (in its application to the present 

case), even by the refutation of direct statement.80 

Even if the relationship of subsidiary and princi¬ 

pal or the eligibility of the person eligible be absent, 

sequence may be intended, when defined by the same 

result, as among the six sacrificial rites—Hgneya etc.,—all 

defined by the one end, attainment of heaven; or, if 

Religious Duty be a part of the Brahman desired to be 

known, then, just as sequence is intended among the 

four chapters of the Brahma-sUtras, each of which treats 

of some aspect of the Brahman taught in all the four, 

which are mutually related by the non-difference of that 

whioh is desired to be known, even so, here too, sequence 

may be intended as between the desires to know Religious 

Duty and Brahman, beoause of being objects of a single 

desire to know. And neither of these (conditions) is here 
present; thus he says: There is also difference in the 

fruit and the object of the desire to know.” He analyses 

the difference in the fruit: “ Prosperity is the fruit of the 

knowledge of Religious Duty.” Since the desire to know 

is in fact dependent on knowledge (as its content), the 
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THB DE8IRB TO KNOW 

observance. Religious Duty, the object of the desire 

to know, has to come into existence, and does not 

exist at the time of knowing, because it is dependent 

on the activity of the person. But here the object of 

the desire to know is the existent Brahman, which, 

being eternally existent, does not depend on human 

activity. There is also difference in the operation 

of the text. That text, which defines Religious 

Duty, instructs a person only by engaging him 

in an activity. The text dealing with Brahman, 

however, merely instructs the person; since the know¬ 

ledge is to be produced from the text, the person is not 

directed (to activity) in respect of knowledge. As in 

the case of the knowledge of an object produced from 

the contact of the sense-organ with the object, so (is 

it here). 

words “ fruit of knowledge ” mean “ fruit of the desire to 

know”: that is the idea. Nor is the difference of fruit 

one of nature alone; there is difference even in the way 

in which they are brought about; henoe he says: “ and it 

depends on observance.” The knowledge of Brahman does 

not need any other observance, except the continued repeti¬ 

tion of knowledge from verbal testimony, for, the co-pre¬ 

sence of rites, obligatory or occasioned, has already been 

refuted: this is the idea. 

He states the wholesale difference in the objects de¬ 
sired to be known: “ Religious Duty ... has to come into 

existence” eto. Bhavyah is what has to come into existence j 

the krtya termination signifies the agent (of the action).81 
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What comes into existence has to be brought about by the 

operation of an operator, is dependent on that, and is hence 

non-existent prior to that, ue., when it is known What 

exists is true; it is invariably real, not unreal at any time; 

this is the meaning. The difference between the objeots 

desired to be known is not merely because of their nature, but 

also because of differences in the operation of the respective 

means which convey knowledge of them. Thus, he says: 
“There is also a difference in the operation of the text.” 

The term codanU here signifies Scriptural text (not merely 

an injunctive text), the general being secondarily implied by 

what denotes the particular. He analyses the difference in 
operation thus: “ That text which defines Religious Duty ” 

etc. In Scripture, which is of non-human origin, there is 

no room for commands etc., which are expressions of diffe¬ 

rent forms of the human will; hence codanfl here means 

teaching. Hence it is said “ The means of knowing that 

(dharma) is teaching.”83 And that (teaching) relates to 

bhllvann, i.e., human operations that are taught by 

itself, and also to the content thereof, s.e., sacrifice etc.; 

sacrifice etc. are the content of btooanH, since the opera¬ 

tion consisting in effort is determined in dependence on 

that (sacrifice eto.), and since the word vi$aya (oontent) is 

derived from the root to bind (so that the content is 

what the effort is bound to). (Soripture) makes known 

Religious Duty such as sacrifice etc., only as directing a 

person to them as means subserving his desires, through 

making known that operations and, through their 

channel, sacrifices are instrumental to what is desired; 

not otherwise (does Soripture function). The teaching 

about Brahman, however, merely instructs the person, but 

does not instruct him as directing him to activity. Why Y 
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THE DE8IRE TO KNOW 

Because knowledge free from the direction to activity 

is produced by the teaching. 

Now, it may be said: a person is taught Brahman by 

Vedanta texts like “ The self is to be known,”83 which 

purport to be injunctive, only by directing him to the 

knowing activity, because of syntactical unity with that 

(apparently injunctive text); hence, there is similarity of 

the teaching of Brahman to the teaching of Religious 

Duty. To this he says: “ the person is not directed (to 

activity) in respect of the knowledge.” 

This is what is intended: a person is not to be directed 

(to activity) in respect of the intuition of Brahman, 

for, that, being of the nature of Brahman, is eternal and 

not to be produced; nor in respect of contemplation, 

for, that being established, through observation of 

co-presence and co-absence, to be the cause of excellence 

in knowledge, cannot be the object of an injunction; 

nor in respect of knowledge through verbal testimony, since 

that too arises unhindered in him who has studied the 

Vedas, knows the words and their senses, and understands 

the true principles governing knowledge gained through 

verbal testimony. As an example of this same he says; 

“ as in the case of the knowledge of an object produced from 

the contact of the sense organ with the object.” He links 

up what is illustrated, in the words: “ so (is il here)/’ Further, 

in those Vedanta texts, whose purport is to enjoin 

knowledge of the self, the ascertainment of the true 

nature of the self cannot be knowledge gained from verbal 

testimony; for, their purport would then be not the true 

nature of the self, but injunctions to the knowledge 

thereof. That which is their purport, that, verily, is 
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Therefore, something has to be stated, in immediate 

succession to which the desire to know Brahman is 

taught. This is the statement: discrimination of 

things eternal and non-eternal; non-attachment to the 

enjoyment of fruit here or hereafter; possession in 

abundance of calmness, equanimity and other such 

means; and desire for release. Where, indeed, these 

exist, even prior to a desire to know Religious Duty, 

and after that too, it is possible to desire to know 

Brahman and also to know; not in their absence. 

Therefore, by the word “ then ” is taught “ immediate 

succession” to possession in abundance of the means 

stated before, 

their significance. Nor does ascertainment of the true 

nature of what is taught result even from that, the purport 

of which is something else, on the ground that knowledge 

depends on what is known and stands in need of it; 

for, this (dependence) is intelligible even through super¬ 

imposition ii.e., the knowledge need not be of the true 

nature of what is known). Henoe it is settled that the 

Vedanta has not for purport an injunction to knowledge. 

The present topic is concluded thus: u Therefore, some¬ 
thing has to he stated etc. That in the absence of whioh 

there would be no desire to know Brahman, that in the 

presence of which, however, that (desire) becomes certainly 

existent; this is the sense. He states it thus ; 'This is the 
statement: discrimination of things eternal and non-etemal ” 

etc. The eternal, t.e., the inner self; the non-eternal, i.e>, the 

body, organs, objects etc. If discrimination relating to these 
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be of the nature of certitude, Brahman being already known, 

the de9ire to know Brahman would be superfluous. Then, 

let it be that discrimination is bare knowledge, not certitude; 

that being so, it might be doubt, which is other than 

(truth and) error; that cannot bring about non-attachment; 

and not bringing that about, how can that be the cause 

of the desire to know Brahman! Hence it should be 

explained thus: as residing in things eternal and non¬ 

eternal, ** things eternal and non-eternal ” means their 

attributes; “ discrimination of things eternal and non¬ 

eternal ” means the discrimination of the substrates which 

are eternal and non-eternal, as also of their attributes. 

This is what is said: there need not be specific discrimina¬ 

tive knowledge of different substrates, eternal and 

non-eternal, in the form “ this is true, eternal,” “ this is 

untrue, non-eternal ”; one does determine certainly the 

difference between substrates in general, as also between 

their attributes, as eternal and non-eternal. To be eternal 

is to be true; that in which this is, that is eternal, 

true; and thus, it is in the sphere of desire. To 
be non-eternal is to be untrue; that in which this 

is, that is non-eternal, untrue; and thus, it is not 

in the sphere of desire. Of these, which are experienced 

and constitute the spheres of the concepts “ Thou ” and 

“ I,” the object and the subject, that which is established 

to be true, eternal and pleasant, that comes in the sphere 

of desire; that, however, which becomes non-eternal, 

untrue, encompassed by the three-fold misery, that is to be 

abandoned; this discrimination of things eternal and non¬ 

eternal oomes to him whose intellect has been purified by 

the rites performed whether in a prior existence or in this 

one, as shown by experience and reasoning. Nor may 
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it be said that there is no such thing as truth; for, in the 

absence of that, even untruth which has that (truth) 

as substrate would be unintelligible ; further, even for the 

Nihilists, the Void itself is real. Having thus considered 

wisely in the light of the experience and reasoning of the fore¬ 

most among men, having looked at himself, who with the 

rest of the animate world goes about migrating, constantly 

being born and dying,84 in the worlds from Satyaloka down 

to Avici, is encompassed by the three kinds of misery and is 

tossed about helplessly on the waves of the migratory cycle 

through (all divisions of time from) the instant, the muhUrta 

(about an hour), the yUma (three hours), the day, the night, 

the fortnight, the month, the season (two months), the 

half-year, the year, the yuga, the period of four yugas, the 

period of a Manu, the deluge and the great deluge (when 

even the primal elements are destroyed) up to the period 

of a principal creation and the intermediate creation, there 

arises (for him) a contemplation of the impermanence, 

impurity and miserable nature of this migratory world. 

From the contemplation arising from this kind of dis¬ 

crimination of things eternal and non-eternal, there results for 

him 4‘ non-attachment to the enjoyment of fruit here or here¬ 

after ”. Artha (literally, thing) means that which is sought, 

that is to say, fruit. Non-attachment thereto is indifference 
% 

due to the realisation of it as not worthy of enjoyment. 

Thence 44 the possession in abundance of calmness, equanimity 

and other such means.” It is, verily, the mind, which is 

intoxioated with the wine of passion and other impurities, 

that directs the organs to their respective objects, high and 

low, brings about various activities and their fruit in the 

nature of merit and demerit, and offers up the self as an 

oblation in the fearful fire of migration) which is a mass 
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of the flames of manifold miseries. That mind, however, 

in which the intoxication due to the wine of passion etc., 

has been put an end to by the perfecting of non-attachment 

gained by the repetition of the contemplation (mentioned 

above), is subjugated, t.e., is brought under control by the 

self. This subjugation of the mind occasioned by non¬ 

attachment is called calmness (s'ama) or vas'lkura-samjHa. 

And the subjugated mind is made fit for application in 

respect of truth G’.e., to the investigation of truth); this 

its capacity is (dama) equanimity, just as it is understood 

that the calm young bull is made fit to draw a plough, 

a cart etc. In the “etcetera” (of the commentary) are 

included desire to abandon (titiksa) objects, turning away 

(uparati) from them, and faith israddhti) in the truth. 

Hence it is that Scripture says: “ Hence, having become 

possessed of calmness, equanimity, turning away (from 

objects), the desire to abandon (them), and faith, one, seeing 

the seif in the self alone, sees eveiything in the self.”86 

Sfama-damudi-sadhana-sampat is the possession of these 

means, calmness, equanimity etc., in an abundant degree. 

Thence arises the desire in him for release from the 

bondage to the migratory cycle •, hence he says: “ and 
desire for release.” For this one, who has heard that the 

knowledge of the eternally pure, intelligent and free Brahman 

is the oause of release, there comes the desire to know 

that even before, and (sometimes) after, the desire to know 

Religious Duty; hence, the immediate succession is to 

them alone, not to the desire to know Religious 

Duty; thus, he says: “when indeed, these” etc. Not 
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The word “ therefore ” signifies the reason. Because 
in the Veda itself, texts, like “ Therefore as here the 
enjoyment acquired by an act perishes, even so, here¬ 
after, the enjoyment acquired through Religious Duty 
perishes,” show that agnihotra etc., which are means 
to prosperity, have an impermanent fruit; and because 

it is shown that the supreme goal of man results from 
the knowledge of Brahman, by texts like *' One who 
knows Brahman attains the supreme ”; therefore, in 
immediate succession to the possession in abundance of 

the means stated above, there should be the desire to 
know Brahman. 

merely the desire to know, he says, but knowledge itself 

results therefrom: “and also to know.” He concludes; 

“Therefore” etc. 

The word 1 atab” which comes next in order is ex¬ 

plained thus; “ The word ‘ therefore ’ signifies the reason.” 

This same sense of the reason connoted by **therefore” 

he explains thus: “ Because in the Veda itself ” etc. 

Here, it is asked: true, there comes the desire to 

know Brahman after the possession in abundance of 

the means declared. But this itself is unintelligible, 

sinoe non-attachment to the enjoyment of fruit here or 

hereafter is unintelligible. Fruit, being characterised as the 

object of desire, is what is known to be advantageous. 

There cannot be for him non-attachment to that whioh 

(itself) causes attachment. If it be said that there is 
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non-attaohment evon to pleasure, because of its association 

with pain, why, alas, should there not be attachment 

even to pain, because of its association with pleasure? 

Hence, one should, in accepting pleasure, endeavour to 

remedy pain; even if pain should come in unavoidably, 

it should be remedied and the pleasure alone enjoyed. 

This is how: he who desires fish brings up the fish 

along with mosses and thorns, takes what is to be taken 

and abandons the rest; or, he who desires grain brings 

the grain with the straw, takes what is to be taken and 

abandons the rest. Hence, it is not proper to abandon the 

pleasure here or hereafter which is known to be advan¬ 

tageous, because of the fear of pain. Verily, one does 

not refrain from sowing because there are beasts of the 

field or from putting the pot on to cook because there are 

beggars. Further, even though the very timid may give 

up visible pleasure, because the pleasure from sandal-paste 

or women is tainted with pain consisting in its decrease 

(by consumption), that oannot apply to pleasures hereafter 

such as (enjoyment in) heaven eto., these being imperish¬ 

able. Scripture indeed says: We have drunk soma, we 

have become immortal”; also ‘‘The merit of him who 

sacrifices with the cUturmdsya cannot, verily, diminish”. 

Nor can there be an inference here as to destructibility on 

the ground of (its) being produced, since its oontent is 

sublated by revelation, like the inference about the purity 
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of the human skull (by analogy with conches etc.) Hence, the 

possession of the above-mentioned means being non-existent, 

it follows that there cannot be the desire to know Brahman. 

To meet this result, the revered aphorist uses the word 

“ therefore ”; and its meaning is explained by the commen¬ 

tator thus : “ Because in the Veda itself" etc. 

This is what is intended: true, beasts, beggars etc. can 

be set at nought by agriculturists, cooks etc.; pain, how¬ 

ever, which is manifold, produced by various causes, cannot 

be remedied; for, in the long run, the miseries of being 

dependent on means (external to oneself) and of diminution 

are constantly and inseparably attendant on all produced 

happiness. Not even the best of craftsmen can remove 

the poison alone from food which is mixed with honey 

and poison, and eat (the food) in conjunction with the 

honey alone. In conjunction with the inference as to dimi¬ 

nution, the texts like “ Therefore, as here the enjoyment 

acquired by an act” etc.,hG which declare diminution, bring 

about a secondary sense for texts like “ We have drunk 

soma ” etc., because the primary sense is impossible. As 

the PaurBpikas say: “ Permanence till the dissolution of 

the primal elements is called immortality.” 

And here, by the word brahma the valid means of 

knowledge thereof, i.e.t the Veda, is brought to mind.87 And, 

because of suitability, such texts as “ Therefore, as here the 

enjoyment acquired by an act ” etc. are referred to by the 
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Brahma-jijfined is desire to know in respect of 

Brahman. And Brahman is that whose definition will 

be stated as “That whence for this what begins 

with origination”. For this very reason, for the word 

“Brahman” there cannot be the doubt of any other 

meaning like that of caste etc. “ Of Brahman ” is in the 

sixth case in the sense of object, not in the residuary 

sense; because what is desired to be known is needed 

for the desire to know, and because of the non-designa¬ 

tion of anything else as desired to be known. 

pronoun “ therefore,” and indicated as the reason by the 

fifth case termination (the tas suffix in atah). 

Be this so. Just as misery is attendant on produced 

happiness like heaven etc., even so it may be in the case 

of Brahman. To this he says: “ And because it is shown that 

the supreme goal of man results from the knowledge of 

Brahman.” This is what is meant thereby: therefore, 

because of revelation, which declares the diminution of 

(enjoyment in) heaven etc., and the knowledge of Brahman 

as the supreme human goal, there results the possession 

of the above-mentioned means in abundance; and thence 

it is settled there is the desire to know (Brahman). 

The (compound-) word brahma-jijftasa is thus explained: 

“ Desire to know in recpect of Brahman.” By showing the 

compound (to be) of the sixth case, the refutation is to 

be understood of the explanation of this by earlier com¬ 

mentators as a fourth case compound—brahmaye jijfldsd. 

For, by the dictum of K&ty&yana 4<In the dative compound, 

both the basic object and the modification should be 
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apprehended,” it is a rule that there are dative oompounds 

only in respect of a basic object and its modifications, as 

in the case of wood and the sacrificial stake I where the 

compounded elements are not related as basic object and 

modification, that (dative) oompound is ruled out; further 

the possessive compound is clearly laid down in the case 

of “horse-fodder” etc., in the words “Horse-fodder etc. 

are sixth case compounds”.88 Even in the possessive 

compound, the primacy in fact of Brahman (as compared 

with the verbal primacy of “the desire to know”) is 

intelligible. 

Be this so. When it is said “desire to know in res¬ 

pect of Brahman,” since “Brahman” is used in many 

senses, there is this doubt: of which Brahman is there 

this desire to know? The word “Brahman” is used of 

the brahmin caste, as in brahmahatti (brahminicide), of the 

Veda, as in brahmojjham (forgetting the Veda once 

studied), and of the supreme self, as in ‘ He who knows 

Brahman becomes Brahman itself”. This doubt he 

removes: “ And Brahman is that whose definition will be 

Stated” eto. Sinoe after premising the desire to know 

Brahman, he defines the supreme self, in order to bring that 

to mind, we understand that the desire to know mentioned 

here is the desire to know the supreme self alone, not the 

brahmin caste eto.; this is the sense. 

Even accepting the oompound to be of the sixth case, 

it is the sirth case pot in the sense of object, but in a resi¬ 

duary sense; since the residuary sense signifies relationship 

in general, not merely that of being the object, when it ia 

said “ desire to know in respect of Brahman,” it amounts 

to saying “desire to know (all) that is connected with 
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Brahman Thus, the things that serve the desire to 

know Brahman, such as the nature of Brahman, the valid 

means of knowing it, reasoning, the means (of attainment) 

and the fruit, all signified by the name “ desire to know 

Brahman,” are comprehended under the name desire to 

know Brahman,” since they are related to Brahman 

directly or indirectly. In the sixth case with the sense 

of object, however, what is signified by ‘‘Brahman” is 

the object *, that is only the nature (of Brahman); and the 

means of knowledge etc. would not be comprehended; 

hence, in respect of the means of knowledge etc., the in¬ 

quiry would be into what was not premised. To those 

who think thus, he says : “ ‘ Of Brahman ’ is in the sixth 

case in the sense of object.” He states the reason: 

“ because what is desired to be known is needed for the desire 

to know.” Knowledge is bound up with the attainment 

of the desire; and for knowledge, what is to be known is 

Brahman. Knowledge is not, verily, determined in the 

absence of what is to be known, nor the desire to know in 

the absence of knowledge; hence, because of being bound up 

with the attainment (of it), the desire to know primarily 

needs an object alone, not what is related in general; 

for, even in the absence of this (latter), that (desire) is 

determined, when the object exists. Verily, there is not, 

after seeing the sun or the moon, a search for what is 

related, in the form “ Of what is this ” ? There is, however, 

when one says “ knowledge ”, the search for the object, in 

the form “ What is its object ? ” Hence, because of being 

primarily needed, Brahman is related as object alone, not 

as what is related in general, this (sense) being secondary. 

And thus, (the compound is in) the sixth case with the 

sense of object; this is the meaning. 
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Now, even on the acceptance of the sixth case in 

the residuary sense, Brahman’s being the object of the 

desire to know is not contradicted; for relationship in 

general is based on some particular relationship. Even 

thus, for one who, discarding the direct object- 

ness of Brahman, assumes indirect objectness through 

the channel of general relationship, the effort is in 

vain. 

Now, it is true that the desire to know is not 

determined in the absence of what is desired to be known; 

but there may be some other object for this desire, while 

Brahman may be related to it as a residuary. To this 
he says: “ and because of the non-designation of anything 

else as desired to be known/’ 

With some unrevealed view one asks: “ Now, even on 
the acceptance of the sixth case in the residuary sense” 

etc.; since relationship in general is not opposed to a 

particular relationship, and since the determination of the 

desire to know is intelligible without contradicting 

(Brahman’s) being the object: this is the sense. Himself 

with an unrevealed view, he criticises: “ even thus, for one 
who discarding the direct objectness of Brahman ” etc. 

Well indeed have you followed the true principles of 

interpretation in abandoning the relationship of expressed 

objectness, which is primarily needed by the desire to 

know, and which is fit to be related primarily, and 

(adopting) the relationship of what is related in general, 

which is needed somehow at a later stage, (thus making) 

the secondary primary and the primary secondary 1 The 

designation (of the relationship) as “direct” and “indirect” 
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Now, it is not in vain, since it would have the 

purpose of premising inquiry into everything, without 

residue, that is dependent on Brahman; if this be said, 

no; because on the acceptance of the principal, whatever 

is dependent on it will be presumptively implied. 

Brahman, indeed, being what is most desired to be 

attained by knowledge, is the principal. That principal 

one, which is the object of the desire to know, being 

accepted, those things, without a desire to know which 

there will not be the desire to know Brahman, will 

certainly be presumptively implied; hence they are not 

to be separately stated in the aphorism. Just as 

when it is said, “ Here goes the king,” wbat is stated 

is the going of the king along with his retinue, so is it 

here. And it is so, also because of conformity with 

Scripture. The Scriptural passages beginning with 

(in the commentary) is in the sense of “ primary ” and 

“ non-primary,” “ manifest ” and “ non-manifest ”, 

The objector now reveals his view: “ not in vain, since it 
would have the purpose of premising inquiry into everything, 
without residue, that is dependent on Brahman.” This has 

been explained above. The respondent too reveals his own 
view: “no; because on the acceptance of the principal ” etc. 

The principal position belongs, in faot, to Brahman (though 

it is not so in the sentence). The sense of the rest (of 

the commentary) along with the illustration is not obscure; 

the support of Scripture too is not obscure in sense. 
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“ That whence these beings originate,” in the passage, 

"Desire the knowledge of that; that is Brahman” 

quite explicitly show that Brahman is the object of the 

desire to know. And that will conform to the aphorism, 

if the sixth case is accepted in the sense of object. 

Therefore, “ Of Brahman ” is in the sixth case in the 

sonse of object. 

Jijfinsa is desire to know. The knowledge 

culminating in realisation is the object of the desire 

expressed by the san-suffix; because fruit is the 

content of desire. Indeed, Brahman is the object 

desired to be realised through valid knowledge. The 

realisation of Brahman is, indeed, the human goal, 

because it exterminates evils, Nescience etc., the 

seeds of all transmigration whatsoever. Therefore 

Brahman is what is to be desired to be known. 

Having thus established the compound (as of the 

character) acceptable to him, he states the meaning of the 

word jijflasn: “jijnasa is desire to know.” Be this so. 

Knowledge is not the content of desire. The attainment 

of happiness or the remedying of misery is, verily, the 

sphere of desire, or, through these, the means therefor. 

Knowledge of Brahman is not such. It is not, indeed, 

experienced a3 advantageous or as the cessation of what is 

disadvantageous. Nor is it a means to those two; for, 

even when that exists, no special happiness is seen, while 

the misery that continues does not cease. Hence, merely 
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because of the aphorist’s words, being the object of desire does 

not result for knowledge. To this he says: “ The know¬ 
ledge culminating in realisation etc. Not bare knowledge 

is desired; rather, it is the knowledge, which as bringing 

about realisation or intuition culminates in realisation, 

that is the object of the desire expressed by the saw-suffix. 
Why ? “ Because fruit is the content of desire ”; desire has 

the means for its sphere till the fruit is attained; this is 

the complement (to be understood). 

Now, let it be that knowledge culminates in realisation; 

does it even then become a desired object? Knowledge 

of what is not required is not, verily, desired, even if it 

oulminate in realisation. To this he says: “ Indeed, 
Brahman is the object desired to he realised through valid 

knowledge.’’ Let it be that there is realisation whose 

content is Brahman> even thus, how is it what is desired ? 

To this he says: “ The realisation of Brahman is, indeed, 

the human goal.” Is it prosperity? No; it is, rather, 

beatitude, which is of the nature of Brahman, the mass of 

supreme bliss whence has been expelled all taint of misery; 

hence it is the unexcelled human goal. 

Be this so. The realisation of Brahman is not the 

human goal. For the human goal is what is pervaded by 

human activity; and to this (realisation), which is of the 

nature of Brahman, generation, modification, purification or 

attainment cannot happen, as, being non-eternal in that 

case, it could not intelligibly be of that nature (of 

Brahman). And when generation etc. are absent, there is 

no pervasion by (human) aotivity. Hence, realisation of 

Brahman is not the human goal. To this he says: 
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“ because it exterminates evils, Nescience etc., the seeds of 

all transmigration whatsoever.” True, in the realisation 

of Brahman, which is of the nature of Brahman, 

generation etc. do not occur; yet, under the influence 

of the indeterminable beginningless Nescience, the 

nature of Brahman, though not illumined by another and 

though shining, appears as if not shining and as if illu¬ 

mined by another! though different from the body, organs 

etc., it appears as if not different from them; hence, 

prior to the extermination of the evils, Nescience etc., 

the seeds of transmigration, it is unattained, as it were, 

and when that (extermination) exists, it becomes attained, 

as it were: consequently, being thus sought by men, it is 

appropriately the human goal. 

The word “ etcetera ” after “ Nescience ” comprehends 

the impressions thereof. The cessation of Nescience etc., 

however, should be known to come from the effect of 

Contemplation, viz., intuition, which is a variety of psy¬ 

chosis of the internal organ. He concludes: “Therefore, 

Brahman is what is to be desired to be known ” by the person 

who is of the character stated above and desires release. 

Not, verily, without that knowledge is Nescience, which with 

its impressions is the primal cause of manifold miseries, 

destroyed. Nor without its destruction is there the mani¬ 

festation of the intuition of the jloa as of the nature of 

Brahman, the mass of bliss whence has been expelled all 

taint of misery. Hence, by those who desire (to realise) 

the nature of Brahman, the mass of bliss, the means there¬ 

to, t.e., knowledge, should be desired. And that results 

from the Vedanta texts not of themselves, but as aided by the 
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That Brahman, again, should be either known or 

unknown. If known, it is not to be desired to be known; 

if not known, it cannot at all be desired to be known. 

inquiry into Brahman *, consequently, through desire, one 

is directed to the inquiry into Brahman, not to the Vedanta 

texts or to the intention to declare their sense. For, this 

(latter) is already attained by (the aphorism) “ Then, there¬ 

fore, the inquiry into Religious Duty,” whioh aphoristi¬ 

cally expresses the injunction to study one’s own Veda, 

this (study) signifying the fruitful understanding of the 

sense; and the apprehension of Religious Duty, since it 

implies the (entire) sense of the Veda, secondarily implies 

Brahman too, in the same way as (it implies) what is not 

Religious Duty iadharma). Though, like the inquiry into 

Religious Duty, the inquiry into Brahman too may be implied 

by the inquiry into the sense of the Veda, yet, that is not set 

forth in the earlier inquiry (into dharma). Nor does the 

inquiry into Brahman follow immediately on the mere study 

of the Veda. Hence, in order to start the inquiry into 

Brahman and also to show that it follows immediately on the 

discrimination of the eternal from the non-eternal etc*, this 

aphorism has to be stated; thus, there is no repetition. 

Be this so. By this aphorism, it has been said, instru¬ 

mentality to the knowledge of Brahman is taught of inquiry; 

that does not stand to reason, sinoe it oannot bear exami¬ 

nation ; thus, one asks : “ That Brahman, again ” etc. From 
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The reply is: There does exist Brahman who is by nature 

eternally pure, intelligent and free, omniscient and 

endowed with all powers. By him who analyses the 

meaning of the word Brahman, there are cognised the 

meanings eternal, pure etc., because of conformity with 

the sense of the root “ Byh” And because of being the 

self of all, the existence of Brahman is well-known. 

Everyone, verily, cognises the existence of himself; 

he does not cognise “ I do not exist If indeed the 

existence of the self were not well-known, the entire 

world would cognise “ I do not exist ”. And the self is 

Brahman. 

the Vedanta texts, which as not of human origin are self- 

evidently valid, (Brahman) should be either known or 

not known. If it be known, it has been made the content 

of ascertained knowledge arising out of the Vedanta 

texts; therefore, it is not to be desired to be known; for, 

the means which, having produced its fruit, (yet) makes 

no distinction to its object, transgresses the definition 

of means. Or else, if it be not known from the Vcdkntas, 

then, since the Vedantas do not teach it, it would ever be 

unknown and could not be desired to be known. Desire 

arises for what has been experienced and liked, not for what 

has never been experienced before. Nor, even if it were 

liked, could it be known, there being no means of valid 

knowledge (in respect thereof). Verbal testimony should 
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be said to be the means of knowing it; as will be said: 
“ Because of the sacred-teaching-source.' If that does not 

give knowledge of it, whence then its (the s'astra's) 

authoritativeness in that respect ? Nor does any other 

means of valid knowledge apply in respect of Brahman. 

Hence, sinoe in the case of what is known, though it can 

be known, there is no desire to know, and in the case of 

what is not known, it is not the object of desire and cannot 

be known, Brahman cannot be the object of the desire 

to know; this is the objection. He remedies it: “The 
reply is: there does exist Brahman, who is by nature eternally 

pure, intelligent and free.” This is the sense : even prior to 

the inquiry into Brahman, for him, who has studied the 

Veda, who has by a study of Etymology {nirukta), Grammar 

{vytikarapo) etc., understood the relation of words and 

their import, there is even without the inquiry a general 

understanding of the nature of Brahman endowed with 

eternality etc. from the string of texts beginning with 

Existence alone this was in the beginning, dear one ” and 

ending with “ That thou art Here, by the words 

" Brahman etc. (in the commentary) signifying the object 

of knowledge, there is indicated secondarily the knowledge 

whose content is Brahman, since the existence of that 

(Brahman) is not settled prior to inquiry, when there is a 
doubt. By the word "eternal,” misery characterised by 

diminution is exoluded. By the word “ pure,” misery due 

to adjuncts like the body etc., is excluded. The word 
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“intelligent exhibits it as blissful and not illumined by 

another, sinoe bliss and effulgence are non-different. 

Be this so. It' release existed, then would shine forth 

these, its (qualities) purity etc.; but, prior to that, there is 

conjunction with misery through the bo lily attributes of 

birth, old age, death etc., due to non-difference from 

the body etc. To this he says: ‘free’. Always free, 

always pure, it yet appears so (i.e., non-different from the 

body etO’)» because of delusion due to the influence ef 

beginningless Nescience. Having thus shown the adjunct¬ 

less form of Brahman, he deolares its form as with the 

adjunct of Nescience: “ omniscient and endowed with all 

powers.” By this is shown its being the cause of the 

universe, sinoe being or not being the cause is depen¬ 

dent on the presence or absence of power and know¬ 

ledge. Whence, again, the realisation of Brahman as of 

this nature ? To this he says: “ By him who analyses the 

meaning of the word ' Brahman ’ etc. The realisation of 

Brahman as of this nature comes not merely from considera¬ 

tion of texts like “ Existence alone ” etc., taken together 

with what goes before and after, but the word “ Brahman” 

itself gives us this very sense through its etymology. He 

gives the derivation: “ because of conformity with the sense of 

the root ‘brh The root “brh,” meaning growth, signifies 

excellence. This undefined excellence permits of it 

(Brahman) (the attribution of) eternality, purity, intelligence 

etc., conveyed through other words: this is the sense. 
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Having thus declared that purity etc. are well-known 

of the denotation of the word “ that,” he says also of the 

denotation of the word “ thou ”: “ And, because of being 

the self of all, the existence of Brahman is well-known." 

The existence of Brahman is well-known to all, even to 

the ploughman with his dust-covered feet; whence ? Because 

it is himself. This itself is explained: “ Every one, verily " 

etc. He confirms this cognition itself, by the refuta¬ 

tion of non-cognition: "not not” etc.; does not fail 

to cognise “ I exist,” but certainly does (so) cognise: 

this is the construction. Now, one may know " I exist,” but 

may not know the self. To this he says: “ If, indeed ” etc. 

He would not have the cognition “ I exist”. If he did not 

cognise the j^a-self, which is the substrate of" I-nes3,” 

he would not have the cognition of I ”; this is the sense. 

Now, let it be that all men have the cognition of the self, the 

substrate of “ I-ness ”; what of it for Brahman ? To this he 

says: " And the self is Brahman ’ ; because of the apposi- 

tional relation of " that ” to “ thou ”. Hence, the purity, 

intelligence etc. of the denotation of the "that” being 

well-known from Scripture, and thejlca denoted by the 

"thou” being well-known from perception, and since the 

cognition of the word-significance precedes the cognition 

of the sentence-significance, it is intelligible that the 

realisation of the denotation of the “ thou ” as of the 

nature of Brahman results from the text “ That thou 

art ”: this is the idea. 
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If, then, in the world, Brahman is well-known as 

the self, in that case, since it is already known, it 

follows again that it is not to be desired to be 

known. No; because there are conflicting views as 

to its particular nature. The ordinary man and the 

Lok&yatikas conceive of the self as the mere body 

qualified by intelligence. Others hold that the self is 

only the intelligent sense-organs. Yet others say that 

it is the mind. Some say that it is mere momentary 

cognition. Others say that it is the void. Still others 

say that there is a being different from the body, who 

migrates, who is agent and enjoyer. Some say that 

The objector declares the defect in the first of these 

alternatives: “ If> then, in the world ” etc. The world ” 

means the succession of teacher and taught. If from the 

text “That thou art,” Brahman be well-known to be the 

self—where one ought to say “The self (be understood) as 

Brahman,” the statement Brahman as the self ” is to be 

understood (as made) in view of the intention to declare 

non-difference—(it would again follow that being known 

it cannot be the object of the desire to know). He answers 

this; “No.” Why not? “Because there arc conflicting 

views as to its particular nature.” Such conflicting views 

are said to be the seeds of doubt, in the absence of any means 

of valid knowledge to confirm or confute. And beoause of 
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he is enjoyer alone, not agent. There is, as different 

from that, the Lord, omniscient and omnipotent, say 

some. The self he is of the enjoyer, say others. Thus 

many people hold different views, basing themselves 

upon reasoning and texts (both sound and) fallacious. 

Of these, he, who without inquiry accepts any, will 

fall from beatitude and attain to evil. Therefore 

beginning with a statement of the desire to 

know Brahman, there is begun a respectful inquiry into 

the Vedanta texts, whose auxiliary is reasoning 

not inconsistent therewith, and whose purpose is 

beatitude. 

that doubt the desire to know is intelligible : this is the idea. 

The substrate, which is the basis of dispute, should be 

admitted to be established by the conclusions of all systems; 

else, there would be no conflicting views, these having either 

no basis or different bases. “ Vipratipattis" are, verily, 

conflicting views; and views cannot have no basis, as then 

they would have nothing to rest on. Nor do those (views) 

conflict which have different bases. The views that 

the intellect is non-eternal and that the soul is eternal 

are not, truly, conflicting views. Hence, it is the con¬ 

clusion of all systems that the purity etc. of the denota¬ 

tion of the “that” are known from the VedEntas, while 

the jica denoted by the “ thou ” is established by experience. 

The conflicting views relate merely to their manifestation 

or non-manifestation and to the various modes thereof. 

Therefore, since, in respect of the substrate known 

in a general way, there are conflicting views as to the 
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particulars (of its nature), doubt in respect of these 

particulars is reasonable. 

Of these, he shows first the conflicting views about 

the denotation of the “thou,” in the words beginning 

with “ The ordinary man ” and ending with “ enjoyer alone, 

not agent”. Here, on the views of intelligence as body, sense, 

mind or momentary cognition, the eternaiity etc. of the 

denotation of the “ that ” cannot relate to the denotation of 

the “ thou,” because of lack of compatibility. On the nihilist 

view too, how can that which is incapable of being 

spoken of and is not a word-sense be the sphere (of 

denotation) of the “that” and “thou”? Of the 

forms of agent and enjoyer too, there is certainly lack of 

consonance with the eternaiity etc. of the denotation 

of the “that,” because of mutability. On the view 

that (the self) though not an agent is an enjoyer, there 

is lack of consonance with eternaiity etc., because of 

mutability. On the view that selves though not enjoyers 

are many, there continues the same lack of consonanoe 

with the denotation of the word “ that,” because of the 

non-etemality etc. resulting from definition as a plurality 

and because of the abandonment of non-duality. Through 

the conflicting views in respect of the denotation of the 

word “ thou,” there are shown similar views in respect 

of the denotation of the word that ”; that is to say, 

the Lokayatikas and others who contend that the Vedas 

are unauthoritative, verily, hold the cognition of the 

denotation of the “ that ” to be illusory, while those 

who maintain the Vedas to be authoritative, hold 

that the denotation of the “ that ” is either figurative 

or not (primarily) intended (a9 the object of the teaohing), 
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Thus, having, through the conflicting views about the 

denotation of the '* thou,” indicated the conflicting views 

about the denotation of the “ that,” he states the 

conflicting views directly relating to the denotation of the 
“ that ”: " There is, as different from that, the Lord, 

omniscient and omnipotent, say some.” 'That ” relates 

to the iLa-selves. He is different not merely from the body 

etc., but also from the jtVa-selves. And he is also the ruler of 

the whole universe. His two natural attributes of omni¬ 

science and omnipotence are mentioned to establish rulership. 

Even this (ruler), being different from the jwa-selves, 

cannot have an appositional relation with the denotation 

of the “ thou ”; hence, he states his own view thus: 

‘ The self, he is of the enjoyer, say others.” Of the enjoyer 

i.e., of the jtya-self conditioned by Nescience, he, the 

Lord, the denotation of the “ that,” is the self; hence, 

non-different from the Lord is the jiva-self, as the pot-ether 

etc. from the ether at large; this is the sense. 

In finishing with the conflicting views, he states the 

cause of these views: “ Thus, many ” etc. They base 

themselves on reasoning, sound or fallacious, and on 

texts, soundly or unsoundly interpreted; this is the 

construction. Now, let there be conflicting views, and let 

doubt be their cause; even so, why should the inquiry 

into Brahman be commenced ? To this he says: “Of these, 

he, who without inquiry ” eto. Beatitude can come from 

knowledge of the truth, not of untruth. Further, if 
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because of untrue knowledge there is loss of faith, evil 
too follows, he says : “ and attain to evil'' etc. He concludes 

the purport of the aphorism: “Therefore” etc. The 

inquiry into the Vedantas is but reasoning; other reason¬ 

ing, which does not conflict therewith, such as is mentioned 

in the Pflrva-mlmamsG and in the NyUya-sUtras% in 

discussing the authoritativeness of the Vedas, of perception 

etc.; that of which these are auxiliaries is thus mentioned. 

Hence, it is established that the inquiry into Brahman, 

which brings about the knowledge of Brahman, the meanB 

to supreme beatitude, should be commenced. 
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Brahman, it has been said, is to be desired to be 

known. What is the definition, then, of this Brahman ? 

To this the venerable aphorist says— 

THAT, WHENCE FOR THIS WHAT BEGINS 

WITH ORIGINATION 

Having thus justified in the first aphorism the com¬ 

mencement of the inquiry, he commences the inquiry into 

Brahman: That, whence for this what begins with origination- 

The oommentator says by way of introduction to this 

aphorism: “ Brahman, it has been said, is to be desired to be 

known. What is the definition, then, of this Brahman?** 

Here, though, from the premising of the knowledge 

of the nature of Brahman as the principal, its sub¬ 

sidiaries such as the means of valid knowledge etc. 

are also premised, yet since its nature is the princi¬ 

pal, that alone is first established by objection (and 

answer). Whatever is experienced in any way is limited, 

impure, non-intelligent and destructible; by the knowledge 

of these cannot be defined the nature of Brahman, which 

is opposed to them, being of the nature of eternal purity 

and intelligence. No one ever defines the eternal by what 

is produced. Nor can it be defined by its own attributes 
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What begins with janma, i.eorigination; thus 

it is an adjectival compound indicating its own attribute. 

The meaning of the compound is: origination, sustenta- 

tion and destruction. And of origination the primacy 

depends on both statements of Scripture and the 

nature of things. It is thus stated in Scripture: “ That 

whence these beings originate.” In this passage the 

such as etemality, since these are not already known. What 

is well-known is, indeed, a definition, not what is absolutely 

unknown. And similarly, not even verbal testimony obtains 

here, since Brahman being absolutely unknown is not the 

meaning of a word and hence cannot be the meaning of a 

sentence.89 Hence, in the absence of a definition, Brahman 

cannot be deeired to be known; this is the view of the 

objector- 

This objection the revered aphorist answers: “ That, 

whence” etc. Let not this experienced universe be the 

definition of Brahman, either as its attribute or through 

identity with it; but it may well be (the definition) as 

originated by the latter, just as the attainment of 

different localities is (a definition) of the motion of the sun; 

this is the purport. 

He analyses the parts of the aphorism: “what 

begins with janma, i.e., origination ” etc. For the sake 

of parsimony, the aphorist uses the neuter janmUdi\ 

and the commentator, in order to justify this, gives 

the samQh&ra-doandva (in the neuter): janma-sthitv 

bhahgam (origination, sustentation and destruction).90 
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sequence is shown among origination, sustentation and 

dissolution. And the nature of things is such that 

sustentation and dissolution occur in respect of a 

substrate that has become existent through origination. 

In the expression “for this,” by *'this” is designated 

the substrate cognised through perception etc. The 

sixth case has the sense of relating it to origination etc. 

“ Whence ” is the designation of the cause. 

Of this universe, differentiated by name and form, 

containing many agents and enjoyers, the abode of what 

are definitely regulated in respect of place, time, cause, 

action and fruit, the nature of whose design cannot even 

The passage beginning with "And of origination” and 

ending with “the designation of the cause” is self- 

explanatory. 

Be this so. When there are so many (likely causes 

of the universe) floating about, such as primal nature, time, 

the activity of planetary deities or guardian deities (like 

Indra, guarding the directions), chance, the nature (of 

things), and non-existence, why postulate an omniscient 

and omnipotent Brahman as the cause of the origination 

etc., of the universe ? To this he says : "Of this universe 

differentiated by name and form” eto. Here, by the 

qualification " differentiated ” etc., causation by an in¬ 

telligent being is postulated, whereby is ruled out causation 

by non-intelligent entities like the pradhuna or by what 
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be conceived by the mind, that omniscient and 

omnipotent cause whence there is the origination, 

sustentation and destruction—“ that is Brahman ” 

is the complement of the sentence (in the 

aphorism). 

is non-existent. That, verily, which is differentiated by 

name and form, like pot etc. is seen to be caused by an 

intelligent being. The universe, which is under dispute, 

is differentiated by name and form ; hence, causation 

by an intelligent being is postulated. The intelligent one, 

verily, having considered the name and form in his 

intellect, creates the external pot, with the name “ pot,” 

and the form of a narrow neck etc. Hence it is that 

the pot to be brought into being, only if it exists 

already in resolve, is the object-causal-condition, in the 

form “ He makes a pot ”. As they say: “ But what is 
present in the intellect, that is not non-existent.” And 

thus, it cannot be postulated that a non-intelligent entity 

creates what it cannot consider in the intellect *, this is 
the idea. 

Be this so. The intelligent planetary deities or the 

guardian deities may create the universe, having con¬ 

sidered names and forms in their intellects; Brahman of 

the nature mentioned above is unnecessary. To this he 
says: “ containing many agents and enjoyers.” Some are 

agents like cooks, sacrificial priests iftviks) etc., not 
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enjoyers. Some others, however, are enjoyers, as the fathers 

in the vrUddhas, and the sons in the Vawvilnaretfi,—not 

agents.90 Hence the mention of both. The compound— 

place-time-cause-act-fruit- is an itaretara-dvandva; and it 

has to be split up into: place etc., these being defined 

with respect to each. The abode of these is the universe; 

of this (universe, the cause etc.). Some, indeed, are created 

in definite places, e.g., black antelopes etc. Some are created 

at definite times, e.g., the warbling of the cuckoo etc. Some 

are occasioned by definite causes, e.g., the impregnation 

of storks occasioned by the thunder-clap of the early clouds 

(of the rainy season). Some perform definite acts, e.g,, such 

acts as the performance of sacrifices (for others) belong to 

brShmins alone, not to others. Similarly, some enjoy definite 

fruit, e.gsome are happy, some are miserable, likewise 

those who are happy are themselves at other times miserable. 

All this does not fit in with creation by yadrcchu, which 

is another name for chance, or by the nature (of things), 

or (even) by one who is not omniscient and omnipotent, 

since the planetary and guardian deities, whose knowledge 

and capacity are limited, cannot know and produce 

(the universe).1*2 That is thus said : " the nature of whose 
design cannot even be conceived by the mind. ” The nature 

of the design even of a single body cannot be conceived 

by the mind at any time; remote indeed is (the possibility 

of conceiving) the design of the universe; how then to 
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Of all other modifications of being, there is 

inclusion even in the three ; hence are mentioned here 

origination, sustentation and destruction. But if what 

are enumerated by Yaska, namely, “ originates,” 

“ exists ” etc., were taken, since they occur in the 

period of the world’s sustentation, the origination, 

sustentation and destruction of the world from its 

primal cause would not be apprehended: this doubt 

may arise; lest one should doubt so, that origination 

from Brahman, the cause, and sustentation and dissolu¬ 

tion even in that, these alone are apprehended. 

create ? This is the sense. He completes the text of the 

aphorism: “‘that is Brahman' is (he complement of the 

sentence. ” 

Be this so. Why should origination, sustentation and 

destruction alone be understood here by " what begins with,” 

not growth, transformation and decrease as well ? To this he 

says: M Of all other modifications of being ” %,e,t 0f growth 

etc., "there is inclusion even in the three". Growth is the 

increase of parts. Thereby, from that which has few 

parts, e.g., from two threads, there arises another being, the 

big cloth; hence, growth is but origination. Transformation, 

whioh is of three kinds as defined by dharma-laksaya, 
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aoastha> and lak$a%a,99 is but origination. For, of the 

substrate, gold, the dharma-lakma transformation 

into bracelet, crown etc., is the origination of these. 

So too, the presentness etc. of the bracelet etc. is lak$a$a 

transformation; that too is origination. Avasthn trans¬ 

formation lies in the distinction of newness, oldness etc. 

(even in what is present etc.); that (too) is origination. 

Deorease is the decrease of parts and is but destruction. 

Thus, being included under various appropriate heads, in 

origination etc., growth etc. are not mentioned separately; 

this is the sense. Now, even if these were not included in 

origination etc., then too origination, sustentation and de¬ 

struction alone should be mentioned. For, in that case, verily, 

the Scriptural text teaching these, viz., “ That whence these 

beings originate *’94 etc., is brought to mind, and Brahman 

as the primal cause of the universe becomes defined. Else, 

by the comprehension of origination, existence, growth etc., 

there would come to mind the text of the Nirukta which 

teaches these ;05 and that (text) does not intend to teach the 

primal cause, since the modifications of being, such as 

origination, taught by that text, are intelligible even in the 

period of sustentation subsequent to the primal creation. 

In order to remove this objection, there is understood the 

origination, sustentation and destruction declared in the 

Veda; thus he says: “But if what are enumerated by 

Yaska ” eto. 
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Of the universe with the above-mentioned qualities, 

origination etc. cannot be postulated from the non-senti- 

ent Pradhana, primal atoms, non-existence, a transmi¬ 

grating being, or (in fact) from anything other than a 

Lord with the above-mentioned qualities. Nor can it be 

by its own nature; because here we have to accept parti¬ 

cular places, times and causes. This very inference, those, 

who uphold the causality of the Lord, regard as a proof 

for the existence etc. of the Lord, distinct from a 

transmigrating being. 

Now, even thus, let origination alone be indicated; 

therefrom are inevitably understood sustentation and 

destruction. To this he says: "that origination from 

Brahman, the cause M etc. By the three, there is indicated 

its material causality; bare origination, being common 

to the efficient cause as well, cannot indicate 

material causality. That is thus said: "even in that” 

etc. 

The purpose served by the special causes and effects 

mentioned above is now declared: "Of the universe 

with the above-mentioned qualities, ” etc. By this 

(part of the) writing, the postulation has been declared 

of the content premised, the nature of Brahman, by way 

of definition (thereof). The means of knowledge thereof 
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Now, here too that same thing has been premised 
in-aphorism, “ That, whence for this what begins 
with origination No ; because the aphorisms have 
the purpose of stringing together the Vedanta texts like 
flowers. For, it is the Vedanta texts that are cited and 
considered by the aphorisms. Brahman-realisation, 

has to be declared. As the Naiy&yikas say: “ That subject 

which has been postulated (as possible) in the premise can 

be established by means of a probans; that which is con¬ 

tradicted even at the moment it arises cannot be saved 

by means of a probans, e.g., ‘the barren woman is a 

mother ’ ” and so on. Thus, origination etc. are the grounds 

for postulation. Others, like the Va&esikas, desire to esta¬ 

blish Itfvara by inference from these very grounds. This, 

he mentions, in order to strengthen them as grounds for 

postulation: " This very inference ” etc. 

He questions: “ Now, here too ” etc. The subject-matter 

of the section (adhikaraqa) being concluded even with this, 

he answers the question, in the capacity of a friend, with 

reference to the subject-matter of the succeeding section: 

“ No; because the aphorisms have the purpose’’etc. This 

very purpose of stringing together the flowers of the 

Vedftnta texts is shown : * For, it is the Vedanta texts ” etc. 

The end of the inquiry is the destruction of the twofold 

Nescience along with the impressions. Thence, verily, the 

accomplishment, i.e. manifestation of Brahman, realisation. 
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indeed, is accomplished at the end of the inquiry into 

the meaning of the texts, and is not accomplished by 

other means of valid knowledge like inference. While, 

however, there are the Ved&nta texts which declare the 

cause of the origination of the universe, in order to 

confirm the apprehension of their meaning, inference 

too, such as is not opposed to the Ved&nta texts, 

becomes a means of valid knowledge, and as such it is 

not avoided; because argumentation is accepted as an 
* 

auxiliary even by Scripture. It is thus: the Scriptural 

texts, “ It is to be heard, to be reflected on ” (BtK II, iv, 

5), and “ A learned and intelligent man reaches the 

G&ndh&ra country; even so here, a man knows when 

he has a teacher ” (Chclnd,, VI, xiv, 2), show of the self 

that it is helped by the human intellect. 

In respect of that Brahman, is no means of know¬ 

ledge to be followed other than verbal testimony ? 

Then, whence reflection ? And whence tho intuition which 
is the experience thereof ? To this he says: " While, 

however, there are the Vedanta texts ” etc. Inference should 

be understood to be of that variety which is not in 

conflict with the Ved&nta and also dependent on it. 

Discrimination by reasoning, not in oonflict with verbal 

testimony, and dependent thereon, is called reflection. 
Reasoning is either presumption or inference. 
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Nor is it that, as in the desire to know Religious 

Duty, Scripture etc. alone are the authority, in the 

case of the desire to know Brahman; on the contrary, 

here Scripture etc., as also experience etc. are means 

of valid knowledge, as and when applicable, since 

the knowledge of Brahman culminates in experience 

Be this so. As the human intellect is of no aid in the 

knowledge of Religious Duty, why should it not be likewise 

in respect of Brahman also ? To this he says: “ Nor is it that, 
as in the desire to know Religious Duty” etc. "Scripture 

etc.”: Scripture, epics, pnranias and traditional Codes are 

the means of valid knowledge. Experience is a particular 

psychosis of the internal organ, viz,, the intuition of 

Brahman; the fruit of that means of valid knowledge is 

the manifestation of the nature of Brahman through its 

removal of Nescience. It is to be understood to be the 

fruit, as it were (since it is not like other fruit created, 

purified eto.). Though even in the desire to know 

Religious Duty there is the functioning of the accessories 

of experience, like perception etc., yet it is not there 

directly. In the desire to know Brahman, however, 

experience (t.e., intuition) etc. occur directly; and the 

desire to know Brahman has experience for its object; 

thus, he says: ‘since the knowledge of Brahman culminates 

inexperience" etc. The experience of Brahman, i.e., the 

intuition of Brahman, is the supreme human goal, being 

of the nature of supreme bliss whence has been wiped out 

all misery. 
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and has an existent object for content, Indeed, in 

respect of what is to be done, authoritativeness can 

belong only to Scripture etc., since there is no 

dependence on experience, and since what is to be 

done derives its existence in dependence on a person. 

An action, worldly or scriptural, may be done, or 

not done, or done in a different way ; for example, one 

goes on horse-back, or on foot, or otherwise or does not 

go at all. Similarly, “ In the Atir&tra one should use the 

sixteenth cup, ” “ In the Atir&tra one should not use the 

sixteenth cup”; “One is to offer oblation after sun¬ 

rise, ” “ One is to offer oblation before sun-rise.” And 

prescriptions and prohibitions would be purportful in*, 

these cases, as options or as general rules and exceptions. 

Now, let it be that the desire to know has the 

experience of Brahman for its object; that experience 
itself is not possible, since Brahman cannot be the object 
thereof. To this he says: *' and (since the knowledge of 

Brahman) has an existent object for content. ” The relation¬ 

ship of object and subjeot is an illusory form of the intuition 

of (the form indicated by) the absence (of the universe). 

Not in this way does the knowledge of Religious Duty 
culminate in experience, since the experience of that is not 

in itself a human goal, the human goal being realised by the 
observance of that (duty), and observance being established 

by mere verbal testimony, even in the absence of experience; 
» i 

this he says in: “Indeed, since, in respect of what, is 

to be done,'1 etc. Nor is it capable of being the oontent 
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But a thing does not admit of options like, H thus, 

not thus,” “ exists, does not exist Options, however, 

are dependent on the human intellect. The knowledge 

of the true nature of a thing is not dependent 

on the human intellect. What then? It depends 

on the thing itself. Indeed, in respect of one and the 

same post, true cognition does not arise in the form, 

‘‘ It is a post, or something else, a man In this case, 

“ or something else, a man ” is an illusory cognition ; 

“ It is certainly a post,” is the true cognition, because 

it depends on the thing. Thus, authoritativeness of 

what have existent things as content depends on the 

thing. 

of intuition, since it is non-existent in time present, and 
it is non-existent in time present, not being settled; thus, 
he says: “ and since what is to he done derives its existence 

in dependence on a person (who acts). ” This very 

dependence of aots, worldly and Vaidic, on a person, 
he states: many be done or not done etc. He exemplifies 
the unsettled nature of worldly acts: “e.g., one goes 

on horse-hack" etc. He combines a Scriptural illustra¬ 
tion with the one from experience: *’ Similarly ‘ in the 
atiratra one should use the sixteenth cup'” etc.% This 

illustration is cited to show that it is possible to do or 
not to do. He gives an illustration of doing in one way 
or another: “ One is to offer oblation after sunrise " etc. 
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Be this so. Because of man’s freedom in respect of 

what is to be done, there results the futility of (these) pres¬ 

criptions and prohibitions, since a person’s engaging in and 

desisting from activity are not dependent thereon. To 
this he says: “ And prescriptions and prohibitions would 

be purportful in these cases ” etc. “ One should use ” is the 

prescription; “one should not use” is the prohibition. 

The offering of oblation is injunctive both when mentioned 

before dawn and after dawn. Similarly, there is prohibition 

about touching human bones, as also a prescription to 

wear them in respect of one who has killed a brahmin. 

Prescriptions and prohibitions of this kind are purportful* 
How ? To this he says: " as options or as general rules and 

exceptions. ” The ca (at the end of the sentence, in the com¬ 

mentary) signifies a reason. Combination being impossible 

in the case of using and not-using, or of offering before and 

after dawn, because of their contradiction, and the relation 

of sublater and sublated being impossible between alterna¬ 

tives which are equally strong, option is inevitable. The 

prohibited contact of human bones and the wearing of them 

are opposed to each other, but are not equally strong; hence, 

there is no option; but of the general rule prohibiting 

contact, there is sublation by the special rule, the content 

of the prescription to wear. This is what is said; by 

prescriptions and prohibitions alone is that unrealised-but- 

to-be-created thing brought about, whereby there results 

human freedom even in respect of engaging in and desisting 

from aotivity dependent on prescriptions and prohibitions.97 
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But this is not so in the case of existent things ; thus be 
says: “ But a thing does not admit of options like ‘thus/ 'not 

thus’.” By this is refuted option as to the mode (of 

being). Option as to the substance itself (lit. the possessor 

of the mode) is refuted: “ ‘ exists/ 'does not exist \ ” 

Be this so. Even among existent things, option is 

seen, as in “ a post or a man.” How, then, can 

it be said that a thing does not admit of option ? To this 
he says: “Options, however” etc. The “human intellect'* 

is the internal organ; options, i.e., doubt and error, are de¬ 

pendent thereon. Either they originate from the mind alone 

with its impressions, as in dreams; or, they originate from 

the mind and the senses together with their impressions, 

as in the doubt about the post whether it is a post or a man, or 

in the erroneous cognition of it as certainly a man; by the 
words "something else ” (in ‘1 or, something else, a man") 

there is denoted a man, who is in fact other than a post. 

And they (doubt and error) do not depend on the real 

man or the real post, since they arise in dependence 
merely on the perception of substrates with common 

attributes. Hence, options (doubt, error etc.) which are not 

of things as they are, do not introduce option into things or 

change their nature; this is the sense. As for the knowledge 

of the truth, that is dependent not on the intellect, but on the 

thing; hence, it is appropriate to ascertain the nature 

of things therewith, not through doubt etc.; thus, he 
says: “ The knowledge of the true nature of a thing it 

not" etc. 
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Then, this being the case, the knowledge of 

Brahman too depends on the thing itself, because its 

content is an existent thing. Now, if the content be an 

existent thing, then Brahman is certainly the object of 

other means of valid knowledge; and hence a 

consideration of the Vedanta texts would certainly be pur¬ 

poseless. No, because, not being a content of the senses, 

the relation is not apprehended. By nature, the senses 

have objects as their content, and do not have Brahman 

as their content. Indeed, if Brahman were a content of 

the senses, there would be the apprehension that this 

effect is related to Brahman. When the effect alone is 

Having made clear in this fashion that the validity of 

knowledge in respect of existent things is dependent on the 

things, he declares the objectivity of the knowledge of 
Brahman: “ Then, this being the case ” etc. Here, he asks: 
“Now, if the content be an existent thing etc. That 

statement which relates to existent things is, verily, seen 

to be a re-statement, having an object which is within 

the sphere of other means of valid knowledge, e.g., “there 

are fruit on the banks of the river”. So too are the 

Ved&nta texts. Hence, these would but re-state what is 

known through other means of valid knowledge, sinoe 

they (the texts) refer to existent objects. It has been 

said that in respect of Brahman, inference with origination 

etc* of the universe as probans, is another means of valid 
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apprehended, it cannot be ascertained whether it is related 
to Brahman or related to something else. Therefore, 
the aphorism, “ That, whence for this what begins with 
origination ” is not for the purpose of suggesting in¬ 
ference. What then ? It is for the purpose of showing the 
Vedanta texts. What then is that Vedanta text, which 
is desired to be marked out by this aphorism ? “ Bhrgu, 
the son of Varuna, approached his father Varupa, saying 
* Teach me Brahman, Venerable One ’ ” ; beginning thus, 
it is said, “ That whence these beings originate, that by 
which, being originated, they live, that to which they 
return: desire to know that; that is Brahman.” And of 

knowledge. Therefore, that (means of knowledge) whioh 

is basic is alone to be investigated, not the Vedanta texts, 

which are true as dependent thereon ; how, then, can the 

aphorisms have the object of stringing together the 

Vedanta texts like flowers ? This is the sense. He answers : 
“ No, because, not being a content of the senses ” etc. Again, 

why is the inner self not a content of the senses ? To this he 

oays: “ By nature ” etc. Hence it is that Scripture says: 

“ The Creator foroed the senses outwards; therefore, 
they see what is without, not the self within. ”98 By 
the words, “ Indeed, if Brahman were a content of the senses ” 

etc., there is explained the inner self not being an objeot of 

the senses. We shall explain quite clearly later,99 how even 

sQm&nyato-drtfa inference100 does not apply to Brahman. 
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this, this is the definitive text. “ From Bliss alone, 
verily, these beings originate ; being originated, by Bliss 
do they live ; unto Bliss do they return.” There are to be 
cited other texts too of this class, whose content is by 
nature eternally pure, intelligent and free, and is a 

cause omniscient in character. 

And it has been explained by us extensively in the Nydya- 

kaqika. We shall also explain later “ ' how the texts are not 

restatements merely because of having existent contents. 

Therefore, everything is clear. And Scripture exhibits origi¬ 

nation in “ That whence” etc., life or sustentation in “that 

by which, being originated, they l#e,” and absorption there¬ 

in in “ that to which they return ” etc. “ And of this, this is 

the definitive text there being a doubt as to the content 

(of the text) being the pradhana etc., the definitive text is: 

“ From Bliss alone ” etc.102 This is what is said: it is 

established that just as the stream, which has for its 

material cause the rope in conjunction with the ignorance 

of the rope, exists if the rope exists, and is absorbed in 

the rope itself, even so the universe, which has for its 

material cause Brahman in conjunction with Nescience, 

exists in Brahman alone and is absorbed even in that. 
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Through the exposition of causality in respect of the 

universe it has been indicated that Brahman is omni¬ 

scient. To strengthen this itself, it is said: 

BECAUSE OF THE SACRED-TEACHING-SOURCE 

Of the great body of sacred teaching comprising 

the Rgveda etc., supplemented by innumerable disci¬ 

plines, illuminating all things like a torch, resembling 

the omniscient, the source, i.e., the cause, is Brahman. 

Indeed, of such sacred teaching, comprising the Rgveda 

etc., endowed with the quality of omniscience, the 

origin can be from nothing but an omniscient being. 

When a sacred teaching with an extensive theme 

originates from a particular person, for example, the 

sacred teaching of Grammar etc. from Pap ini etc., 

In order to introduce the next aphorism, he states the 
relationship with the preceding aphorism: “ Through the 

exposition of causality in respect of the universe ” etc. The 

omniscience of the Lord follows not merely from His 
9 

being the cause of the universe, but is to be understood 

also from His being the source of the sacred teaching 

(here, Scripture). He shows how being the source of 
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although its content be only a part of what is to be 

known, he possesses more extensive knowledge than 

that—this is well known in experience. That great 

being, the source from whom there is, even without 

effort, on the analogy of sport, like human breath, the 

origination of that, which is differentiated into various 

branches, which is the cause of such distinctions as gods, 

lower animals, men, castes, and orders of life, which is 

the ocean of all knowledge called the Rgveda etc.,— 

because of scriptural texts like “ Of that great being 

this is the breath, which is the ftgveda is it necessary 

to say that for that (great being) there is unsurpassed 

omniscience and omnipotence ? 

Scripture establishes omniscience: “ Of the great body of 

sacred teaching comprising the Rg-veda etc." Rg-veda etc. 

are vastras (sacred teachings) inasmuch as they teach disci¬ 

ples the procedure in regard to all obligatory, occasioned and 

optional rites belonging to the four castes and four orders, 

from impregnation to oremation, (all acts) to be performed 

from the hours of dawn to those of the evening, as also the 

truth about Brahman *, hence too, sinoe they relate to great 

themes, they are great. Nor is their greatness due merely 

to the greatness of the themes, but also to their having many 

ahgas and upQngas as subsidiaries; hence he says: 

“ supplemented by innumerable disciplines/’ Purdqa, 

reasoning {vyQija)t inquiry {mlmtimU) etc. are the ten 

disciplines; supplemented by them in their respective ways. 
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Thereby is removed even the doubt as to its (Scripture’s) 

authoritativeness, because of its being recognised by all 

worthy men (s'i^as). Worthy men, verily, are the great 

sages, the authors of the purftnas etc.; by them who 

elaborated the Vedas through their respective (teachings) 

and practised with devotion the sense taught therein, 

(the authoritativeness of) the Veda is accepted. Nor 

does this fail to instruct or instruct but not clearly, 

in which case its authoritativeness would be suspect; 

thus he says: “ illuminating all things like a torch. ” 

Illuminating all things in all ways, they are neither 

non-instructive nor not-clearly-instructive: this is the sense. 

Hence it is they are saroajfla-kalpa, i.e., like the omniscient 

one. The knowledge of the omniscient one extends to all 

things; the subject-matter of the sacred teaching extends 

to all things; hence the likeness. Having thus stated 

the co-presence (of cause and effeot) he states their 

co-absence : “ Indeed, of such sacred teaching ” etc. The 

attribute of the omniscient one is knowledge of all 

themes; that attribute pertains to Scripture, since all 

themes belong to that too. He proves the said sense: “ When 

a sacred teaching with an extensive theme originates from 

a particular person, he,” that particular person, “ possesses 

more extensive knowledge than that” sacred teaching: this 

is the construction. Even to-day, when those like us declare 

a body of sacred teaching which contains valid sense, there 

is knowledge of more themes in us, the speakers, than in 
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our expressions. The distinctive attributes of various things 

cannot, indeed, be declared, though experienced. The 

difference in the sweetness of sugar-cane, milk and jaggery 

cannot, verily, be given expression to even by Sarasvatl. 

The use of the word “extensive*’ is to indicate that though 

the sense of a statement may be extensive, yet its content 

is not equal to that of the knowledge of him who makes it. 

He declares the conclusion along with the application 

(upanaya): “ Is it necessary to say ” etc. That great being, 

from which source there is the origination of the Veda, what 

need be said of the unsurpassed omniscience and omni¬ 

potence of that great being, Brahman ? That is the 

construction. “ Of that which is differentiated into various 

branches ”: the application (upanaya) is from “ Of that 

differentiated ” up to “ origination ”; the conclusions begins 

with “of him, that great being” and ends with 4 * omnipo¬ 

tence**. “ Even without effort ” : i.e., with very slight effort, 

as when one says: “ The barley porridge is saitless.” What 

divine sages too cannot compass even with great effort, 

He effects that with very slight effort, as if in sport; thus 

are declared His unsurpassed omniscience and omnipotence. 

For His creation of the Vedas without effort there is cited 

Scripture: “ Of this great being ” etc.1''1 Even by those 

who recognise the eternality of letters (the Mlmttmsakas), the 

non-eternality of words and sentences should be admitted. 

*A word is, indeed, composed of letters differentiated by 

sequenoe. A sentence is composed of words differentiated 
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by sequence. Sequence, which is a property of manifestation, 

is not a property of letters, since for letters, which are 

eternal and all-pervasive, there can be no relationship of 

before and after, in respect of time or space. Manifestation 

being non-eternal, how can word-ness be eternal, though the 

manifested letters be eternal ? By the non-eternality of words, 

the non-eternality of sentences etc. is also explained. Hence 

the repetition of words etc. is like the (imitative) repetition 

of dancing. Just as the danseuse, who is instructed, 

performs movements and gestures like to those performed 

by the dancing instructor, and does not exhibit the very 

same gestures, even so the pupil follows the same sequenoe 

among the letters, words etc. of the Veda as that adopted 

by the instructor, but does not pronounce the very same 

(sequence); for, the manifestations (the sounds) of the pupil 

are different from the manifestations (sounds) of the teacher. 

Thus, there is no dispute between those who uphold the 

eternality or non-eternality of letters as to the creation 

of words and sentences, whether ordinary or Scriptural; 

there is difference of view only with reference to the 

(absolute) liberty of man in respect of Scriptural sentences. 

As they say: “ With effort should we refute (only) the 

(absolute) liberty of man.” The Jaiminiyas, who do not 

believe in a oreation or destruction, teach a beginningless 

and uninterrupted study of the Veda, through a succession of 

teachers and pupils like ourselves. But those who follow 

the teaching of Vy&sa say that, though, according to the 

doctrine of creation and destruction established in 
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Soripture, the traditional Code, epics etc., the supreme self, 

who because of His association with beginningless 

Nescience is omnipotent and omniscient, is the creator of 

the eternal Vedas, He is not entirely free in respeot of 

them, since He creates their sequence in such manner as to 

conform to the earlier ones; (this is) in the same way as 

sacrifice and brahminicide, which, though illusory effects of 

Brahman, do not change their nature in a fresh creation, 

in respeot of their leading respectively to good and evil. 

Not in any creation is brahminicide the cause of good nor 

the horse-sacrifice the cause of evil, any more than fire can 

wet or water burn. Just as, in this creation, the study of 

the Veda in the settled sequence is the cause of prosperity 

and beatitude, and (studied) otherwise is the cause of evil 

even as a verbal thunder-bolt,104 even so does it happen in 

another creation ; hence, the creator, who, though omniscient 

and omnipotent, creates the Vedas in accordance with what 

they were in earlier creations, has not a free hand. 

The Jaiminlyas too prefer to understand by “ not being 

of human origin (apauruqeyatva) ” the absence of entire 

freedom for the person (who creates). That is common to 

us too, with a different purpose. 

Nor is it proper (to urge) that, if revealed by one person, 

there would be no faith (in Scripture). What is revealed 

even by many persons,—ignorant or wise, yet affected by 

some defeot—is, indeed, not worthy of faith ; that revela¬ 

tion, however, is worthy of faith which is made by him, who 

possesses knowledge of the truth and from whom all defects 
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Or else, the sacred teaching comprising the ftgveda 

etc., as described above, is the source, ue,, the cause or 

the authority for understanding correctly the nature of 

this Brahman. It is only from the sacred teaching as 

authority that Brahman is understood to be the cause 

of the origination etc. of the universe: this is the idea. 

In the previous aphorism has been cited the sacred 

teaching beginning with “ That whence these beings 

originate”. Then for what purpose is this aphorism, 

inasmuch as in the previous aphorism itself the source 

of Brahman was shown to be the sacred teaching, 

through the citation of sacred teachings of this class ? 

The reply is: there, the sacred teaching has not been 

have been banished, even though he is but one. In the 

case of those who existed at the first creation, like Fraj&pati 

and the divine sages, who possess in abundance virtue, 

wisdom, non-attachment and lordly power, the ascertain¬ 

ment of His nature is intelligible; through their faith 

follows the faith of later ones; henoe, Brahman's being the 

sacred-teaching-source is intelligible, as also the non-human 

origin and validity of the sacred teaching. This is the first 

explanation (of the aphorism). 

He begins another explanation:0 Or else etc. In 

the previous section, the impossibility of a definition of 

Brahman’s nature was refuted and the possibility of a defini¬ 

tion stated. Of that same definition the doubt is removed, 
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explicitly stated in the words of the aphorism; so it 

may be doubted that in the aphorism “ That, whence 

for this what begins with origination ” mere inference 

was suggested ; to remove such a doubt, this aphorism 

sets out “ Because of the Sacred-Teaching-Source.” 

that by this may be inferred (the existence of Brahman, e.g., 

on the analogy of products within our experience which 

require a creator), and it is said that in respect of Brahman 

taught by revelation Soripture is the (only) means of valid 

knowledge. The meaning of the text (of the commentary) 

is not obscure. 
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How, again, can Brahman be said to have the sacred 

teaching as authority, inasmuch as sacred teachings 
are shown to refer to rituals in “Since Scripture is 

for the purpose of ritual, there is futility for whatever 

has not that purpose ” ? Therefore, there is futility for 

That the sacred teaching is the means of valid 

knowledge in respect of Brahman has been but premised 

(in the second explanation of the last aphorism); that is to 

be taught by the present aphorism ; hence, the commentator 

prefaces the aphorism with a statement of the prima facie 

view: “How, again” etc. “How” signifies an objection: 

because there would result non-utility for the Vedantas, 

which teach what is not the human goal, declaring (as they 

do) the existent Brahman, which, being pure, intelligent and 

indifferent by nature, should be treated with indifferenoe; 

and because there would result non-authoritativeness for 

them (the Vedantas) since, having existent objects for 

their content, they have the same content as perception 

etc., and are consequently but re-statements, like worldly 

statements. Worldly statements, which teach the same 

oontent as other means of valid knowledge, are not, 

verily, of themselves authoritative; similarly of the 

Vedantas too; hence, their authoritativeness consisting 

in their non-dependence (on any other means of valid 

knowledge) would be destroyed. Nor is it meet that they 

should become unauthoritative. Nor unfruitful, for, it is 
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the Vedantas since they are not for the purpose of 

ritual; or they may be subsidiaries to the injunction of 

rituals with the purpose of making known the agent, 

the deity etc., or they may have the purpose of pres¬ 

cribing other acts like contemplation etc. Indeed, there 

cannot possibly be the teaching of the nature of already 

existent things, because a thing already existent is the 

content of perception etc.; and in the teaching thereof, 

settled that they have the fruit brought about by the 

prescription to study one’s own Veda. Hence, they subserve 

aots, their only purport being the teaching of agent, deity 

etc., required by the respective prescribed rites. If, how¬ 

ever, that purport be not accepted, because of non¬ 

proximity, then of the Ved&ntas, there is at least 

reference to acts like contemplation etc., which are 

proximate. Thus, indeed, as having for its sphere what is 

not understood by perception etc., and hence as not depen¬ 

dent on those ipram^nas), validity and utility result (for 

the Ved&ntas): this is the sense intended (by the ob¬ 

jector). The citation of the aphorism of the great sage 

(Jaimini) is for strengthening the prima facie view (and 

making clear the necessity to refute it, not for creating 

faith in it as the final view). 

‘'Futility” means non-utility and non-generation of 

valid knowledge, being dependent (on other pramQqas), be- 

oause of being re-statements. From “therefore” up to “or, 

they may have the purpose of prescribing other acts like con¬ 

templation etc., ” is the oompendious statement (of this view). 

The analytical commentary on this begins with “ Indeed, 

there cannot ” and ends with “ or is intelligible ”. 
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there being nothing to be rejected or accepted, there is 

no human goal. For this very reason, lest there be 

futility in the case of “He howled” etc., they are 

stated to be purposeful as being praises, (in the aphorism), 

“ But by syntactical unity with an injunction, they may 

have the purpose of praising the injunction And 

Mantras like “ Thee for food ” etc. are said to be related 

to ritual, mentioning as they do rituals or the instru¬ 

ments therefor. (Therefore), nowhere has the purpose¬ 

fulness of the Vedic sentences without association with 

an injunction been seen or is intelligible. And in respect 

of the nature of a thing already existent there can be 

no injunction, because an injunction has ritual as 

Be this so. Though not subserving acts, the Vedttntas 

have for purport an injunction in respect of Brahman's 

nature; that is favoured by the aphorism stating the 

final view (for the Mimamsakas): “ But by syntactical unity 

with an injunction” etc.104 Verily, not that alone is an 

injunction which induces activity where there was none 

before; for, the originative injunction has the purpose of 

making known what was unknown; and the Vedantas, 

which make known the unknown Brahman, have this 

nature. To this he says: “ And in respect of the nature of 

a thing already existent” etc. All injunctions are admitted 

to have for content only a becoming which is not yet 

existent and is to be originated; for, the various forms 

of injunction—the qualificatory (stating the fruit), the 

applioatory (showing the subsidiariness of the rite to the 
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content. Therefore, the Ved&ntas are subsidiary to 

injunctions of rituals, illuminating as they do the nature 

of the agent, the deity etc. required by ritual. If now 

because of the fear that the context is different (from 

that of ritual), this be not accepted, even then they 

have for purport the act of contemplation present in 

their own sentences. Therefore for Brahman the sacred 

teaching cannot be the source. When this results, 

the reply is: 

BUT THAT, BECAUSE OF THE HARMONY 

fruit), the procedural, and the originative (showing the 

form, i.e., the material and the deity for the rite)—are 

inseparable one from another, and they do not occur in 

respect of the existent. But they differ in respect of the 

purport of the respective statements. For example, the 

statement “ he is to perform the agnihotra ” is a statement 

whioh is only originative in significance, since by the 

statement he who desires heaven is to sacrifice with 

the agnihotra ” there are obtained the eligible person, the 

application, and the procedure. Nor is it that the appiica- 

tion etc. are not present there (in “he is to sacrifice 

with the agnihotra") \ though present, they are merely 

unintended, being otherwise obtained. Hence, an injunc¬ 

tion, which has a volition for its content, cannot 

result in the oase of an existent objeot. He concludes: 

“ Therefore ’ ’ etc. 
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The word “ but ” is to exclude the prima fade view. 

That Brahman, omniscient and omnipotent, the cause of 

the creation, sustentation and dissolution of the universe, 

is understood from the sacred teaching, the Vedanta 

(alone). How ? Because of the harmony. Indeed, in all 

the Vedantas, the sentence? run together as having for 

Stating the cause of dissatisfaction with that, he 

ends with another view: ‘‘If, now” etc. This being the 

case, since verbal testimony has no purport in respeot of 

Brahman of the nature declared, that form thereof which 

has been established by other means of valid knowledge 

cannot be contradicted by verbal testimony; for, that 

(verbal testimony) relates to contemplation, and contempla¬ 

tion is compatible even with superimposition. He 

concludes the present topic: “Therefore, for Brahman” eto. 

Beginning with “The reply is,” he states the final 

view through the aphorism. 

He explains this: “The word * hut etc. The word 

tat (in the aphorism) premises the final view; this he 

analyses: “That Brahman” etc. The upholder of the 

prima facie view, whose mind is hard (and impenetrable), 

asks: “How?” i.e,, “in what way?” The upholder of 

the final view states the ground of his own view, which 

is the particular way (demanded by the opponent): 

“ Because of the harmony” Right (full) relation is harmony 

isamancaya); thereby (is the reference to Brahman 

established). This itself he analyses: “Indeed, in all the 
Vedantas ” etc. He cites many texts, in the desire to 

declare that the Vedantas refer solely to Brahman: 
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purport the teaching of this sense: “ Existence alone, 

dear one, this was in the beginning ” (Chfind., VI, ii, 1); 

“ One alone without a second ”; “ The Self, verily, exis¬ 

ted in the beginning as one alone ” (Ait., II, i, 1 (i)); 
“ Such this Brahman without an earlier and a later, 

without an inside and an outside” (Brh., II, v, 19); 

“ This Self is Brahman, the experiencer of all ” (Mur)d.% 

II, ii, 11); “ Brahman alone, the immortal in front ”; 

“Existence alone” etc. As for the text “That, verily, 

whence these beings originate'' etc., that was cited earlier 

and refers to the cause of the origination, sustentation 

and destruction of the universe; since it will be thus 

recalled here, it is not mentioned (again). Indeed, that 
with which a statement begins and that with which 

it ends, that alone is considered to be the meaning 

of the statement, by those who understand the nature of 

the knowledge resulting from verbal testimony. For 

example, in respect of the text about the upUms'u 
sacrifice, it is acknowledged to be injunctive of that novel 
upUm^u sacrifice, on the strength of the syntactical unity 

with the injunction of the upllmvu sacrifice, preoeded 
by the statement of the defect of apathy (occasioned by) 

the continuous (oblation of) purofava, as also with 

the concluding (part stating) the remedying of that 

(defect).; even so, here too, because of the text 

Existence alone, dear one, this was” etc., commencing 

with Brahman, and the text “ That thou art ” concluding 
with Brahman as the self of the jlva, the (whole) text 

ha9 that alone for purport. In the same way it is to be 
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and so on. Nor, when for the words in these texts 
t 

the ascertained harmony is understood to have for 

content the nature of Brahman, is it proper to assume 

any other content; for there would result the abandon¬ 

ment of what is directly stated and the assump¬ 

tion of what is not directly stated. Nor may one 

conclude that their purport is to teach the nature of 

the agent, the deity etc.; because there are scriptural 

texts like, “ Then by what and whom could one see ? ” 

(Bfh., II, iv, 13) which refute action, causal condition 

and result. 

Nor is Brahman, though of the nature of an 

already existent thing, the content of perception etc.; 

because, that Brahman is the self, as stated in “ That 

thou art ” (ChUnd., VI, viii, 7), cannot be understood 

understood, through the consideration of what goes before 

and after, that other texts too have Brahman for 

purport. Nor, when there is the possibility of a seen 

purport in reference thereto, is it proper to posit an 

unseen purport in reference to something else, that being 

an undue extension. Their purport in reference to agents 

is not merely unseen, but also unintelligible; thus he 

says: “ Nor may one ” etc. 

Recalling the causo of the prima facie view about 

unauthoritativeness due to dependence, he condemns it: 

“ Nor is Brahman, though of the nature of an already existent 

thing ” etc. This is what is intended: it is, indeed, on 

the analogy of human statements, that, as referring to 

existent things, the dependence of the Ved&ntas (on other 

pramnyas) is suspeoted. Here, you being questioned will 
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have to explain this: is the dependence of human 

statements because of their reference to existent things 

or because of their being human? If because of the 

reference to existent things, then would result non- 

authoritativeness even for perception etc., as reciprocally 

dependent; for, they too certainly refer to existent things. 

If now human statements are dependent as due to the 

human intellect, then, of the Ved&ntas not due to that, 

though referring to existent things, there is no non- 

authoritativeness, as for perception etc., (which are valid) 

as generated by constant causes like the seizes, the 

probins etc. 

It may be said: if, indeed, non-human origin were 

established, then, for the Ved&ntas as non-dependent, validity 

would result; but that itself is not established, beoause of 

the reference to existent things; for, since of an existent 

thing a person can have knowledge, without depending on 

verbal testimony, through other means of knowledge, the 

making (of a statement about such a thing) as due to the 

intellect is intelligible ; and the inference as to the human 

origin of the Vedas can arise unhindered, the probans 

being (their being composed of) sentences etc. (which are 

artificial combinations of letters eto.). Hence, dependence 

is unavoidable, on the ground of human origin, but not on 

the ground of referring to an existent thing. In the case, 

however, of that which refers to what is to be done, since 

what is to be done is novel and not the sphere of any 

other means of knowledge, and since what has never been 

experienced before cannot enter the human intellect, either 

in its own nature or as superimposed, for the Ved&ntas 

signifying this, there can be no creation, and consequently 

no human origin; hence results (for them) authoritativeness 
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without dependence; therefore, in order to secure authorita¬ 

tiveness, we recognise even of the Ved&ntas that their 

purport is what is to be done. 

To this we say: what, again, 0 long-lived one!, is 

this which is to be done, which cannot be known by man ? 

If it be said to be the unseen potentiality (apttrva), how, 

alas, does it come to be the significance of the imperative 

suffix (lin) etc. ? For, that iapUrua) being trans-experiential, 

there is no knowledge of the relation (of the word) to that; 

in conformity with ordinary language, from the imperative 

suffix eto. there are understood only acts within experience, 

as what is to be done. 

(It may be said that) from the statement “He who 

desires heaven is to sacrifice,’* the one, who is qualified by 

heaven which is to be attained, is understood to be the one 

directed; and he understands that alone has to be done 

which is beneficial in securing heaven. Nor are 

acts, which are destroyed momentarily, oapable of 

seouring heaven hereafter; hence, by elimination, it 

is only from the Veda that there is understood the 

relation of the imperative suffix etc. to the unseen 

potentiality, (which is) what is to be done. If this be 

said, it would follow, alas, that even in texts 

enjoining obeisance in a caitya (a Buddhist shrine), 

there is, because of relation to such words as desire for 

heaven etc., the unseen potentiality (which is) to be done; 

and thus, creation even of these being impossible, non¬ 

human origin would result (for them too). Or, if beoause 

their human origin is clearly seen, their signifying an 

unseen potentiality be denied, then, since human origin 

may be inferred of the Ved&ntas too, (their being composed 

of) sentences eto. being the probans, (for them too) there 
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except by sacred teaching. As for what has been said 

that, being devoid of what is to be rejected or accepted, 

the teaching is futile, there is not this defect; for, even 

from the realisation of the self as Brahman, which is 

devoid of what is to be rejected or accepted, there 

results, through the destruction of all hindrances, the 

attainment of the human goal. But of that which 

teaches the deity etc., there is no opposition even to its 

subserving the contemplation mentioned in its own text. 

cannot be the signification of an unseen potentiality. If 

the inference from (being composed of) sentences etc. is 

shown to be fallacious on some other ground, (that 

ground itself will do, and) the justification (of non-human 

origin) on the ground of an unseen potentiality being signi¬ 

fied is superfluous. And non-human origin has been ex¬ 

pounded by us in the Nytiyakaqikti; here, however, it is 

not set forth for fear of prolixity.107 

Non-human origin being thus established, there is not 

for the Ved&ntas, though referring to existent things, any 

detriment to their authoritativeness on the ground of de¬ 

pendence (on other means of knowledge). Nor is it that 

there is not the understanding of what has not been under¬ 

stood, in which case, there would be no authoritativeness ; 

for, the jtva's being Brahman is not otherwise understood. 
That is thus said: “ Nor is Brahman, though of the nature 
of an existent thing ” etc. 

Recalling the second cause of the prima facie view, 
he oondemns it: “ As for what has been said that, being 

devoid of what is to be rejected or accepted ” etc. From the 

understanding of the sense of injunctions the attainment 
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It does not, however, happen thus in the case of Brahman 
that it is subsidiary to the injunction of contemplation; 

because, being one and devoid of what is to be rejected 

or accepted, it is intelligible that all cognition of duality 

such as action, causal condition etc. is quashed. And 

for the cognition of duality once crushed by the know¬ 

ledge of the oneness of Brahman, there cannot be a resur¬ 

rection, in which case there may be taught for Brahman 

subsidiariness to the injunction of contemplation. 

of the human goal is, verily, indirect. Here, however, 

from the understanding of texts like '‘That thou art” 

culminating in realisation, there is, without dependence 

on the effort of any external observance, the direct attain¬ 

ment of the human goal, as from the knowledge “ This is 

not a snake, but a rope ”, This is its superiority to the 

knowledge of the sense of injunctions. 

This is what is said: what is desired by man is, 

indeed, of two kinds—some unattained, e.#., a village etc.; 

others, again, which, though attained, yet under the 

influence of delusion are understood to be unattained, &#., 

the necklace round one's own neck. Similarly, what 

would be abandoned is also two-fold—some which not 

already got rid of are desired to be got rid of, e,gti the 

snake encircling ones feet; others, again, which having 

been already got rid of are desired to be got rid of, e.gr., 

the snake superimposed on the anklet adorning the feet. 

Here, since the attainment of the unattained and the 
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abandonment of the unabandoned result from the 

observance of extrinsic means, there is, subsequent to the 

true knowledge of these means, the need for their 

observance. Never does knowledge alone remove a thing. 

Even a thousand rope-cognitions cannot, indeed, alter the 

character of the really present snake. In the case, 

however, of those, which being superimposed are desired to 

be either attained or abandoned, it is possible to attain 

as it were or abandon as it were, by the mere intuition of 

the truth, without dependence on any extrinsic observances. 

For, they exist by the superimposition alone; and 

intuition of the truth plucks out the superimposed by the 

root and destroys it. Thus, here too, in the bliss of 

Brahman, which through the superimposition due to 

Nesoience has attained the state of the which is in 

reality devoid of grief, misery etc., this state conditioned 

by superimposition is removed by the true knowledge of 

the sense of the text “That thou art” culminating in 

realisation. On the removal of that, the blissful nature, 

though (eternally) attained, becomes attained, as if not 

attained (already)-, grief, misery etc., though (eternally) 

abandoned, become abandoned, as if unabandoned (already). 
This is said thus; “for, even from the realisation of the 

self as Brahman”, though the removal in an eminent 

degree of all the hindrances of the jlua, t.e,, of error together 

with its impressions,—that, verily, hinders beings; hence 

it is the hindrance—<( there is the attainment of the human 

<0«l" characterised by the removal of misery and the 

attainment of happiness. 
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As for what has been said about the Vedantas having 

contemplation for purport, because of the teaching of the 

deity etc., in such texts about contemplation as “ Contemplate 

as the self alone,” “ contemplate the self alone, as the true 

enjoyment” etc., "IS he condemns it: “But of that which 

teaches the deity etc.,” i.e., of the word “self” alone, “there 

is no opposition even to its subserving the contemplation 

mentioned in its own text”. If there is no conflict, let 

it be, then, that the Vedantas have only injunctions to 

contemplation for purport, through the channel of teaching 

the deity. To this he says: “ It does not, however, happen 

thus in the case of Brahman ” etc. Contemplation, which 

depends on the establishment of differences of the con¬ 

templated, the contemplator, the contemplation etc., cannot 

occur in the case of Brahman, which is devoid of all 

kinds of difference and is to be known only through the 

Vedanta; hence, the Vedantas cannot be subsidiary to 

the injunctions to contemplation, being opposed thereto; 

this is the sense. 

Be this so. If there be authoritativeness for the 

Vedantas, though not of the nature of injunctions, alas, 

then, even for texts like “ he howled ” etc.,"'9 which refer 

of themselves (independently of linking up with any 

injunction) to things to which one should be indifferent, 

let there be authoritativeness; for, the determination to 

reject or accept is not alone the fruit of valid knowledge, 

since the determination to be indifferent is also admitted 

to be the fruit thereof, by those who know the means of 

valid knowledge; hence the reference of these (texts) to 
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Though in other places Vedic statements are not seen 

to be authoritative except in association with an injunc¬ 

tion, yet, since the knowledge of the self culminates in the 

fruit, the authoritative nature of the sacred teaching 

with that as content cannot be denied. And not 

prohibitions like “silver is not to be given (as dak§i%fl) 

in the barhis (sacrifice) ” is superfluous. To this he says: 

“Though, in other places, Vedic statements” etc. It is, 

indeed, understood that the entire Veda is a means to the 

human goal, because of its being apprehended in con¬ 

sequence of the injunction to study one’s own Veda. Not 

a single letter of it may fail to contribute to the human 

goal *, what, then, of such a combination of words as “ he 

howled ” etc. ? And no human goal is seen to follow from 

the very comprehension of their sense, as from the (com¬ 

prehension of the) Vedantas. Hence, such combinations 

of words, desiring to generate a human goal, are certainly 

expectant (of something else to complete them). The 

prohibition too “ silver is not to be given (as daksiya) in 

the barhis (sacrifice) ” is expectant of the censure of what 

is prohibited by itself; for, not otherwise is it possible to 

turn away an intelligent being therefrom. Hence, if no 

(text conveying) censure be available, even at a distance 

(from itself), the prohibition itself would create for itself 

a two-fold capacity, in respect of the prohibition of silver 

and in respeot of the censure, like (the injunction of) the 

darvi-homa.Uti Thus, of the two combinations of words 

“he howled” and “silver is not to be given (as dakgiyti) 
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through inference is understood the authoritative 

nature of the sacred teaching, in which case there would 

be the need for an example seen elsewhere. Therefore 

it is established that the authority for Brahman is the 

sacred teaching. 

in the barhis (sacrifice),” which are on fire as it were (to be 

completed each by the other), there is, through the chan¬ 

nel of the censure implied secondarily, mutual syntactical 

relation, as between the horseless (chariot) and (the 

horse) whose chariot has been burnt. Not thus, however, 

is there dependence on the human goal in the Vedantas, 

since, from the very comprehension of their sense, without 

dependence (on any thing else), the supreme human goal 

is attained ; this has been said. 

Now, since authoritativeness is not seen for any other 

part of the Veda, which is not related to an injunction, 

how could this (authoritativeness) occur for the Vedantas, 

which are not related thereto? To this he says: “And 
not through inference is understood ” etc. For, the autho¬ 

ritativeness of the means of valid knowledge consists in 

their generating knowledge which is unsublated, not 

already understood, and indubitable; and that, it has been 

explained, is intrinsic (not made known by anything else, 

e.g., inference based on practical efficiency). Though the 

generation of this kind of knowledge is known by presump¬ 

tive implication from the nature of the effect, yet, in the 

generation of that knowledge, they do not depend on any 

other means of valid knowledge, not even this presumptive 

implication, as (otherwise) reciprocal dependence would 

result; hence it is said to be intrinsic. The generation of 
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Here some others confront us: even though the 

authority for Brahman is the sacred teaching, yet 

Brahman is intimated by the sacred teaching only as 

the content of the injunction of contemplation ; just as 

this kind of knowledge, like that of injunctions in res¬ 

pect of what is to be done, exists for the Vedantas too in 

respect of Brahman; hence results their authoritativeness 

in respect of Brahman, without the need of an example. 

Otherwise, since it is not seen that colour is manifested 

by any other sense, (it would follow that) the sense of 

sight too could not manifest colour. He concludes the 

present topic : ** Therefore ” etc. 

He sets up the view of some of the preceptors: “ Here 

some others confront us ” etc. It is thus : “ The ascertain¬ 

ment of Brahman is from that whose purport is what 

is to be done, because of the relation (to what is 

signified) not being known, because of its being sacred 

teaching, because of its being purposeful, and because of 

reflection etc. being cognised (as enjoined in connection 

therewith).” Verily, the Vedantas cannot have the existent 

Brahman for purport, their relation thereto (as the signi¬ 

fied) not being known. That with reference to which 

words are not used by a worldly wise person, the relation of 

them thereto is not apprehended. Nor does the prudent 

inquirer desire to declare some form alone, which is neither 

to be rejected nor accepted, as that is not desired to be 

cognised. In conveying knowledge of that, the cognition 

of which is not desired, there would be detriment to his 

prudence. Hence, this worldly wise person, desiring to 

declare that which is desired to be known, would declare 
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that thing alone which is the cause of engaging in or 
desisting from activity, and, since what is to be done when 

known is the cause thereof, would teach that alone. And 

thus, from the usage of elderly persons one understands of 

words that they have for purport what is to be done. Of 

these, some are directly expressive of what is to be done, 

while some, however, express their own sense as subsidiary 

to what is to be done ; but (in any case) words do not have 

for purport an existent thing. Further, it has to be ascer¬ 

tained in the case of a word that it conveys knowledge of 

a content, by inferring the cognition of the sense in another 

man who knows the meaning (of the word), and by under¬ 

standing the concomitance of that (cognition) with the 

existence or non-existence of the word. And there is not 

any probans in respect of a cognition existing in another 

man and relating to the bare form of an existent thing. In 

the case, however, of the cognition of what is to be done, 

existing in another man there are probans, viz., the 

engaging in or the cessation from activity *, hence, because 

of the relation (to the signified) not being known, the 

Vedantas do not have the form of Brahman for purport. 

Further, of the Vedantas, as part of the Veda, it is 

well known that they constitute sacred teaching. And 

the character of sacred teaching belongs to such com¬ 

binations of words as have the engaging in or cessation 

from activity for their purport. As is said : “ Engaging 

in or cessation from activity in respect of the obligatory 

or the occasioned, that by which these are taught to men 

is called a sacred teaching.” Therefore, their having for 

purport the (bare) nature (of Brahman) is annulled by 

their well-known character of being sacred teaching. 
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the sacrificial post, the fthavanlya fire etc., even though 

they are supra-mundane, are intimated by the sacred 

teaching (only) as subsidiary to an injunction. Whence 

is this ? Because the sacred teaching has for purport the 

fruit of engaging in an activity or desisting therefrom. So 

indeed is the quotation from those who know the purport 

to be done implies that kind of self. As is said; “But 

that, which is accepted, i.e., implied for the establishment 

of that (other, which is enjoined), that too is enjoined; 

this is the usage of the tantra (the PQrva-mlmamsU- 

ySsfro).” And for knowledge, the content of the injunc¬ 

tion, injunctiveness consists in the practice of it, in the 

sense of contemplation; for the seif, however, as the 

content of that (contemplation), (injunctiveness consists 

in) the certitude of its own existence. 

(Objection: it has been said that contemplation may 

be of what is superimposed; how then oan there be the 

certitude of the existence of what is contemplated ?) 

(Reply): that on which the nature of that (self) has 

been superimposed would be the determinant of another 

(knowledge); hence that (knowledge of the self) would 

not be determined thereby. Hence, through the Ved&ntas 

whioh have for purport the injunction of the contemplation 

of that kind of self, there is the ascertainment of that 

kind of self. All this he says in “ even though ” etc. In the 

matter of the ascertainment of the true nature of a thing, 

even from those which have an injunction for purport, an 

example is given; “ just as the sacrificial post ” etc. In 
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of the sacred teaching, “ Its purport is indeed seen to be 

what is called the teaching of ritual ” ($ft.-jBh., I, i, 1); 

“An injunction is a statement which prompts to 

action ” (8n.-Bh., I, i, 2); “ Of this the knowledge comes 

from an injunction ” (PM., I, i, 5); “ Of (words) denoting 

those (existent things), there is relation with that whose 

purport is ritual.” (PM., I, i, 25.) “ Since Scripture is for 

the purpose of ritual, there is futility for whatever has not 

that purpose.” (PM., I, ii, 1.) Hence the sacred teaching is 

purposeful as prompting a man to a particular object and 

respeot of the stake enjoined for the tying up in “ he is to 

tie up the beast to the stake,” since it is out of the ordinary, 

there is the question “what is this stake (in substance 

and shape) ? ” ; from the texts khadira (ebony) becomes the 

stake,” “he fashions the stake,” “he is to make the 

stake octagonal” etc., though having for purport the 

injunction of acts of carpentry, it is understood that a 

particular kind of wood purified and fashioned in a 

particular shape is the stake. Similarly are to be under¬ 

stood the Uhavcmli/a etc. The character of sacred teaching 

belongs to that whose purport is engaging in or cessation 

from activity, not to that whose purport is the nature (of 

an existent); the relation (of a significant word) is only to 

what is to be done, not to the nature; these two grounds 

are explained by the words of the commentary beginning 
with “ Because the sacred teaching has for purport ” etc., and 

ending with 'And because of similarity thereto, for the 

Vedantas too, there can be purposefulness only in the same 
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as withholding him from a particular object. Others are 

useful as subsidiary thereto. And because of similarity 

thereto, for the Ved&ntas too, there can be purposefulness 

only in the same way. And there being purport in 

respect of an injunction, just as for him, who desires 

heaven, agmhotra etc. are enjoined as the means, 

similarly for him, who desires immortality, the know¬ 

ledge of Brahman is enjoined: this stands to reason. 

way”. And since what is to be done is not independent 

of him who is enjoined, the eligible Person who is to prac¬ 

tise; he states the particular class of the person enjoined: 

“ And there being purport in respect of an injunction ’ etc. Be¬ 

coming Brahman is present as already established in the 

eulogistic passage “ He who knows Brahman becomes 

Brahman itself ”; yet, because of the expectancy of the 

particular class of person enjoined for this (becoming) there 

results, on the analogy of the rutrisatra,M1 the particular 

class of person enjoined, viz,, he who desires to become 

Brahman. For, if, on the analogy of the piyda-pitjf-yajfla,"* 

the person enjoined be assumed to be he who desires heaven, 

that would be the signification of the absolutely remote, 

as being a sense not related to the eulogistic passage. And 

since to beoome Brahman is to be immortal, it is said (in 

the commentary) “For him who desires immortality”. 

And immortality, even because of its being immortality, 

cannot be inferred to be non-eternal on the ground of being 

effected, because of conflict with Scripture (otherwise); 

this is the idea. 
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Now, here the distinctness of what is desired to 

be known has been stated: in the ritual section Reli¬ 

gious Duty, which is to come into being, is what is 

desired to be known; but here Brahman, which is 

existent, which is eternally fulfilled, is what is 

desired to be known. Of these, the fruit of the know¬ 

ledge of Brahman should be distinct from the fruit of 

the knowledge of Religious Duty, which requires an 

observance. 

It cannot possibly be thus; because Brahman is 

taught only as occasioned by an injunction about some¬ 

thing to be done. “ The self verily is to be seen ” (Bfh., 

IV, iv, 5); “ That self whose sins are destroyed . . . 

he is to be sought for, he is to be desired to be known ” 

(Ch&nd., VIII, vii, 1); “ Contemplate as the self alone” 

(Bfh., I, iv, 7); “ Contemplate the self alone as the true 

enjoyment ” (Brh., I, iv, 15); " He who knows Brahman 

becomes Brahman itself ” (Murid,, III, ii, 9); there being 

such injunctions, when there is a desire to know, “ Who 

is this self ? ”, “ What is that Brahman ? ”, the entire 

Through the aforementioned difference in nature be¬ 

tween the desires to know Religious Duty and Brahman, 

he raises the question of (the latter) not being the content 

of injunctions: " Now, here ” etc. He answers:“ It cannot 

possibly be thus" etc. And here, the intuition of the seif 

is not what is enjoined. For, that, beoause of the verb 

see,” signifying cognition, should be of the nature of 
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Vedftnta is useful in intimating its nature—that 

Brahman is eternal, omniscient, all-pervasive, eternally 

contented, eternally pure, intelligent and free by nature, 

knowledge, bliss and so on. And from the contemplation 

thereof there will result the invisible fruit, final release, 

as seen from the sacred teaching. If, however, they 

do not enter into an injunction of something to be done, 

and if they be the mere statements of fact, since there can 

be neither rejection nor acceptance, there would only 

be futility for the Vedanta texts, as for the statements, 

“ The earth has seven islands,” “ Here goes the king 

hearing or of perception. And perception too should be 

either the concept “ I,” found in ordinary experience, or that 

which is produced when contemplation attains excellence. 

Of these, hearing cannot be the object of an injunction, since 

that, like hearing in respect of rites, is established even 

by the injunction to study one’s own Veda. Nor (can) 

perception found in ordinary experience (be the object of 

the injunction), since that is natural. Nor may the object of 

the injunction be that clarity brought by contemplation to its 

content, the self propounded in the Upani§ads, since that 

(clarity) follows as a by-product even from the injunction of 

contemplation, like whey.113 Therefore, the contemplation 

of the self propounded in the Upanigads is prescribed in res¬ 

pect of him who desires immortality, who is the person en¬ 

joined. As for the texts “is to be seen” etc., they are what 

have the appearance of injunctions, not (real) injunctions. 

This is thus said: “ And from the contemplation thereof ” etc. 
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Now, even in the case of a mere statement of fact, 

as in “ This is a rope, this is not a snake ” etc., purpose¬ 

fulness is seen through the removal of fear generated 

by delusion. Similarly, here too by the state¬ 

ment of the fact of the self not being a transmi¬ 

grator, there may be purposefulness through the 

removal of the delusion of his being a transmi¬ 

grator. 

This would be so, if the delusion of his being a 

transmigrator could be removed by merely hearing 

about the nature of Brahman, like the delusion of snake 

by merely hearing about the nature of the rope. But 

it is not so removed; because even for him who has 

heard of Brahman there are found the attributes 

of a transmigrator, like happiness and misery, as 

before, and because there is found the injunction of 

reflection and contemplation subsequent to hearing, 

in “He is to be heard about, to be reflected on, 

to be contemplated.” Therefore, Brahman should 

be acknowledged to have sacred teaching as 

authority only as the content of an injunction of 

realisation. 

Because of its being purposeful, and because of 

reflection eto. being cognised ”: the elaboration of this in 

the rest (of the commentary) is self-explanatory. 
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To this it is replied: no, because of the difference 

in nature between ritual and Brahman, in respect 

of their knowledge and fruit. Ritual performed 

by the body, speech or mind is what is called 

Religious Duty, as established by Scripture and tradi¬ 

tional Codes, and the desire to know this object is 

declared in the aphorism “ Then therefore the desire to 

know Religious Duty Vices too like killing are to be 

desired to be known for rejection, being defined by prohi¬ 

bitory injunctions. The fruit of this injunction-defined 

This view of some he condemns: “To this it is 

replied; no,” the view of some (is not sound); why not? 

“ Because of the difference in nature between ritual and 
Brahman in respect of their knowledge and fruit.” The 

fruits of action, meritorious or sinful, are (respectively) 

happiness and misery. Of these, there are gradations of 

happiness, rising in degrees of superiority, from the world 

of men up to that of Brahma. Similarly, there are degrees 

of misery, from the world of men down to the hell known 

as Avici- And all that is both produced and destructible. 

The fruit of the knowledge of the seif, however, is final, 

unembodied, unsurpassable, and, being naturally established, 

it is eternal and unproduced. That, verily, is fruit, as it 

were, because it is manifested even with the bare removal 

of Nescience. This is what is said: by you too, who admit 

the injunction of contemplation as the purport of the 

Vedantas, there is recognised what is understood from 

the Vedanta, viz., the jloa naturally being of the nature 

of Brahman, eternally pure, intelligent etc. And that is not 

the fruit of an injunction whose content is contemplation, 
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good and evil, religious! duty and vice, are percepti¬ 

ble happiness and misery, which are experienced 

through the body, speech and the mind, generated by 
the association of sense-organs with objects, and are 
well-known from Brahma down to the immovable 

objects. In all corporeal beings starting from man and 
rising to Brahma, the gradation of happiness is 
scripturally declared. And therefrom is understood 
the gradation of its cause, viz., merit. From the 
gradation of merit follows the gradation of the eligible 

persons. And the gradation of the eligible persons 
brought about by desire for fruit, capacity, learning 
etc. is well-known. Thus, only those who perform 

since it is eternal and unproduced. Nor (is the fruit of 

the injunction) the removal of the veil of beginning¬ 

less Nescience, since that happens even with the rise of 

its opposite, viz., knowledge."* Nor is the rise of know¬ 

ledge (the fruit), sinoe that too results for the mind even 

from its being aided by the impressions produced by con¬ 

templation preceded by hearing and reflection. Like the 

impression of the contemplation, the unseen result of the 

contemplation too is an auxiliary to the mind; it is, verily, 

seen that of what is enjoined there is fruit even here (not 

in a hereafter alone), for example, the fruitfulness even 

here of the injunctions to the Citra and K&riri sacrifices, 

whose fruits are respectively undefined and defined 
| | * 

(in respect of time); if this be said, no (we reply); for, 

like (the capacity) of the impressions of the contemplation 

of the meaning of the science of music to produce the 

intuition of the notes satjja etc., without the need for an 
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sacrifices etc., can go by the northern path on account 
of the excellence of knowledge and meditation; through 
the instrumentality afforded by mere offerings, works of 
public utility and alms-giving, there is passage along 
the southern path in the order of smoke etc. Here too 
the gradation of happiness and the gradation of 
means thereto are understood from this sacred teaching 
“After living there till there is consumption”. 
Similarly it is understood that the smallest happiness 
is possible for beings starting from man down to the 

inanimate beings only from Religious Duty defined by 
injunctions, and that it exists in gradations. In the 

unseen potentiality, there is, for the impressions of the 

contemplation of the meaning of the Vedanta, the capacity 

to produce the intuition of the jlva being of the nature of 

Brahman, even without the need (of an unseen potentiality). 

And thus, since, for the unseen potentiality of the contem¬ 

plation, there is no causality in respect of immortality, it is 

not meet that he who desires immortality should learn that 

(apfirva) as what is to be done. Desiring one thing, he 

(yet) works for another; this is, indeed, a contradiction. 

Nor is it admissible to say that he who desires that will 

understand the act (of contemplation) itself as what is to 

be done, not its unseen potentiality; for, since the in¬ 

strumentality of that (contemplation) thereto is cognised 

even through other means of knowledge, the injunction 

would be futile. Nor is there parallelism to the injunction 

to pound (the paddy) etc., since even here the unseen 
potentiality consequent on the restriction is not under¬ 

stood from any other (text). And there is not any 
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same way, for corporeal beings, starting either upwards 

or downwards, since there is found a gradation of 

misery, there is understood a gradation in respect of 

its cause, viz., vice, as defined by prohibitory injunc¬ 

tions, and also in respect of those who practise 

them. Thus in the case of those who have the 

defect of Nescience etc., gradations of happiness and 

misery, which are brought about by the gradations of 

merit and demerit, which are generated in the wake 

of embodiment, and which are non-eternal and of the 

nature of transmigration, are well-known from Scripture, 

traditional Codes and reasoning. And thus the Scripture, 

immortality taught by an eulogistic passage, other than 

the becoming Brahman, whereby he who de-ires it would 

be eligible for contemplation. In assuming, however, on 

the analogy of the oiwvajit sacrifice, heaven (as the fruit), 

because of its surpassability and liability to decrease, there 

will be no permanent fruit of contemplation. Since, 

therefore, becoming Brahman is manifested even with the 

removal of the veil of Nescience, since the removal of 

Nescience occurs even with the knowledge of the sense of 

the Ved&nta culminating in realisation, and since the 

causing of an impression by contemplation and the im¬ 

pression being an auxiliary to the mind in producing an 

intuition are established by other means of knowledge, the 

text “ contemplate but as the self ” is not an injunction *, 

but it is only what has the appearance of an injunction; 

just as, for example, texts like “ Visnu is to be sacrificed to 

with the upUms'u " are what have the appearance of injunc¬ 

tions, but are not injunctions; this is the sense intended. 
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“ Not verily for him who exists as embodied can there 

be the destruction of what is pleasing and non-pleasing,” 

restates the nature of transmigration as described 

above. “ Him verily who is non-embodied, what is 

pleasing and not pleasing do not touch” (ChUnd., 

VIII, xii, 1); since here there is the denial of the touch 

of what is pleasing and not pleasing, it is understood 

that for the non-embodiment called final release, there is 

denied its being the fruit of Religious Duty defined by 

injunctions. Indeed, if it were the fruit of Religious 

Duty, the denial of the touch of what is pleasing and 

not pleasing would be unintelligible. If it be said that 

non-embodiment itself is the fruit of Religious Duty, 

no, because it is natural, as understood from Scriptures 

like aThe intelligent one, knowing the self as non- 

embodied in the body, as permanent in the transient, 

as great and all-pervasive, does not come to grief ” 

(Katha., II, 22); “ Indeed he is without breath, without 

mind, pure ” (Muqd., II, i, 2); “ Indeed this self is non- 

attached.” (Bvh.y IV, iii, 15.) Hence it is that the non¬ 

embodiment called final release, which is distinct from 

the fruit of ritual to be observed, is established to be 

eternal. 

It has been said: “ well known from Scripture, tradi¬ 

tional Codes and reasoning.” Of these, he cites Scripture: 

And thus the Scripture” etc. He states the reasoning: 

"Hence it is” etc. Verily, that which is natural is 

eternal, for example, intelligence; and this is natural; there¬ 
fore, it is eternal. 
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Of these, some may be eternal in evolution, in 
which though subject to transformation, the cognition 

“ This is but that ” is not destroyed; for example, 

earth etc., for those who uphold the universe to be 
eternal, or, for example, the constituents (guyas), 

for the Sankhyas. This, however, is absolute, immu¬ 
tably eternal, all-pervasive like the ether, devoid 

of all modifications, eternally contented, without 

parts, self-luminous by nature, which merit and 
demerit together with their fruit do not approach, 

nor the three times. This is the non-embodiment called 

final release, because of Scriptures like, “ Other than 

Others, indeed, mention two kinds of eternality—the 
immutable eternality and the evolving eternality. When 
(immortality) is said to be eternal, lest it be taken to be 

eternality of the evolving kind, he says : “ Of these, some ” 
eto. For, evolving eternality is not absolute. It is thus: 
does it evolve as a whole or in part ! If it evolve as a 
whole, how can there be no destruction of its nature! 
If it evolve in part, is that part different from it or non* 
different! If it be different, how can the transformation 
be of that (eternal entity)! Indeed, when one thing is 
transformed, a different thing is not also transformed, 

as that would be an undue extension. Or, if it be 
non-different, how can the transformation be not of the 
whole ! 
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virtue, other than vice, other than this that is done 
and not done, other than what has been and what is 
to be ” (Ratha., IT, 14.) Therefore such is Brahman, 
the desire to know which is here the context. If that 
be taught as subsidiary to something to be done, and 
if final release be acknowledged to be something to be 
accomplished by that which is to be done, then it would 
be certainly non-eternal. Then, this being the case, 
the result would be that final release is only an 
excellent stage among the graded non-eternal fruits 
of ritual described above. And final release is 
acknowledged to be eternal by all who uphold a 
doctrine of final release. Therefore the teaching of 
Brahman as subsidiary to what is to be done does not 
stand to reason. 

It may be said to be different and non-different; 

it is thus: that itself, in its causal aspect is non* 

different, and is different in the effect-aspect, like 

bracelets etc., which are non-different in respect of their 

nature as gold, and different in respect of their 

nature as bracelets etc. Nor is it meet to say that, 

because of the opposition of difference and non- 

differenoe, there cannot be the inherence of the two in one. 

Where is it that we have the right cognition of opposition f 

(In that) wbioh is opposed to the means of valid knowledge.11' 
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But that which is understood through the means 

of valid knowledge, for that that nature alone (is true). In 

the appositional cognition “This ear-ring is gold,” both 

difference and non-difference are clearly manifest; it is 

thus: if non-difference were absolute, there would result 

the appearance of one twice (as subject and as predicate); 

and if difference were absolute, there would be no apposi¬ 

tion, any more than between cow and horse; there is no 

apposition, where there is a relationship of support and 

supported or of having the same locus; the pot is never 

(said to be) the cherry (therein); nor is it said of Caitra 

and Maitra present on one seat that “ Caitra is Maitra ”; 

and it is this unsublated, indubitable, universal appositional 

cognition that establishes difference and non-difference 

between the effect and the cause; and thus, since the 

effects are of the nature of the cause, and since of the 

cause, whose nature is existence, there is persistence every¬ 

where, there is in the aspect of existence non-difference of 

the effect, the universe (from the cause); in the effect-aspect 

as cow, pot etc., there is difference. As is said: “ In the 

effeot-aspect, there is difference; non-difference in the 

oausal aspect; for example, in the gold-aspect there is 

non-difference, in the aspect of ear-ring etc., there is 

difference.” 

To this the reply is : what, then, is this which is called 

difference, which should exist along with non-difference in 

one placet If it be said to be reciprocal non-existence, 

does this exist or not between effect and cause, bracelet 
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and gold f If not, there is oneness alone, not difference. 

If it does exist, there is difference alone, not non-difference. 

Nor is there no opposition between existence and non¬ 

existence, as their co-existence is impossible. Or, if it were 

possible, there would result non-difference as such between 

the bracelet and the vardhamfina,I1H difference not being 

opposed to non-difference. Further, the bracelet being non- 

different from gold, just as, in the gold-aspect, bracelets, 

crowns, ear-rings etc. are not different, so even in the 

bracelet-aspect they should not differ, because of the non¬ 

difference of the bracelet from gold. And thus, gold alone 

is real, not the bracelet etc., since of the difference there is 

no manifestation. 

Now, (it may be said) only as gold is there non¬ 

difference, not as bracelet; as that (bracelet), however, there 

is but difference from ear-ring etc. 

(We ask in reply) if the bracelet is non-different from 

gold, how is it that this (former) does not recur in ear-ring 

etc.? And if it does not recur, how is the bracelet non- 

different from gold ? For, those, which are variable when 

something is recurrent, are certainly different from that, 

as the different flowers from the string. And though 

goldness is recurrent, ear-ring etc. are not recurrent; hence, 

they too are certainly different from gold. If, because of 

the recurrence of existentiality, all things were non- 

different, there would be no distinctions like this is here, 

not that,” “this is from this, not that,” “this is now, nit 

that,” “this is so, not that” etc., because of the non¬ 

existence of any ground for discrimination of anything, in 
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any place, at any time, in any manner. Further, when 

from a distance it is understood to be gold, its particulari¬ 

ties, as ear-ring etc., would not be desired to be known, 

because of their non-difference from gold, and because of 

the latter being known. 

Now, since there is difference too of ear-ring etc. 

from gold, even when gold is known, they are unknown. 

Now, since there is non-difference too, why are they not 

known? On the contrary, knowledge alone is appropriate 

in their case; for, the absence of the effect (knowledge), in 

the absence of the cause (non-difference), is the general 

rule; and that is set aside (here) by the existence of the 

cause. And since in non-difference there is the existence 

of the cause, when gold is known, ear-ring etc. are certainly 

known; hence the desire to know them and the cognitions 

of them would be futile. Therefore, that which on the 

apprehension of another is not (itself) apprehended is 

different from that (other); for example, when the camel 

is apprehended, the ass, which is not apprehended, 

(differs) from the camel. And when gold is apprehend¬ 

ed from a distance, its particularities, ear-ring etc., 

are not apprehended ; therefore they are different from 

gold. 

How, then, is there the apposition ear-ring (is) gold ” ? 

If this be asked, it has been said that there is no appo¬ 

sition, where there is a relationship of support and 

supported or of having the same locus. Then, how (to 

explain) the distinction of recurrence and variability, and 

the desire to know ear-ring etc., even when gold is known ? 
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It has been said that these two, verily, are not intelligible, 

if there be non-difference, absolute or non-absolute (i.e., cum 

difference). Therefore, one of the two, difference and 

non-difference, having to be abandoned, it is on the basis 

of non-difference that there is the positing of difference; 

it does not stand to reason that non-difference is posited 

on a basis of difference. For, difference is dependent on 

what is differentiated; those which are differentiated are 

each one; if there were not one, there could be no difference 

because there would be no locus; and of unity there is no 

dependence on difference; the apprehension of difference, 

in the form “not this, (but) this,” has need of the ap¬ 

prehension of the counter-correlate, while the apprehension 

of unity has no need of anything else: for these reasons 

it is admissible that only on a basis of non-difference is 

there the positing of indeterminable difference.'1 So too 

Scripture: “ only as clay is this true.” Hence, immutable 

eternity alone is absolute, not evolving eternity; this is 

established. 

The illustration "like the ether” is according to the 

doctrine of others, since in our system that too, being 

produced, is non-eternal. And here, by the words “im¬ 

mutably eternal,” he refutes its being an object of achieve¬ 

ment ; by the words " all-pervasive,” its being an object of 

attainment; by the words “ devoid of all modifications,” its 

being an object of change; by the words " without parts,” 

its being an object of purification. Just as, verily, for the 

rice-grains there is generated, by the sprinkling, an element 

called purification, not thus is there any element in 

Brahman, produced by (ritualistic) action, since it has no 

members (avayava&)\ that is to say, since it has no parts. 
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Further, there are scriptural texts which, showing 

final release to follow immediately on the knowledge of 

Brahman, exclude anything else to be done in between: 

“ He who knows Brahman becomes Brahman itself ” 

(Mut}d., Ill, ii, 9); “ And his actions perish when he, the 

higher and the lower, is seen ” (MundII, ii, 8); “ He 

who knows the bliss of Brahman has no fear from any¬ 

where ” (Taitt., II, 9); “ Verily thou hast, oh Janaka, 

reached fearlessness ” (Brh., IV, ii, 4); “ Therefore, one 

knew only the self in the form, ‘ I am Brahman ’; from 

that all this sprang” (Viljasaneyibrtilmanopanimd, 

He states its being the human goal: “eternally contented.” 

By contentment is implied happiness devoid of misery. 

Contentment, indeed, is happiness conjoined with the 

cessation of the misery of appetite. And happiness, if 

not cognised, cannot be a human goal; to this he says: 

“ self-luminous." 

Having thus shown through Scripture etc,, that the 

fruit called release, in his own view, is eternal, he elaborates 

the non-eternaiity of the release achieved by action: 

“ If that be taught ” etc. Nor is there sublation by Scripture, 

since there is intelligibility of Scripture, in the manner 

mentioned. Further, there are numerous texts, which 

stand in the way of the view that release, as generated by 

the unseen potentiality born of knowledge, is consequent 

on an injunction *, thus, he says: “ Further, there are 

Scriptural texts ” etc. The instrumentality of knowledge 

in respect of release consists only in the removal of the 

hindrance of the two kinds of Nescience, not in itself, nor 
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I, iv, 10); “ Then, what delusion is there, what 

sorrow is there, for one who has uniformly seen 

this oneness?” (Is'a., 7) etc. Similarly the following 

may be cited in order to exclude anything else which 

has to be done in between the sight of Brahman and 

becoming the self of all: “ Verily, the sage Vamadeva, 

seeing him* realised, ‘ I became Manu and the sun ’ ” 

(BrK I, iv, 10); just as in “ standing, he sings,” one 

understands that between standing and singing there 

is nothing else for him to do. “ Thou indeed art our 

father, thou who carriest us to the other shore of 

ignorance ” (Pr., VI, 8); “ I have indeed heard from those 

like Your Reverence that one who knows the self 

crosses sorrow; Your Reverence, I am one in grief; 

this me, may Your Reverence take across sorrow” 

(Ctend.) VII, i, 3); “ To him whose sins are squeezed out, 

in the production of an unseen potentiality; for this too, 

he cites Scriptures: u Thou indeed art our father ” etc.1*1 

To this effect, there are not merely Scripture etc., but also 

the aphorism of the preceptor, Ak^apada, based on reason¬ 

ing ; thus he says: " Similarly, there is the aphorism ” etc. 

And the preceptor is he who has been thus defined in the 

purtiya: “ Because he explains the meaning of the sacred 

teaching, confirms (his pupils) in the observances, and 

himself conforms to those observances, he is called 

preceptor.” By such a one has been formulated this 
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the revered Sanatkum&ra shows the other side of 

darkness” (Ctond., VII, xxvi, 2); these and other 

scriptural passages show the fruit of the knowledge 

of Brahman to be merely the cessation of the obstacles 

to final release. 

Similarly there is the aphorism written by the 

preceptor and supported by reasoning “Of misery, 

birth, activity, defect and illusory knowledge, by the 

destruction of each subsequent one, there is the destruc¬ 

tion of each earlier one, and consequently final release 

And the destruction of illusory knowledge results from 

the cognition of the oneness of Brahman and the self. 

aphorism: “Of misery, birth, activity, defect and illusory 
knowledge, by the destruction of each subsequent one, 
there is the destruction of each earlier one, and consequent¬ 
ly final release.” 121 In the order of mention, the cause is 
the subsequent, the effect the earlier; on the destruction of 
the cause there is the destruction of the effect, as when 
phlegm is destroyed, the fever generated by phlegm is 
destroyed. On the destruction of birth, there is the des¬ 

truction of misery*, on the destruction of activity, the 

destruction of birth; on the destruction of defect, the 

destruction of activity; on the destruction of illusory 
knowledge, the destruction of defect. And illusory know¬ 
ledge, which is Nescience, is the primal cause of transmi¬ 
gration, even in the visible manner of generating desire etc, 
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And that is removed only by its opposite, viz., knowledge of 

the truth, the cognition of the unity of Brahman and the 

self, culminating in realisation. Hence, release is the mani¬ 

festation of the nature of Brahman, through the removal of 

Nescience; but it is not the effect of vidyti (i.e., contem¬ 

plation) or the effect of an unseen potentiality generated 

thereby; this is the meaning of the aphorism. The 

citation of the aphorism is only to this extent—that from 

knowledge of the truth there is the destruction of illusory 

knowledge; that, however, whioh is acceptable to Akgapada 

as knowledge of the truth, is not here acceptable. Hereby $ 

i.e., by the accord of another preceptor, this sense is 

confirmed. 

Be this so. The cognition of unity does not have for 

content a thing as it exists, in which case, it would remove 

illusory knowledge, i.e., the presentation of difference, and 

itself not be the content of an injunction; but it is of the 

nature of an imagined identification etc. And thus, being 

non-established prior to an injunction, and to be accom¬ 

plished through the desire of the person, it would become 

the sphere of an injunction; for example, because of the 

likeness of the mind, through the infinity of its modifica¬ 

tions, to the All-gods, the latter are imagined in the mind, 

the mind which is the support is ignored as if not cognised, 

and the imagined All-gods alone are principally contem¬ 

plated, infinite worlds being attained thereby; similarly, { 

because of likeness in the nature of intelligence, the nature 

of Brahman is imagined in the jtva, the jlva which is the 
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Nor is this cognition of the oneness of Brahman 

and the self of the nature of an imagined identification, 

as in the case of “ Mind verily is infinite, the All-gods 

are infinite; therefore he conquers an infinite world 

Nor is it of the nature of superimposition as in the case 

of “Contemplate the mind as Brahman,” “The sun 

is Brahman: this is the teaching,” where there is super¬ 

imposition of the contemplation of Brahman in the mind, 

the sun etc. Nor is it caused by association with a 

distinctive mode of activity, as in the case of “ The 

air is the devourer“ The vital air is the devourer 

It is not also of the nature of purification subsidiary 

to a ritual like the glance at the ghee. If the cognition 

support is ignored as if not cognised, and Brahman is 

contemplated principally, the fruit of immortality being 

attained thereby. In superimposition, however, the support 
122 • • 

being the principal, there is contemplation of that as 

having the nature superimposed; for example, “ Contemplate 

the mind as Brahman,” “ The sun is Brahman, this is the 

teaching ”; similarly, in respect of the jlva, who is not 

Brahman, 44Contemplate but as Brahman”. 

Or (the meditation may be) from the association with a 

distinctive mode of activity; for example “ The air, verily, 

is samvarga“The vital air, verily, is samvarga"; 

the external air-deity is, indeed, the samvarga; that, 

indeed, devours fire etc.; for, at the time of the final 
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deluge, it devours fire etc., destroys them and establishes 

them in itself. As the DravidScarya says: “ Because by 

destruction or by devouring it makes (all things) into 

itself, the air is samvarga.” And the internal vital 

air is samvarga; that, indeed, devours all, speech etc.; 

for, at the time of death, it is that alone, which goes forth 

collecting together all the organs in itself. Just as the 

meditation on the air or the vital air as samvarga reveals 

the universe in all ten directions, even so, the meditation 

of the jlva as Brahman, because of the (former’s) act of 

causing to grow, is capable of (producing) the fruit of 

immortality. On all these three views, contemplation etc. 

in respect of the intuition of the self, are principal acts, 

since they have an unseen potentiality for content, like 

the stutis and s'astras\n but the self is a substance 

subsidiary to the act* Or, intuition may be prescribed 

as a purification of the self. For example, in the topic 

concerning the dars'apUr#amasa, the glance, which is 

mentioned in “ Ghee is that which has been glanced at by the 

(sacrificer’s) wife”, and which is required by the subject of 

the topic as a purification of the materia], ghee, an accessory 

of the upamm sacrifice, is prescribed as a subsidiary rite; 

even so, in respect of the self, which as agent is an accessory 

to the rite, intuition is enjoined as a subsidiary rite, in the 

words “ The self, verily, is to be seen,” because of the 

principle124 “ Those by which the principal substance^ 

is desired to be purified, in respect of that (substance), 

subsidiariness is cognised for them”. Hence, he says: 

“ Nor is this cognition of the oneness of the Brahman and the 

self” etc. Why not? “If the cognition of the oneness of 
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of the oneness of Brahman and the self were to be 

admitted to be of the form of an imagined identification 

etc., then in the case of statements like “ That thou 

art ”, “ I am Brahman, ” and “ This self is Brahman ” 

violence would be done to the syntactical relation 

of words whose purport is to declare the fact of 

the oneness of Brahman and the self. There would 

be contradiction of scriptural passages like “The 

knot of the heart is cut, all doubts are resolved” 

(Muqd., II, ii, 8), which declare the fruit, viz., the 

cessation of Nescience. If it were of the nature of 

an imagined identification etc., the statements of one 

becoming Brahman in “He who knows Brahman 

becomes Brahman itself” (Mur}d., Ill, ii, 9) would not 

be satisfactorily intelligible. Therefore the cognition of 

the oneness of Brahman and the self is not of the nature 

of an imagined identification etc. 

Brahman and the self were admitted to be of the form of an 

imagined identification etc.” and so on. Indeed, of the 

glance at the ghee mentioned in the topic of the dars'ctpurya- 

mllsa, it is meet that it should be a purification of the ghee, 

which is an accessory thereto. And texts like “ The self, 

verily, is to be seen ” are not mentioned in any particular 

topic. The text “ He, for whom the ladle is of parya-wood ” 

etc., is not mentioned in the course of any particular 

topic; yet the word “ ladle ” recalls the sacrifice by the 

sentence, through the channel of the ladle, which has a 

non-inconstant connection with the sacrifice, (and thus) 
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For this reason, the knowledge of Brahman is 

not dependent on human activity. What then is it ? 

It is dependent on the thing alone, like the know¬ 

ledge of things which are the content of valid cogni¬ 

tions like perception etc. And, of Brahman of this 

nature and of the cognition thereof, it is not possible 

by any reasoning to assume entrance into (the field of) 

what is to be done. Nor as the object of the act of 

cognition does Brahman enter into what is to be 

done; because there is the denial of its being the 

object of the act of knowing in “ It is different from 

the known, also from the unknown” (Kena., I, 3) and 

brings about subsidiariness to the sacrifice for being- 

made-of-par^a-wood. There is not similarly a non-incon¬ 

stant connection of the self with the sacrifice, whereby 

the intuition thereof, being subsidiary to the sacrifice, 

would purify the self for the sake of the sacrifice. There¬ 

fore, though this be an injunction, yet because of the failure 

of the application, as in “ Bright gold is to be worn,” m 

and because of having unseen potentiality as its content, 

this is only a principal rite, not a subsidiary rite (like 

purification etc.)*, this criticism being too patent is 

not stated, only the criticism common to all the positions 

being stated. Since its sense is not obscure, it is not 

commented on. 

Further, its being an injunction with the act of 

cognition as content is opposed to numerous Scriptural 

texts; thus he says: “ Nor as the object of the act of 
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“ By whom one knows all this, how can one knowjhim ? ” 

(BrK II* iv, 14). Similarly, there is also the denial of its 

being the object of the act of contemplation: after 

premising the non-objectness of Brahman in “ That 

which is not expressed by speech, by which speech is 

expressed,” (Scripture says), “ Know then that alone to 

be Brahman, not this which is contemplated.” (Kena 

I, 4). If it be said that if Brahman be not an object, the 

sacred teaching cannot intelligibly be the source there¬ 

of, no; for the sacred teaching has for purport the 

cessation of the difference posited by Nescience. Indeed, 

the sacred teaching does not intend to declare its 

content, Brahman, as “ this ”. What then ? It declares 

Brahman to be a non-object, as being the inner self, 

cognition ” etc. He objects: “ If Brahman be not an object ” 

etc. And thence it would be as if an evil spirit arose in 

the midst of a ceremony to appease (evil spirits); this is 

the idea. He refutes this: “ No.” Why not ? “ Since 
the sacred teaching has for purport the cessation of the 

difference posited by Nescience.” Indeed, all sentences are 

not capable of making known differences among things as 

“ this ” or “ this ”. For, the differences of sweetness among 

sugar-cane, milk and jaggery cannot be expressed in words. 

It must be seen to be similar in all other cases too. Hence, 

if, even in respect of worldly things established by other 

means of valid knowledge, this be the fate of words, what 

then need be said in respect of the inner self, which is 

transcendent? As for the predication, somehow, in a 
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1 

and removes differences like the known, knower, 

and knowledge posited by Nescience. And thus the 

sacred teaching: “Conceived of by him by whom 

it is not conceived of; he, by whom it is conceived of, 

does not know it; not known to them who (say they) 

know; known to them who (say they) do not know.’1 

(Kena., II, 3); “ Thou canst not see the seer of sight, 

canst not hear the hearer of hearing, canst not think 

the thinker of the thought, canst not know the 

knower of the knowledge” (Bjrft.,III,iv, 2) and so on. 

Therefore through the cessation of migratoriness posited 

by Nescience, there is the restoration of the nature of the 

self eternally free; lienee for final release there is not 

the defect of non-eternality. 

manner not too remote, that holds equally here. That the 

denotation of the “thou,” the cogniser, through valid 

knowledge dependent on the means of valid knowledge, 

pervades the object of knowledge, the pot etc.—this is a 

manifestation of Nescience. Being in apposition with the 

inner self, the denotation of the “ that,” which is not an 

object and is indifferent, there cannot be cognisership for 

it; hence, on the cessation of that, there cease the 

threefold distinctions of the means of valid knowledge etc. 

Verily, when the cook is unreal, the object, the result and the 

process of cooking cannot be real.'*b It is, indeed, thus that 

there is a verse occurring elsewhere: “ When, of the word 
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But, for him to whom release is something to be 

produced, it stands to reason, there is the need for 

something to be done, mental, verbal or physical. So 

too, if it be a modification. For these two views the 

non-eternality of release is a certainty. In the world, 

neither modifications like curd etc., nor things produced 

like a jar etc. are found to be eternal. 

4 that/ cured of its external reference, there is identity of 

significance with the word ‘ thou,’ then, the word ‘ thou ’ 

too, getting the same significance as ‘ that,’ i.e., the pure 

intelligent seif, abandons all the impurities, such as agency, 

that affect the true substance.” To the same effect he cites 

Scriptures: “ And thus the sacred teaching: ‘ Conceived of 

by him ’ ” etc. He concludes the present topic: “ There¬ 

fore, through the cessation of the migratoriness posited by 

Nescience ” etc. 

He deduces the non-eternality of release on the 

opponent’s view: “ But, for him to whom ” etc. What is to 

be done, i.e., the unseen potentiality, is generated by the 

operation in respect of sacrifice etc.; that, release needs 

for its origination. For those two views,” i,e,y for the 

two (views) of achievement and modification. That the 

momentary cognition is the self, say the Bauddhas. And 

thus, since the origination of a pure cognition is release, 

release is what is aohieved. For others, however, the 
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Nor even as what is to be attained is there the 
need for something to be done; for if it be of the nature 
of one’s own self, it is not what is to be attained; even 
if different from one’s own nature, Brahman is not 

what is to be attained; because, being all-pervasive, 

Brahman by nature is eternally attained by all, like 
the ether. 

self’s attainment of the state of isolation, after getting rid 

of the state of transmigration, is release; hence, release is 

a modification; for example, for milk, the attainment of 

another state by the abandonment of the former state, is 

the modification, curd. On these two views, there is no 

eternality for release, because of (its) being produced, like 

curd, pot etc. 

From the scriptural text “ Then, the light which shines 

beyond the heavens ” etc., there are understood of Brahman 

differences of place, where it is modified and where it is 

unmodified; hence, the reaching to that place where 

Brahman is unmodified might become what is to be done by 

the injunction of contemplation etc.; and thus, there is for 

Brahman object-ness in respect of attainment. To this he 

says: “ Nor even as what is to be attained ” etc. By means 

different from oneself, one abandons the place where there 

is modification and reaches that where there is none. 

Thus, for example, the sailor in his boat (leaving behind 

him) the shores of the sea, which are subject to modifica¬ 

tion, being characterised by groups of foam produced by the 
/ 
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Nor is final release the purified, in which case there 

would be the need for an activity. Indeed what is called 
purification may be either by the addition of merits to 

what is to be purified, or by the removal of defects. 

Now, it cannot be by the addition of merits, since final re¬ 

lease is of the nature of Brahman, to which no excellence 

can be added; nor by the removal of defects, since final 

release is of the nature of Brahman eternally pure, 

dashing of countless waves, reaches the central portion, 

which, untroubled by any waves, is calm, pure, steady and 

consequently unmodified. Since, however, the jloa is but 

Brahman, what is to be attained and by what means ? For, 

attainment is based on difference; this is the meaning. 

If, now, the jlva be different from Brahman, even then, 

Brahman is not attained, since Brahman, because of his 

pervasiveness, is eternally attained; thus he says: “ even 
if different from one’s own nature ” etc. 

' He refutes the object-ness in respect of purification: 

“Nor is final release the purified” etc. Purifiedness is, 

indeed, of two kinds: (i) either by the addition of merits; 

for example, the colouring of the citron flower with the 

juice of the lac; the flower being purified thereby gives 

rise to fruit of the same colour as lac; (ii) or by the 

removal of defects; for example, the impure surface of a 

mirror becomes purified and bright through being rubbed 

with powdered brick. Of these (ways), there cannot 

be any addition of merits to Brahman. For, is this 
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If it be said, “ Final release, being of one’s own 

nature, yet having been obscured, becomes manifest on 

the purification of the self through acts, as, for example, 

when a mirror is purified through the act of rubbing, its 

attribute of lustre (becomes manifest),” no; because of 

the unintelligibility of the self being the locus of an act. 

That which is the locus of an act, not without modify¬ 

ing it, does that act get its being. If the self were 

merit of the nature of Brahman or different ? If it be of 

its nature, how can it be added, that being eternal ? If, 

however, they be different, then, because of being 

produced, there would result non-eternality for release. 

Nor can there be the relation of attribute and substrate 

between differents, like cow and horse. And difference 

cum non-difference has been refuted as contradictory. 

Because of these considerations, it is said: “since final 

release is of the nature of Brahman to which no excellence 

can be added.” He refutes the second alternative: “Nor 

by the removal of defects ” etc. Impurity, being present in 

the mirror, is removed; but not being present in Brahman, 

it cannot be removed, being eternally removed (therefrom): 

this is the sense. 

He objects: “ final release, being of one s own nature ” 

etc. Release, which is of the very nature of Brahman, being 

enveloped by beginningless impurity, Nescience, is mani¬ 

fested when the self is purified by acts of contemplation 
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to be transformed through any act having that as 

the locus, non-eternality of the self would result. 

Statements like “ This is spoken of as non-transformable ” 

would be sublated. And that is unacceptable. There¬ 

fore for the self, there cannot be an act having that 

as the locus. And since the self is not the object 

of an act having some other locus, it is not purified 

thereby. 

etc.; but it is not produced. This is what is said: eternal 

purity is not established of the (individual) self, that 

being defiled by Nescience in the state of transmigration. 

He refutes the objection: “no.” Why not? “Because 

of the unintelligibility of the self being the locus of an act.” 

Nescience is located not in Brahman, but in the jlva \ 

but that has been said to be indeterminable; hence, 

Brahman is certainly eternally pure. Admitting impurity, 

however, he condemns (the view of) its being purified by 

an act. Indeed, an act may purify Brahman either as 

inherent in Brahman, just as the rubbing (consisting in) 

the extensive conjunction and disjunction of brick powder 

is always inherent in the surface of the mirror; or, as 

inherent in another. The act is not an attribute of 

Brahman, since, that (act) being the cause of modification 

in its locus, there would be destruction of Brahman’s 

eternality. As for what is inherent in another, how 

can that be of service to something else, since there 
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Now, by acts having the body as their locus, such as 

bathing, sipping, wearing of the sacred thread etc., the 
9 

embodied is seen to be purified. No; because what 

is purified is only that self which is associated with the 

body etc., which is caught hold of by Nescience. 

Indeed, it is a matter of perception that bathing, sipping 

etc. inhere in the body. It stands to reason that what 

is purified by the act having the body as its locus is 

something which is associated with that (body), and is 

apprehended as the self through Nescience. Just as 

through the equilibrium of the humours brought about 

by treatment having the body as the locus, there is the 

fruit of health for that which is associated with that 

body, and has the conceit (in itself) of that (body), 

where there arises the cognition “ I am free from 

would be undue extension ? When the mirror is rubbed, 

the gem is not, indeed, seen to be purified. “And 
that is unacceptable”: by the “that” he refers to the 

sublation. 

He raises the question of an inconstancy here : “ Now, 
by acts having the body as their locus ” etc. 

He answers: " No.” It is only the conditioning of 

Brahman by beginningless indeterminable Nescience that is 

called the jlva or the knower of the field (ksetrajna), And that 
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disease/’ similarly, that wherein, through bathing, 

sipping, wearing of the sacred thread etc,, there arises 

the cognition “ I am clean, purified,” that (alone) is 

purified. And that is certainly associated with the 

body. It is only by him who has the conceit “I,” 

who is the object of the concept “I,” who is the 

knower, that all the actions are fulfilled. And their 

fruit he alone enjoys, because there is the Mantra 

passage, “ One of them eats the sweet fruit, the other, 

not eating, looks on ” (ifo., 1,164, 20—Mund., Ill, i, 1), 

is associated with bodies, subtle and gross, with organs etc.; 

it is placed in the midst of their aggregate; through 

non-difference therewith, it is made the content of the 

concept “ I **; therefore, the purification of the body etc., 

though the attribute of the body etc.» may apply to the 

self, because of the determination of non-difference there¬ 

from ; just as the fragrance of the cosmetics is predicated 

of the damsel. Therefore, here too, the purification is of 

that alone which is made the content of empirically valid 

means of knowledge, not of anything else; hence there 

is no inconstancy. In truth, however, there is neither 

act nor purification. Since the rest (of the commentary) 

along with the illustration has been explained even in 

(explaining) the commentary on superimposition, it is not 

explained here. “ One of them eats the sweet fruit ”: one 
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also “ (The self) as associated with the body, the organs, 

and the mind, the wise men call the enjoyer ”. (Kafka-, 
I, iii, 4). Similary, “ The one God, concealed in all beings, 

pervading all, the inner self of all beings, the watcher of 

acts, living in all beings, the witness, the intelligent, alone 

and free from attributes” (8vet., VI, 11), “He per¬ 

vaded all, he who is effulgent, non*embodied, free from 

misery, indestructible, pure and non-afflicted by sin ” 

(Isa., 8): these two Mantras show that Brahman 

cannot have any excellence added to it and that it 

is eternally pure. And becoming Brahman is final 

release. Therefore, final release is not also the 

purified. 

is the jlva-self; “fruit” is the fruit of karma. “The 
other not eating” etc.; the supreme self. The words of 

the hymn (mantra) declare enjoyership only of what is 

associated (with the body etc.): “ The self, as associated 
with the organs, the mind” etc. He cites two hymns 

which have the object of showing the unassociated 

Brahman of pure nature: “ The one god ” etc. Sukram 

means effulgent; avrartam means free from misery; 

asnaviram means undissolved, that is to say, indestructible. 

He concludes : “ Therefore ” etc. 
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Other than these, no one can point out any channel 

through which an act may enter into final release. 

Therefore, apart from the one (means) knowledge, there 

cannot intelligibly be any entrance here even for the 

shadow of an act. 

Now, what is called knowledge is a mental act. 

No; because of difference. Indeed that is what is called 

an act, wherein there is an injunction even without 

regard to the nature of the thing, and in dependence 

Now, let there not be one of the four forms of object- 

ness like being achieved etc*; there may be some fifth way in 

which the object-ness of release may be explained. To 

this he says: " Other than these ” etc. Other than these 

modes, there is no mode, whereby action may come in to 

(seoure) release. This is what is said: being the fruit of 

action is pervaded by one among the four forms ; and this 

(pervasion), being excluded from release because of the 

pervader not being seen, excludes (the possibility of) 

release being the fruit of action. Is there, then, in release 

no action at all ? In that case, all sacred teaching for 

that purpose and all engaging in activity for that purpose 

would be futile. To this he says by way of conclusion: 

" Therefore, apart from the one (means), knowledge ” etc. 
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on the mental activity of a person. For example, in 

cases like “ That deity for whom there should be taken 

up the oblation, that one should contemplate in mind, 

uttering the word, ‘ vasat ’ ” (Ait. Brtih., Ill, viii, 1), “ The 

Evening (deity), one should contemplate in mind ” and 

so on. Contemplation, i.e., thinking about, even though 

this is mental, still since it is dependent on a person, 

it may be effected, or not effected, or effected in a dif¬ 

ferent way, by the person. Knowledge, however,'is 

Now, how can it be that knowledge, which is a 

mental act, is not the sphere of an injunction ? And how 

can it be that its fruit, release, is not one of those achieved 
eto. ? Thus he asks: “ Now, what is called knowledge ” 

etc. He answers: “ No.” Why not ? " Because of differ- 

ence,” This is the sense: true, knowledge is a mental 

act; but this cannot generate fruit in (the nature of) 

Brahman, since, being self-luminous, that (Brahman) 

oannot intelligibly be in the relation of an object to an act 

of cognition; this has been said before. Even when 

there is this difference, he mentions another difference: 
' Indeed, that is what is called an act” etc. “ Wherein,” 

in respect of a content, “ there is an injunction even without 

regard to the nature of the thing”—for example, while 

taking up the oblation intended for the deity who is to 

receive it, there is no regard for the true nature of the 

deity in the act of contemplating it; or, in the meditation 

of fire in (relation to) woman, there is no regard for the 
real fire—“ indeed that is what is called an act”; this is 
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generated by a means of valid knowledge. And a 

means of valid knowledge has for its content the thing 

as it exists. Therefore, knowledge cannot be effected 

or not effected or effected in a different way; it is 

dependent purely on the thing; it is not dependent on 

an injunction, nor is it dependent on a person. There¬ 

fore, for knowledge, though mental, there is great 

difference in nature (from an act). In cases like “ Man 

verily is fire, Gautama ”, “ The woman verily is fire 

Gautama ” (Chtind., V, vii, and viii, 1), there arises the 

cognition, which is mental, of fire in respect of man 

the construction. The meditation on the deity is not, 

verily, established prior to the injunction “ To whichever 

deity the offering is made, let him meditate on that, when 

he is about to say vasa(”.,i' But, for him who has studied 

the Vedanta, who knows words, their sense and the relation 

(between the two), and understands the true principles 

•relating to verbal testimony, there does result a knowledge 

of Brahman as the self, from the discourse beginning with 

“ Existence alone ” etc., and ending with “ That thou 

art,” because of the capacity of testimony to convey valid 

knowledge, just as from the capacity of the contact between 

sense and object, there is for the man of attentive mind 

the experience of the jar present in bright light. This, 

which is generated by the capacity of its own (oausal) 

aggregate, oannot, verily, be effected in a different way 

or not effeoted, at the will of man, like the meditation 

on the deity, in which case an injunction would be 
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and woman. This, however, is only an act, dependent 

on a person, because it is generated solely by an 

injunction. But the cognition of fire in respect of 

the well-known fire, that is not dependent on an 

injunction, nor is it dependent on a person. What 

then? Being dependent only on the thing which 

is the content of perception, it is certainly know¬ 

ledge ; it is not an act. One should understand the 

same in respect of things which are the contents of 

all means of valid knowledge. 

purportful here. Nor is contemplation nor its culmination 

in experience the sphere of the injunction, since intuition 

or the removal of beginningless Nesoience is established 

through the capacity of these two (contemplation and 

culmination in experience) as ascertained by co-presence 

and co-absence, even in the absence of an injunction, 

and consequently thoy cannot be effeoted in a different 

way or not effected, at the will of man. Hence, the 

knowledge of Brahman, though a mental act, is not the 

sphere of an injunction. Of acts dependent on the 

functioning of the mind of man, the non-regard for the 

nature of things, is sometimes not opposed (to that nature), 

as in the case of the meditation on the deity; there is 

not, indeed, any opposition here to the nature of the 

thing; sometimes it is opposed to the nature of the thing, 

like the meditation of fire in man and woman. Because 

of this much of difference, there are cited the two pairs 
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This being the case, even the knowledge, whose 

content is Brahman and the self as they really are, 

is not dependent on an injunction. Although, in 

respect of that content, imperatives etc. are found used, 

yet as having for content that which cannot be 

enjoined, they become blunt like the edge of a razor 

etc. applied to a stone etc.; because the content is a 

thing which cannot be rejected or accepted. For what 

purpose then are there such passages like, “ The self 

verily, should be seen, heard about,” etc., which are 

shadows of injunctions ? We say that they are for the 

purpose of turning one away from the objects of natural 

of illustrations. By the word “only” in “ this is only an 

act ” he denies dependence on the thing. 

Now, there are declared injunctions like “Contemplate 

but as the self They are not deluded declarations ; for, 

whatever is handed down by successive tradition is alike 

(in authority); hence, they must be injunctive. To this he 

says : “ Although in respect of that content imperatives etc.” 

and so on. True, imperatives etc. are used; they are not, 

however, those whose content is the enjoined (vidhi- 

uisayQfi), 's as, if they referred to those, there would result 

non-authoritativeness. An injunction is, indeed, that whose 

content is what is to be rejected or accepted. And that 

alone is what is to be rejected or accepted, which a person 

can effeot or not effect or effect in a different way. And 

it is he, who is capable in respect of that, that becomes 
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activity. That extrovert, the person who engages in 

activity saying, “ Let me have pleasant things, let me 

have no unpleasant things,” and does not attain there¬ 

with the final human goal, him, who desires the final 

goal, passages like “ The self verily is to be seen,” turn 

away from the objects of natural activity, namely the 

assemblage of effect and cause (Le.t objects and sense- 

organs) and make him active along the current of the 

inner self. * And for him who engages in the activity 

of the quest of the self, there is taught by the following 

passages the true nature of the self, as what cannot be 

rejected or accepted: “ All this, which is that self ” 

(Bfh., II, iv, 6), “ But when all of this is only the self, 

then by what and whom shall one see . . . by what 

and whom shall one know ? . . . The knower, by what 

shall one know?” (Brh., IV, v, 15), “This self is 

Brahman ” (Brh., II, v, 19) etc. 

the agent, the eligible person, the person enjoined. And 

since the hearing, reflection, contemplation and intuition 

of the self are not of this nature, there is non-existence 

of the content and the person who observes, which are 

the pervaders of an injunction; hence, there is the 

non-existence of the injunction; hence, the imperative 

suffix etc., though used, are not capable of impelling to 

activity, and become non-authoritative, as the edge of a 
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razor (applied) to a stone becomes blunt. " As having for 

content that which cannot be enjoined ”; he, indeed, who is 

capable, is the agent, the eligible person, the person 

enjoined ; but where there is no capacity, there is no agency ; 

hence, he is not eligible, and consequently not the person 
» 

enjoined ; this is the sense. 

If, because of the non-existence of an injunction, 

these are not injunctive statements, for what purpose, 

then, are these statements, which are the shadows of 

injunctions ? Thus he asks : “ For what purpose, then ” 

etc. Nor is it meet that they should be futile, as their 

purport being apprehended in consequence of the injunction 

to study one’s own Veda would, then, be unintelligible; 

this is the idea. The reply is: “We say” etc. It is, 

indeed, the otherwise established hearing etc., that are 

re-stated by texts which have the appearance of injunc¬ 

tions. Nor is it, though a re-statement, fruitless, since it 

produces excellence of aotivity. It is thus: he, whose 

heart is distracted by the desire to obtain or avoid what 

is pleasant or unpleasant, and who is (thus) an extrovert, 

cannot fix his mind calmly on the inner self. Damming 

up the current of the mind towards objects by the texts 

about hearing of the self etc., whioh have the appearance 

of injunctions, he opens up the current towards the inner 

self; hence, for re-statements there is the production of 

excellence of activity; they being consequently fruitful, 

their being apprehended in consequence of the injunction 

to study one’s own Veda is certainly intelligible. 
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Again, as for the statement that the knowledge of 

the self, not relating primarily to what is to be done, 

serves neither for acceptance nor rejection, this is 

acknowledged to be even so. This is indeed an ornament 

to us, that, when there is the realisation of Brahman, 

there is the destruction of all obligations and the 

accomplishment of everything that is to be accomplished. 

So too says Scripture: “ If a person should know the self as 

41 am that/ desiring what, for the sake of what, should 
he suffer in sympathy with the body (that suffers) ? ” 

(Brh.y IV, iv, 12). And there is the traditional Code: 

“ Knowing that, one can become the knower and one 

who has accomplished all that is to be accomplished, Oh 

Bharata.” (Gitd, XV, 20.) Therefore, not as subsidiary to 

the injunction of contemplation is there the intimation 

of Brahman. 

As for what was objected that the knowledge of th6 

self, not being subsidiary to an observance, is not a human 

goal, that does not stand to reason; its being a human a 

goal being established in its own right, its not being subsidiary 

to an injunction is a merit, not a defect *, thus he says: 

“ Again, as for ” etc. Anusafljvaret, will suffer in sympathy 

with the body that suffers. The rest is easily understood. 

He concludes the present topic: “ Therefore, not as subsidiary 

to the injunction of contemplation ” etc. 
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That too which some say, “ There is no portion of the 

Veda, which deals with bare things, other than injunc¬ 

tions for engaging in and desisting from activity and 

what is subsidiary thereto,” that is not so; for the 

self propounded in the Upaniyads is not subsidiary to any¬ 

thing else. Of that self, understood from the Upa- 

ni^ads alone, who does not transmigrate, who is of the 

nature of Brahman, who is distinct from the four kinds 

of substances, i.ethe produced etc., who occurs in a topic 

of his own, who is not subsidiary to any other, it cannot 

be said that such a one does not exist or that he is not 

known; because there is the word “ self ” in “ That self 

is not this, not that,” (#?•/&., III ix, 26), and because it is 

not possible to deny the self; for, even he who denies, 

even for him there is self-hood. 

In order to establish the subject of the topic (i.ethe 

authoritativeness of the Vedanta in respect of what is 

existent), he restates the view of some to condemn it: 

“ That too which some say ” etc. He condemns it: “ that 

is not so.” This is the underlying idea: ** Just as activity 

is the probavs in the knowledge of what is to be done, 

even so are pleasure etc. in the knowledge of what is 

existent; thus is purportfulness (for the Vedanta); there is 

the character of sacred teaohing since it teaches what is 

beneficial.” If the capacity of words in respect of the expres¬ 

sion of what is to be done or the expression of their own 
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subsidiary to that (which is to be done) were settled as a 
rule in the usage of elderly persons, then, the Upanigads 
would not have for purport Brahman as the self, 
which is not what is to be rejeoted or accepted; for such 
capacity is not known of words in experience, and the 
cognition of Vaidic sense is preceded by that (t.e„ the cogni¬ 
tion of their sense in experience). If, however, there can 

l 
be in experience the apprehension of the relation of words 
even to existent things, then, in the case of the Upani§ads, 
it will not be possible to conceal their having for purport 
that (existent) as understood from the consideration of 
what goes before and after, and assume for purport what is 
to be done *, for, thence would result the abandonment of what 
is directly declared and the assumption of what is not 
so deolared. First, then, there would be no apprehension of 
a relationship in respect of a sense whioh is not to be done, 
(only) if there were not seen in experience any usage with 
that purport, and if it were not possible to infer the cogni¬ 
tion of that in the case of him who knows (the meaning of 
words).119 It is not the case that the usage with that as pur¬ 
port is not seen in experience, since there is extensively 
seen in experience the usage of combinations of words, which 
have the purpose of (oreating) joy or the cessation of fear 
etc., but have not for purport what is to be done. This is 
how: the king of mountains, Sumeru, is the abode of the 
host of guardians of the world, beginning with Indra, to¬ 
gether with the retinue of siddhas, vidy&dharas, gandharvas 

and apsaras, is composed of rocks of gold washed by the 
torrent of waters of the Mand&kinI falling down from 
Brahmaloka, and is attractive with the notes of crystalline 

birds playing in the pleasure gardens like Nandana; (or) 
this is not a snake, this is % rope; and so on. Nor is it that 
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there cannot be inferred in the person who knows (the 

meaning of words) the cognition of an existent thing, since 
there do occur joy etc., the grounds of inference. It is 

thus: a Dravidian ignorant of the meaning of the Aryan 
language, and intent on going to the city, is seated in the 

house of Devadatta, near the highway; he knows the birth 

of a son which is a cause of delight to the father; he goes with 

the herald to Devadatta in the city; he hears the herald say 

“ May thy prosperity increase, Devadatta, a son is born 
to thee,” after making the offering of the pata-vttsa (a 

cloth dipped in saffron water in which the infant’s feet 

have been washed); he sees at once the hairs (of Devadatta) 

stand on end, the eyes and the face bloom like the fully 

blown lotus ; he infers the joy generated in Devadatta and 
also (infers) of the joy, which was non-existent earlier but 

arises immediately after hearing these words, that it is 

caused thereby ; he understands that a sense has been stated 

which is the cause of joy, since this (statement) is not 

capable of creating joy without teaching a sense which is 

the cause of joy > and since no other cause of joy is cognised, 

while the birth of a son as a cause thereof is understood, 

he determines that that alone was declared by the herald. 

Similarly are to be exemplified fear, grief etc. And thus 
beoause of its being fruitful, the usage of that which 

expresses the existent thing even by the prudent inquirer is 

intelligible. This being so, beoause the knowledge of the 

nature of Brahman is the cause of the supreme human goal, 

and because, though not teaching a person’s engaging in 
or desisting from aotivity, the Vedantas do teaoh what is 

beneficial to man, the character of being saored teaching 

is established (for them). Thereby is this established: the 

texts about wbioh there is dispute have for content what 
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is existent, because of their generating valid knowledge 

about existent things; that which generates valid know* 

ledge about an object has that (object) for its oontent, 

for ex&mple, the sense of sight etc., having colour etc. 

for content; so too are these (texts); hence they are so. 
Therefore, it has been well said: “ that is not so, since the 
self propounded in the Upanisads is not subsidiary to 
anything else.” The word “ Upanisad ” is derived from sat, 

with urn and ni as prefixes meaning destruction and a kvtp 

suffix ; it declares the knowledge of Brahman, since, taking 

the non-dual Brahman near (one), it destroys Nescience 

together with its impressions ; because of being the cause 
thereof, the Vedantas too are Upanisads ; he who is known 

therefrom is the person propounded in the Upanisads. 
This itself he analyses: “ of that self, understood from the 

Upanisads alone ” etc. He distinguishes it from the content 
of the concept “I”: “who does not transmigrate.” For 

that very reason, being devoid of activity, he is distinct 
from the four kinds of substances (the generated, the 

modified etc.). And therefore, that which is distinct from 

the four kinds of substances is not subsidiary to anything 
else. For, it is the existent substance that is subsidiary 

to another, which, being desired to be done, may be what 
can be attained (i.e., accomplished) by generation etc., for 

example, “ He fashions the stake ” etc. That, again, which 

is not subsidiary to another, is of the nature of the existent, 

and devoid of use, for example, “ Gold is to be worn,” 

“ He is to offer flour (as an oblation) ” 180 etc., for that there 

is no attainment (i.e., accomplishment) by generation etc. 
For what other reason, (again), is it not a subsidiary 

to another? To this he says: For the reason that he 
“ occurs in a topic of his own ”, Of the Upanisads which occur 
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not in the course of any particular topic (other than 

their own), (it being seen) through the consideration of what 

goes before and after that the purport is propounding the 

person, this topic is principally that of the person alone. 

And it has been explained that there is not for the person, 

as in the case of the ladle, a non-inconstant relation with 

sacrifice. Therefore, it is not possible to say of this one, 

who occurs in his own topic, who is of that nature (non¬ 

transmigrating etc.), who is cognised through Upanisads, 

that he does not exist; this is the sense. 

Be this so. Of Brahman, as not the sphere of other 

means of knowledge, the relation (to words) is not 

apprehended ; hence it is not the meaning of a word ; hence, 

it cannot intelligibly be the meaning of a sentence; how, 

then, can it be the significance of the Upanisad ? To 
this he says : “ because there is the word * self ’ in ‘ that self is 

not this, not that 7’ Though for the self there is not, as for 

cow etc., being the sphere of other means of knowledge, 

yet, being, a3 it is, the luminous self, it is possible to 

indicate it as the significance of the sentence, through the 

destruction of the respective adjuncts, in the same way 

as gold through the destruction of bracelets, ear-rings 

etc. It is not, verily, that the luminous self-consciousness 

does not shine; nor is it that even the aggregate of body 

and organs whioh is the defining condition (does not 

shine). Hence, through the destruction of the respective 

adjuncts, because of the text “ that self is not this, not 

that,” this self-luminous one, because of its greatness and 

pervasiveness, can be indicated by the sentence as Brahman 

and the self (Atma); this is the sense. 

Now, like the refutation of the adjunct, why is there not 

also refuted the existence of the self that gets conditioned ? 
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Now, since the self is the content of the concept 

“ I,” it is unintelligible that he can be understood from 

the Upani^ads alone. No, because, as the witness 

thereof, this has been refuted. Indeed, as distinct from 

the agent who is the content of the concept “ I,” the 

witness thereof, that self which is present in all, equal, 

one, immutably eternal, which is the self of all, has not 

been understood by anyone either through the liturgi¬ 

cal portion (of the Veda) or through ratiocination. 

To this he says : “ and because it is not possible to deny the 

self.” Luminosity is, indeed, the self of all, since the 

world-delusion has that for its substrate. Nor can there 

be a delusion when the substrate is non-existent; never 

when the rope is non-existent is there seen the delusion 

as to the rope that it is a snake or a stream. Further, 

by the light of the self’s luminosity is there light for the 

world. And thus says Scripture : “ That shining, all else 

shines after it; by its light all this shines.” Nor when 

the luminosity of the self is denied, is the manifestation 

of the world appropriate. Therefore, because of the 

impossibility of denying the self, there results from the 

Vedantas the realisation of the nature of Brahman, which 

is not the sphere of other means of valid knowledge 

and is devoid of all adjuncts ; this is the sense. 

He who cannot put up with the restriction that it 

is understood from the Upanisads alone objects: “ Now, 

since the self ” etc. The self is, indeed, the content of the 
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Therefore, him ifc is not possible for anyone to refute, nor 

to link up as subsidiary to an injunction. And even 

because of being the self of all, he is not what is to be 

rejected or accepted. The entire host of perishable 

modifications, up to the self, does indeed perish. The 

self, indeed, because of the non-existence of a cause for 

perishing, is imperishable; and because of the non¬ 

existence of any cause for modification, it is immutably 

eternal; for this very reason, it is by nature eternally 

pure, intelligent, free ; therefore in (texts like) “ There 

is nothing higher than the self, that is the limit, that is 

the highest goal ”, (Kafka, I, iii, 11), “ But I ask about 

that self propounded in the Upanisads ” (.Bfh., Ill, ix, 26), 

the qualification “ propounded in the Upanigads ” is in¬ 

telligible (only) when the self is what is revealed princi¬ 

pally in the Upanisads. Therefore, the statement that 

there is no part of the Veda which deals with existent 

things is mere rashness. 

concept ** I ” common to all people; it is agent, enjoyer 
and transmigrator; for, it is only in this (sense) that 
the word “ self ” is used both by the man in the street 

and by inquirers. The words which are used in experience, 
the same are used in the Veda too, and the meanings are 
the same (in both cases); hence, the word " self ” in the 
Upanisads too should apply in that (sense) alone, not 
in any other sense opposed to it; this is the sense. 
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He answers: MNo”; the Person of tbe Upani§ads is 

not the content of the concept “ I Why not ? “ Because 

as the witness thereof ”—he who is the content of the concept 

“ I,” the agent, he who is conditioned by the aggregate 

of body and organs, the j?t>a-self,—as the witness of this, the 

supreme seifs “this,” being the content of the conoept 

“ I ”, has been refuted. This is what is said: though in the 

words of the text “ Having entered in its true nature as the 

jiva, the self” etc., the identity of the jtva and the supreme 

selves is absolute, yet its conditioned form is the j\va\ 

but the pure form is its witness; and this, not being under¬ 

stood through other means of knowledge, is the sphere 

of the Upanisad. This itself he elaborates: “ Indeed, as 

distinct from the agent who is the content of the concept 

‘ I ’ ” etc. 

It is not possible “ to link (it) up as subsidiary to an 

injunction Why not ? “ Even because of being the self.” 

The self, indeed, is not for the sake of another, but all 

others are for the sake of the self. And thus says 

Scripture: “Verily, not for the love of everything is 

everything dear, but for the love of the self is everything 

dear.” Further, for that very reason of being the self of 

all, it is not what is to be rejected or accepted. Indeed, 

of the entire universe, Brahman alone is the true self*, 

nor is one's nature what is to be rejected, since it cannot 

be rejected; nor is it what is to be accepted, being already 

attained. Hence, prescriptions and prohibitions, whose 

contents are what are to be rejected or acoepted, do not 

have the true nature of the self, which is opposed to that, 
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as their content; consequently, of the entire universe, the 

self alone is the truth. This he explains: “ The entire host 
of perishable modifications up to the self does, indeed, perish." 

This is the sense: the self, indeed, is absolutely real, being 

established by Scripturo, traditional Code, epics, purUytas 

and reasoning not opposed to these; the world, however, 

which is exhibited by beginningless Nescience, is not 

absolutely real. And that which is absolutely real is the 

material cause of this, as the real rope is of the modification, 

viz., the delusion of the snake. Hence it is that there is 

the perishing of this, which, as indeterminable, is of un¬ 

stable nature* The self, however, is absolutely real; nor 

can this be made unreal even by a thousand causes. Not 

even a thousand craftsmen can make a cloth of a pot; this 

has been said. Therefore, there is the perishing of all 

modifications stopping the imperishable self, just as there is 

the perishing of the silver and the snake stopping at the real 

nacre and rope. The self, indeed, is the sole truth of the 

entire host of modifications in the universe, Nor for the 

self is there perishability, for the reason that it is infinite. 

To him who says that there may be destruction, he says: 

“ The self, indeed, because of the non-existence of a cause for 

perishing" etc. Indeed, even a thousand causes are not 

capable of turning one thing into another; this has been 

said. Now, let not the self in its own nature be what is 

to be rejected or accepted ; but some attribute thereof may 

be rejected, and some may be accepted ; to this he says: 

" And because of the non-existence of any cause for modifica- 

tion, it is immutably eternal.” It has been said that not one 
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That quotation too from those who know the purport 

of the sacred teaching, “ Its purport is indeed seen to 

be the teaching of rituals ” and so on, that has to be 

understood to refer to sacred teachings of prescriptions 

and prohibitions, since the content is the desire to know 

Religious Duty. Further, for those who accept in¬ 

variably the text, “ Since the purpose of the Scripture ” 

etc., there would result the futility of the teaching 

about existents. If, besides the engaging in and 

desisting from activity, it teaches existent things, as 

for the sake of what- is to come into being, what is the 

cause for saying that it does not teach the immutably 

eternal existent ? Indeed the existent that is taught 

does not turn out to be an act. If it be said that 

of the three kinds of modification—consisting of dharma, 
laksaqa, and avastbfl,—exists here. Further, since of the 
absolutely real self the attribute too is absolutely real, the 
alteration of that, as in the case of the self, cannot be 
effected by any cause. Nor is there any modification other 
than the alteration of the attribute. Hence, this is said: 
“ because of the non-existence of any cause for modification.” 
The rest is easily understood. 

That statement, again* of those who know the sacred 

teaohing, which was cited by some as evidence (of their 
position), that he explains otherwise: “That quotation 
too from those who know the purport of the sacred teaching.” 

Where it ought to be said “its purport is, indeed, 
seen to be the fruitful teaching of the sense,” since 
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since, though not an act, the existent is instrumental 

to an act, the teaching about an existent is only 

for the sake of an act, this is not a difficulty; 

even though for the sake of an act, there is certainly 

taught the thing which has the capacity to accomplish 

an act; that it is for the sake of an act is, however, its 

purpose; with this much alone, the thing does not 

turn out to be untaught. If it be said to be taught, 

what (good) will that be to you? The reply is: the, 

teaching about the unknown self-substance too certainly 

deserves to be of that kind. By the knowledge thereof 

there results the profit, the cessation of illusory knowledge 

which is the cause of transmigration ; hence there is no 

difference, from the teaching of objects that are in¬ 

strumental to an act, in respect of purposefulness. 

the desire to know Religious Duty constitutes the topic, 
and since Religious Duty is of the nature of rites, it is said 
“ the teaching of rites ”. But it (the statement cited) does 
not stand in the way of the function of teaching the 
existent Brahman. Indeed, when Soma Barman constitutes 

^ * 

the topic, the expression of his good qualities does not 
exclude Yispu barman’s possession of good qualities. The 
sacred teaching of prescription has for content the rites 
prescribed, and the sacred teaching of prohibition has 
for content the rites prohibited ; thus, both have for pur¬ 
port the teaching of rites. Further, there is the statement 
of the author of the sacred teaching (Jaimini) that “ Since 
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Scripture signifies rites ” etc. Here, if the use of the 
word “ signification (artha) ” expressed what is denoted, 

thence would result for substance, quality and action (the 

defeot of) meaninglessness consisting in not being denoted ; 
for, they do not signify what is to be done. To this he 
says: “Further, for those who accept invariably the text ” 

etc. It may be said: to be significant in relation to what 

is to be done is not to denote what is to be done, but to be 

of service to that which is to be done ; and words relating 

to substances and qualities denote existent substances and 
qualities only as subsidiary to what is to be done, not as 

abiding in themselves. So those who know the sacred 
teaching say: “An injunctive statement can, indeed, 
make known the already existent, that which exists, that 

which will come into being and others of this class. ” 131 

This is what is said (thereby): an injunctive statement, 
t 

while making known the thing that is to be done, makes 

known for the sake of that even objects already existent 
etc. To this he says : “ If* besides the engaging in and desist* 
ing from activity, it teaches existent things ” etc. This is 

what is intended: it has been taught by those who 

have shown the meaning of words even with reference to 

existent things that the apprehension of relation (of word to 
sense) is not in respect of that sense alone of its own which 

subserves what is to be done, and not in any other sense. 

Nor is the purport of words only in respect of their own 

sense (unrelated to that of other words). 133 If that were 

so, there would be no cognition of the sense of a sentence. 

For, syntactical unity is not seen among those which are 

each independently primary and are devoid of the relation 

of primavy and secondary (among themselves). Henoe, there 

is syntactical unity for words, which express their own 
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sense, through their having for purport a oommon fruitful 
word-significance. And thus becomes intelligible the cogni¬ 

tion of the single sentence-significance, which is qualified by 

eaoh respective significance (of the words). As is said 
by those who know the sacred teaching: “ Though the 

letters directly effect the teaching of the word-signifi¬ 

cance, yet they do not terminate there fruitlessly ; in their 

activity towards valid knowledge of the sentence-signifi¬ 

cance, the teaching of the word-significance is an inevitable 

(intermediary), like the flame of the fuel in cooking.” m 

And thus, the cognition of the sentence-significance being 

intelligible even with words having for purport the con¬ 
junction with other significances, there is no rule as to their 

having for purport the conjunction with what is to be done. 

And this being the case, there is no defect even in having 

for purport the nature of the immutably eternal Brahman. 
Bhaoijam (what is to come into being) is what is to 

be done. Now, that existent which is taught for the sake 

of what is to come into being, that is not an existent, 

since, in the form of what is conjoined to what is to come 
into being, that is also what is to come into being. To this 
he says: “ Indeed, the existent that is taught ” etc. Con¬ 

junction does not consist in identity; it is, rather, a relation 

with what is to be done, in the form of what is brought 

about (the fruit) and that which brings it about. With the 

process of becoming, however, which has that (relation) for 

content, (the relation) of existent things is of the form of 

(that between) activity and causal agent*, hence, for existent 

things there is not the nature of activity; this is the sense. 
He objects: “ though not an act ” etc. And thus there 

is the unintelligibility of the teaching of Brahman, whioh 

does not subserve aotivity and is immutably eternal *, this 
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is the idea. He answers: “this is not a difficulty; even 
though for the sake of an act" etc. Indeed, the existent, 

taught as for the sake of activity, does not become other 
than existent; rather is this, which is capable of achieving 

the activity, certainly existent. And thus, words, which 

have been determined to signify existent things, which are 

seen in some cases to have for content the existent abiding 

in itself (t.e., without syntactical relation to an act), 

cannot properly be tortured to signify somehow relation to 

activity. Verily, though the conditioned be seen a hundred 
times, the unconditioned seen somewhere does not become 

unseen (as it were). And thus are extensively seen in 

experience statements of what is existent, conditioned by 

the activity (only) of being, though not subservient to 
activity, such as descriptions of forests etc. Thus, even 

those which are related to activity terminate with (signify¬ 

ing) a relation alone; for example, to the question “ Whose 
is this man ?” the reply is “ The king’s.” Similarly, there 

are those which are related to the significance of the 

stem alone ; for example, to the question “ Of what kind are 
these trees?” the reply is “Fruit-bearing”.134 Indeed, 

the existence or non-existence of the man or the trees is 
not desired to be known by the questioner; rather is it 

the particular master of the man and the particular kind 

of the trees. And he who knows what is desired by the 

questioner replies only as to the particular master or the 

particular kind, not as to existence, that not being desired 
to be known by him. And it has been explained that for 

words there is significance even in respect of fruitful 

existent things. 
He questions: “If it” the existent “be said to be 

taught* what ” good “will that be to you ” whether teacher or 
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listener? Therefore, only that existent which is fruitful 
should be taught, not that which is fruitless ; and Brahman 

is fruitless, since to that which is indifferent, as devoid of 
all activity, no serviceability can belong ; this is the idea. 
He answers; “ The reply is s the teaching of the unknown self* 
substance too certainly deserves to be of that kind,” i.e., 

oertainly fruitful. The word and (ca) ” has the sense of 
“ too (apt) ”. This is what is said: though Brahman is 

indifferent, yet knowledge from verbal testimony relating 

to that content, such knowledge culminating in realisation, 

cuts away its opposite, Nescience, the primal cause of 

transmigration, and is thus fruitful; this is the sense. 

Further, even by those who recognise in the case 
of all words that their purport is what is to be done, 

it is not possible to recognise in the case of (statements 

like) “ A brahmin is not to be killed,” “ Liquor is not to be 

drunk ” etc., that they have for purport what is to be 

done. That which is to be done, having its limits defined 

by volition, is pervaded by volition, and ceases on the 

cessation of that, like s'ims'apa-ness on the cessation of 

tree-ness. Volition, indeed, is human effort; and that is 

determined in dependence on the content. And its content, 

being of the nature of something to be accomplished, 

must be a process of becoming, whioh has an earlier and 
a later, and helps to bring about something else; (it oan 
be) neither a substance nor a quality. For, the content 

of volition is that whioh is directly pervaded by volition; 

and of substance and quality, whioh are existent, there 
is no pervasion by volition. Therefore it is that the 

author of the sacred teaching says: “ Verbs have the 

sense of becoming; through them is activity to be 

known.”13" Though for words signifying substance and 
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quality there is relation to what is to be done in the 

stage when they are occasioned, yet, sinoe there is for 

becoming, of itself, the relation to what is to be done, 

while for words signifying substance and quality that is 

only through their conjunction with becoming, the 

understanding of the novel (rite eto.) is only through 

words signifying becoming, not through words signifying 

substance or quality. Nor is it that curds etc. are 

the contents of what is to be done in (statements like) 

“ He is to offer oblation with curds,” “ He is to sprinkle 

continuously ” ; for, even there, what is to be done has 

for its content only the process of beooming—the offering 

of oblation or the sprinkling. Nor with this does it follow 

that, because of the prescription of the oblation as qualified 

by curds and the sprinkling as qualified by continuity, 

as in “ He is to sacrifice with soma (-juice),” the statements 

" He is to offer the agnihotra oblation,” “ He is to sprinkle 

with ghee ” beoome re-statements thereof. Though 

here too what is to be done has certainly for content 

the prooess of becoming, yet substance and quality, even 

though not contents, are prescribed as complementary to 

the process of becoming. Indeed, the process of becoming, 

uncharaoterised as being the bare operation of a causal 

condition (kciraka), is characterised (i.e., defined) by 

particular causal conditions, such as substance eto.; 

hence, substanoe eto. are complementary to that. And 

thus, when the process of becoming is prescribed, that 

itself is prescribed together with its complements ; hence, 

substance and quality, though not oontents, get prescribed 

as complements thereto. And thus, the prescription 

attached to substance and quality through the channel 

of the prooess of becoming; and because of the fear of 
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prolixity, its own content being otherwise established, 

through a re-statement thereof it comes to have for 
purport substance etc., which are complements thereto; 

consequently, in all cases, prescription has for content the 

process of becoming alone. 

Hereby is refuted the view that in *' That dgneya 

(rite) which is on eight potsherds ” etc., the prescription 
has for content the connection (of the rite with its 
material and deity). Now, the object of prescription 

cannot be the process of becoming; for, if the agent of 

the beooming is existent, then, that which has its existence 

accomplished cannot be an agent in respect of the 

becoming; verily, the sky does not become; nor, if (the 
agent is) non-existent, since an injunction cannot be 

laid on what is non-existent, like a sky-flower; therefore 

the object of the prescription is the operation of the 
productive agent, that which brings about, this (operation) 

being implied by the becoming, the operation of what is 
brought about; and this operation is productive force 

(ibhUvana), volition, effort; of this, if contentless,there can 

be no cognition; hence, because of the need for a content, 

it is only the connection with material and deity brought 

to mind by the word Sgneya that is its oontent. Now, 

how can human effort which has an operation for content 

have for its sphere a connection not of the nature of an 

operation ? Indeed, even in u Make a pot,” human effort 
has not for its sphere the pot which is the direct signifi¬ 

cance of the noun; rather does it operate the staff etc. 

through the hand etc. Therefore, that (sentence) declares 

only that volition which has for content the operation and 
is for the sake of the pot, but not that whioh has directly 

the pot as content. The pot is there (in the volition) as 
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what is intended, but not as the content. As oontent, 

however, there is only the operation of the hand eto. 

Hence it is that even in “ That Ugneya ” etc., what is en¬ 

joined is only the thing to be done, viz., the sacrifice implied 

by the connection with material and deity. What is it that 

is said in “ That agneya which is offered ” eto. ? (What is 

said is) “ One should bring about (what is desired) through 

the Ugneya sacrifice Hence it is that the statements 

“ He who, knowing thus, performs the full moon sacrifice,” 

“ He who, knowing thus, performs the new moon sacrifice ” 

become re-statements of the six sacrifices prescribed in 

“That Ugneya” etc. Hence it is that only for this re¬ 

statement of what is enjoined is there the connection with 

the fruit in “ He who desires heaven is to sacrifice with the 

new moon and full moon sacrifices ”. 

Hence it is invariable that in every case the 

injunction has for content the operation alone, through 

the channel of volition. And thus in “ Kill not,” 

“ Drink not ” etc., if there be admitted something to 

be done, then, its pervader, volition, would have to be 

admitted, as also the becoming which pervades that 

(volition) as content. And thus, on the analogy of the 

PrajSpati-vrata,136 the injunction would, as signifying 

exclusion through the implication of the resolve not to 

kill or not to drink, have that (resolve) as content. And 

thus it would follow that the final obsequies have been 

performed for (that function of negation which consists in) 

the denial of that for whioh there is an occasion. Nor 

when there is a possibility (of direot significance) is 

implication proper. In the case, however, of “ See not the 

rising sun ” etc., sinoe they commence with “ His vow,” 

there is not the possibility of the denial of that for whioh 
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Further by statements like “ A brahmin is not to 

be killed,” desisting from activity is taught. Nor is that 

an aot, nor even a means to an act. If the teaching of 

those which are not for the sake of an act be purpose¬ 

less, there would result the futility of teachings of 
* 

desisting from activity like “ A brahmin is not to be 

killed ”. And that is not acceptable. Nor is it possible 

to assume for the negative particle the signification 

of a non-established act, as distinct from the indifference 

consisting in desisting from the act of killing, because 

of the connection with the sense of killing that is 

established through one’s own nature. And this is the 

there is an occasion; hence, it is proper, through the 

signification of exclusion, to imply the resolve not to see. 

Therefore, in “Kill not,” “Drink not” etc., which are 

denials of what there is an occasion for, since the process 

of becoming is non-existent, volition pervaded thereby 

is non-existent; and that being non-existent, there is 

non-existence of what is pervaded thereby, viz.} what 

is to be done; hence there is no rule that all state¬ 

ments have for purport what is to be done; thus 
he says: “by statements like (A brahmin is not to be 

killed ’ ” etc. 

Now, why does not cessation itself become what 

is to be done, or the means to that (cessation) ? To 

this he says : *' Nor is that an act.” The word “ act ” 

expresses what is to be done. This itself he analyses: 

"If the teaching of those which are not for the sake of an 
act ” etc. 
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nature of the negative particle, that it makes known the 

non-existence of that to which it is related. And the 

cognition of non-existence is the cause of indifference. 

And that subsides of its own accord like the fire whose 

fuel has been consumed. Therefore, it is but the in¬ 

difference consisting in the desisting from activity for 

which there is occasion, which we consider to be the 

meaning of the prohibition, “ A brahmin is not to be 

killed ” etc., in all cases other than the Praj&pati-vow 

etc. Therefore, the declaration of futility is to be under¬ 

stood to have for content such praises of the existent, in 

the form of narratives etc., as do not serve the human 

goal. 

Be this so. Because of the injunctive suffix being 

heard, there is cognised here what is to be done ; and that 

cannot be without a process of becoming; nor in the case 

of him who because of passion engages in killing, drinking 

etc., is indifference intelligible by chance, without voluntary 

effort; therefore, that voluntary effort of the mind, 

speech and body intent on engaging in activity is the aot 

which is the sphere of the prohibitory injunction ; hence, 

there is no statement whatsover which does not have an 

act for purport. (To this) he says: “ Nor is it possible to 
assume for the negative particle the signification of a non- 
established act, as distinct from the indifference consisting 

in desisting from the act of killing.” For what reason is 

it not possible? To this he says: “because of the 
connection ” of the negative particle “ with the sense of killing 
that is established through one’s own nature ”. This is the 

sense: indeed, the injunctive suffix cognised as having 
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for purport killing and drinking prescribes them alone; 

this is the general rule. And these cannot be prescribed, 

since they result (even) from passion. Nor is there 

enjoined the denial, by the negative particle, of that 

for which there is occasion, since of that too, whose 

nature is indifference, there is establishment as already 

existent (in the form of antecedent non-existence, prag- 

abhtiva). Nor is voluntary effort (what is to be enjoined), 

since that, not being expressly mentioned, would have 

to be implied, since where there is a possibility (of direct 

signification) implication is not proper, and since that 

(effort) cannot be the content of the injunction, because 

of the injunctive suffix being a re-statement of the 

activity that results from passion. Therefore, what is 

restated as “ one might drink or kill,” and is prohibited in 

the form “ that is not (to be done) ”, its non-existence (i.e., 

unprofitable nature) is brought to mind; but the sense 

of the negative particle is not prescribed. And since 

non-existence is determined by the existent that is opposed 

to itself, and takes on the colour of the existent, it 

appears as if existent in the case of the existent, and as 

if to be accomplished in the case of what is to be 

accomplished; hence, the sense of the negative particle, 

whose content is what is to be accomplished, appears as 

if itself to be accomplished *, hence the delusion that the 

sense of the negative particle is something to be done. 

This he says thus: “ And this is the nature of the negative 

particle ” etc. 

Now, let the negative partiole make known the non¬ 

existence of what is related to itself (as counter-correlate); 

but, for the mind, speeoh and the body intent on aotivity, 

how can there be the desisting therefrom by chance? 
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To this he says : “ And the cognition of non-existence is the 

cause ” of the perpetuation “ of indifference This is the 

idea: on hearing the words “Diet yourself when there is 

fever,” “ Offer not your finger to the serpent,” the elderly 

person so addressed starts to put himself on diet, or, 

if intent on offering his finger to the serpent, desists there¬ 

from ; the infant, t.e., the learner, on seeing this, infers 

for the elderly person addressed the causes of engaging in 

and desisting from activity, viz., desire and aversion. It 

is thus: the elderly person’s engaging in and desisting 

from activity have desire and aversion for cause, since 

they are independent acts of engaging in and desisting 

from activity, like my own independent acts of engaging in 

and desisting from activity. And his desire and aversion 

are preceded by the understanding of the instrumentality 

to what is desired or not desired inherent in the same 

thing as the obligation, since they are desire and aversion 

which are causes of engaging in and desisting from 

activity, like the desire and aversion which are causes 

of my own engaging in and desisting from activity. Never 

do desire and aversion result for me as preceded (only) 

by the cognitions of the word, its operation, the intention 

of the person (who speaks), and the unseen potentiality 

of an injunction, as undefined by the three times ; rather do 

they appear on repeated introspection as preceded by the 

above-mentioned causes alone. Therefore, the elderly person’s 

independent engaging in and desisting from activity, as also 

his desire and aversion, are pervaded by the understanding 

of the instrumentality to what is desired or not desired, 

inherent in the same thing as the obligation; because of 

this sequence, the relation of cause and effect is established ; 

hence, it is established that the elderly person’s engaging 
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in and desisting from activity are from the understanding 

of the instrumentality to what is desired or not desired. 

And this understanding, which was non-existent earlier 

and is generated immediately after the hearing of the 

word, has the hearing of the word for its cause; hence 

in statements like “ He is to sacrifice,” which prompt to 

activity, it is the word itself, which, making known the 

operation that is to be done and that is instrumental 

to what is desired, also makes known its instrumentality 

to what is desired and the obligation to do it; for, these 

two are not otherwise obtained, and what is not 

otherwise obtained is the sense of the word. Where, 

however, the obligatoriness is obtained even other¬ 

wise, as in “ Kill not,” “ Drink not ” etc., since 

engaging in killing and drinking are obtained even from 

passion, there, the imperative suffix eto., associated with 

the negative particle, re-state this and make known 

only the causality of the two in respect of evil, which 

(causality) is not otherwise established. Indeed, their 

instrumentality to what is desired, is directly known, 

as otherwise they could not be objects of desire. 

Therefore, statements like “Kill not,” “Drink not”, 

have for purport the making known of the instru¬ 

mentality to evil, through re-stating the obligatori¬ 

ness established by passion etc., but they do not 

have obligatoriness for purport; hence it has been well 

said that prohibitions are not related to what is to be done. 

It is the cognition of the instrumentality to evil in the 

oase of what are prohibited that is the cognition of the 

non-existence of what are prohibited. Thus, indeed, this 

intelligent being, though seeing what is superficially 

attractive, yet considers the future, cognises the 
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non-existence of activity, which is desisting from activity, 

and desists; that is to say, he establishes himself in an 

attitude of indifference. 

Be this so. If cognition of non-existence be the cause 

of establishment in indifference, that should persist so 

long as there is indifference; but that does not persist; 

for, he who, though indifferent, has a mind strongly 

attached to other objects, is not one who cognises their 

non-existence *, nor, in the absence of the cause which 

establishes, is there seen the establishment of the effect; 

not, verily, when the pillar has fallen does the top floor 

stand. Therefore he says: “ And that subsides of its own 

accord, like the fire whose fuel has been consumed.’’ This 

being is intent on activity only so long as he does not 

understand its instrumentality to evil. The understanding 

of its instrumentality to evil plucks out activity by the 

root, and itself subsides like the Are whose fuel has been 

consumed. This is what is said: the cognition of non¬ 

existence is the cause of the establishment in indifference 

not in the same way as the pillar (is the cause) of the 

stability of the top floor; rather is it the cause of establish¬ 

ment, as protecting from adventitious causes of destruction, 

just as the armour impenetrable as tortoise-shell is the 

cause of the stability of the warrior’s life by protecting 

him from the attack of missiles. And it is not that there 

is loss of the warrior’s life, when the armour is removed 

and there is no attack of missiles. He concludes: 

“ Therefore, it is but indifference consisting in the desisting from 

activity for which there is occasion ” etc* Since indifference 

exists even in the absence of knowledge (of instrumentality 

to evil), it is distinguished by the upalaksaqa, 137 viz,, 
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As for that too which has been said, that the bare 

thing mentioned without entry into an injunction of 

what is to be done would be futile, like the statement 

“ The Earth has seven islands ” etc., that has been 

refuted; because profit is seen even in the statement 

about a bare object “ This is a rope, this is not a snake 

Now, it has been said that since, even for him who has 

heard (the texts relating to) Brahman, transmigratoriness 

is seen as before, there is not purposefulness as in the case 

of the statement about the nature of the rope. To this the 

reply is: not in the case of him who has realised Brahman 

as the self is it possible to show transmigratoriness 

desisting from an activity for which there is occasion. 

Is the view then of the Jaiminiyas wholly absurd, (the 

view) which suspects futility because of non-subsidiariness 

to what is to be done and makes out (the existence of) 

subsidiariness to what is to be done ? (Raising this ques¬ 

tion), he answers it by way of conclusion: “ Therefore, the 
declaration of futility is to be understood ” etc. The prima 

facie and final views based on non-subsidiariness and 

subsidiariness to what is to be done have for content 

narratives etc., which do not serve the human goal; but 

they do not have the Upanisads for content, since the 

Upanisads lead up to the realisation of Brahman, which is 

of itself the human goal; this is the sense. 

“ As for that too which has been said " by those who think 

the knowledge of the self propounded in the Upanisads 

not to be the human goal, (in the words) “ the bare thing 
mentioned without entry into an injunction of what is to be 
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as before; because it is opposed to (the knowledge 

of) Brahman-as-the-self generated by the Veda as the 

means of valid knowledge. Indeed, because in respect 

of a man, who has the conceit of self in his body etc., 

there is found possession by misery, fear etc., it is not 

possible to assume that, in respect of the same man, when, 

in consequence of the realisation of Brahman as self 

produced by the Veda as the means of valid knowledge, 

there is the cessation of such a conceit, there continues 

the same possession by misery, fear etc., caused by 

illusory knowledge. Verily, because for the rich house¬ 

holder, having the conceit of wealth, there is found fear 

caused by the (possible) theft of the wealth, there does 

not continue for the same man, when he renounces and 

becomes freed from the conceit of wealth, the same fear 

caused by the (possible) theft of the wealth. Nor, 

done” etc., here, with a concealed view, he recalls the 

answer mentioned earlier: “that has been refuted.” Here, 

the objector recalls the sense mentioned by himself: “ Now, 

it has been said that since even for him who has heard (the 

texts relating to) Brahman ” etc. The respondent reveals the 

concealed view: “ To this the reply is: not in the case of him 

who has understood Brahman as the self ” etc. True, not the 

knowledge alone of Brahman is the cause of the cessation 

of the attributes of transmigration, but rather its culmina> 

tion in intuition. And the intuition of Brahman is a 
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because for a man having ear-rings there is seen happiness 

in the conceit of having ear-rings, is there for the same 

man, when he gives up the ear-rings and is freed from 

the conceit of having ear-rings, happiness in having 

ear-rings. This is declared by Scripture, “ Him, verily, 

who is non-embodied, pleasure and pain do not touch.” 

(Ch&nd., VIII, xii, 1). If it be said that when the body 

is destroyed, there may be non-embodiment, not when 

particular psychosis of the internal organ, generated in the 

mind as aided by the impressions produced by hearing, 

reflection etc., like the intuition of the different notes, 

sa<}ja etc., whose source is the mind purified by the hearing 

and practice of the science of music. And this, while 

rooting out the perception of the stupendous magical 
» 

presentation of the entire universe, roots itself out as 

well, not being distinct from that universe; this has been 

explained above. Hence, it is established that there is but 

similarity to the declaration of the true nature of the 

rope (as rope, not snake). And here, being based on the 

Veda as the means of valid knowledge, it is spoken of as 

" generated by the Veda as the means of valid knowledge 

In this very matter, he mentions two examples, divided 

into the non-origination of happiness and of misery: 

“Verily, because for the rich house-holder” etc. He cites 

Scripture to this effect: “ This is declared by Scripture ” etc. 

He asks: “when the body is destroyed” etc; He 

answers: “ no; because being embodied is caused ” etc. If 
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alive, no; because being embodied is caused by illusory 

knowledge. Indeed, in respect of the self, it is not 

possible to assume its being embodied in any other way 

than through illusory knowledge, consisting in the 

conceit of self in the body. Non-embodiment is eternal, 

because it is not caused by an act: so we have said. 

If it be said that being embodied is caused by the merit 

and demerit acquired by that, no; because relation 

(of that) to a body is not established, because it is 

not established that merit and demerit are acquired by 

the self, and because there would result reciprocal 

dependence between the relation to a body and the 

acquisition of merit and demerit by that. The assump¬ 

tion of beginninglessness in this is (like) a chain of the 

being embodied were real, that would not cease during life; 

it is, however, caused by illusory knowledge; and that can 

be removed even during life by the rise of true knowledge. 

As for non-embodiment, since that is of his nature, it cannot 

be removed, as by destruction of nature there would result 

destruction of existence; thus he says: “ Non-embodiment 

is eternal ” etc. 

Be this so. Being embodied is not caused by illusory 

knowledge, but caused by merit and demerit; and it cannot 

cease except with the cessation of its causes, merit and 

demerit; and on the cessation of these, there is but death; 
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blind. And because there is no inherence of activity in 

the self, agency is unintelligible. If it be said that by 

mere proximity there is agency for kings and others, 

no; because their agency is intelligible through the 
relationship to servants procured through payment of 
money etc. Not for the self, however, is it possible to 

assume anything like the payment of money etc. as the 

cause of the relationship of master and servant with 
reference to the body etc. Illusory conceit, however, is 

the perceived cause of the relation. By this is explained 

the self being the sacrificer. 

hence there is no non-embodiment during life ; thus he 

objects: “ If it be said that being embodied is caused by the 

merit and demerit acquired by that ” etc. “ That ” relates to 

the self. He refutes this: “ no, because relation to a body ” 

etc. Not directly can the self acquire merit and demerit, 

for, those two, whioh arise from the exertion of speech, the 

intellect and the body, do not occur when there is no 

relation to a body ; he who desires (to establish) being 

embodied (as resulting) from them lands clearly in the 

defect of reciprocal dependence; that is thus said: 

because there would result reciprocal dependence between 
the relation to a body ” etc. It may be said: “ True, there is 

reciprocal dependence, but it is not a defect, because of 

beginninglessness, as between seed and sprout.” To this 

he says: “ The assumption of beginninglessness in this is (like) 
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Here they say: in respect of the self that is distinct 

from the body etc., the conceit of “ I ” in its own body 

etc., is secondary, not illusory ; if this be said, no; for, 
secondariness and primariness are well-known to him to 

whom the difference between the things is well-known. 

For him to whom the difference between the things is 

a chain of the blind.” One may think thus: “ This begin- 

ninglessness is not like a chain of the blind •, when from a 

particular merit and demerit, there is a particular relation 

between a self and a body, it is not, indeed, from that same 

relation to a body that there result that particular merit 

and demerit; rather do these (merit and demerit) result from 

a prior relation of the self to the body, which had its 

rise from earlier merit and demerit; while this relation of 

the self to the body results from another merit and demerit ” ; 

to this one he says: “ because there is no inherence of 

activity *' etc. He objects: “ If it be said that by mere 

proximity” etc. He answers “no.” “ Procuring ” is making 

one’s own. That is not the case, he says, with the 

self: “ Not for the self, however " etc. 

As for those who think that the conceit of the self in 

the body etc. is not illusory, but is secondary, like the 

conceit of the lion in the pupil etc., he introduces their 

view and condemns it: “ Here they say ” etc. That person 

to whom differences between things are well-known, he 

is thus mentioned (in the words: prasiddha—vastu* 

bhedalj). And since this has been explained by us under 

the commentary on superimposition, it is not explained 

here. In the twilight, in respect of a thing not apprehended 
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well-known—for example, if a certain thing possessing a 

mane etc., and having a particular configuration is 

established through co-presence and co-absence as the 

principal signification of the word and concept “ lion,’* 

and another, a man, established as possessing cruelty, 

courage etc., which are the ordinary qualities of a lion— 

for that one, the word and concept “ lion ” have secon¬ 

dary signification in respect of that man, not for him to 

whom the difference between the things is not well- 

known. For this (latter) one, however, (the use of) one 

word and concept in the place of another can be caused 

only delusively, not secondarily ; for example, in respect 

of that whose particularity has not been apprehended 

in twilight, in the form “ This is a post,” the word and 
concept of “ man ” have the post as content; or for 

example, in the nacre, the word and concept which for 

some unknown reason are determined in the form 

“ This is silver In the same way, how can the word 

as distinct from a man in the form “ this is a post,” the 

word and the concept of a man due to doubt have the 

post for content; there, indeed, the attribute of being a 

man, though not certain, is but superimposed. Having 

thus illustrated the superimposition of the uncertain in 

cases of doubt, he illustrates (the superimposition of) the 

certain in cases of erroneous cognition: “ or, for example, in 

the nacre ” etc. When for the white shining substance 

in front, there is similarity to nacre and silver, while 

there is the ascertainment of silver, why is there not the 
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and concept of “ I,” which arise in respect of the assem¬ 

blage of the body etc., non-figuratively through the 

non-discrimination of the self and the not-self, be said 

to be secondary ? Even by the learned men who have 

discriminative knowledge of the self and the not-self, 

the word and the concept fail to be discriminated, just as 

by shepherds and goatherds. Therefore for those who 

maintain that there is a self distinct from the body etc., 

the concept of “ I ” in respect of the body is but illusory, 

ascertainment of nacre itself? Or there may be doubt, 

which is appropriate in two ways; for, there is seen a sub¬ 

strate with common attributes, while there is absence 

of cognition or non-cognition (i.e., of any means of valid 

knowledge, favourable or unfavourable); also because 

there is memory of both particulars, since similarity, 

which arouses the impressions, being located in both, 

is common to both. Therefore it is said: “ for some 

unknown reason.’* Though the seen cause is common, 

there is hereby mentioned an unseen cause; and since 

that has to be inferred from the perception of its effect, 

it is not common (to both): this is the idea. “ Even 

by the learned men who have discriminative knowledge of the 

self and the not-self " ; for those who are learned, merely 

in respect of their proficiency in hearing and reflection ; that 

is to say» for those in whom the intuition of the truth has 

not risen. That has been said: “ And because there is no 

distinction from beasts" etc. The sense of the rest is 

not obscure. 
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not secondary. Hence, since “being embodied” is 

caused by illusory knowledge, it is established that for 

the wise one, even while alive, there is non-embodiment. 

And thus there is Scripture whose content is the 

Brahman-knower: “ Therefore, as the slough of a snake 

lies dead and cast off on the ant-hill, in the very 

same way lies this body; then that non-embodied, 

immortal life, is Brahman alone, light alone ” (Brh., IV, 

iv, 7); “Having eyes but without eyes as it were, 

having ears but without ears as it were, having speech 

but without speech as it were, having mind but without 

mind as it were, having breath, but without breath as 

it were.” There is the traditional Code also, “ What is 

the language of him who is firm in knowledge?” (Oita, II) 
etc., which, while declaring the distinctive marks of one 

firm in knowledge, shows that for the wise one there is no 

relation with engaging in any activity. Therefore, not 

in the case of him who has realised Brahman as the self, 

is there transmigratoriness as before; he, however, 

who has transmigratoriness as before, has not realised 

Brahman as the self; this is faultless. 

And in the matter of non-embodiment during life for 

the wise one, he cites Scripture and traditional Code : 
“ And thus *' eto. This is easily understood. He concludes 
the present topic: “ Therefore, not in the case of him who has 
realised Brahman as the self ” etc. 
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Again, as for the statement that since reflection 

and contemplation are seen subsequent to hearing, 

Brahman is subsidiary to an injunction and does not 

stop with its own existence, that is not so; because, 

like hearing, reflection and contemplation are for the 

purpose of realisation. If the realised Brahman were 

employed elsewhere, then there would be subsidiariness 

to an injunction ; but it is not so ; because reflection 

and contemplation too are, like hearing, for the purpose 

Now, it has been said “ If the jlva's realisation of 

Brahman as the self were alone the cause of the cessation 

of the attribute of transmigration, there would be, alas 1 the 

futility of the prescription of reflection etc.; hence, the 

Vedantas have for purport the injunction of contempla¬ 

tion ” ; restating this, he condemns it: " Again, as for the 

statement ” etc. Even of reflection and contemplation there 

is no prescription, since of these two which are established 

by co-presence and co-absence to have the fruit of intui¬ 

tion, there is (but) re-statement by sentences which have 

the appearance of injunctions; that is thus said: “because 

they are for the purpose of realisation.” Intuition of Brahman 

is realisation; the subsidiariness thereto of reflection and 

contemplation is established by co-presence and co-absence; 

this is the sense. Why, then, should it not be an injunction 

alone in respect of reflection etc. ? To this he says: 

“ If the realised Brahman ” etc. That reflection and con¬ 

templation are not principal rites with an unseen content, 

viz,, the fruit of immortality, has been stated above. 
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of realisation. Therefore Brahman does not come to have 

the sacred teachings as the means of valid knowledge 

in virtue of being the content of an injunction of 

contemplation; and for this reason it is established that 

Brahman even independently has sacred teaching as 

the means of valid knowledge, because of the harmony 

of the Vedanta texts. And this being the case, the com¬ 

mencement of a distinct sacred teaching dealing with 

that, in the form “ Then therefore the desire to know 

Brahman,” is intelligible. If it had for purport an 

Therefore, there remains for them the character of subsi¬ 

diary rites, like pounding, sprinkling etc.; that too is 

unsuitable, since to the self does not belong (the attribute of) 

having been used or being about to be used elsewhere; for 

(the self propounded in) the Upani§ad, in particular, there 

is opposition to the observance of rites: this is the sense. 

He concludes the present topic: 11 Therefore ” etc. 

And thus, the Upanisads having for purport the 

existent Brahman, since Brahman, the object of the sacred 

teaching, is other than Religious Duty, and since through 

difference of content there is difference in the sacred 

teaching, the commencement of the sacred teaching “ Then, 

therefore, the desire to know Brahman ” is intelligible; 

thus he says: u And this being the case ” etc. If, however, 

it were otherwise, it would be but the desire to know 

Religious Duty, not another sacred teaching; consequently, 

there would not be the commencement of another sacred 

teaching; thus he says; " If it had for purport an injunction 
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injunction of contemplation, a distinct sacred teaching 

would not be commenced, that (study) having been com¬ 

menced even with “ Then therefore the desire to know 

Religious Duty ”. And if it had to be begun, it would 

have been begun thus: “ Then therefore the desire to 

know the rest of the Religious Duty,” like “Then 

therefore the desire to know what subserves the purpose 

of the sacrifice and what subserves the goal of man 

(PM, IV, i, 1.) The realisation of the unity of 

Brahman and the self is not premised (in that sacred 

teaching); hence it stands to reason that (another) 

sacred teaching is begun for that purpose in the form 

“ Then therefore the desire to know Brahman There¬ 

fore, “ I am Brahman ”: in this alone terminate all 

of contemplation1’ etc. Not merely because of being of the 

nature of an existent is the oneness of Brahman and the 

self other than Religious Duty, but also because of opposi¬ 

tion thereto ; thus he says by way of conclusion: " There¬ 
fore, * 1 am Brahman1: in this alone ” etc* By the word “ this ” 

he refers to the knowledge. Injunctions, indeed, are the 

means of valid knowledge in respect of Religious Duty. 

And these, which are based on (i.e., have as oontent) 

differences of end, means, and modus operandi, and give 

rise to Religious Duty (through teaching it), cannot, when 

there is oneness of Brahman and the self, be based on those 

(differences), because of opposition; this is the sense. This 

is the fate not alone of the sacred teaching that is the 
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injunctions and all other means of valid knowledge. Not, 

indeed, when there is the realisation of the non-dual 

self, which is to be neither rejected nor accepted, can 

those which are contentless and are devoid of a knower 

be fit to be means of valid knowledge. 

Further, they say: When the secondary and the 

illusory selves are non-existent, then, because of the 

sublation of son, body etc., how can the thing to be 

done, the enlightenment that I am of the nature of 

the real Brahman, come about ? Prior to the cognition 

of the self that is to be sought, there is knowership 

for the self. What is to be sought is the knower 

alone, as free from sin, defect etc. As the cognition 

of the self in the body is assumed to be valid know¬ 

ledge, even so is this empirically valid knowledge 

(assumed to be valid) up to the ascertainment of the self. 

means of valid knowledge in respect of Religious Duty, 

but of all means of valid knowledge ; thus he says; “ and 
all other means of valid knowledge. ” Why ? * Not, indeed, 

when there is the realisation " etc. In non-duality, indeed, 

there is not the relationship of object and subject; nor 

agency, since there is nothing to be done; nor instrumental¬ 

ity, for the same reason. That is thus stated by the 
“ and ” in “ and which are devoid of a knower 

To this very effect he cites the verses of a Brahman* 
knower: “ “ Further, they say ” etc. The conceit of the self 

in son, wife etc., is secondary. As one feels miserable by 
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one's own misery, and happy by one’s own happiness, so too 

does one (feel) by what is present in the son etc.; hence it is 

secondary. But there is not the conceit of oneness, since 

difference is established in experience. Hence, it is secon¬ 

dary (figurative) as in “ The Vahlka (the inhabitant of 

a country of that name) is an ox ”. But the conceit of 

the self in the body, organs etc., is not secondary, because 

of the experience of non-difference (from them); it is an 

illusion, rather, like the cognition of silver in nacre. Thus, 

it is this twofold conceit of the self that sustains the 

march of the world. If that, however, were non-existent, 

there would be no march of the world, nor even the experi¬ 

ence of the oneness of Brahman and the self, because of the 

non-existence of the means thereto, viz.* hearing, reflection 

etc. That is thus said: ‘ because of the sublation of son, body 

eto.” When the secondary self is non-existent, there is sub¬ 

lation of son, wife etc.; that is to say, the non-existence of 

the sense of “ mine When the illusory self is non-existent, 

there is the sublation of body, organ etc., as also the 

sublation of hearing etc. And thence, there is not alone 

the destruction of the march of the world ; ” the enlighten¬ 
ment that I am of the nature of the real Brahman, 
this thing to he done” which is of the nature of an 

awakening, that is to say, the intuition of non-duality, 

that too, “ how can (it) come about ” ? Whenoe its impossi¬ 

bility ? To this he says : “ Prior to the cognition of the self 
that is to be sought, there is knowership for the self.” 

This (knowership) is a synecdoche; the distinction 
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of valid knowledge, object of valid knowledge and 

means of valid knowledge is also to be understood. This 

is what is said: this distinction, indeed, is the cause of 

the intuition of non-duality, since it invariably precedes 

it; therefore, when that is non-existent, the effect is not 

produced. Nor is the self to be sought other than the 

knowing self; thus he says: “ What is to be sought is the 

knower alone, as free from sin, defect etc. ” The illustra¬ 

tion of the necklet round one’s neck has, indeed, been 

stated. 

Be this so. From what is non-valid, how can there 

be the origination of the absolutely real experience of non¬ 

duality ? To this he says: “ As the cognition of the 

self in the body is assumed to be valid knowledge, even 

so is this empirically valid knowledge (assumed to be valid).” 

The terminus of this he states: “up to the ascertainment 

of the self ”; up to the intuition of the nature of Brahman ; 

this is the sense. This is what is said; even by those 

who maintain the absolute reality of the world, it must be 

said that the conceit of the self in the body etc. is illusory, 

since it is sublated by valid knowledge. And of this it should 

be admitted that it is the cause of all valid knowledge, and 

that it sustains the real march of the world. This is the mode 

for us too in respeot of the intuition of non-duality. Nor 

is this intuition of non-duality, a particular psychosis of 

the internal organ, absolutely and invariably real.’39 As for 

that intuition which is real, that is not something to be done? 

since it is of the nature of Brahman. As for Nescience, 
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whether it destroy or generate (other) Nesoience, there is 

no unintelligibility whatever. So too says Scripture: 

“ Knowledge and Nescience, he, who knows both together* 

passing byond death by Nescience, enjoys immortality 

through Knowledge.” 140 Therefore, everything is clear. 

Herb ends the Catujj-sOtrI-bhAmati 





NOTES 

Page 2 

1. Vacaspati, like Padmapada, the author of the 

PancapUdikti, recognises two kinds of Nescience. These 

are the karapa-’vidya and the karya-’vidyas. The former 

is beginningless; the latter too are beginningless, but in 

the same sense as a continuous stream. Karapa-’vidya is 

one, on the view of some, but not according to Vacaspati. 

Another name for it is mQla-’vidya. As contrasted with it, 

the others are called tUla-’vidyas or avastha-’jnanas, modal 
ignorances. See further, Introduction, section V. 

2. The world, movable and immovable, has to be 

created through Hirapyagarbha, and thus requires greater 

effort than the elements; hence their comparison to the 

smile, which requires greater effort than a mere glance: 
so says the Kalpataru. 

3. This is a joint salutation to the Vedas and to 
Paramas'iva, whom Vacaspati w<mld appear to identify 

with the Sagupa-Brahman, possibly following the lead 
of Saftkara; see the Sivadvaitaniryaya, para 3. 233, and 

the paras immediately preceding. The six angas of the 

Veda are phonetics, prosody, etymology, grammar, 

astrology and ritual; the avyayas (indeolinables) like 

the particle ca (meaning ‘and ’) are innumerable. The 

six ahgas of Paramariva (Bhava) are omnisoienoe» 
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contentment, eternal wisdom, independence, eternal illimi¬ 
table resources, and unimaginable power; the avyayas 

(imperishable properties) are ten: knowledge, non¬ 
attachment, lordly power, austerity, truth, mercy, firmness, 

oreatorship, self-knowledge and controllership: thus the 

Kalpataru. 
4. Amalftnanda takes this expression to refer to a 

deity fond of sesamum. From a verse quoted in the 

Kalpataru the word “ Martapdta ” would seem to refer 
to the Sun. Das Gupta says Tilakasvamin is another 

name for Karttikeya or Skanda (see HIP, II, 107); in this 
identification, he has also the support of the JRjuprakas'ikS. 

5. Secondary Creator (apara-vedhas). Vyasa is 

said to be so, because of a boon granted to him, in 

common with Daksa and others, in virtue of which they 
are known as Prajapatis (creators). The Rjuprakas'ikd, 

justifies the attribution of creatorship to Vyasa on the 
ground of bis being an incarnation of Vispu’s cognitive 

energy, as stated in the Puranas; the second line of the 

verse would thus be a justification of the second half of 
the first line. 

6. The bha§ya of Saftkara is clear to outward 

appearance; but the depth of thought revealed on analysis 
shows its might and majesty. 

Page 3 

7. /.i., condition or cause ; fire is the pervader and 
smoke the pervaded (vyapya). That whioh is more 
extensive (adhika-detfa-vftti) is the pervader, and that 

which is less extensive (nytlna-des'a-vjtti) is the pervaded. 
They are, of course, co-extensive, where the relation is 

reciprocal. The pervader in the present case is the 
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condition of the inquiry, i.e., lack of knowledge plus 

the existence of profit from the knowledge. 

8. That is to say, the body whereon the attributes 
of the self have been superimposed. 

Page 4 

9. The intellect is the determinative faculty; 

certitude belongs to it, while doubt belongs to the mind 

(manas). It is essential to remember that all these 

psychical factors are in their own nature unconscious. 

Page 5 

10. The usage “ You are myself ” does exist, but it is 

very rare; hence the word “ extensive ” is used advisedly. 

Page 6 

11. That is to say, present it (avabhEsayanti) as of 
the same nature as themselves: jRjuprakHs'iku. 

12. What is here meant is the cognition of the one 

being of the nature of the other (itaretaratva-pratltih), 
not the actual identity of the one with the other. The 

latter is never doubted and its non-existence needs no proof. 

Page 7 

13. For the superimposition of attributes there must 

be either superimposition of their substrates or such a 

relationship between the latter that one may reflect the 

other. Neither of these being possible as between subject 

and object, whence the superimposition of attributes ? 

The quotation is from the SlokavUrttika, V, 39 (p, 280). 

PAGE 8 

14. Knowledge through perception necessarily oomes 

before knowledge through any other means, such as 
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inference etc., and certainly long before knowledge through 

verbal testimony. Herein consists the priority (jyesfattva) 

of perception. Further, words can convey knowledge only 

when they are perceived. For his arguments in meeting 

this contention, V&caspati is indebted to Magdana Mis'ra ; 

see the Brahmasiddhi, pp. 39-41, esp. p. 41. The example 

given for the origination of valid knowledge from what is 

empirically, but not absolutely, real may be paralleled by the 

difference of significance brought about by emphasis. 

Emphasis does not belong to the nature of the words; but 

when imposed on different words in a sentence, the sense of 

the sentence differs; the difference in sense is validly 

apprehended, though resulting from what is superimposed. 

Page 9 

15. This is a statement of S'abarasvSmin. The 

“ other ” is the implied sense (laksyartha). 

16. PM, VI, v, 54. The archetypal rite is that all of 

whose subsidiaries have been explicitly laid down by Scrip¬ 

ture. There are other rites modelled on these; they are 

called vikftis; their subsidiaries are as a rule taken over 

from the injunctions as to the prakyti rite. Where, however, 

a particular subsidiary has been laid down for the vikfti, 

the corresponding subsidiary from the prakfti will not be 

taken over; the subsequent prescription in the vikyti sublates 

the earlier injunction in the prakfti. Thus, the prescrip¬ 

tion of kusta grass as an auxiliary in the prakfti is sublated 

when there is an express prescription of sfera in the vikrti. 

17. TantravUrttika, p. 819. 

PAGE 10 

18. The word “ agnihotra ” is the name of a particular 

rite, an obligatory rite. There is another rite called the 
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“ kumjapayinftm ayana ” which is not obligatory, though 

the injunction in that regard uses the word “ agnihotra 

The object of using this word is to indicate not the identity 

of the rites, but the need for transferring from the obliga¬ 
tory rite all such subsidiaries as are not expressly laid down 

for the other. On the whole topic see PM, I, iv, 4 ; II, iii, 

24; and VII, iii, 1-4. 

Page 11 

19. That is, in the cognition “ I am in this very abode, 

but cognising ”. 

Page 13 

20. There is no cognition of the form “ I am the 

body ”; but the cognition “ I ” is none the less due to the 

erroneous identification of the self with the non-self; that 

is why it is said that the identification is a fact, though 

not present in cognition. 

21. The Sanskrit “adhyasya vyavahErab ” involves 

the use of the participial suffix (-ktva) in “ adhyasya ” 

(superimposing). This is justifiable only where there is a 

common agent for both activities. See Pacini: 3.4.21. 

Vacaspati says there is this justification. 

22. While Vacaspati identifies mithyajnEna with 

adhyEsa, treating prior superimpositions as the causes of 

subsequent ones, PadmapEda sees here a reference to the 

primal cosmic ignorance. He splits up the compound 

into mithya and ajnEna. There are undoubtedly diffi¬ 

culties in treating Primal Nescience as a cause; see the 

Introduction. The author of the Vivaraija, a commentary 

on the Pafteap&dikn, justifies PadmapEda’s explanation 

on the ground that to allege superimposition as the cause 
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of superimposition would be to commit the fallacy of 

self-dependence (atmatfraya). But as Magana and Vacas- 

pati are never tired of pointing out, full intelligibility is 

just what one may not expect in the case of Nescience; 

non-intelligibility is constitutive of its very nature. 

Page 15 

23. The bhasya says that the empirioal usage 

(vyavahSrah) is natural and beginningless* But if that 

were so, it could not have a cause Hence, the beginning- 

lessness should be taken really to qualify the cause, viz. 

superimposition. But this is itself an effect of prior 

superimpositions. How, then, can that be said to have 

no beginning ? The reply is that what is here intended 

is not the absence of any beginning, but the absence of any 

beginning that may be said to be the first; in other words, 

we have a continuous process like that of a perennial 

stream. Such beginninglessness is called karya-’naditva or 

pravahft-’nftditva, as contrasted with svarOpa-’naditva, 

such as belongs to the jlva, Is'vara, Pure Intelligence, the 

difference between the jlva and Itfvara, Nescience, and its 

relation to Intelligence. 

24. Acoording to Vaoaspati, satta (reality) consists 

in unsublated self-luminosity. The other views, e.g. the 

inherence of reality as a genus, and practical efficiency, 

are maintained by the Naiyayikas and cannot appeal to 

the advaitin for the reasons mentioned, viz. the introduc¬ 

tion of duality and the infinite regress involved. 

Page 18 

25. This view (or something very much like it) 

comes in for criticism at the hands of Kavitarkika 
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Cakravarti Nysirpha Bhattopadhyaya, of whom we know 

nothing beyond the summary given of his views in the 

first ohapter of the Siddhfintales'asangraha. The point 

of the criticism is this: does the yellow, which goes forth 

with the rays of light, pervade the object ? If it does not, 

there is no possibility of its superimposition; if it does, 

then, even others who are near by should perceive the 

shell to be yellow, as if it were gilded. What the 

Cakravarti is criticising is the notion of two psychoses 

in an illusion, one cognising the “ this ” and the other 

the “yellow” or the “silver*'; neither the existence nor 

the functioning of two such psychoses is intelligible, 

according to him. It is not clear from the Btomatl 

whether Vacaspati recognises two psychoses, though 

his language suggests such recognition; but Appayya 

Dlk?ita who briefly refers in the Parimala to the 

Cakravartin’s criticism, makes out that it applies only to the 

Tarkikas. 

26. An interesting question in relation to this 

experience is “ whence the previous experience of bitterness 

for an infant, who has not yet tasted anything bitter, 

but turns away from the mother’s milk, because of the 

delusion caused by biliousness that it is bitter?” One 

explanation is that the bitterness is imported from 

the experiences of a prior life. Cf. SLS,t pp. 204-205 

(Kumbakonam edition). 

27. There hab been more than one theory of reflection 

in advaita philosophy. Vacaspati seems to hold in 

common with Padmapada and the Vivarapacarya that 

the image which appears to be apprehended is but the 

original face. There is a difference of opinion as to 

whether the original itself is apprehended but in a 
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different place or the original that is present in its own 

proper place. Padmapada holds the former view and says 

that those who maintain the latter are patently 

contradicted by experience (see the Pahcapadika, p. 23). 

The latter view is that maintained by VAcaspati, and 

must be part of his inheritance from another, possibly 

Mapdana, as otherwise it could not have come in for 

criticism even in Padmap&da’s days. The Bhamatl view 

is that the reflected rays go back to the original image 

where it is and apprehend it, but not as where it is. In 

support of the view that what is apprehended is the 

original image itself, the VivarapScarya points to the 

form of the sublating cognition “ The face is not there ” 

not “ The face is not As regards Vacaspati’s own 

exposition, Appayya Dlksita rightly remarks in the 

Parimala that the element of “ non-apprehension of the 

location of the original ” is not essential to all reflection, 

since it is absent from the cognition of the reflection of 

a tree, for instance, which may co-exist with the cognition 

of the tree where it is really located. The doctrine 

that the rays from the sense of sight are turned back 

by the stronger rays of the sun does not seem to be 

shared by the VivarapacSrya, who says they are turned 

back by the reflecting medium, the mirror etc. Neither 

version of the theory, of course, corresponds to the 

modern physicist’s notion of reflection, according to 

which the rays of the sun or other illuminant are 

reflected, not rays from the sense of sight. The most 

powerful criticism of the theory that the reflected image 

is identical with the original comes from the Advaita- 

vidyac&rya (probably Rafigar&ja Dlksita, Appayya’s 

father) who holds that the reflected image is a fictitious 
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creation of Nescience, like the water of the mirage. 

These are some of the points urged by him. (i) It is not 

true that there is no notion of an independent face in 

the mirror. Children and other unsophisticated persons 

take the reflection to be an independent entity, (ii) The 

reflection does not have the properties of tho original. 

The reflection of the sun does not burn, nor does the 

reflection of the moon cool, (iii) When we look at a 

calm sheet of water, we see not merely the reflections of 

our faces, but also the sandy bed. The only possible 

explanation is that some rays from the sense of sight 

pass through the reflecting medium while others are 

turned back. Whence this difference in the strength of 

the rays ? Again, the rays which are admittedly weaker 

than water and are consequently turned back therefrom, 

are yet said to be stronger than the much stronger rays 

of the sun, so that they go up to the solar orb and enable 

us to see its reflection in the water 1 See further SLS., 

pp. 268*280 (Kumbakonam edition). 

Page 19 

28. “ gandharva-nagara ” is a delusion of cities, 
buildings etc., seen in the clouds. 

29* It is said that the eye treated with the vasa 

(a bilious substance) from a frog, sees a bamboo as a 

snake and the colour of a snake in the colour of the 

bamboo. See the relevant portion of the Kalpataru and 

the Pari mala thereon. 

30. “maru§u marlcika-nicayam ” is literally a body 

of son’s rays (shining) over a desert (and giving the 

appearance of water); it is therefore rendered here 

as “mirage”. The Jjtjuprakas'ikn takes “uccavaCam” 
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(understood in our translation to mean “ high and low” as 

qualifying “ waves ”) along with “ marlcika-nicayam,” the 

whole compound meaning “ the unspeakably intense 

rays of the sun shining over a desert ” ; according to this 

commentary “ uccavacam ” means “ vacam agocaram ” or 

“ atyadhikam 

Page 20 

31. “ bhava-ntaram abhavo hi.” This part of the 

line occurs in the SlokavUrttika, p. 566, where, however, it 

is followed by “ purastat pratipftditah ” not by kayacit 

tu vyapek$aya ”, The whole line as here quoted occurs in 

the Vibhramaviveka of Magdana Mitfra (see v. 129, p. 14, 

Madras edition). It is not unlikely that Vacaspati’s own 

quotation is from Map<fcna. 

Page 21 

32. Cp. karya-karaga-bhavad va svabhavad va 

niyamakat 

avinabhava-niyamo ’dars'anan na na dars'anat. 

33. The verse is from the S"lokavUrttika, p. 476. 

This view of Kumarila, which treats existence and non¬ 

existence as co-existent aspects of everything, is to be 

distinguished from the view of Prabhakara, which denies 

any kind of reality to non-existence, since the non¬ 

existence of anything, say a pot, is nothing more than 

the bare locus, i.e., the ground itself. The line "bhava- 

'ntaram abhavo ’nyo na kas'cid anirOpapat ” seems to 

some extent to be reminiscent of this view; and it is 

not infrequently mistaken for an expression of the 

Prabhakara view; see, for instance, D. M. Datta, The Six 

Ways o/ Knowing, p. 160 and the foot-note. The ascription, 
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however, is erroneous, since that line is Kum&rila’s descrip¬ 

tion of his own position. See the Slokav&rttika, p. 245 ; 

also the Vibhramaviveka, v. 127, p. 14, where this line is 

cited in the exposition of the Virttika-k&ra’s own position. 

PAGE 22 

34. See Note 33. 

Page 25 

35. Expressions like “ long-lived one ” and “ beloved 

of the Gods ” are applied to the opponent, more particularly 

to the Buddhist, sarcastically, to indicate his folly. 

Page 27 

36. “ True,” that is, literally, “ correspond to their 

objects.” Correspondence for the Naiy&yikas and for the 

PrEbhSkaras (whose view is set forth in the present passage) 

seems to have meant nothing more than “ practical effici¬ 

ency ”. It is difficult to determine whether the Naiy&yikas 

ever understood it to mean “ resemblance ” and could be 

characterised as representationists. 

Page 30 

37. For the criticism of akhy&ti-v&da Cp. the Brahma- 

siddhi, pp. 136-147, esp. p. 137. 

Page 31 

38. Bhasmaka, morbid appetite due to over-digestion; 

seems to have been known as YUnaittl in Tamil; Cp. Mar}u 
4 

mZkalai, patikam, line 66. 

Page 32 

39. The NyQyakaQikti is V&oaspati’s Commentary on 

Mapd&c& s Vidhiviveka. Amal&nanda in the relevant part 
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of the Kalpataru gives a summary of Vacaspati’s arguments 

in the NyHyakaqika. The main argument is this. Truth 

is self-evident, not made known by constancy of the cogni- 

tion to its object. If cognition does require constancy, for 

what purpose does it need it—for the presentation of the 

object cognised or for successful practical activity? Not 

the first, since cognition does not arise first and then present 

the object; rather does it arise as the presentation of an 

object. Nor the second; for, in order to apprehend con¬ 

stancy, practical officiency etc. should be first appre¬ 

hended. Is this effected by another cognition ? Then the 

constancy of that cognition comes in question and we have 

an infinite regress. If another cognition be not needed 

for the second cognition, validity would be ascertained 

neither for that cognition nor for the first cognition, de¬ 

pendent thereon for its validity. And if the validity of 

the second cognition be self-evident, why not that of the 

first as well ? 

The BrahmatattvasamlksU, referred to three lines 

later is Vacaspati’s commentary on the Brahmasiddhi of 

Mapdana. 

Page 34 

40. The RjuprakQs'ika reads “atma ’jado” taking 

the two words “self” and “non-inert” in apposition, so 

that the sentence means; “ If it is manifest, it stands 

to reason that the self, which is non-inert, is not, like pot 

etc., manifested in dependence on another.” 

Page 36 

41. That is to say, we are left only with the fact of 

the relatedness of consciousness to objects and the self; 
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and with this we got no further forward, as the analogy 

of the ignorant father and the scholarly son still applies. 

PAGE 38 

42. For, then, the plurality of reflections of the sun 

would introduce difference into the sun. It is to be noted 

that this demonstration of self-luminosity is offered by the 

objector, with a view to show the impossibility of 

superimposition. 

PAGE 41 

’ 43. Chund., VI, iii, 2. 

44. There is a continuous stream of superimposition, 

wherein jiva-hood and object-ness (visayatva) alternate, 

without the defect of reciprocal dependence. The content 

of an earlier superimposition may be jiva-hood; and this 

jiva may become the object of the next superimposition. 

Page 42 

45. 8'vet., VI, 14. 

46. “ Prautjhi-vada ” is sometimes rendered as “ an 

extravagant argument It is in the nature of a supple¬ 

mentary argument, which proceeds by conceding the op¬ 

ponent's assumptions though really untenable as sug¬ 

gested by its synonym. It has no strict relevance to the 

main thesis as its establishment. Thus the denial of God 

in the SMikhya Sutras is said by VijnEna Bhiksu to be 

a “ prau(jhi-v&da ’ ’. 

Page 45 

47. That the inner self, which is pure intelligence, 

is different from intellect etc., this is what is to be 
64 
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apprehended ; this apprehension constitutes the final cogni¬ 

tion, which is of the same class of reality as what is removed 

thereby, though it is of a higher degree in that it requires 

nothing else for its own removal. The rise of this cognition 

is of itself the removal of Nescience, since nothing else 

remains to be acquired or done for this removal. But even 

the final cognition is other than the knowledge which is 

the self; it only helps to reveal the latter, through remov¬ 

ing the obscuration caused by Nescience; hence that 

cognition may be spoken of as “ knowledge ” only deri¬ 

vatively or secondarily. 
* 

PAGE 49 

48. The reading in all printed texts is “ pravartate,” 

though M pravartante ” seems obviously to bo called for. 

As the text stands, the meaning would seem to be “ why 

should he (the knower) not function of himself ” ? But it 

is evident both from what follows and from the com¬ 

mentaries that it is the functioning of the senses and of the 

pramEpas generally which is here in question. The reading 

“ pravartante ” has been adopted in the present text on 

the strength of two MSS. in the Adyar Library: 30 L 22 

(Grantha script) and 40 B 19 (Malayalam script). It is 

interesting to note that the Kalpataru takes the second 

question to relate to a different objector and not to be merely 

explanatory of the first question. The first question is “ why 

should the knower utilise the pramSpas ? ” The Etmanepada 

in “ upadatte ” implies that the utilisation is for his own 

benefit. The obvious complement of that question is 

“ why should not the pramSpas function for his benefit 

without being utilised by him V ” This would be the question 

of a follower of the Ssfikhya, according to which, primal 
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nature functions of itself in the presence of Spirit, for the 

benefit of Spirit. But there is another possibility—that 

prakfti and its evolutes may function, not for any one’s 

benefit, but just because it is their nature. The second 

question is based on this possibility. This interpretation, 

says the author of the Abhoga, is justified, nay demanded, 

by the force of “ eva ” in “ svayam eva kasmat ” etc. 

One may also note in this connection that, while for 

Vacaspati adhi^hUnam (in the Bhasya) means “ controller ” 

PadmapSda, Anandagiri and Govindananda take it* to 

mean “locus”. The sentence in the Bhasya would thus 

mean : “ and without the locus of the senses (that is to say, 

the body) there is no functioning.” 

Page 50 

49. The words of the Bhasya “And without a 

knower ” etc. imply also and without valid knowledge ”. 

The need for a knower who can control the pramEpas 

has been already explained, and there is no need to 

repeat it. What is shown here is the need for superim¬ 

position, because of the nature of valid knowledge, vi:.t 

the combination of intelligence and non-intelligence (cid- 

acid-rOpa-garbhipi). 

Page 53 

50. PAT, III, vii, 18. The question is whether the 

sacrificer (yajamEna) should personally engage in each 

act of sacrificial ritual, including all subsidiaries or 

whether it will suffice if he makes the dedication of 

the sacrificial material. The prima facie view is that 

the sacrificer should himself engage in all the rites, 

since the fruit is declared to go to him; and the 
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fruit necessarily goes to that agent who is implied by 

the activity of engaging in the rites. The final view is 

that the services of the officiating priests (ftviks) have 

been formally purchased by the yajamana and that .this 

purchase would be futile if the yajamana had to perform 

all the rites himself. The aphorism cited here is the 

statement of the prima facie view ; but in both views, the 

fruit is understood to go to him who engages in activity for 

its sake ; and this is all that is intended to be illustrated here. 

Page 56 

51. Cp. Brahmasiddhi, p, 43. There are three expect¬ 

ancies for every operation prompted by an injunction: what 

is to be accomplished ? wherewith ? and how ? In the 

case of the syena or hawk sacrifice (so called because it 

injures the enemy even as quickly as a hawk would 
* 

pluck out the enemy’s eyes) injury to the enemy is 

what is to be accomplished. But this cannot be in the 

last resort a Soripture-ordained end, since it conflicts with 

the prohibition of injury to all beings. It is at best a 

Scripture-permitted end. One of the expectancies, there¬ 

fore, is not fulfilled from an absolute point of view* 

Despite this, the injunction of the hawk sacrifice is 

observed by those who are eligible for it, i.e. those who 

have not conquered anger. 

Page 61 

52. ■ PM; I, ii, 40. 

Page 62 

53. “ The inner self alone is their principal sense. ” 

The word mukhyQ-'rthali would ordinarily mean “ primary ” 
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or "expressed” as opposed to “secondary” or “implied 

sense The inner self, however, is not the primary or 

expressed sense of the words “ That ” and “ thou ” in " That 

thou art”* Hence, the word mukhya here means nothing 

more than “ non-figurative ”; see the Rjuprak&s'ikU. 

Page 65 

54. “ daijdl presan anvaha.” Scripture says “ maitra* 

varunah presati ca ’nvaha ca. ” While the adhvaryu 

actually offers the oblations, the maitra-varupa has the 

task of preparing them and the hoty priests have the 

function of calling on the deities to come up as soon as 

the offerings are ready. On the adhvaryu satisfying 

himself from the maitra-varupa that the offerings are 

ready, the latter, with the former’s consent, gives 

permission to the hotf priests, in the formula u as'ravaya,” 

to call the deities. When the invitation has been made, 

that fact is communicated to the adhvaryu by the 

maitra-varuria in the formula “ astu musa^ ”. The first 

of these formulae is called the praisa and the second the 

anuvacana. That the uttering of both of these belongs 

to the maitra-varuna results from the text already 

mentioned. When, therefore, it is said later “dapdl 

pre§an anvaha (the priest with the baton chants the 

permission and the reply),” this should be taken to be 

a restatement in respect of the chanter and the chanting, 

being injunctive only in respect of the qualification of 

having a baton. If the emphasis were not on the baton, 

the statement would be wholly futile. Hence the 

importance of what is not primary in the sentence. But 

this is not so in the case of “ brahma-jijnasa ”. 
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Page 66 

55. “ man-badha ” etc.; see Papini, III, i, 6. This 

aphorism says that the stems mentioned, viz., mtin, badha 

etc., undergo a duplication and a lengthening of the initial 

consonant. Thus, from mtin we get mUmHn; this, in 

accordance with another rule, becomes mlmfln; and this 

with saw-suffix, which, however, does not mean desire ” 

in the present case, becomes mlmilmsn. 
r 

Page 70 

56. PM, I, i, 1. 

Page 73 

57. YS„ I, 14. 

58. Brh., IV, iv, 21. 

59. Manusnitfi, VI, 35. The three obligations are 

(l) to the Gods, (discharged by sacrifices), (2) to the 

fathers, (discharged by the creation of progeny), and 

(3) to the sages, (discharged by study of the Veda and 

observance of brahmacharya). The two sm^tis cited a 

few lines earlier are respectively Manu, II, 28 and Gautama, 

VIII, 22. On the whole subject of the relation of karma 

to jn&na Cp. Brahmasiddhi, pp. 27-37. 

Page 74 

60. “ samyoga-pfthaktva ” is literally a two-foldness 

(i.e., a difference) of relation. The subsidiary happens 

to be in two relations, one with the rite of which it is 

a neoessary part, and the other with the fruit specifically 

enjoined. E.g., there are two texts “khadire pas'um 

badhnati (he is to tie the beast to the ebony stake)” 

and “ khadiram vlryak&masya ynpam karoti (he who 
% 
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desires virility is to make the stake of ebony) *\ As 

subserving the sacrifice, ebony would be a constant factor 

thereof; but, as subserving the desire for virility, it 

would be a variable factor. There is no inconsistency 

in the same subsidiary having this twofold relation (saip- 

yoga-pfthaktva). 
■ 

61. Ved. Sfi., HI, iv, 32. It is worth noting that 

Magdana’s interpretation of the horse-analogy is both 

distinctive and interesting. He who wants to go quickly 

gets hold of a horse, though he can otherwise foot the 

distance. The use of ritual is analogous to the service 

rendered by a horse*, see Brahmasiddhi> pp. 36-37. 

62. Proximate and remote contributories ” are the 

results of two varieties of auxiliaries, which are distinguish¬ 

ed as they subserve the rite and indirectly the fruit, or 

the fruit alone directly, not the rite *, the fruit being distant 

in time, what subserves that alone is said to be a remote 

auxiliary (aradupakaraka); what subserves the rite directly, 

e.g., the material used or to be used, is a proximate contri¬ 

butory (sannipatya- or samavEyika-upakaraka). Where 

the subsidiaries of a rite are expressly mentioned by 

Scripture, they are said to be obtained by direct teaching 

(upadetfa); where, however, they have to be derived from 

another rite which is its model, they are said to be 

obtained by transfer (atides'a). For a full list of subsidiaries 

(fthgani) see Mtmchpsa’nyaya-prakds'a, (Edgerton): sections 

182-191. See list of corrections. 

Page 75 

63. The agneya and two other rites constitute the 

dartfegti; similarly the agneya with still two other rites 

constitutes the paurpamase^i. The two groups of three 
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bring about heaven as the ultimate fruit. But since 

this fruit comes after much delay, while the rites perish 

as soon as they are performed, an unseen potency 

(apQrva) has to be assumed; this is produced by the 

rites and it in turn produces heaven. But each rite 

does not produce heaven; it is only the six rites together 

with their subsidiaries that produce that result; each 

of these perishable rites, however, should produce an 

apQrva, while the ultimate result, heaven, is the result 

of an apQrva which is final (parama-’pUrva) and to which 

all the other apQrvas (known as utpatty-apQrvas) contri¬ 

bute. Now, the samit is the name of one of the 

rites subsidiary to the three main rites of the dars'a or 

paur^amSsesti; it produces its own apurva which is 

contributory to the parama-’pQrva generated by the 

agneya etc. It is only in order that the agneya etc. may 

produce their fruit, that the due performance of the samit 

otc. and the generation of their appropriate apflrvas 

are necessary. But it is possible to perform the agneya 

etc. even without performing the samit etc. In the 

case of the purodas'a, the sacrificial cake made of rice flour, 
« 

we have a different relationship ; in the absence of purodas'a, 

the agneya etc. could not be performed; these depend on 

the purodas'a for their very existence, not merely for their 

fruitfulness. 

64. The mortar in which the rice-grains for the 

sacrificial cake are pounded is purified by sprinkling. 

Page 78 

65. For the school of Map<jana and Vacaspati, 

verbal testimony is not of itself a means of immediate know¬ 

ledge. The internal organ (which, according to them, is a 
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sense-organ) intuites the real, as aided by knowledge gained 

through testimony, reasoning thereon and so on. As 

against this, the Vivaraqa school holds that knowledge 

through verbal testimony may of itself be immediate. An 

example given of this is the statement “ Thou art the 

tenth ” addressed to the proverbial party of ten fools who, 

on crossing a river, reckoned up their total number as nine, 

eaoh enumerator leaving himself out of the counting. 

When the enumerator is pointed to by an outsider with 

the words “ Thou art the tenth ” there arises the full and 

immediate certitude of his being the tenth man and of the 

whole party being safe. Verbal testimony would thus 

seem to be a cause of immediate knowledge. The follow¬ 

ing free rendering of a passage from the Kalpataru will 

be of interest in this connection: “This is the idea. Of 

Brahman, though of itself immediate, mediacy is apprehend¬ 

ed because of delusion. Hence, the intuition thereof can 

be only through a means of valid immediate cognition. 

And since the internal organ generates in the conditioned 

self the immediate psychosis of (I,1 that (organ) is 

established to be the cause of immediate cognition in the 

self. That (organ), however, as aided by the succession 

of cognitions of the unity of Brahman and the self, intuites 

in the case of the jlva its being of the nature of Brahman, 

which is secondarily implied by the word ‘ That,’ in the 

same way as the sense of sight aided by the retenta of 

prior experience is the cause of the recognition of the 

oneness implied by ‘ that-ness ’ and (this-ness ’ (in the 

recognition ‘ This is that Devadatta ’). But verbal testimony 

is not settled to be the oause of valid immediate oognition. 

If cognition were intuitive because of the objeot cognised 

being oapable of immediacy (as is maintained by dome 
66 
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advaitins, e.g.t the author of the fyasiddhi), that (immediacy) 

would result even for the inference whose oontent is the 

difference between the body and the self. Even in the Case 

of ‘ Thou art the tenth,’ the intuition results only from the 

sense-organ as aided by that (statement). Further, the 

immediate cognition generated by contemplation of the 

knowledge resulting from the Vedantas cannot be delusive, 

because of the strength of the basic means of knowledge 

(t.e., Scripture). Nor does it follow that validity is extrin¬ 

sic ; for, confirmation by the basic means of knowledge is 

sought (only) to remove the suspicion of invalidity. This 

has to be admitted because of such texts supported by rea¬ 

soning as 'But it is seen by the concentrated intellect’. 

Cognition from verbal testimony arises only in the 

form ' that which is directly immediate,’ not in the 

form ' Brahman is mediate ’; yet, the cognition remains 

mediate, because of the nature of the instrument (verbal 

testimony), and is not delusive ; thus, everything is clear.” 

Op. Brahmasiddhi, p. 134. One is tempted to think that 

between the two rival views, there is but a distinction 

without a difference. Even where verbal testimony is 

held to oause immediate cognition, the object, it is said, 

should be proximate or immediate. May not this 

proximity mean proximity to a sense-organ, t.e., the mind ? 

66. According to Vacaspati, what is veiled by 

Nesoience is the conditioned Brahman; for, the uncondi¬ 

tioned is flawless; it can be neither veiled nor revealed. 

What is revealed by the final intuition must, therefore, 

also be the conditioned Brahman. In veiling and in 

manifestation there is the relation of content and container, 

and what enters into any relation cannot be the un¬ 

conditioned. But at the stage of the final cognition 
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the conditioning is such that the condition does not 

appear; the pure Brahman itself seems to appear; the 

condition is the psychosis, which, as has been said, is 

itself on the brink of destruction. This condition operates 

by its very existence, constituting an exception to the 

general rule that a condition operates as such only 

when known to be such. See further the Kalpataru 

on this topic. Here, again, the difference between the 

BhUmati and Vivaraya schools tends to be verbal rather 

than material *, for, the distinction is difficult to make out 

between what is said to be the intuition of pure Brahman 

and what is said to be the intuition of the conditioned 

Brahman, but without any awareness of the condition or 

the conditioning. 

Page 82 

67. The expression “ bhinna-karmata ” means the per* 

formance of action suited to those who are different, i,e,t 

who have not the conoeit of being human beings; actions, 

in other words, which are suitable to beasts etc. It has 

been translated rather freely as “ transgression of the law ”. 

68. Vacaspati’s account of release while embodied 

(jlvan-mukti) is not very satisfactory. In the present 

exposition he seems to hold to the view of Mandana 

(Op. the Brahmasiddhi, p. 130), that the so-called perfected 

saint is not wholly perfect; he ta only a sadhaka, not 

a siddha. But later on, in commenting on IV, i, 15, 

V&oaspati echoes Sfaftkara and maintains expressly that 

the jlvan-mukta is a siddha, not a sadhaka. He also 

stands there for the continuance of a part of Nesoience, 
A 

in the form of prarabdha-karma, while in the present 

context,, he postulates, like Mapdana, the continuance of 
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impressions alone* As noted in the Introduction, to 

postulate the continuance of a body is not the same as 

to postulate continuance of the oonceit of identity with 

the body. If the latter be a neoessary element of 

jlvan-mukti, it would indeed be difficult to avoid 

Ramanuja's criticism that the assertion of jlvan-mukti is 

like the son’s assertion of his mother’s barrenness. 

Vacaspati’s ingenious explanation of how prohibitions, 

though not prescriptions, hold good in the oase of the 

jlvan-mukta has obvious leanings towards Magana’s 

dootrine that jlvan-mukti is at best figurative, a predication 

based on the close proximity of final release. The more 

usual explanation is that the psycho-physical mechanism 

of the released self is so attuned that it cannot possibly 

go wrong. This is simpler and perhaps more satisfactory. 

That Vacaspati is far from consistent will be apparent 

from what he says under II, iii, 48 (p. 626): “ For him, 

however, who knows the difference from everything 

beginning with the intellect, for him who is devoid of 

the conceit of the enjoyership of karma, there is no 

eligibility in respect of karma. And thus, there is not 

(for him) acting as he likes, since, for him who is devoid 

of conceit, there is not even that.” This is very different 

from the position that prohibitions are binding, because 

they do not call for an act of faith in the same mannet 

as prescriptions. 

69. Bhagavad-Glttt, XVII, 28. 

Page 83 

70. Kaivahja Upa., I, 3; MahdnMyatia, XII, 28. 

Page 84 

71* Satapatha BrUhmaqa XI, ii, 6,13. 
4 
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72. Mrn<}.t III, i, 8. 

Page 85 

73. Bhagavad-GUtt, VI, 3. 

Page 86 

74. Jnbfila., 4. 

75. Jara-marya-vada etc. When one is about to die 

of old age (or illness for the matter of that)* an expiatory 

ceremony (prEyas'citta) is prescribed; this is what is 

meant by the prescription about jara-maraija. The 

cremation of dead bodies is also a prescribed rite; this 

is what is referred to in the words “ being reduced to 

ashes ”. In the case of those who have performed 

sacrifices during their life-time, the son is enjoined to 

perform a final sacrifice (antye^i)* Jara (old age) is 

synecdochic for illness and the like as well. There seems 

to have been a reading “ jara-marya- ’rthavada,” which 

is explained by the Rjupraktis'ikti to mean that which is 

enjoined (vadhyate=vidhlyate) in the case of (=arthe) 

death due to old age etc. 

Page 88 

76. Sequence may be settled by direct statement 

(tfruti), sense (artha), the order of mention in the texts 

(patfia), the position of that whose sequence is to be 

settled (sthana), the sequence adopted in the principal 

(mukhya), or the sequence adopted in the first procedure 

(pravftti). The first of these is, of course, the clearest 

indication. Direct statement may be by the participial 

-Ar/vfl suffix, as in “ Having become a householder (gfh! 

bhntva), he is to become a forest-dweller” etc. It has 

been said in the text (of the BhUmati) that such sequence 
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is sublated by the disregard of sequence in “Or* if 

otherwise, let him renounce from the student’s order of 

life ” and so on. 

The next determinant of sequence is artha. The 

text about the preparation of barley gruel occurs after that 

about the performance of agnihotra. Sinoe the latter 

requires some material, and barley gruel appears to be the 

material, it would be natural to prepare this before 

performing the oblation. Those who stick to the order 

of mention would, however, maintain that the oblation 

should come first, some other material being assumed 

therefor and that the preparation of the gruel should be 

assumed to have some other unseen result. This involves 

the abandonment of the visible material and the visible 

result and the assumption of something invisible in both 

cases. Bather than inour this defect of prolixity (gaurava), 

it is preferable to recognise the sequence warranted by 

the sense (artha) and prepare the gruel first so that it may 

be offered in the agnihotra. 

The next determinant is the order of mention 

(p&tha). The dars'a-pOrpamasa consists of six rites, three 

to be performed at the fullmoon and three at the new 

moon. They are (1) the agneya, the agnl§omlya, and the 

ftnubandhya, and (2) the agneya, the aindram dadhi 

and the aindram payab. For either set of three* there 

is a set of subsidiaries oalled fore-sacrifices (pray&ja). 

These are mentioned in the following order: “ samido 

yajati, tanOnapfttam yajati, i<Jo yajati, barhir yajati, 

svahakaram yajati.” Should they be performed in this 

order alone or in any other ? The answer is that sinoe 

the names of these rites ooour to the mind in the order 

of mention, they should be performed in that order* 
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They are learnt in that order, in aooordance with the 

injunction to study one’s Veda; and the texts serve the 

purpose not only of making known the rites, but also of 

recalling them to mind for the sake of their observance. 

Of the Jyotistoma as archetypal rite, there is a 

modification called the sfcdhyaskra, in which all the three 

animals,—the agnlsomlya, the savanlya and the anu- 

bandhya—have to be offered up on the same day, not 

on three different days, as in the archetype. On which 

day, then, are they all to be offered ? On the second day— 

the day to which the savanlya animal belongs in the 

archetype—after collecting the soma in the cup dedicated 

to the As'vins. For, in this way, each of the other 

animals is moved out of its plaoe by one day alone; 

whereas in any other way, there would be a disturbance 

of two days for one or other of the animals. And on the 

seoond day, the savanlya animal is to be approached first, 

because the offering of that animal belongs eminently 

to that day; and from the originative injunction in the 

archetype, it is understood to follow immediately on 

the filling of the oup dedicated to the As'vins. The other 

two animals may be approached either in the order 

belonging to them in the archetype, or without regard foi 

any speoial sequence. Thus is sequence settled by position 

(sthSna). 

Sequence among the subsidiaries may be 

settled in conformity with that in the principal rite 

(mukhya). When such an order is adopted, the inters 

vals between the subsidiaries and their respective 

principals would be equal; otherwise, there would be a 

larger interval in some cases, and in others none at all. 

The offerings in the agneya eto. have to be sprinkled with 
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the ghee left over from the fore-sacrifices, The llgneya 

comes first and the aindram dadhi comes next; the sprink¬ 

ling of the respective materials should follow the same 

order. If the latter were sprinkled first and then the former, 

since the ftgneya has to be offered up first, between the 

sprinkling of it and its offering there would be no interval 

at all, while there would be too long an interval in the case 

of the aindram dadhi. 

In the Vajapeya, seventeen animals are to be offered 

up on the same day. These have to be approached, sprink¬ 

led, tied up and so on. It is a matter of indifference which 

animal is approached first. But the whole series of opera¬ 

tions should not be finished in the case of one animal before 

the next one is approached; for, then, it would not consti¬ 

tute the offering of the seventeen together. What interval 

there is should be only such as is unavoidable. Hence, 

each stage of each operation should be gone through with 

all the animals. Now, when the first stage (sprinkling) is 

over, is there any order to be observed for the next stage ? 

The prima facie view is that it is an unnecessary tax on the 

mind to remember the original order and that the second 

stage may begin with any animal ready to hand. The 

final view is that the sequence adopted in the first opera¬ 

tion should be preserved throughout the series of operations. 

When simultaneity is enjoined and succession is adopted 

only because it is inevitable, delay in each operation should 

be reduoed to a minimum; for each animal there may be 

only sixteen intervals between one operation and the next; 

and this can be secured only by adhering to the original 

order. This is sequenoe settled by prav^tti. 

It is, of course, understood that these determinants 

have been mentioned in the order of superiority and that 
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each subsequent one is less conclusive than the preceding 

one. 

77. The single result is the final supreme unseen 
result, the parama-’pilrva, to which the fruit of subsidiary 

rites, the utpatty-apGrvas as they are called, are contri¬ 

butory. 

78. E.g., “He who desires heaven should sacrifice 

with the dartfa and pUrpamasa,” wherefrom it is understood 

that all the six sacrifices comprised under dars'a and pllrpa- 

masa are contributory to heaven. 

PAGE 89 

79. /.e., a specific human object, say, the securing of 

cattle in plenty; this is distinguished from what is kratv- 

artha, subsidiary to the rite itself as serving its due 

accomplishment. When the same subsidiary fulfils both 

ends, we have two-in-one-ness (samyoga-prthaktva). As 

part of the darsa-pdrpamasa there is a water-sprinkling 

oeremony called ap-prapayana; this ceremony is by itself 

merely kratv-artha. But he who desires cattle is to sprinkle 
from a godohana (milking) vessel; in this case, the sprink¬ 

ling becomes purusa-’rtha. See PM, IV, i, 2. 

Page 90 

80. It has been shown that even where is explicit use 

of the participial (-ktva) suffix, indicative of sequence, no 

sequence is intended, as shown for instance in the oase of 

the JQbtila, Upani$ad, In the case of the desire to know 

Brahman there is not even such a suffix to be explained 

away. Therefore, the existence of sequence as between the 

soma sacrifice and the dars'apUrnamasa-i^i has no applies* 

lion here, that being a oase of the explicit use of the 
66 
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participial suffix: “ Having performed the dartfaparpamEsa- 

i^i ” etc. 

Page 91 

81. Kartari kytyah. The -ya suffix generally signi¬ 

fies the objeot of an act. But “ become ” is an intransitive 

verb and no objeot thereof can be signified. To this objec¬ 

tion it is said that the suffix in bhavyah is really a kytya 

suffix, which signifies the agent (kart?) of an act, not its 

objeot. 

Page 92 

82. PM. I, i,5. 

Page 93 

83. BrK II, iv, 5. 

Page 96 

84. “ J&yasva mriyasva ” is apparently in the impera¬ 

tive mood meaning “ be born and die ”. Here, however, the 

sva-suffix is used to signify mere repetition. They are 

repeatedly born and they repeatedly die: this is the sense. 

This is illustrated by Appayya Dlksita through the Sanskrit 

equivalent of the common Tamil expression ve^u vettenru 

veftinfcn which apparently means “ He out saying * cut, 

out, ’ ” but really means “ He cut in the ‘ cut, cut1 

manner (t.e., repeatedly) ”. 

PAGE 97 

85. Brh.. IV, iv, 23. 

Page ioo 

86. ChUnd., VIII, i, 6. 

87. This paragraph is commenced, says the K<dpa* 

tarw, as a reply to Bh&skara, who holds that though the 
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reason given for the desire to know Brahman may be good 
enough in itself, there is yet no indication in the aphorism 
that this is what was present to the aphorist’s mind. The 
reply makes out that the word brahma itself brings to 
mind the Veda, and not the whole of it, but those parts 

of it (t.e., the Upani^ads) which may suitably come after 

the preliminaries understood by the word “ then (atha) \ 

Page 102 

88. This is in answer to the objection that “ horse- 

fodder ” is a dative compound, meaning “ fodder for the 

horse, ” though the compounded elements are not related 

as basic object (prakjti) and its modification. The answer 

is that Katyayana himself declares “ horse-fodder ” and 

the like to be possessive compounds, in spite of their 

dative sense. 

Page 120 

89. This is the idea: a thing may be defined if it is 

known in experience or if its attributes at least are 

known; or verbal testimony may apply to it; but in none 

of these ways is Brahman susceptible of being defined. 

90. The terms “ samahara-dvandva ” and “ itaretara- 

dvandva ” are difficult to render adequately into English. 

u Collective compound ” and “ distributive compound ” may 

serve as a near approximation: that is to say, in the case 

of the “ samahara-dvandva, ” any predication made would 
apply to th» collection as a whole, the collection being 

the principal (v&e§ya) in that compound; in the “ itaretara- 

dvandva, ” however, the predication would apply to each 

member of the whole, the collection here being but an 

attribute (vitfegapa) of each member of the aggregate, The 

latter oompound is well exemplified in the text« where the 
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predicate, “niyata,” applies to each member of the 

compound—time, place, fruit etc. A ** sam&h&ra-dvandva V 

is always in the neuter. 

Page 1*3 

91. The son performs the annual ceremonies (s'rSddha) 

for his departed ancestors. Here, the son is agent alone, not 

*enjoyer, while the fathers are enjoyers alone, not agents. 

Similarly, the vais'vanara-isti, offered on twelve potsherds, 

by the father on the birth of a son, is for the welfare of 

the son; here, the son is not agent, but enjoyer alone; 

the father is agent, but enjoyer only remotely, through the 

welfare of his son; see PM,IV, iii, 38-39. 

92. Planetary and guardian deities. The reason urged 

for their non-creatorship is the fact that the world contains 

many agents, enjoyers etc. It is not the plurality that 

is important here, but the diversity. If the world were 

at least of a uniform nature, its creation by those of limited 

knowledge and power might be intelligible ; what precludes 

their creatorship is the diversity of the world and the 

finitude of the capacity of these deities. Being themselves 

jlvas, says the Kalpataru, they cannot create a world full 

of jlvas like themselves; here too the essential defect is 

finitude. One may also expect the cause to differ in some 

way from the effeot; there would be no such difference, 

if these deities were the cause. 

Page 125 

93. On the three varieties of paripama, see Yoga 

Stitras, III, 13. Dharma-parip&ma is exemplified by clay 

ceasing to be a lump and becoming a pot. Lak$ape* 

parip&ma belongs to the dharm&s: e.g., the lump of (day 

ceases to be present and oomes to belong to the past; the 
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pot ceases to be of the future and oomes to belong to the 
present. Avastha-paripEma belongs to the lakgapas: e,g., 

even the pot that is present attains eaoh moment different 
states as new or old. By lak^apa is understood temporal 
characteristic or, as Woods renders it, time-variation; 

avasthS is a mode. Prof. Keith following Prof. Jacobi 

suggests that the treatment of these three varieties in the 
Yogabh&wa gives clear indications of indebtedness to 

Vasubandhu. See Some Problems of Indian Philosophy, 

IHQ, VIII, pp. 431-432. The word lakgaya in dharma- 

lakqaqa is used in the sense of rtzpo, “ consisting in ”. 

94. TaittIll, 1. 
95. Nirukta, I, 2 (p. 29, Sarflp’s edition). 

Page 131 

96. The soma juice is collected and kept in cups 

called “ grahas In a particular sacrifice called the 

“ atiratra,” the use of sixteen cups is prescribed; but 

elsewhere in Scripture, there is also the prohibition of the 

use of the sixteenth cup in the atiratra sacrifice. In the 
face of such contradiction, it is understood that there is 
option for the sacrificer to use or not to use the sixteenth 
cup. 

Page 132 

97. The ffrlraftgam edition reads " svAtantryam iva 
bhavati,” meaning that human activity and non-activity, 
though dependent on prescriptions and prohibitions, seem 

to be free. This discrediting of freedom is not required or 
supported by the text. The Kalpataru too seeks not to 

deny freedom, but to show and justify the dependence on 

prescriptions etc.: “ Though capable of acting of hie 
own free will, yet, because of his not knowing the 
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instrumentality (of particular acts) to what is benefioial 

or harmful, there is need of the prescriptions and prohibi¬ 

tions that give that knowledge*” 

Page 135 

98. Katha., IV, 1. 

99. In the tarkap&da (II, ii). 

100. Inference sftmapyato d?§ta is the third of the 

traditionally recognised three classes of inference. It is 

essentially inference by analogy. Thus, the sun is 

inferred to move, on the analogy of Caitra, for the sun 

changes its position and similar change of position for 

Caitra is accounted for by motion. Its special value lies 

in dealing with a probandum which is beyond the reach 

of the senses (atlndriya). That Brahman is not in the 

sphere of the senses has been already stated. Now, 

V&caspati goes on to say that it is not even in the sphere 
< 

of inference, even that variety of it which is applicable 

to what is super-sensuous. The argument of the NyQya- 

kaqikd, is explained at some length by the Kalpataru. 

The inference of a creator may establish at best a human 

creator; for, in the case of some human beings extra¬ 

ordinary powers of creation have been observed, as in 

Vitfv&mitra who created a whole universe. It is possible 

for one or more human beings, therefore, to create a world, 

acting simultaneously or in succession. If you say that 

you argue to a oreator with knowledge of the means 

employed, do you mean some knowledge of them f If so, 

omnisoience is not established and your inference of the 

Lord fails. If, however, you claim omniscience to be 
V 

your probandum, again the inference fails, since the 

probandum is not present in any co-subjeot (sapakga). 
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You may say that the potter knows everything in 

connection with the pot he makes and that, similarly, 

God knows everything in connection with the world he 

makes. But the potter knows not who will buy his pot 

nor what uses it will be put to; and if God’s knowledge 

were similar, it would fall far short of omniscience. 

Further, God, who has no mind, can have no knowledge. 

If you say that, because of his lordship, he has knowledge 

even without a mind, you may as well say that, beoause 

of his lordship, he creates the universe, though he has 

no knowledge; and thus, like the moneylender who in 

his greed for interest loses the principal, you cut at the 

very root of the argument for an intelligent creator. 

Page 136 

101. Under I, i, 4. 

102. Taitt., Ill, 6. 

PAGE 140 

103. Bfh., II, iv, 10. 

Page 142 

104. Recitation of the Veda, if defective in respect 

of the hymns, words or due inflection of the voice (svara) 

is said to be productive of evil, even as if the words 

were a thunder-bolt. The legendary instance of this 

is that of Tvas^ha who performed a sacrifice to obtain a 

son who would vanquish Indra. But since he misplaoed 

the stress in the oompound “ Indra-sratrub,” what he 

actually said amounted to a prayer for a son of whom 

Indra would be the vanquisher; thus was born Vytra, who 

was slain in due course by Indra. 
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Page 147 

105. JPJtf.. I, ii, 7. 

PAGE 150 

106. Tn respect of the upftiptfu sacrifice, scripture 

says “ He is to perform the up&ipsu sacrifice at intervals/* 

and goe9 on to say “ Vi§pu is to be sacrificed to with the 
up&msu, for the avoidance of jamita (monotony) ” etc. Two 

other deities are also mentioned as to be saorifioed to with 
the upaipsu. The deity and the material constitute the 

form of the rite. The latter set of texts “ Vi§pu is to be 
sacrificed to " eto. mentions the deities; another text says 

that where the material is not specifically mentioned, the 
ghee in the darvl is the material. Thus, the latter set of 

texts would seem to be really injunctive, the first being mere¬ 

ly a collective restatement; further, the imperative suffix is 

to be found only in the second set. Nevertheless, the final 
view is that the first text alone is injunctive. If the 

second set were injunctive, then, for the same purpose and 

with the same material, there would be the prescription 
of three rites to three deities, though the unity of 

purpose would suggest a single rite. If the first text is 

injunotive, the seoond set may be taken to contain 
restatements thereof combined with eulogistic passages 

mentioning the fruit. There can be no syntactical unity, 

if several rites be taken to be enjoined. Further, in 

“ Vi§pu is to be sacrificed to ” etc., Vi$pu eto. appear 
to be the principals, while the rite is secondary, whereas 

the rite is primary in the first text, its mention there 

being novel (apUrva). In the second set of texts, we 
have to construe Vigpu eto. as secondary and relate them as 

deities to the rite which is really primary. Bather 
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than do this, it is simpler to take the first text as 

injunctive* Though the verb there is in the present 

indicative mood, it may be interpreted as an imperative. 

As for the form of the rite, even the second set is not 

self-contained; and the co-operation of the general text 

declaring the material is available for the first text 

too, which text has the further advantages of parsimony 

and novelty. For such reasons, the second set is treated 

as containing restatements, having the force so great 

is the upamtfu that Vispu etc. are the deities thereof 

The governing principle is that of syntactical unity for 

the whole passage beginning with “ jBmi va etad yajnasya 

kriyate ” up to “ agnlsomav upams'u ya§tavya ’jamitvaya ”. 

The same principle is applied to the Vedanta texts 

beginning with “ Existence alone, dear one, this was in 

the beginning ” etc. 

Page 154 

107. The following is the Kalpataru summary of the 

arguments of the N yayakar^ikU: (1) Religious duty, which 

is what is to be done, cannot be the sphere of perception, 

which is born of the contact of sense with what is. 

(2) Even the perception of Yogins can claim excellence 

only in respect of sense-objects; hence perception is 

inapplicable to dharma, the content of the Veda. (3) And 

since it has no probans etc., it cannot be the sphere 

of inference etc. (4) And no person can utter intelligible 

statements when he is ignorant of what he is to speak 

about. Hence the Vedas are not of human origin. It 

should be remembered that the word “ human ” in this 

context applies to all beings short of the omniscient 

one, and not to men alone. 
67 
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Page 157 

108. The reference is to Bxh-TJpa., I, iv, 15; the 

immediately preceding text is from the same Upanisad 

I, iv, 7. The word “ lokam ” is translated by some as 

“ state ” or “ true state But the word '* enjoyment ” 

seems to accord better with Skftkara’s understanding 

of the passage in his bh&sya on that Upanisad. 

109. The reference is to TS, I, v, 1. The story 

goes that the devas handed over their wealth for safe¬ 

keeping to Agni, who in a fit of greed ran away with it 

and hid himself in the waters. When he was caught by 

the other devas, he howled and his tears became silver. 

The statement is good as a fairy tale but is of no practical 

value* It is therefore explained to be subsidiary to the 

prohibition of the offering of silver as daksipa, a 

prohibition which occurs later in the same S'ruti. 

Page 158 

110. Darvihoma (PM, VIII, iv, 1-9) is the name of 

a rite; it is not the injunction of an accessory, in which 

case it would mean an injunction of a sacrifice with the darvl. 

It is not a sacrifice (yajna) but an oblation (homa). No 

special accessories are prescribed, the same accessories— 

spoon etc—being used as are prescribed for other enjoined 

rites. It has no archetype. Besides the text enjoining 

its performance, there are no other texts laying down 

the fruit or praising it and so on. Hence that one text 

is to be taken to perform all the functions, particularly 

those of praising and prescribing the homa. 
► 

Page 165 

111. The text is ‘'well established (long-lived) are 

they who meditate on the ratrl ”, The fruit of long life, 
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being mentioned only in an eulogistic passage, is not 

really its fruit; that fruit is understood to be heaven, 

on the analogy of the Vis'vajit sacrifice. But the final view 

is that the fruit is whatever is mentioned nearest, in 

the order of express statement, eulogistic passage, what 

is carried over from another and so on. In the case of 

the Ratrisattra, no fruit is expressly stated; but the 

eulogistic passage mentioning long life as the fruit is 

only next in authority ; hence, this is the fruit, not heaven, 

which, even in the case of the Vis'vajit, is not expressed, 

but is assumed ; see PM, IV, iii, 17-19. 

112. Pii?da-pitr-yajna is an offering to the manes, 

to be made on the afternoon of the new moon day. This 

is an independent, not a subsidiary, rite, sinoe a particular 

time is prescribed and that time is also seen to be 

prohibited for other rites *, further, it is enumerated along 

with other principal rites. This being the case, it ought 

to have a fruit of its own; no fruit, however, is mentioned ; 

hence, on the analogy of the Vis'vajit, its fruit is taken 

to be heaven. That the fruit is heaven, in such cases, 

is ascertained in PM, IV, iii, 15-16, in connection with 

the Vis'vajit sacrifice; yet the analogy of the Pig<ja-pitf- 

yajfia is mentioned here, since in fact the Vitfvajit has 

another fruit; for, it is prescribed as an expiatory rite 

for him who undertakes a sattra sacrifice, performs the 

safikalpa, but fails to go through with the sacrifice. 

Page 167 

113. PM, IV, i, 22-24. It is enjoined that curds 

should be poured into hot milk. The object of the pouring 

is the production of cream (amiksa). Whey too results, 

however, as a by-product, 
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Page 170 

114. The removal of Nescience is not something over 

and above knowledge *, Cp. Brahmasiddhi, p. 32: vidyo-’daya 

eva ’vidya-nivfttih. 

115. If a sacrifice is enjoined, it does not follow that 

it should bear fruit either here alone or only in a hereafter. 

Thus, the Karlri is performed to secure rain, so that the 

crops may be luxuriant; if that is fruitful at all (and not 

obstructed by some unknown cause), it should bring its 

fruit in this life, almost immediately after the sacrifice. 

The Citra is performed for obtaining cattle; there is no 

restriction as to when this should bear fruit; a man may 

become prosperous as the result of that sacrifice, whether 

in this life or the next. 

Page 172 

116. See note 112 on Pipda-pitf-yajna. 

PAGE 175 

117. Op. Brahmasiddhi, pp. 63 ff. 

PAGE 177 

118. Vardhamana would appear to have been a gold 

ornament in the form of a svastika. 

Page 179 

119. “ Difference is dependent ” eto. This one sentence 

seeks to summarise a good part of the interesting and 

rather stiff dialectic of the seoond chapter of the Brahma- 

siddhi. Interested readers should turn to that for fuller 

information. A slight expansion of the argument of the 

BhQmati is, however, attempted here. Our knowledge of 
i 

difference i9 necessarily bound up with that of the correlates 
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which are different. The cognition is of the form A is 

different from B ” ; and this would not be possible, if there 

were no prior knowledge of A and B; and this cognition of A 

and B cannot be of them as non-different, as otherwise the 

subsequent cognition of their difference could not arise; 

therefore, the cognition of difference, which we seek to 

explain, is based on a cognition of differents, which would 

not be cognised as such but for a cognition of their 

difference; thus we have reciprocal dependence. Further, 

the cognition relates to several units, each of which is 

different from the others. Now, if there were no units, 

there would be no difference either. But your contention 

that difference is real tends to abolish the unit. For, 

difference is either an attribute of the units or it is of their 

very constitution (svabhava). If it be an attribute, is it 

identical with the differents or not identical ? Obviously, 

an attribute cannot be identical with that whioh is said 

to possess it; else, it would be of the very constitution of 

that which possesses it. If the attribute is not identical, 

is, in other words, different, what is the nature of this 

second difference ? Is that too an attribute, as it obviously 

should be ? Is it, then, different from the elements it 

differentiates ? The answer must be in the affirmative *, and 

thus, we get an infinite regress of differences, each resting 

on the next without any finality. Let us say* then, that 

difference is of the very constitution of things. Two 

difficulties present themselves: (1) A and B are the alleged 

differents. They agree in this, that what is called “ diffe¬ 

rence” is of the very constitution of both. Now, if two 

things agree in some particular aspeot, so far forth they 

are identical. Because “ difference ” is of the constitution 

of both A and B, the two are so far identical. But this 
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was just the reason alleged for their non-identity. Thus, 

if difference be of the nature of things* it abolishes itself. 

(2) We must have A and B before we can say that they 

are different. But we cannot have these or any other 

units; for. of each alleged unit, difference is the very 

nature. Hence, whatever may be set up as a unit, down 

to the primal atom, tends to break down indefinitely* 

There is nothing which can be called one. A single thing 

is not single either in itself or as a combination of simpler 

elements, since there can be no units to combine. These 

objections apply not merely to the cognition of difference, 

but to its very existence. Unity, on the other hand, cannot 

be shown to be thus dependent on difference for its exis¬ 

tence. True, in respect of cognition, there does seem to 

be such dependence. But this may be explained on the 

basis of a posited difference. A phenomenon need not be 

explained by external causes in every case, sinoe internal 

defects like those of a sense-organ (jaundice, joy, fear eto.) 

may be the causes in many cases. Since difference and 

non-difference cannot both be real, one of them must be 

treated as posited. For the reasons here stated and on 

grounds of parsimony (Occam’s razor), it is proper to 

assume difference to be posited on non-difference. 

Page 181 

120. Pr.,VI, 8. 

Page 182 

121. Nytiya SQtras> I, i, 2. 

PAGE 184 

122. In the imagined identification (sampat), pri¬ 

macy belongs to what is imagined, not to that on which 
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it is imposed; it is aropyapradh&na, not alambanB or 

adhi^thanapradhana, like superimposition (adhyasa); 

the distinction is stated almost in the same terms in the 

Paflcaptidikti,. For the identification of the Dravidacarya 

mentioned on page 185, see Mm. S. Kuppuswami Sastri in 

Proceedings of the Oriental Conference, Madras, pp. 468-473, 

where a plausible case is made out for the equation with 

Tirumalisai Alvar. 

Page 185 

123. Stuta-s'astravat. The mention of the deities in 

a musical chant is a stuti; where the mention is not in 

a musical chant, it is called a s'astra. Since both of 

these serve to make clear the relation of subsidiaries 

(the deities) to the principal (the sacrifice), and since 

they have the visible result of mentioning the nature of 

the deities, they are but subsidiary rites; this is the 

prima facie view. The final view holds that they are 

principal rites with an unseen potentiality as their fruit, 

as otherwise the expressly stated injunction “ stauti, ” 

“ tfaipsati ” etc. would be futile. Further, a stuti, e.g., 

“this ksatriya youth has large eyes” is intended to be a 

praise, not a description; hence, description, denotation 

etc. of the deities may not be said to be the visible result 

of stuti etc. Similarly, here too, the contemplation of the 

self may be the principal; this is the sense. On stuti and 

s'astra as principals, see PM, II, i, 13-29. For the 

punotuation of this sentenoe, we have relied on the 

Kalpataru and the Nirnayasagar edition of the BhUmatl 

with the Ratnaprabhd. The punctuation in other editions 

is clearly erroneous. See also additional notes. 

124, PMt II, i, 8. 
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PAGE 187 

125. “ Bright gold is to be worn.” This is one of the 

stray sayings which occur without being related to any 

particular sacrificial rite. It is contended as a prima facie 

view that since the material and the deity for an in¬ 

dependent rite are not mentioned, since it is mentioned in 

the Adhvaryava Veda presumably as something to be done 

by the adhvaryu, since the wearing must be intended as a 

purification of the wearer or the gold or both, and since the 

purification must be intended for the sake of some other 

rite, the injunction to wear gold should be subsidiary to the 

agnihotra and other such rites. The final view is that since 

an independent result is declared—disfiguring the enemy, 

and since there is no application (niyoga) of the wearing in 

the context of any other rite, it is an independent duty. 

The second of these reasons is more important, since the 

declaration of fruit may be discounted on the ground of the 

absence of the usual formula “ He who desires this is to do 

such and such Hence it is that the Bhamatl has the 

words “ viniyoga-bhangena, because of failure of the appli¬ 

cation Nor may subsidiariness be established on the 

analogy of the ladle made of parpa wood, for, unlike the 

ladle, this wearing is not invariably related to a sacrifice, 

gold being worn even for purposes other than saorificial. 

See PM, III, iv, 20—24. 

Page 189 

126. The Starangam edition reads vaktt, vakya, 

v&caka and vacan&ni, instead of paktr, pakya, paka and 

pacanani. What is intended in either case is the denial of 

agency, whether as a speaker or as a cook, though the 

latter is, perhaps, the more foroeful illustration. The 
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Rjupraktis'ikii would appear to support the Srlrafiga 

reading. 

PAGE 200 

127. Aitareya Brcihmaya, III, viii, 1. 

Page 202 

128. The compound might mean “ those which are the 

contents of injunctions ”; in the present context, however, 

the meaning is “ those whose content is an injunction, i>e, 

something to be done ” ; see the Kalpataru. 

Page 207 

129. The prooess of learning assumed by the PrabhE- 

karas is rather elaborate. They say that when A asks B 

to bring the cow, and B brings it, C, who hears A’s words 

and sees B’s action, infers B’s understanding of the sense of 

the words, and thus comes to know that those words 

mean that action. But how does C know that the under¬ 

standing of the sense of the words should have preoeded 
B's actions t The relation of words to sense in this case he 

comes to know only later. If it be said that he knows 

from prior conditioning of action by knowledge of the word- 

sense, since the process of learning is the same there too, 

the question is but pushed one stage back, and we have an 

infinite regress. The only way to get out of the difficulty 

is to hold that the meaning of words is original and natural, 

and that the meaning is conveyed even independently of 

relation to what is to be done. 

Page 209 

* 130. 11 He is to offer flour (as an oblation). ” Flour* 
nere, has not been used in the rite up to this stage; there- 

r 

fore, it has not been purified; nor after the oblation does H 
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survive, since it is reduoed to &Bhes; hence, then too, it 

cannot be treated as purified by the rite> it must therefore 

be understood that what is primary in this injunction 

is the oblation, not the flour, and that the latter, though 

in the accusative case, should be interpreted in the 

instrumental case (sraktunft juhoti); there is viniyoga- 
bhafiga in the case of flour, in the same way as in the 

gold that is to be worn* 

PAGE 217 

131. This is from Sfabarasvftmin’s bh&gya on 

PMi I, i, 2. 

132. V&caspati follows KumSrila in his view of the 

relation of language to meaning. He rejects the sphoja 

doctrine of the grammarians and Mapd&ns Mista, holding 

to the possibility of an ordered recollection of the audible 

sounds which manifest the different letters ; from such a 

recollection may arise word-sense. The word-senses which 

rise thus are, however, not independent. They are 

fundamentally parts of a sentence-sense; this latter is 

their purport. Henoe each word, while expressing its 

own sense, reaohes forward to the sentence-sense, which 

is seoondarily implied (lakfita) by all the words together. 

While thus the integrity of the sentenoe is recognised, it 

is not exalted at the expense of the independence of the 

words. It would appear that while some form of 

asBociationi8in is held to in the explanation of how 

different audible sounds oome to constitute a word, this 

view-point is transcended in considering the relation of 

word senses to the sentence-sense. One wonders why 

advaitins like Sfafikara and Vloaspati did not favour 

the doctrine of pada-sphota and v&kya-sphota, based as 
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it is on a psychology which is truer and has more in 

common with advaita principles. See further the Bhamatf, 
I, iii, 28, Vacaspati’s Tattvabindu and an article on “ Vftoas- 

pati’s criticism of the 8phota-vBda, ” Journal of Oriental 

Research, Madras, VI, 311. 

PAGE 218 

133. SlokavUrttika, VII, vv. 342, 343 ; p. 943. 

Page 219 

134. Cp. Brahmasiddhi, p. 99 *, PancapIldikU, p. 97. 

Page 220 

135. PM, II, i, 1. 

Page 223 

136. Ordinarily, the negative particle should be 

construed with the verb-ending, to signify a prohibition. 

There are, however, two exceptions : (1) when the sentence 

is introduced with words relating to something positive, 
such as “ His vows are ” etc.; and (2) when otherwise 

an option would result. (1) An example of the former is 
the Prajnpati-vrata, where it is said to be part of a vow 

not to look on the rising nor on the setting sun. The 

premising of a vow raises the expectation of something 
to be done; not looking at the sun must be understood 

to mean something to be done, not merely something to 

avoided. Hence, the negative statement is taken to 
enjoin the formation of a resolve not to see the rising or 

the setting sun. The negative particle is detached from 
the optative verb-ending and attached to the root of the 

verb, so that it may signify not-seeing, i.e., the resolve not 
to see. When combined thus with verbal roots or with 
nouns, the negative indicates not prohibition, but exclusion, 
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e.g. non-brahmin. (2) It is said in Scripture Not in the 

after sacrifice (anQyaja) shall he say ye-yaj&mahe ”. 

If this be taken to be a prohibition, it would imply the 

prior establishment of the saying of ye-yajamahe in all 

sacrifices; for, only of the contingent can there be any 

denial, as otherwise negation would be futile. No such 

rule is established as to saying ye-yajamahe; and if it be 

assumed, option would result, just as there is, for instance, 

between “ He is to offer oblation before sun-rise ” and “ He 

is to offer oblation after sun-rise ”. Nor can the negation 

wholly annul the assumed rule so that option may not 

result; for, such wholesale annulment is possible only 

between independent statements, but not between state¬ 

ments one of which is presupposed by the other; here, 

the rule is presupposed by the negation. Because of 

this contingence of option, the negation is related not 

to the word “ say, ” but to “ after-sacrifice, ” so that the 

meaning is “ He shall say ye-yaj&mahe not at the after¬ 

sacrifice ”. See the Mlm(lmsJl-7iyG,ya-prakUs,Qi (Edgerton), 

pp. 168—174. Students of Western Logic will note the insist¬ 

ence on relevance to the context in both prohibition and 

exclusion. Denial oan be only of that which is possible; 

exclusion is only of that which is similar and falls into the 

universe of discourse (nan iva yuktam any&-sadr*&- 

’4hikarape). 

Page 229 

137. “ Upalaksaija ” may be reordered as a “ qualifica¬ 

tion per aecidens ”. It is difficult to Tender into English so 

as to bring out its difference from visegapa (proprium) 

on the one hand and up&dhi (conditioning adjunot) on 

the other. The distinction is well explained in the 
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Kalpataru, p. 420 (under I, iv, 22). That which 

inheres in the product and serves to distinguish it, like 

the blueness of the nllotpala, is a vise§apa. What is not 

inherent may be either an up&dhi or an upalaksapa. Of 

these, that whioh lasts as long as the product and serves to 

distinguish it is an up&dhi; that which is occasional and 

causes the cognition of difference is an upalak?apa. The 

distinction between these two corresponds to that between 

inseparable accidens and separable accidens. Redness is 

not inherent in the crystal nor the crow in the house. 

But when one is asked to fetch the red crystal, the redness 

is present in the crystal till it is brought; but when a 

house is pointed to Caitra as that which has a crow perched 

on it, the crow does not necessarily remain there till Caitra 

reaches the house; redness is an up&dhi, the crow is an 

upalak$apa. 

Page 242 

138. This Brahman-knower has been identified as one 

Ac&rya Sundara Paptjya, on the strength of references in 

AtmasvarOpa’s Prabodhapariyodhinl, (R. No. 3225 of the 

Govt. MSS. Library, Egmore), an unpublished Commentary 

on the PaftcapUdikfi, and in M&dhavamantrin's Tutparya- 

dlpikQ, a Commentary on the Stitasamhitd,; see Mm. S. 

Kuppuswami Sastri in the Journal of Oriental Research, 

Madras, I, p. 5 ff. The learned author of this paper suggests 

the identification of Sundara Pftptjya with (1) Kiln Papdya, 

reputed to have been a learned king, who was cured of his 

illness and reconverted to Saivism by the famous Saiva 

Saint, Tirujfianasambandha, or (ii) Tirujfianasambandha 

himself, or (iii) some other pre-Kum&rila scholar of the 

Pfirva and Uttara Mlm&ips&s. The first two of these 
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suggestions suffer from the difficulty of having to reconcile 

the advaita taught in these verses with the £faivism of the 

reputed author; the characterisation of the latter as 

S'ivftdvaita is of little help, for, between SivRdvaita and 

what we may for convenience oall S'ahkarRdvaita, there 

is a wide enough gap to bridge. And while there is a 

tradition that Kiln Papdya was a Jaina before his reconver¬ 

sion, there is no tradition that be was an advaitin, either 

earlier or later; and the difference between the positions 

ascribed to him is not so slight as to be glossed over. The 

same difficulty applies to the seoond identification. The 

third is too vague to need acceptance or rejection. Whether 

the asoription of the verses to an Acarya Sundara Papaya 

is itself correct is a question that merits further conside¬ 

ration, since the ascription seems to appear only in com¬ 

paratively late works. It is within the bounds of possibility 

that a quotation is mistaken for one's own composition; 

thus, verses quoted by a comparatively obscure and late 

Sundara Paqtjya may have been wrongly asoribed to him 

by Atmasvartlpa and Msdhavamantrin; but in the absence 

of any knowledge of a later Sundara P&pdya or about the 

trustworthiness of Atmasvartlpa, this is nothing more than 

a bare possibility. An attempt has been made in the 

Jignyaaa, I, ii, 1-6 to traverse the arguments of Mm. 

S. Kuppuswami Sastriar; but most of the contentions are 

rather puerile and unconvincing. 

Page 244 

139. The advaitin cannot insist too strongly that 

the cognition whioh destroys Nescience is also a psychosis 

and that it possesses only the same class of reality as 

what it destroys ; it is not absolutely real. Though in a 
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sense the produot of Nescience, (for it is based on distinc¬ 

tions of pram&t?, pram&pa and prameya, which distinc¬ 

tions are products of Nescienoe) it has yet the capaoity 

to destroy its generatrix and itself at the same time. The 

fire born of the friction of bamboos in a forest does not 

spare the bamboos which generated it ; and, when the 

whole forest is consumed, it dies out of itself. Nor is 

it true that what is not absolutaly real has no practical 

efficiency. Even a dream, though unreal, causes effects 

physical and psychioal, besides serving as an indicator of 

future events, auspioious or otherwise. Indeed, the 

advaitin maintains that practical efficiency belongs only 

to the empirically valid, neither to the wholly real nor to 

the wholly unreal. The latter cannot be efficient, since 

it itself is not; the former, being eternally accomplished, 

has no aotivity and hence cannot be efficient. That is 

why V&caspati says u As for that intuition which is real, 

that is not something to be done, since it is of the nature 

of Brahman. ” 

Page 245 

140. Is'a., 11. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

[The following additional notes relate to pages: 10, 20, 27, 46, 
49, 71, 95,122,147,: 153,162-165 and 220-223, 227-228, 237, 239.] 

Page 10 
* 

“ praharapR-ntara ” is difference of oontext (see the 

list of corrections). This is the last of the six pramftpAs 

given by Jaimini (PM II, iii, 24) for differentiating rituals. 
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It is defined thus: anupadeya-gupa-sahakrta-’nupasthitib 

prakaraoU-’ntaram. In essenoe it consists in non-proximity 

to the intellect. The term occurs again on page 148, and 

the same idea is expressed by Vacaspati as “ asannidhana ” 

on page 146 

PAGE 20 

“ tadgupa-samvijnano bahuvrlhih.” Adjectival com¬ 

pounds are of two kinds—the inclusive and the non-in- 

elusive. In the present case the denotation of the com¬ 

pound “janmadi” is “ origination, sustentation and 

destruction''; this denotation inoludes that of the com¬ 

ponent parts “ janma and adi ”; thus this oompound 

is of the inclusive type. In a oompound, however, like 

“ oitragu ” in sentences like “ citragum anaya (bring the 

man with spotted cows)” the spotted cows which are 

signified by the component parts are not included in 

the signification of the compound; for what is intended is 

the arrival of the owner of the cows, not his arrival with 

the cows; hence this compound is of the non-inclusive type. 

PAGE 27 

“abheda-vyavaharah samanadhikaranya-vyapades'as’ can 

has been rendered as <( empirical usage as non-different 

and appositional designation”. Vyavahara (usage) ordi¬ 

narily includes vyapades'a (verbal designation) too; here, 

however, they are distinguished, “ vyavahara ” signifying 

practical activity alone. Henoe the denotation of “ empiri¬ 

cal usage ” is narrower in the present context, excluding 

what is mentioned in “ appositional designationit is, in 

other words, equivalent to “ pravytti (activity), ” which is 

the word used by V&oaspati in the middle of p. 28. 
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‘'nirupadrava-bhlltSrtha-svarllpasya ” etc. The out* 
i 

aiders here cited are the Bauddhas, who teach the doctrine 

of nairatmya. The apprehension of this truth costs some 

effort. But once there is the apprehension and contempla¬ 

tion thereof, there is increasing clarity, which, however, 

does not call for increased effort, in the same way as each 

increased success in jumping oalls for a bigger effort than 

before. Nor is there subsequent sublation by error, the 

impressions of which too persist; for knowledge has a bias 

for truth, and disturbances due to error exist only till truth 

is attained, not thereafter. This is a favourite verse with 

Vacaspati; see, for instance, the RUnkhyatattvakaumudl 

on verse 64. The word (< intellect ” in the translation has 

to be understood as synonymous with knowledge; see also 

list of corrections. 

Page 49 

The reading “ pravartante ” adopted by us seems 

to have the support of the BhUmatltilaka and the RjuprakU- 

s'ifca. The Parimala, which uses the analogy “ yatha 

pradhanam pravariate” etc., may possibly prefer the read¬ 

ing “ pravartate ”. On either reading, the subject of the 

sentence “ atba svayam eva kasmat ” etc. has to be sup¬ 

plied from without; but on the reading “pravartate” it is 
i 

possible to understand that the subject is neither thf self 
V - 

(which does not fit in) nor pramapas (which requires the 

plural), but “ yat pravartate tat (that whioh is active) 

Such usage may be taken to be idiomatio, and it agrees 

with what comes before and after. But we prefer the 

reading “ pravartante ” since it has the support of two 
oommentaries besides that of the MSS. mentioned in Note 49. 

69 
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PAGE 71 

“adhikfta-’dhikara” is rendered as u eligibility of the per¬ 

son already eligible ”. Two components enter into adhikBra— 

the possession of certain qualities, connate, acquired or both 

(this alone is what is understood by fitness or eligibility ordi¬ 

narily), and the possession of interest in the fruit to be at¬ 

tained, The former is more in the foreground when, for in¬ 

stance, a Brahmin is said to be the adhikarin fora particular 

rite. In adhikrta-’dhikara, interestedness is more to fore; 

it is a person, interested in a particular result, that is further 

interested in another result aocruing from a further subsidiary. 

PAGE 95 

“ nitya-’nitya-vastu-vivekah. ” Vacaspati's position is 

this. What is eternal is not already known as distinct from 

what is non-eternal, as then there can be no further 

inquiry; nor can indefinite knowledge, of the nature of doubt, 

avail to generate non-attachment. What does exist is the 

distinction of eternality from non-eternality, the discrimi¬ 

nation of the attributes (which are called vastu, since they 

dwell therein, vasatl Hi). This knowledge of eternality and 

non-eternality is linked up with the knowledge of desirability 

and non-desirability. And thus he knows that among the 

denotations of the “ Thou ” and the “ I, ” that which will 

be established as eternal will be that whioh turns out to be 

desirable and the non-eternal that which turns out not 

to be desirable. This much of knowledge can acoount for 

both non-attachment and the desire to know Brahman. 

Page 122 
I- 

41 yatha 'hub : buddhi-siddham tu na tad asat. ” This 
4 

quotation has been traced by Mm. 8. Kuppuswami Sastriar 

to the NyUya Sutras (IV! i, 50), where! however, the 
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reading is buddhi-siddham tu tad asat ’. Vacaspati 

himself interprets this aphorism thus in the TUtparyat%kQ: 

tad asad bhavi kttryam anenai ’ va karapena janyate na 

’nyene ’ty anuraanad buddhi-siddham eve 'ty arthab* 

The aphorism thus interpreted fits in naturally with the 

rest of tho BhUmatl context. And the oomment of the 

Kalpataru is almost a paraphrase of the words of the 

Ttttparyaftkn: yad asad iti prasiddham tad buddhy- 
artKjhena rQpepa sad eva, anyatha turaftga-s'yngavat 

karmatva-nirdes'a-’yogat. In the light of this, therefore, 

it seems necessary to amend the text by leaving out the 

“ na ” and correct the translation thus: “ That, however, 

which is non-existent (i.e., to be produced), is (certainly) 

existent in the intellect.” In regard to this suggestion 

of the learned Professor, certain difficulties have to be 

pointed out. The Kalpataru, at the end of the sentenoe 

quoted above, goes on to say: iti sat-karya-vadina ahub- 

The aphorism, as it occurs in the NyUya Sutras, is the 

statement of the final view of asat-karya-vada held by 

the Naiyayika. The words of the Kalpataru would, 

therefore, suggest that the citation here is not of a Nyaya 

aphorism, but of the aphorism of some school professing 

sat-karya-vada. The suggestion is reinforced by the 

BhUmatltilaka, whioh says : atra sat-karya-vadi-sammatim 

aha. Once this possibility is conceded, there is the 

further possibility that the aphorism here cited by 

Vaoaspati has a “ na ” in it. That this is more than a 

bare possibility seems made out by the Ifjuprakbs'ikU, 

which implies the presence of a “ na ” in the aphorism: 

na hy asan nara-s^figsdi buddhav alikhya vyakriyate; 

buddbi-sattve ’ sattva-’yog&o oa; tatra vyddha-sammatim 

aha—*yatha *hur iti. The words of the Kalpataru too 4o 
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not rule out the reading with a “ na The least that is 

necessary to support the suggested correction is the further 

correction of the Kalpataru and the Bhtimatltildka so as 

to make them read “ asat-karya-vadina ahub ” and “ asat- 

kSrya-vadi-sammatim aha Such procedure involving 

a double correction may seem condemned by the 

law of parsimony. But there are at least two counter¬ 

vailing considerations of some weight. The first is 

that no other source has been traced, while the 

Nyftya aphorism as interpeted by Vacaspati fits into 

the present context. The other is that there is 

comparatively little point in the advaitin appealing for 

support to the sat-karya-vadin, as he himself is of that 

persuasion; on the contrary, his reliance even on the 

asat-karya-vadin would be just and purportful. As 

against this it must be noted that the point at issue 

in the BhQmatl is the possibility of creation by a non- 

intelligent being. The purvapaksin in this case is not the 

follower of the Nyaya (which admits an intelligent 

oreator), but the follower of the Safikhya (well known as 

Bat-karya-vada), according to whom the world is not before 
¥ 

creation buddhi-siddha for an Is'vara. Thus, though the 

suggested souroe and corrections are extremely plausible, 

it is difficult to accept them outright at the present stage; 

further, neither the printed editions of either book nor 

the MSS. that we have been able to oonsult warrant the 

correction. The MSS. consulted for the Kalpataru are 

20 H 14 and 20 H 19 of the Adyar Library; for the 

BhQmati, MSS. mentioned in Note 48 were consulted, and 

for the BhQmatitilaka. MS. No. 39 C 14 of the same 

Library. Of course, scribal errors leading to the perpetua* 

tion of wrong readings are not uncommon. 
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Page 147 

The expressions “ heya ” and '* upadeya, ” which occur 

very frequently in the BhUqya and the Bhtimatl, have been 

rendered uniformly as “ to be rejected ” and “ to be 

accepted ”. It should be noted, however, that, exoept in a 

few cases (as in the present one), what is meant is 

avoidance and seeking, not mere intellectual rejection or 

acceptance. When, for instance, it is said that Brahman, 

being one’s own self, is neither “ heya ” nor “ upadeya, ” 

it means that it is neither to be avoided nor sought. 

PAGE 153 

“ caitya-vandanadi-vakya. ” It would appear from the 

$juprakas'ik& that the “ statement ” is “ caityam vandeta, ” 

not caitye vandeta,” so that the obeisance is to the 

caitya, not in the caitya. Conformably to this, caitya 

would mean not a shrine, but the consecrated fig-tree to 

which Buddhists offer worship. 

PAGES 162-165 and 220-223 

These pages contain statements of the Prabhakara 

position based on the doctrine of anvitabhidhana. Certain 

terms, though common to the Bha$a school, are used in 

special senses. The equivalents used in the translation 

are such as would apply throughout the book; the 
* 

peculiarities of Prabhakara usage will, therefore, not he 
r 

clear therefrom. In the following translation, terms 

distinctively suitable to Prabhakara’s system are employed; 

it may be used along with or in the place of the 

translation on the above-mentioned pages. For this school, 

karya, niyoga and aptlrva are synonyms. What is to be 

done (karya) is that wbioh prompts (niyoga), and this is 
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the trans-eiperiential potency (aptlrva) which secures 

heaven. The determinant of kftrya is volition (ktfi), and of 

this the determinant is the particular act (kriya). The 

fruit (bh&vya or phala, e.g.} heaven) is emphatically not 

what prompts nor the determinant. The person prompted 

is oalled the niyojya ; he is not the person enjoined, since 

niyoga means apurva, not an injunction, as in the Bh&tta 

school. 

Translation 

[P. 162] Further, if for him who has heard (studied) 

about Brahman there occurs the cessation of the attributes 

of transmigration, why is it, then, that, on top of hearing, 

reflection etc. are found declared ? Therefore, even because 

of the contingence of the futility of these, the Vedantas do 

not have for purport the nature of Brahman, but have for 
r 

purport what is to be done, whose determinant is the 

contemplation of the self. And this, which is to be done, 

as prompting him who is to be prompted in respect of 

itself is called niyoga (the prompter), and as not previously 

experienced through other means of knowledge, it is 

called the trans-experiential. And since there is not the 

establishment of this without the observance of its 

determinant (contemplation), that itself, which is to be 

done, implies for its own establishment the observance 

of the contemplation of the self, (this being) the determi* 

nant and instrument of that. And what is to be done, 

since its definitive knowledge depends on (that which 

defines) its own determinant [its own determinant is 

volition, and the determinant of that is the particular 

act, contemplation in the present instance], is defined by 
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the determinant, contemplation *, similarly, since of con¬ 

templation too there cannot be definitive knowledge in the 

absence of its determinant, the self, [P. 163] that itself, 

which is to be done, implies, for the sake of the determina¬ 

tion of that (contemplation), the self as that (determinant). 

As they say: “ That, however, which is introduced, i,e.t 

implied, for the establishment of that (which is to be done), 

that too falls within the scope of the injunction; this is 

the usage of the Tantra (the Prabh&kara sohool of 

Mlm&tpsa).” And, in the case of contemplation, the 

determinant of the prompter (niyoga), its falling within the 

scope of the injunction consists in the observance of it 

as an act; for the self, however, which is the determinant 

of that (contemplation), (falling within the scope of the 

injunction consists in) the oertitude of its own existence. 

[P. 165] And, since what is to be done is not independent 

of him who is prompted, the eligible (interested) person 

who is to praotise, he states the particular class of person 

prompted: “ And there being purport in respect of an 

injunction ” etc. Becoming Brahman is present as already 

established in the eulogistio passage “ He who knows 

Brahman becomes Brahman itself”; yet (because of this 

statement of the existent being ohanged into a statement 

of what is to be accomplished), there being the expectancy 

of the particular olass of person prompted, on the analogy 

of the r&trisatra, he who desires to beoome Brahman comes 

to be understood as the particular person prompted. For, 

if on the analogy of the pip<ja-pitf*yajna, the person 

prompted be assumed to be he who desires heaven, that 

would be the signification of the absolutely remote by the; 
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eulogistio passage, which would then have a sense wholly 

unrelated to itself. And, since to become Brahman is to 

be immortal, it is said (in the commentary) “ For him 

who desires immortality.” * * * 
##***## 

[P. 2201 Further, even by those who recognise the 

purport of all words to be what is to be done, it is 

not possible in the case of (texts like) “ A brahmin 

is not to be killed, ” “ Liquor is not to be drunk, ” 

to reoognise what is to be done as purport. For, what 

is to be done, having its limits defined by volition, is 

pervaded by volition, and ceases with the cessation of 

that, like Sfimsapa-ness on the cessation of tree-ness 

[s'ims'apa being the name of a particular kind of tree]. 

Volition, indeed, is human effort; and its definitive 

knowledge depends on its determinant. And its determi¬ 

nant, being of the nature of what is to be accomplished, 

oan be only a doing, which has a before and an after, and 

helps to bring about something else ; (it can be) neither a 

substance nor a quality. It is, indeed, what is directly 

pervaded by volition that is the determinant of volition; 

and, in the case of substance and quality, which are already 
* 

existent, there is no pervasion by volition. Therefore it is 

there is the statement of the author of the sacred teaching: 

**Vorbs signify doing; through their instrumentality oan 

be known what is to be done (kriytt). ” [P. 221] Though 

for words signifying substance and quality there is relation 

to what is to be done, in their effeot-stage li.e,t in the stage 

when complete sentence-sense arises, with what is to be 

done as the main element], yet, since relation to what is 

to be done is direct in the case of (words signifying) doing, 

while for words signifying substanoe and quality it is 
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through their conjunction with doing, the understanding 

of the trans-experiential (apUrva) is only from those whioh 

signify doing, not from words signifying substance or 

quality. Nor is it that in statements like “ He is to offer 

oblation with curds,” “ He is to pour diagonally and 

continuously, ” curds etc. are the determinants of what is 

to be done ; for, even there, what is to be done has as its 

determinant the doing alone—the offering of oblation or 

the diagonal pouring. Nor on this score, because of the 

injunction (being) of the oblation and the diagonal pouring 

as qualified by curds and continuity* as in (the injunction 

of the qualified in) “ He is to sacrifice with the soma 

(-juice), ” do (the texts) “ He is to offer the agnihotra 

oblation, ” “ He is to pour ghee diagonally ” become 

restatements of that (injunction of the qualified). Though 

here too what is to be done has for determinant doing 

alone, yet, substance and quality, as complements of the 

doing, though not determinants, fall within the scope of 

the injunction. The doing, indeed, being undefined, 

as the bare functioning of a karaka (causal correlate of 

doing), is defined by the particular causal correlate 

—substance etc.; hence, substance etc. are complements 

thereto. And thus, when doing falls within the scope of 

the injunction, that falls within the scope of the injunction 

certainly together with its complements ; hence, substance 

and quality, though not determinants, yet as complements 

thereto, come to be within the soope of the injunction. And 
thus, the injunction which goes over to substance and 

quality through the channel of doing, beoause of the fear 

of prolixity and because its own content is otherwise 

established, comes, through a restatement thereof, to have 
V 

for purport substance etc., whioh are complements thereto; 
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[F. 222] hence, in all oases, what is enjoined («.$., what is 

to be done) has doing alone for its determinant. 

Hereby is refuted the view that in “ There is that 

ftgneya (cake) which is prepared on eight (earthen) plates ’’ 

what is enjoined has for determinant the connection of 

the material and the deity. Now, (it may be said), the 

meaning of the root “ bhu (to become),” (in “ bhavati ” of 

the text) cannot fall within the scope of an injunction; 

for, if what becomes be already existent, then that which 

has its existence (already) accomplished cannot be that 

which becomes; ether, indeed, does not become; nor, if 

non-existent, since what is non-existent cannot be what 

is prompted, like a sky-flower; therefore, what falls 

within the scope of the injunction is the operation whioh 

belongs to him who brings about, the producer, and whioh is 

implied by the becoming, the operation to be brought about; 

and, since this operation is activation, volition, effort, it 

cannot be cognised without a determinant; therefore, 

there being the need for a determinant, its determinant 

is only the connection of material and deity brought to 

mind by the word “agneya”. (To this the Prabhakaras 

say) now, how can human effort, which has an operation 

for its determinant, refer to a connection, whioh is not of 

the nature of an operation ? Truly, even in “ Make a pot,” 

human effort does not directly refer to the meaning of the 

noun, pot; rather does it oause the hand etc. to manipulate 

the staff etc. Therefrom one understands that volition alone, 

which is for the sake of the pot and has a manipulation for 

determinant, but not that (volition) whose determinant it 

directly the pot. The pot oomes within the scope of that 

(volition) as what is desired, not as a determinant. [P. 223} 

As determinant, however, there is only the manipulation 
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by the hand etc. For the same reason, even in 

“ There is that Bgneya M etc., what falls within the scope 

of the injunction is only the sacrificial act, whioh is 

implied by the oonneotion of material and deity, and whioh 

is the determinant of what is to be done. What is it that 

is said in “ There is that Bgneya (cake) ” eto. ? (It is said) 

“ One should bring about (what is to be done) through the 

saorifioe with agni as deity/' Hence it is that the texts 

“ He who, knowing thus, performs the full moon sacrifice,” 

“ He who, knowing thus, performs the new moon sacrifice ” 

become restatements of the six sacrifices prescribed in 

“ There is that agneya ” eto. Hence too for that (group of 

sacrifices) itself, which falls within the soope of the 

injunction and is restated, there is the relation to fruit, 

in “ He who desires heaven is to sacrifice with the new and 

full moon sacrifices 

Hence it is an invariable rule that in every case what 

is enjoined has for determinant doing alone, through the 

ohannel of volition. And thus, in “ Kill not,” “ Drink not" 

etc., if there be admitted something to be done, then, its 

pervader, volition, would have to be admitted, as also the 

doing whioh pervades that (volition) as determinant. And 

thus, on the analogy of the Prajapati-vrata, what is 

enjoined would, as signifying exclusion through the 

implication of the resolve not to kill or not drink, have 

that (resolve) as determinant. And thus it would follow 

that (that function of negation which consists in) the 

denial of what there is occasion for is wholly abandoned. 

Nor when there is a possibility (of direct significance) is 

implication proper. In the oase, however, of “ See not 

the rising sun ” etc., sinoe they oommenoe with “ His vow,” 

there is not the possibility of the denial of that for whioh 
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there is an ocoasion; [P. 224] hence it is proper through 

the signification of exclusion, to imply the resolve not. to 

see. Therefore, in “ Kill not,” “ Drink not ” etc., which 

are denials of what there is an ocoasion for, since doing 

is non-existent, volition pervaded thereby is non-existent; 

and that being non-existent, there is non-existenoe of what 

is pervaded thereby, viz., what is to be done ; hence there 

is no rule that all statements have for purport what is to 

be done ; thus he says .... 

Page 165 

“ ‘ brahma veda brahmai ’ va bhavati ’ iti ” etc. The 

sentence as it stands may imply that the fruit “ brahma- 

bhavana (becoming Brahman) ” has a need for the 

particular person prompted (niyojya-vitfesa). This, however, 

does not fit in with the Pr&bh&kara doctrine, which 

acknowledges efficiency for the apUrva alone, not for the 

fruit. Beooming Brahman, though stated as siddha, has 

to be understood as sadhya (what is to be accomplished); 

and for this change (viparipftma) there is an expectancy 

(akafikga), which is satisfied by the statement of the 

particular class of person prompted. The genitive in 

brahma-bhavanasya ” would be thus a case of anadare 

$a$tbl, this being indicated in the translation by “ yet ”; 

this construction is mentioned in the BhUmatltilaka too. 
See also list of corrections. 

PAGES 227 and 228 

The word “ kartavyata ” has been translated as 

“ obligation ” or as “ obligatoriness ". There is, of course, 

no question of moral obligation here; what is present is, 
* > 

' at best, a meohanioal urge or impulsion consequent on a 
* 

person's natural desires and passions. Because of these a 
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person is tempted to drink or kill; it is this temptation 

or impulsion which is restated by the prohibition and 

negatived. The object of the negation is to make it known 
that what is restated, the tempting act, is instrumental 

to evil. Throughout this context the reader is requested 

to remember that no ethical significance attaohes to the 

words “ obligation ” and “ obligatoriness 

PAGE 237 

The punctuation of lines 8-12 of the text is unsatis¬ 
factory in all the printed editions ; the present punctuation 

is based on the explanation given in the Kalpataru. 

“ dvedhtt ” in “ saiptfayo va dvedha yuktah ” means “ as 

between two possibilities ” ; this qualification is purportfuh 

as, in other cases, the doubt may be among more than 

two possibilities. The translation has therefore to be 

corrected ; see the list of corrections. 

Page 239 

“ That contemplation and reflection are not principal 
rites ” etc. The word “ principal ” here is not to be 

contrasted with “ subsidiary ” ; it means rather that which 
has an apOrva result; even subsidiaries, like stutis and 

tfastras (mentioned on p. 185), have apOrva results, and 

should, therefore, be classed as “ principal ” in this sense ; 

in this context, therefore, a gupa-karma is not what is 

subsidiary in general, but what is proximately subsidiary, 

subserving the rite itself, not the apOrva generated ; it is, 

in other words, a sannipatyo-’pakaraka- 
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CORRECTIONS 

PAGE Line For READ 

W 12,18 

10 SRI- 

n 3 irp% *n=q% 

11 

U\ 8 assfe^a?TO astxf&sacaia 

18 

16 <k?r 

8 tocaiti 

^00 6 

10 

w 4 qfoSmwra. 

7 2, 3 take on the be reflected in 

reflection of 

7 14 concealment condemnation 

8 23, 24 its origination (perception so far a9 
(by perception) it is) what original 

10 13, 14 in another con- ascertained through 
text ascertained difference <5t context 

71 
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Page Line For Read 

14 7, 8 of the attributes of attributes absolutely 

... distinct distinct (among them¬ 

selves) as also of sub¬ 

strates (similarly dis¬ 

tinct) 

25 23,24 non-proximate non-proximate to the 

. . . the cogniser cogniser ; whence 

then the extreme 

proximity (to the 

cogniser) 

28 9-11 And . .. appre- And, for memory and 

hension apprehension, delu¬ 

siveness consists in 

the appositional de¬ 

signation 

46 11 sublation sublation by error 

• > no effort no (further) effort 

>9 12 it the truth 

56 2 as something as that 

V 3 This is how This is how: when 

when 

57 10 as something as that 

61 13 That How 

64 9 skilled prudent 

ft 13 explained; by us explained by us 

63 19 skilled prudent 

74 4 kh&dira being made of khadira 

11 24-28 in respect of together with the host 

. *. krama of subsidiaries end¬ 

ing with sequence 



Page Line Read 

CORRECTIONS 

For 

(krama)y whioh are 

taught direotly or 

obtained by transfer, 

and whioh bring 

about proximate or 

remote contributo¬ 

ries, seen or unseen, 

82 25 in the conceit under the conceit 

95 11 is established will be established 

11 26 comes will be 

11 27 becomes turns out to be 

120 2 indicating its 

own attribute 

of the type whioh 

signifies (the inclu¬ 

sion of the sense of 

the parts) as compo¬ 

nents of that (i.e.y 

the sense of the 

compound). 

127 7 That subject That 

131 19 many may 

137 4 The Sacred Being-Sacred-Teach- 

Teaohing-Source ing-Source 

150 22 apathy monotony 

156 24 though through 

164 
\ 

14 kh&dira what is made of kha- 

dira 

11 25 nature existent 

165 16 enjoined for this enjoined, 

(beooming) 
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Page Line FOR Read 

165 22 as ... passage by the eulogistic pas¬ 

sage, since it has a 

sense wholly un¬ 

related to it. 

193 11 they that 

206 26 their own their own sense as 

209 20-22 And therefore And for this reason too, 

.. . anything that it is not sub¬ 

else sidiary to anything 

else, it is distinot 

from the four kinds 

of substances. 

225 16 process of be¬ doing 

coming 

237 10,11 Or there may be Or, doubt may be 
. .. two ways appropriate, as be¬ 

tween the two 

239 28 viz., the fruit and with the (ultimate) 

fruit 
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